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ABSTRACT 

The art and craft of sub – Himalayan Darjeeling region is predominantly a religious art, 

which through the centuries has communicate the faith and consummate of monks, their 

philanthropist and the local people. The major religions thus acknowledge the Hinduism and 

Buddhism. The religions and art of the Sub – Himalayan Darjeeling is derived from those of 

northern and central India and remains closely federated or integrated to them, but the 

isolation , the geographical hard ship and the splendor of the area have given its beliefs and 

the culture which expresses them a grandeur and mystery of their own. In addition, the Sub – 

Himalayan Darjeeling was open to influences from other parts of Asia, including China and 

from Tibet. Art is the visual expression of impression and is the result of some intense 

experience which the artist tries to communicate to the spectator. The traditional Indian art 

had attained a higher degree of excellence at a very early period and specimens produced by 

artists are truly marvels of human natural thought and skill. Traditional art also represents an 

outlet of expression, that is usually influenced by culture and which in turn helps to change 

culture. As such the art is a physical manifestation of the internal creative impulse. The 

Himalayan region is unique and diverse and a repository of a wealth and cultural resources. 

The population of the Sub-Himalayan region has generally conserved the traditional cultural 

identities. 

 There is need to assess that how did communication and transportation system 

improve the life style of the people who living in sub-Himalayan region. How the 

modernization is affecting the traditional cultural and social system of the areas. The ideas of 

art and craft are intrinsically associated with the ideas of traditional thought.  However, there 

was a unique creativeness to such traditional mentality which evolved around the religious, 

social and economic frame, making attempts to flourish the new creativity and idea. 
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 To understand that the generation of relative seclusion of the valleys amidst the high 

mountain ranges has also helped nature a multiplicity of cultures with their distinctive arts, 

architecture, traditional knowledge and ways of life. The traditional arts and crafts of Sub-

Himalayan track are among the most interesting phenomena in the world. This region 

displays a whole range of cultural features or combinations. A very interesting aspect of 

traditional art and craft in sub-Himalayan region is that it is highly realistic.  

To understand the fine artistic sensibilities of the people are pretty much evident in 

their works. The expression of people’s attitude in the form of traditional art is truly 

fascinating and helps us to analyze the journey travelled from previous to present day. The 

traditional art played the most significant role in the societal change that accompanied the 

economic restructuring of the Sub-Himalayan track. More intensively in the early period of 

Sub-Himalayan track through institutions such as the Buddhist monastery and guild in 

changing social and economic context dominated by trade and commercial activities. Here is 

one important thing that the puranic religion introduced the temple as the super ordinate 

institutional means, both as the centre for worship and as an innovative focus of socio-

economic political and cultural integration. 

 Himalayan art not only represents the religio-aesthetic aspirations of the various 

ethnic people that inhabit it, but it also reflects their innate desire and concern for the 

Himalayan eco-system in its entirety.  The very inter-relation between the emotive 

objectiveness and the physical environment, between the internal feelings and the external 

ambiance in the artistic creative process has been fundamental to the traditional arts of the 

Himalayan region since the primitive times. 

 There is need to assess that how the traditional art and craft is an effort to present an 

overall view of the creative process of the people through the ages to ignite sense of dignified 
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self consciousness, identity, and affinity with the Himalaya and polychromatic culture that 

they have inherited.  There is also need to discuss this relationship is even more pertinent 

today than ever, when we tend to lose our mooring with the inheritance for modernism, 

seeking solace in synthetic amusements, which can only dope us.  Therefore there is dire 

need to reorient our thinking and re-discover to ourselves the solace and joy that our religio-

aesthetic traditions have vouchsafed for us. 

 To understand the community and ritual art in Sub-Himalayan track on different 

manifestations through varied media such as pottery, painting, metal work, weaving and 

designing of objects namely jewelry and toys and also wooden craft.  These are not just 

aesthetic objects but in fact have an important significance in people live and are tied to their 

beliefs and rituals.  The objects can range from sculpture, masks (used in rituals and 

ceremonies), paintings, textiles, baskets, kitchen objects, arms and weapons and human 

bodies itself (tattoos and piercings).  There is a deep symbolic meaning that is attached to the 

objects themselves, materials and the techniques used to produce them. 

 It is also analyzed the role of folk spirit on the traditional art and craft of Sub-

Himalayan track.  This is the art of people who are exposed to changing landscapes as they 

travel over the valleys and highlands of India.  They carry with them the experiences and 

memories of different spaces and their art consists of the transient and dynamic pattern of 

life. 

 On the whole formal elements in Sub-Himalayan traditional art represent purely 

mental attitudes. This makes its largely introspective. The main concern of Indian 

iconography, even when it adopts certain features in ornaments, costumes, etc. from 

contemporary life, is religious and metaphysical.  The question of environment in Indian art 

needs to be viewed on the context of the idea of sadrishya in Hindu and Buddhist aesthetic, 
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which does not imply naturalism, illustration in any superficial sense.  According to the 

Hindu aesthetics, art is essentially conventional, for it is only by convention that nature can 

be made intelligible and only by signs and symbols that communication is made possible so 

that symbols play such a crucial role in Sub-Himalayan art.  In this concern this study might 

usher a new aspect in looking at the traditional art and craft. 
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PREFACE 

The Traditional art and craft of Sub – Himalayan Darjeeling is the national heritage of our 

country. This region possesses a wealth of prosperous Traditional knowledge. This wealth of 

knowledge appears to be ample to meet the challenge of the changing times, because the 

import of sophisticated technology has thrown away many traditional professionals out of 

their works. The research may illustrate themes of traditional art and crafts culture of sub – 

Himalayan Darjeeling region. The geographical area of Sub – Himalayan Darjeeling is 

treated as a cultural crossroads, where a variety of influences have met, combined and 

preserve, with a remarkable continuity, up to present context. This approach is many respects 

original and even investigational. The traditional art and crafts of Sub - Himalayan Darjeeling 

region are the total outcome of long struggle towards the enrichment of all the people and 

culture of that region and the period it is very important that the scientific discussion of such 

traditional knowledge be carried out without loss of time before they disappear from the 

position or change the traditional features. 
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Acharya, Dr.Verma Priyadarshini, Dr. Tahiti Sarkar. 

I would also express my special gratitude to respected Prof. Ratna Roy Sanyal (retd.), Prof. 

Ananda Gopal Ghosh (retd.) and Prof. Anita Baghchi (retd.) for their co-operation. 

A Special thanks to librarians and staffs of North Bengal University, A.K.M. Heritage 
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GLOSSERY 

Avalokitesvara - Is a Bodhisattava who embodies the the compassion of all Buddhas. 

Anarala- Vestibule 

Vatayana- Ventilation 

Varendra- Bengal 

Vartalauha- an alloy of five metals 

Kamsya- Bronze 

Riti- Brass 

Achmani- Symbolic object,largely drawn upon in Decorative art 

Kalam Churi- Traditional agricultural tool 

Jhurni- Agricultural tools 

Pharwa- Spade 

Kulhari- Iron agricultural tool 

Khurpi- Iron tools 

Dhung- Trumpet, Use for ritual purpose in Monastery 

Rolmo- Musical instrument for ritual purpose of Buddhism 

Sylnyen – ritual musical instrument 

Dhangra- musical drum for ritual purpose in Buddhist monastery 

Naoyouk- Drum sticks for produce sound 
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Chotpa- offering thorma of monastery 

Chodea- votive pot for ritual purpose 

Bhumpa- Traditional ritual vase for Tibetan Buddhist ceremonies 

Monrak- Traditional ritual Votive object of Tibetan Buddhism 

Dhuntrak- Traditional Tibetan votive object 

Tak- weaving tool 

Thoa- weaving tool 

Chimji- scissors 

Thichu- weaving tool 

Changda- iron rod for weaving machine 

Thakti- Traditional weaving machine 

Triratna- Three jewels of Buddhism 

Dharma- The Doctrine of Buddhism 

Sangha- Community of Monks 

Shaman- typically such people enter a ectasy state during a ritual and practice devination 

and         healing 

Thangka- traditional ritual painting 

Mudras- yogic postures 

Sprul pa’ ila bzo- divinely emanate artisans 
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Than- sgron- wooden frame 

Snag ris- The blackout line drawing 

Mtha thing- the border around the traditional Thangka  

Dmar po- Red Colour 

Serpo- yellow colour 

Yan gu- Green colour 

Snon po- blue colour 

Mt’in-Indigo colour 

Li khri- orange colour 

Dbanpo lag pa- special glue made from a medicinal plant 

Thang shing- Two round wooden rods 

Gong shem- yellow and blue ribbons 

Pog sam jom zam- Tibetan text 
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INTRODUCTION 

      Art is something that can entice a person to perceive or view due to its beauty and its 

presentable look. The art also must be a work that can communicate and useful between a 

viewer and the artist. But of all the beauty in the planet, the works of beauty by the mighty 

God is the fragility and with his consent the human being can fabricate a beautiful art. To 

manifest the need in art, an artist should spectator through his art as the means of 

communication. The communications that generated by the artist have made the art useful 

and sometimes purposeful for human. Craft is art, art done by the artist that so beautiful and 

useful to the need of its spectator. Craft did have all the notion mention as an art work. In the 

word from Wikipedia, the tree encyclopedia (2003) was one of it definitions about art are: 

“Art is a Craft, but not just any sort of craft. It is a craft of expression – of someone’s feelings 

or thoughts, and it can take many forms depending on a chosen medium.” 1 

      Sub- Himalayan   Darjeeling is traditionally known as the “Queen of the Hills” and is one 

of the most beautiful hill stations of India. The cool and pleasurable climates embellish a 

delightfully divergent involvement from most of other parts of India.  At approximately 2,130 

meters, the Darjeeling town itself nestled on the lap of the mighty Kanchanjunga Mountain is 

a mixture of venerable charm and contemporary urbanization.  

     This Hill area is unique from eco appreciation.  The relief varies from 100 meters above 

sea level to mighty kanchanjunga.  There are different atmospheric zones with individual 

characteristic with imperiled exceptional plant species along with innumerable orchids and 

expensive medicinal plants obtainable in this hilly area. From the modest developing in the 

early 1800s, Darjeeling has renovated itself into one of the India’s foremost hill stations 

regular visited by tourists across India and the various part of the world.  The town itself has 

become over peopled merely coping with the flourishing of the population and the inrush of 
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tourists but still evolve of contemporary hotels, restaurant cinema halls and shopping 

galleries. However, till today just a few kilometers, from the main town one can acquaintance 

with prolific green tea gardens, terraced farms and slower motion of life. 

           Dr. Campbell had delineated that the population of Darjeeling Himalayas was 1900 in 

1850 and 2200 in 1869.  But subsequently the years that followed saw the sharped develop of 

population in the Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling region. Since last few decades, people 

belonging to diverse castes, tribes, religions and speaking different languages have migrated 

from the adjoining places in this Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling or “queen of the hills.”  Today 

one can find Darjeeling hill region as an ethnological museum and a cultural gathering point.  

Darjeeling Hill Area is a magnificent example of develop of population arise mainly from 

migration from outside. The formation of high calibre schools in the towns like Darjeeling, 

Kurseong and Kalimpong had brought the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling Hill Area in the 

education map of the country. Apart from the establishment of schools, the missionaries also 

played foremost roles in the construction of welfare centres and enlargement of other basic 

convenience. 

          The Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region is the mosaic of numerous ethnic groups.  

Owing to its geomorphologic individualities, these groups were less manifested prior to the 

British possession. Hinduism, Buddhism, Christianity and to some expansion of Islam, 

endure the preponderant religions and Nepali Hindi, Bengali, Tibetan, Bhutia or English are 

the governing languages.  However, with the passage of time and due to historical and socio-

cultural reasons, Nepali language has appeared as common dialect or the medium of 

instruction of all. The region has now populated by lacks of people belonging to different 

faiths and ethnic diversification but there were not more than thousand inhabitants when the 

East India Company first came into exposure with the place.  It was reported by them that the 

indigenous populace of the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling hills are the Lepchas. The ethnic and 
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social plurality is may be the strongest demonstration of the Darjeeling Himalayan region. 

The social groups of various ethnic and linguistic backgrounds create a cultural diversity with 

ethnic disparateness. Different ethnic groups mostly of mongoloids comprise the social 

profile of the region. Majority of them are of Nepali speaking caste and tribe groups along 

with some Lepchas, Bhutias and Tibetans. Apart from this many communities from plains 

like the Bengali, Bihari and some Marwari families are also adopted within the social profile 

of the hills. 

        The Hill areas of Darjeeling region are situated within the lesser and Sub-Himalayan 

belts of the Eastern Himalayas. The region is demarcated by the Sikkim Himalaya to the 

north, the Bhutan Himalaya to the east and Nepal Himalaya to the west. The southern foothill 

belt is demarcated by a highly dissipated platform of terrace deposits extending along the east 

west axle. The interior belt is elucidated by a ridgeline extending from the Darjeeling Hill to 

the west and Kalimpong Hill to the east, overlooking the southerly blowing Tista valley in 

between.  Prominent rivulets contributing to the Rammam – Rangit basin, dissipate the 

northern slope bevel of Darjeeling Hill. The southern bevels of the Darjeeling Hill are 

dissoluted by several southeasterly flowing streams, which contribute to the Balason – 

Mahananda structure. 

    Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region is the northern most district of the state of West Bengal 

in eastern India in the foothills of the Himalayas and lies between 26 degree 31 feet and 27 

degree 13 feet North latitude and between 87 degree 59 feet and 88 degree 53 feet East 

longitude.  It is a perimeter district, running up in between Nepal and Bhutan and extending 

from the plains of North Bengal on the south to the state of Sikkim in the north.  It surrounds 

an area of 3149sq.km and the home of about 18.42 lakh of people. 2  
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Generally speaking, there are no detachment between work of art and craft; it is true because 

in craft the beauty and the purpose for human attentiveness are already originated.  Art have 

so many role, back in the former arts was more to the practice of human venture and 

documentation. The motive is to past information to the present generation about their 

involvement and venture. The practice can be seen in all metallic art form, sculpture, 

painting, building architecture etc. of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling. In Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region we can see how the medium, several components an importance role in 

presenting arts, the arts either can just be perceive as the collection of its praiser or as a work 

that can be useful and serve its obvious practical needs to others and it also have an aesthetic 

value.  The people of Sub-Himalayan region created the process in all aspect of harmony and 

temperance – on a proportionate co-ordination and co-operation between the form, the artist 

and their tradition thought and material. The role of artist is not just for his for art’s sake but 

also involves the whole idea of community in their portion or believes. The art that yield 

from tradition is the type of art that been past though generation to generation such as the 

work of art from wood carving, weaving and other sculptural work.  It also, the type of art 

that been past due to the religion needs such as the work of art for the God images of 

Hinduism and Buddhism. In facts, the word tradition is related etymologically to 

communication and contains within the scope of its meaning the idea of the transmission of 

knowledge, practice techniques laws, forms and many other elopements of both an oral and 

written nature. 3 The attachment of nature is an important component of traditional art and 

craft of Sub-Himalayan region. The artists and workers of traditional art and craft of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling see their work, like themselves, as being part of nature, sharing its 

dynamics, and its textures. The Sub-Himalayan thought nature is not only something separate 

or an unattainable ideal, but it is also the governing principle. 
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           The artistic efforts of traditional art and craft of Sub-Himalayan region are connection 

with the general history of art. The religious character, so deeply rooted in the daily life of 

Sub-Himalayan people, has also continued the guiding principle in their art. In a critical 

examination of the various monasteries, terracotta, buildings of Sub-Himalayan region, 

therefore it is the antiquarian interest, connected with the history of religion and civilization 

that is the most prominent. 4 The art of ancient India especially Sub-Himalayan area has 

always been a purely religious one; its architecture as well as the sculpture, which has always 

been intimately connected therewith, was never and nowhere employed for secular purposes.  

It owed its origin to the growth of a religion which has been called Buddhism from the 

honorary little of its founder – ‘the Buddha’ – the enlightened one. 

     The traditional art and craft of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region, originating as it did 

religious tendencies and ascertained to serve religious aspiration, could only follow its own 

instant reason in sacred representation. Otherwise it was, and remained, simply decorative 

and always connected with the artistic thought. In accordance with the Indian character, the 

sacred representations themselves were not so much the outset of the development as its end.  

According to the view of life prevailing among the people of Sub-Himalayan region, purely 

artistic accomplishment never found scope in the presence of schools, but only in sporadic 

instances. The sacred figures themselves even came to be employed again decoratively. 5 

Since the history of Indian civilization became better known in Europe, our previous ideas 

respecting the antiquity of Hindu art as well as the Buddhist art have been found to be much 

extensive.   

          In fact Indian art especially sub Himalayan Darjeeling region art is the most modern of 

all oriental artistic efforts.  In Asiatic countries, outside India, which subsequently embraced 

the doctrine of Buddha, ecclesiastical art is developed on the basis of Indian types until the 

middle ages (13th to 14th Century). Till then the sculptures are accomplished in stone and 
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frequently on a large scale, but gradually the Buddhist sculpture becomes a miniature 

construct in different materials – wood and clay in place of stone, and later, in metal casts – 

carried on as a trade. 6  Indian art borrowed from two artistic schools, the ancient oriental and 

the Greco-Roman; and the components thus acquired it utilized for national themes. In India 

itself, Buddhism has been extinct for centuries. The remains of the first golden age, beneath 

king Ashoka, have for the most part devastated: single monumental groups – cannibalistic 

heaps of rubbish, still testify to the time when Central India was quit covered with Buddhist 

building.  This theme we can see in Sub-Himalayan region. But in the traditional forms of the 

temples still in extant outside India, we find highly important materials for an elucidation of 

the old representations. Buddhist archaeology must therefore begin with the examination of 

the modern divinity, especially of the northern school, i.e. of the religious forms of Tibet, 

China and Japan, so as to recognize the different artistic types, and trying to recognize them 

with the ancient Indian.  The solution of many obstacles will be reached when the history of 

the dissimilar variety of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, Gods and demons is traced. 

Unfortunately, however the raw materials demanded for this task not yet, to any expanse, 

been made approachable. 7  

   The art of India constitutes a unique chapter in the history of human endeavor.  It reveals 

the deepest recesses of the human mind and offer a mirror to the Indian soul as perhaps 

nothing else does.  The spiritual and religious content of India’s creative genius has found full 

and perfect expression in her aesthetic creations. In this attachment the Sub-Himalayan 

traditional art and craft by its nature is a visual commentary on or a concrete manifestation of 

thought which is abstract and invisible.  Objects of art are like documentaries of a thought 

world that has departed.  These creations have preserved the thought forms of bygone ages, 

with all the vitality and inspiration of the consciousness that brought them into existence. 8  

Traditional art therefore, is a very precious heritage in the culture of a people of Sub-
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Himalayan Darjeeling. It is more so in India as well as the Sub-Himalaya, where the story of 

traditional art is as old as the history of the race – a panorama of five thousand years.  In 

India especially Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region has had her own style of traditional arts 

and crafts, mode of town planning and homes with provisions for amenities according to the 

prevailing conditions through the ages.  It is time we looked back, took radix of thing and 

aligned our life if need be, in the light of modern conditions.  In this process, even though 

radical changes may seem inexorable, it is worth while retaining all that is beautiful and 

simple, or which has been achieved through the centuries by selection, refinement, and 

traditional culture by our ancestors, and accepted as an exclusive national pattern of living 

and progressing upon it to the greatest expanse able to be done. 9 

     For an average Indian it is very easy to understand and admire Indian art since everything 

is both old and contemporaneous; everyday he lives with it. For foreigners also it is not 

stubborn to appreciate it provided he or she devotes just a little time to know the background 

of the Indian tradition as well as the tradition of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling also.  To begin 

with, what goes in the name of Indian traditional art and Sub-Himalayan region art of pre-

modern period has been part and parcel of the concept of dharma and all religions born in 

India or came from other than India but following several belief systems and mode of 

worship. Many of the basic ideas underlying these religions (Hindu, Buddhism, Christian, 

Muslim) developed though various literary works of the succeeding periods. It is through 

them that we come to know about the socio-cultural life of the people and its foundation. 10   

The traditional works of art and craft were a parts of some belief system, written or unwritten 

and some religious or secular with religious faiths associated to it. It was also spiritual, the 

ultimate goal of all Indian regions. That is why “art” was always manifested in temples, 

monasteries, of one kind or the other in the form of images, icons, idols, votive objects, 

symbols etc. Its motive was to intensification one’s theological awareness.11  We never deny 
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that the without the symbol the art is worth less each and every objects of the traditional art 

and craft must have symbolic meaning. Because symbol is something else by association, 

resemblance or manner, especially a material object used to represent something 

inconsiderable. Every society lives with symbol and allegory which it makes for the language 

of its ethos. Virtually a symbol is the shortest form for a whole set of ideas and feelings.  

Symbols also designate the well being in all human ventures.  

       Symbolism has played an eventual role in the traditional art and craft of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region for it became a universal communicable medium through its vivid 

visualization. A symbol can contain several shades and level of ideas. The world of 

symbolism is too vast for elucidation here.  One may briefly describe a few important ones, 

for it belongs to all time, not to be dated.  So the ancients devised this method to preserve the 

truths, important lessons for us.  Temple, Monasteries is also a symbol of the human body.  

The sanctuary in the centre represents the soul, while the concentric quadrangles around – 

prakaras – stand for the five sheaths of the soul.  Many of our epic tales are also symbolical.  

The symbolism is mostly of Hindu and Buddhism origin. The objects held in the hands of the 

deities, their sitting and standing position, their garments and ornaments, and even the 

animals on which they sit – all have their meaning. These symbols have often been changed 

by the migration into other countries and the absorption of indigenous notion into the religion 

12 as well as customs.  The objects and their symbolism are too multitudinous to cite 

individually.  We can culmination the few examples are the lotus flower on which the deities 

sit, a symbol of seraphic origin; the sword in the hand in of God Manjushri, the God of 

wisdom, a symbol which ascertain the clouds of opaqueness, the skull cup filled with blood is 

a mnemonic of the susceptible of human subsistence.  The postures were originally based on 

the yoga doctrines. The adamant posture called the lotus posture is the one presumed for 

meditation. The posture of the future Buddha, who sits in what is called Bhadrasana, which 
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symbolizes that, the Buddha is prepare to come to earth to preach the doctrine. The pretty 

ornaments usually persuade the calm, blonde deities, the skull crowns and snake ornaments, 

the fierce and enraged types. All these forms however are but different articulation of the 

boundless superiority of the supreme Buddha, the first self-creative and almighty author of 

the universe. 13 Culture is a distinctive formation of its creators and practitioners; hence the art 

that a culture produces has necessarily to be judged within the framework of its own 

intellectual norms. Once this was realized, things became easy for the serious scholars of 

Indian art all over the world.  In became clear to all of them that for the Hindu or the Buddha 

the image or murti is not God at all, it is just a bimba or reflection of the real, hence unreal, 

the image has a very small and limited purpose to serve – to concentrate on the Godhead 

behind the idol.  It is, thus, temporary.  It is impermanent. And, therefore, an image when 

judged aesthetically is an utterly different matter; it has to be completely alienated from the 

religious aspects which the images are inferenced to be portraying. 14 

           The traditional art and craft of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling has been the product of 

Indian culture and specially influenced by the Tibetan, Chinese, and Nepal as well.  

Traditional art and craft of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling has been the product of two streams of 

thoughts and cultural practices, one, the folk tradition of the region which is belonging to the 

oral tradition of this region and it also operating at the folk level in the hill section, and the 

other, classical, which is belonging to the enlightened literary traditions, the former is 

sometimes called lower tradition and the later Higher tradition.  Now the question easily arise 

how the two traditions are interact with each other?  Here we can say that the two types of 

traditions are not absolute to each other; the essence or the basis of the higher tradition lay in 

the lower tradition or little tradition, as anthropologists name it.  In other words the 

symbolized worship like tree, snake, water, spirit, mother goddess etc., which usually feature 

the lower tradition, are picked up by the specialists of the higher tradition and integrated in 
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their own belief systems by inventing the traditional mythological concepts.  Thus, Yaksas 

and Yaksis characterize all religions from Vedic times.  A snake was called “Mucalinda” and 

incorporated in the life history of Buddha as his savior against heavy rains.  Another snake 

was called “Sesanaga” on whose coils Vishnu was shown reclining “Parsvanath” the 23 

tirthankara, had the snake with open hoods at his back.  There was thus and heavenwards 

dynamism in the case of gods and goddesses of the lower tradition.  The two traditions were 

thus, complementary to each other. 15  In this way the religious assimilation has also been 

found in the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. 

      Generally we accept that the India has been known as a land of crafts and craftsmen.  

Similarly Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling has also been familiar with her traditional art and craft 

concept.  The skill is seen in metals, pottery, terracotta, various wooden objects, woolen 

objects and embroidery works, an eminence attained by these creative communities’ ages and 

ages ago and still practicing them.  Traditional craftsmanship in the Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region has meant for more than skill with materials, more than manual efficiency 

in manipulating tools.  It has mean a total operation involving the emotions, traditional 

concept as well as mind, body, and the vibrant rhythm that such a co-ordination generates. 16 

     Traditional craftsmanship has always been a basic activity in the society of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region. In fact it is think about more connectives and pervading in 

human relationship then even language, for it can encroaches the normal barriers to 

communication.  Strikingly has this been true of the older societies such as those in Tibet, 

China, Nepal, Japan and the other part of Asia where certain aspects of the ancient handed 

down cultures still continue to produce powerful suspicion that are almost ageless. 17 

     The development of traditional art and craft in the society of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

was the sign of the cultivation of responsiveness and the passionate and maturing of 
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humanism.  It stood for man’s endeavor to bring elegance and fineness into an otherwise 

harsh and colourless human existence.  The most primordial people began to ornament their 

articles of everyday use, later weapons, then their garments and their own person and 

surroundings.  Here we see the transformation of the mere functional into works of aesthetic 

value, the common becoming the cherished, the joy giving.  The convenience is the necessary 

part in the absoluteness of life.  Through aesthetic in utility, beauty is brought into out 

intimate life.  Each and every community of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region lived non-

discriminatory pattern of life that responded to the joys and burdens of life, taking them in its 

flow. There was a natural acceptance of the human cycle like embracing the air and the 

sunlight, with no resort to escapism.  Craftsmanship was thus conceived and nurtured in an 

embryo of fullness generated by an unrushed rhythm of life.  Such products naturally had 

vitality and character for they were the direct expression of artisan’s creativity, but with a 

purposeful emphasis on the functional, endowing it with beauty.  Craftsmanship is therefore 

an indigenous creation of the ordinary people to meet their direct human needs.  This theme 

also proved an intuitive sense of going with, rather than against, the gain of daily existence.  

Craftsmanship became an activity that involved the entire person, closely relating the mind 

and the material to a certain function for a specific purpose.  There was no professional caste 

or class of craftsmen or women.  Each was a maker and creator. 18 The fast developing Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region is traditionally strongly coloured by Tibetan culture; Nepali 

influence has recently very strong.  The life of the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region reflects 

a colourful spectrum of variety and richness of culture.  All ethnic and linguistic variations 

get converted into the economy of the tea garden and traditional art and craft where the hill 

men like the Nepalese, the Lepchas and the Bhutias; and the plains men like the Bengalis, the 

Biharis, the Marwaris, the Punjabis, etc. all work together to earn their living. 19 
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        The mediation of customs or beliefs reliance from generation to generation may be 

called the tradition.  On the basis of the theme traditional arts and crafts are an integral part of 

the life in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region.  In spite of rapid social and technological 

changes taking place. 20  On the traditional point of view handicrafts can be defined simply as 

objects made by the skill of the hand and which carry a part of the creator but in the 

developing countries or regions response about the handicrafts are as a luxury items.  Indeed 

traditional art and craft objects created by the people as well as artisans to answer their ritual, 

customs, and personal needs, as well as the luxurious objects created by specialized 

craftsmen for a select group’s sophisticated requirements and the commercial crafts created to 

answer everyday needs or as a form of trade – which constitute handicrafts.  They bring grace 

to every home, be it the home of the rich or the poor.  There is a timeless quality in these 

objects, for they have been progressed over past times and continue to be made even today 

with the same attitude, the same faith, and are a part of living tradition of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region.   

An analysis of the contents of traditional art acquaints us with its decorative elements and the 

theme depicted. From the very outset artists of sub- Himalayan Darjeeling took delight in 

decorative designs and formal elements both taken from nature and invented by men. I have 

take care to raise and discuss about various traditional art and craft of sub- Himalayan 

Darjeeling and pay attention to their historical analysis through the traditional concept. 

In chapter –I, Introductory, I have stated about the origin of traditional art and craft of sub 

Himalayan Darjeeling from its womb. This traditional art of this region has a long history and 

is a subject of great importance as expressing the soul of the people of Sub- Himalayan 

Darjeeling. Its value is equal to that of religion, philosophy and literature, which are all to be 

tapped as perennial sources for the understanding of traditional art and craft of Sub- 

Himalayan Darjeeling. In chapter–II, making an attempt to understand the artistic sensibilities 
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of the people on sculptural art in Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling region. In chapter –III, growth 

and development of metallic art will assess the metalic art itself in detail. In chapter- IV, 

Thangka art and its transformation- would analysis the detail of thangka art and various 

modern elements which affected on thangka traditional art of sub Himalayan Darjeeling. In 

chapter- V, decorative art of sub-Himalayan Darjeeling will assess the various design and 

changes of wooden craft art and also assess the village simplicity reflects on traditional 

terracotta art and their changes. In the Chapter VI, globalization and traditional art and craft 

of Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling will attempts to put the comparative study of globalization 

processes of change in contemporary traditional art and craft of Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:-   

Bhupendra Heera’s Impact of Buddhism on socio-Religious life of the Asian 

people:with special reference to sri lanka, china and tibet (`Decent books, New Delhi,2007) 

stresses on the social and cultural transformation of the people of Asia.  The work captures 

the effect of Buddhism on Tibetian religious thinking and social life.  It also discusses the 

later socio-cultural transformation of people.  Throughout the work refers to numerous 

legends and accounts for detailing the contribution of monks, missionaries and royal 

personages.  The book will prove immensely valuable to Buddhist scholars keen on studying 

the evolution and impact of Buddhism in Asia.  But this book has not directly deal with the 

peoples’ creativity behind the growth of traditional art and craft. 

Introduction of Buddhism and Tantric meditation by H.H. Dalai Lama (Palijor 

publication, Himachal Pradesh, 1965) presents a simple and lucid introduction to the study of 

Buddhism and the tantric meditation.  The teaching of Buddha and its application in our daily 

life has been dwelt upon.  But is has not direct connect the traditional art and craft and 

present Panorama adopted by people. 

Mowsume Bose Roy (Dutta) in her book “Women in Handicrafts Industry a study of 

Sikkim” (Mittal publication, New Delhi, 2012) has discussed the situation of Sikkimese 

Women in terms of their role and status with reference to some empowerment issues sub-

Himalayan region.  Besides, it also reflects the handicraft production as well as in the 

commercialization including the role of women in it. Though this book may become as very 
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useful source but it is not discussed the metallic and terracotta art in sub-Himalayan track 

where women are played vital role to grow this art form. 

Ronald M. Bernier in his book Himalayan Architecture (Fairleigh Dickinson 

university press, Medison, 1997) would provide valuable information about architecture 

specially building style and vernacular architecture of Himalayan mountain region.  But the 

metallic art and thangka art which are related to the traditional thought of sub-Himalayan 

region are not discussed here properly.  

Himalayan art by Swati Chopra (Lustre press, UK, 2012) discuss the all sides of 

cultural aspect of Himalayan architecture, crafts, cuisine and so on. But she has not assessed 

the changes of traditional art due to modern times. 

Himalayan: An aesthetic adventure by Pratapaditya Pal (University of California 

press, USA, 2003) is the survey of the artistic achievements of Himalayan culture. This book 

explores the particular beauty that evolved from the spiritual traditions unique to the 

Himalayas. Though this book is provide valuable information about art but it has not mention 

the aesthetic value of Himalayan art. 

Amy Heller, in her book Tibetian art: tracing the development of spirituals ideals, 

(Antique collectors club, UK, 1999) places the art work within its historic, social and 

religious context. She incorporates the latest research material and features works of 

international renown as well as those that have never been published. The author approaches 

tibetian art through the religious anthropology of Tibetian Buddhism. But this book has not 

mention the community and ritual art of sub Himalayan region. 

Ananda Kentish CoomaraSwamy’s “History of India and Indonesian art (Doover 

Publication, Delhi, 1927) is a book provides a valuable assessment of the art.  In this book he 

was concerned with in a traditional culture and with examining the religious and 

philosophical beliefs that determine the origin and evolution of a particular artistic style.  He 

also established an art historical framework for the study of the development of ancient 

Indian Art. This book did not properly discuss that how the formal structure of a temple or 

monestry makes concrete the idea of manifestation, of the transmutation of the eternal and 

infinite into the shifting multiplicity of existence, the reabsorption of all things into the 

limitless unity from which they have come. 
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S.P. Gupta, Sashi Prabha Asthana, Elements of Indian Art: Including Temple 

Architecture, Iconography and Iconometry (D.K. print world, New Delhi, 2009) would 

provide valuable data regarding ancient Indian art.  The book is a study of the fundamental 

principles, dealing with essentials of Hindu thinking and practice of art like the Hindu view 

of Godhead, iconography and Iconometry, and symbols and symbolism in Hindu art.  It 

undertakes a survey of Indian art and temple architecture from the 3rd Century B.C. through 

the medieval period.  It elaborately views the various terms and concepts associated with the 

field of art and iconography. But this study however fails to draw its attention towards the 

traditional art of sub – Himalayan track. 

            Vasudeva S. Agarwala, ‘Studies in Indian Art’ (Viswa Vidyalaya Prakashan, 

Varanasi, 1965) provides a clear analysis about Indian art and architecture.  This book 

surveys the major landmarks in Indian art history and traces the significant developments in 

the architectural, sculptural and paintings traditions from their early beginnings to the modern 

period.  This book made an analytical attempt to trace the roots of symbolism in the Indian 

Art. Though this book helps to construct my research design but thangka art of sub 

Himalayan region did not discuss here.  

N.L. Mathur in his book “Sculpture in India its History and Art’’ (Caxton press 

limited, Michigan, 1972) an attempt has been made to set forth in clear and comprehensible 

in the Indian Sculptural art from the third millennium B.C. to the Sixtteenth Century AD.  

Special emphasis has been laid on the critical appreciation of the art in its historical 

perspective. But community and ritual art did not discuss here properly. 

        Sachidanand Sahay in his book entitled “Indian Costume, Coiffure and ornaments” has 

discussed that how costume, coiffure and ornaments Munshiram Manoharlal pub, Delhi, 

1973) closely interlinked with the human life and society.  Further, he has been made an 

effort to show how far the psychological and the sociological factors have been responsible 

for the change in the fashion of dress and ornaments of the people during ancient time.  The 

changes in the fashion are very important phenomena of human life, and as such special care 

has been taken to show how the people adopted the fashion and influenced the Indian art. But 

this book did not discuss the traditional terracotta art. Yet, this book would assist in 

strengthening the framework of the study. 

          While assessing the existing literature on art two major streams of thought are found.  

One points out how the traditional art reflects on the various part of architecture that also took 
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place in human mind.  The other thought tries to narrate the nature’s appeal and religious 

participation that was involved in the traditional Indian art.  This study of both the streams 

will filter out the traditional art and craft of sub Himalayan track of Darjeeling and its impact 

on globalization. 

OBJECTIVES:- 

1. To study the distinct features of traditional style of art and modern art.  

2. To evaluate the stone sculpture survives for better than works of art in perishable 

materials and also understand the required skill to develop the metallic art in sub-

Himalayan region.   

3. To understand the nature and development of thangka art.  

4. To analyze the thangka art facing challenge in modern era.  

5. To understand the aesthetic beauty or value of thangka painting of sub-Himalayan region.  

6. To analyze and study the wooden art and craft flourished in sub-Himalayan region.   

7. To study the role of women to develop the traditional art and craft in sub-Himalayan track.  

8. To study the role of foreigner that helped to develop traditional art and craft.  

9. To analyze the role of religion and politics of sub-Himalayan region, these are the factor which 

affected the traditional art and craft. 

10. To understand the effect of globalization on sub Himalayan traditional art of Darjeeling. 

HYPOTHESIS:- 

1. Traditional art and craft improve the standard of living of the artisans and thereby contribute to 

the sustainability of the art form. 

2. Growing urbanization of the Indian society, people are searching for authentic cultural 

experiences in the form of fairs, festivals, rituals and customs still followed by rural society. 

3. The continuity of the traditional crafts still offers creative expression to the bulk mass of sub-

Himalayan track. 
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4. Sewing of the traditional art form in single stream may throw fresh light on our new 

understanding of its intrinsic beauty. 

5. Various colours of different intensity are the inner vitality of Indian culture which has 

been the result of intimate connection between nature and human inspiration. 

6. An analysis of the context of the thangka paintings would bring out the inner spirit and 

values and relationship between nature and human being as a whole. 

7. Religion remains to be an integral part of the traditional mindset of the people of Sub-

Himalayan region. 

 RESEARCH  QUESTION:-  

1. To what extent does investigating the diversity of sculptor’s practices challenge 

conventional critical hierarchies’ subject, medium and form? 

2. Does the concept of artistic intent apply to thangkas?  

3. How far nature involved in thangka and related art? Was Indian art developed and 

applied to every conceivable area related to the human? 

4. Is any new idea or method which influence upon the people of sub Himalayan region 

shift from their traditional thought to construct building style?  

5. Can external Indian consciousness evolve in various works of art in sub-Himalayan 

region? 

6. How far people of sub-Himalayan region respect the traditional art and craft?  

7. Which factors are helped to develop the terracotta art in sub Himalayan track?  

8. Was there any pre-conceived notion about the preservation of traditional thought about 

art and craft in sub-Himalayan region?   

9. Was any new idea shift from traditionally concept about wooden craft and art?  

10. How far community and ritual art influence upon people of sub-Himalayan track?  

11. Which factors influence or affect the foreign customer’s decision to purchase handicraft products? 
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12. What were the nature and form of natural colour used in the thangka art? 

 

RESEARCH  METHODOLOGY:- 

         The design of the present research has been formulated on the basis of the nature of the 

study.  The study areas, the people, the tools and techniques for data collection have been 

chosen as per– functional approach with liberal perspective.  It is purely an exploratory study 

the aims and objectives of the study.  The main purpose of this study is to gain insight and 

experience on traditional art and craft.  The study has been carried out primarily on the basis 

of structural. The approach of the study is descriptive with an analytical base. The 

comparative method, both synchronic as well as diachronic over time and space has been 

adopted for understanding the present situation of traditional art and craft of sub-Himalayan 

track of Darjeeling and changes there in.  The data for this research have been gathered both 

from primary as well as secondary sources.  The facts on the situation of traditional art and 

craft have been gathered through reviewing the secondary materials and collection of 

empirical facts through intensive field investigation. Both extensive and intensive approaches 

will be adopted in field study. The primary and secondary data pertaining to various aspects 

of traditional art and craft has been collected, analyzed and interpreted.   

This proposal includes an extensive study of relevant literature, research methods, and 

exemplars in the selected field of study as it relates to the discipline of architecture.  This 

study may begin to transform and take a different shape.  In addition, the data from different 

viewpoints to ensure a comprehensive approach to the research question. There is no one 

formula for developing a successful research study, but it is important to realize that the 

research process is cyclical and iterative.  Important data collect from field work will be 

consulted to develop a better research work and for the comprehensiveness of the study 

though the basic sources will be primary and secondary in nature. 
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 Important sources of information will be collected from the original sources available in 

various Buddhist Monastery like Dali gumpha, Ghoom Monastery, and other monastery in 

Kalimpong, Kurseong, Mirik, salugara, the national museum and library, New Delhi, West 

Bengal State Archieves, Kolkata, Akshay Kumar Maitreya Museum, University of North 

Bengal, the Buddhist association Gurung Basti and non-English narratives should also the 

consulted for proper understanding of the problem.  

However, it must be clearly understood that the traditional art and craft of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling incorporated in its personality both the mind and the matter, that is ideas, concept, 

and forms consolidated into one, often supported by technical superiority.  That is why it is 

said that in traditional art and craft of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling was just for art’s sake, the 

enjoin to carve or paint emerged from the deep perception of insubstantial combined happily 

with the severe inclination to live a life of accomplishment in terms of worldly enjoyments. 
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CHAPTER-- II 

HISTORY AND CULTURE OF SCULPTURAL ART IN SUB HIMALAYAN 

DARJEELING 

Indian art representing life through the ages speaks a rhetorical language of vast and 

varied symbolism.  Art in India as well as Himalaya region is not substantive record of life in 

various forms, but from the outset it was designed to become a vehicle of the forms of 

conception, which enriched culture, religion, employed to impart through its symbolical 

language – the Ideas of the mind. Human speech has an insubstantial appeal, but the language 

of art of sculpture presents a universal approach to proposition. It is an open accomplishment 

for all, speaking a language which is the outcome of theological experience of notions, or in 

the other words, of religion. The feeling of sculptural art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region 

was dictated by man’s devotional approach to such experience. This was the higher purpose 

of art; higher only in the sense that its theme was a sublime world, not that art was in  any 

way the preserve of the select few only, and inapproachable to the masses of people, or 

designedly kept back from them. 

It was perceived that sculptural art had an assignment and a purpose which must be 

expressed through forms, whose appeal was inexorable and meaning unmistakable. Such 

language was formulated in the form of symbols which played such an indispensable part in 

Indian sculptural art. The symbols sometimes pervade the centre of the picture in the form of 

the images of divine beings, saints and viewers who themselves exemplify certain great 

objectives accepted as truth through ages by a righteous humanity. The symbols also served 

the momentum of decoration, embellishment and space-filling. Even here, they have their 

values and are linked to a ascendant common purpose, namely evolution of ideas through an 

aesthetic passable, with a charm that promotes their solicitation and in a manner that 
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contributes to the endowment of the outer forms of life in relation to the inner development of 

the mind. 1 

All religions and sculptural art in India as well as Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling which is 

flourishing on the soil have accepted the traditional motifs and vehicle of remarkable 

religious notions. Buddhism, Jainism and Hinduism together with their sects of Hinayana and 

Mahayana, Digambara and Svetambara, Saiva and Vaishnava, as well as hundreds of 

auxiliary cults – all pay reverence to traditional motifs without which none of them would be 

prepared to exist.  Such mythology was the life – breathe of these religious consciences, 

which invigorated and stimulated them and explained decently all that they wanted to convey, 

of the virtuous and the theological worlds.  Myths are fundamental to religion and life 

without myths and legends, Indian sculptural art and traditional thought would hardly be able 

to stand.  It is obligatory that myths should be accurately understood.  They should be 

approached from the point of view of those from whom they were meant.2 From traditional 

point of view, sculptural art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling represents an attempt to understand 

human thought in that proper environment of time and space.  In this perspective we can say 

that the traditional thought of people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling area  has great value and 

which represent in a real manner the language gives access to the creative activity and minds 

of artisans in discipline of art, craft, sculpture and of course religion.   

The Sculptural art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling is to be studied at two distinct points, 

one is external form and other is inner meaning form. Up to now it has been usual to 

approach Sub-Himalayan sculptural art from the external point of view, i.e. the objective 

illustration of various sculptural works. That is quite correct and valuable as the paramount 

basis of approach. But there is also the other side of the commemoration viz. the achromatic 

side which retrieves in the study of meaning and ascertainment of sculptural art of which the 

roots lie hidden in Indian Sub-Himalayan religion and philosophy. By looking at these two 
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with equal insight one may be able to recover the true and full importance of the Sub-

Himalayan people’s mind as expressed in the concoction of sculptural art. The traditional 

sculptural art prior to the historic period had some explicating attribute. One is it was the only 

three balanced art form, secondly, it was representational, thirdly, it was contemplated as an 

art of inflexible form. Any untenanted spaces involved were essentially secondary to its bulk 

or mass. Moreover, as a solid form it had no movement. Fourthly, traditional sculptors used 

only two main techniques, carving or modeling. That is they either carved directly from their 

chosen material (e.g. stone, wood), or they built up the sculpture from the inside, so to speak, 

using clay, plaster wax and the like.  The sculptural art emerge in the hearts of men. That 

productive soil, which receives incorporates and recreates all the divergent reactions and 

influences. The traditional thoughts of sculptural art are more real in molding the lives of men 

than other materialistic things. So far as Indian religion are concerned, no factual accounts of 

the lives of particular prophets and saints were tolerated until they had been transformed into 

parable, this transformations being in consistency with certain laws on a cosmic model.3 

Every human being of North-East India influenced by Himalayas, because the 

Himalayas is one wonder of nature that has allured us since time immemorial.  Its high snow 

clad mountains, rich flora and fauna and scenic beauty have delighted one and all.  But in all 

this, we have somehow missed another wonderful aspect of it – its people and their cultural 

activity which influenced by traditional thought. So, read on and find out more about the 

various sculptural activities of the people, their history, faith on religion and other theme. 4 

Analysis of form is also not to be confused with pure aestheticism nor with self-indulgent 

endeavor. Form analysis is an imperative art historical tool which can be wielded objectively 

by a responsive art historian which indeed can enable a more empathetic recognition of art 

objects leading to a more lively art historical study. This chapter will therefore begin by 

analyzing the various sculptural form of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling area through the ancient 
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historical sculptural art because without reference of ancient sculptural art then we cannot 

established any conclusion about sculptural art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. 

Evolution and Meaning of Sculptural Art  

Any review of Indian sculptural studies must take note of stella kramrisch’s writings 

on Indian sculpture.  She has been the most responsive of art historians to keenly observe, 

examine and elaborate form in Indian sculpture. It is unfortunate that her book, written as 

long ago as 1933, has been sadly disregarded. Her book materialized at a time when the 

twentieth century aesthetics of sculpture was still in the formation. Her work has been 

neglected even by western scholars on sculptural art.  She has accomplished more for Indian 

sculpture than what collectively Hildebrand, Wolfflin, Focillon, Henry Moore, Herbert Read 

and others contributed towards general sculptural aesthetics. Unfortunately, because Indian 

sculpture was never studied as sculptural art, the significance of Stella Kramrisch’s book has 

not been realized.  She is the only art historian who has really ‘Seen’ Indian sculpture.  It may 

however be noted that Kramrisch’s influence is reflected in the writings of Niharranjan Ray 

and S.K. Saraswati.  Stella Kramrisch in her later books Hindu Temple (1944) and the Art of 

India through the ages (1955) is dissimilar. As such she cannot be bracketed with Ananda 

Coomaraswamy for providing the metaphysical view of Indian art. This misunderstanding 

has been the case usually and has specifically been noticed by Thomas Muntro, who 

contemplated Stella Kramrisch’s writings not ‘naturalistic’ and ‘empirical’ adequate for being 

allowable to western scholars.  But she is brilliantly and refreshingly empirical in her 

approach to Indian sculpture in her earlier books, pala-sena sculpture (1929) and Indian 

sculpture (1933). 5 

The notion of evolution in sculptural art is a concept parallel to that of the evolution 

of life as suggested by Darwin in his The Descent of man (1871) and further explained in 
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biological sciences. It runs aligned to the concept of the development of human society and 

historical direction of civilizations. Both these facets of the notion of evolution have 

determined the approaches to the concept of evolution in sculptural art historical studies.  

Herbert Spencer in his proposition of Cultural Revolution, which was a sort of “Social 

Darwinism” or “Orthogenesis”, defined it as adaptive, complicate development through 

cultural descent, involving progress and that evolution constituted a Universal law of nature.  

While the notion of the passage from intelligibility to perplexity, from Homogeneity to 

Heterogeneity was approved by anthropologists and archaeologists but according to Kroeber 

both culture and style of art, like “organic species” have evolved through responses to their 

total and fluctuating past environment plus internal changes. 6 Arnold Hauser recently has 

preserved that there is simply no other explanation of stylistic change but a sociological or 

psychological clarification. As in history and culture so in art have been introduced the 

concept of periods and stages while controversies are raging – regarding unilinear versus 

multilinear extension. However the notion of evolution in sculptural art had already existed 

even before Darwin noticed it in the biological arena.  The evolution or development in art is 

now well acknowledged as an inexorable occurrence for the obvious distinction that can be 

observed between sculptural art objects of separate dates or periods or the way art objects can 

be linked up in stylistic continuation or the way regional differences and differences of 

individual hands show up in paintings and sculptures. The analysis of enlargement has been 

based generally on the pictorial or sculptural form and style, impersonal of thematic content 

or historic cultural discourse. The highest beauty was manifested in the human figure which 

has more or less been accepted by the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region people. The beauty 

of the human figure lies in the harmony of its various parts and the design of its relations 

through a functional oviform line. 7 
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Adolf Hildebrand comprised in his book the problem of form in painting and 

sculpture (1893) attention to which was drawn by Susanne Langer while giving her own 

scrutiny of sculptural form. Hildebrand analyzed the problem of space creation, which he 

called the architectonic procedure. According to him the artists work is a building up of space 

for one sense alone, namely, vision. He called virtual image, perceptual space meaning 

visual, and by the architectonic method he meant the methodical erection of forms that should 

present and explicit such space. He defined the aim of the artist as erection and ordering of 

forms in space in such a way that they define and organize the capacity. Virtual space being 

entirely independent and not a local area in actual capacity, is a self-contained, total system, 

whether it be two dimensional or three, it is – continuous in all its possible directions, and 

definitely plastic. In any work of art the dimensionality of its space and the continuous 

character of it are always implicitly assured. Intuitive forms are carved out of it and must 

appear to be still related to it in spite of their most definite boundaries.8 

The idea about form, style and enlargement are found fully matured in the classic 

book The Life of Forms in Art of Focillon. According to him, form signifies itself as 

construction of space and matter. Work of art exists only in so far as it is form. Forms 

observe with an internal organizing logic.  Form should also be a part of the explanation of a 

work of art.  Form creates its own space.  Space having space of nature as model itself varies.  

Other approaches are also still constitutional approaches to space. Focillon defined 

relationship between form and style as follows : A style is a development, a compatible 

grouping of forms united by a reciprocal fitness, whose essential harmony is nevertheless in 

many ways testing itself, building itself, and obliterating itself. Style is the treasury, 

vocabulary of form; secondly it is a system of relationships, its syntax.  Style always is the 

process of self-definition, i.e. defining itself and then escaping from its own definition is 

generally known as an evolution. Several styles may exist concomitantly or styles develop 
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differently. The life of a style may be considered either as dialectic or as an investigational 

process. 9 

Before the studies of Indian sculpture were taken up on a more methodical and 

scientific basis, there was a phase when Indian sculpture images were distinguished as much 

artistic sensitivities. Even the early generation of western scholars at the turn of the last 

century did not expressed much consciousness regarding the individual qualities of 

configuration and style in Indian Sculpture. Grunewedel, Boucher, Marshall and Bachhofer 

had evaporated on Gandhara and early Buddhist sculpture. Looking for Greco-Buddhist 

influences and sources was the happy hunting ground of these scholars together with the 

study of Buddhist subject matter.10 Sculptural art of India occupies the foremost place in the 

history of world art. The artist in India had performed a high degree of magnificence at a very 

early period and patterns produced by him are truly marvels of human industry and efficiency 

as well as technique. One finds in them a severity of feeling, a manifestation of the powers of 

the unseen which is not approached in the art elsewhere in the world.11 Havel has revealed, 

“The best Indian Sculpture touched a note of deeper feelings and finer sentiments than the 

best Greek.  There is in this art a depth and spirituality which never entered into the soul of 

Greece”.12 The artist has first to look beauty, and then express it. The prosperity of an artistic 

production relies on the severity of the artist’s realization of the beauty and his caliber to 

illustrate his experience to others. Various geographical and social factors have always 

influenced the artist of Sub-Himalayan region in his work.  India is a vast sub-continent. 

Bounded on the north by the gigantic walls of the Himalayas, it remains sealed off from the 

Asiatic mainland. The sea operating on the South, east and west forms another natural barrier 

and is subsidiary to isolation of this country. In the desperate natural fortification of the 

mountain range there are some stubborn passes and through these, many races and tribes such 

as Aryans, Greeks, Scythians, Parthian, Kushans and later on, Turks and Mongols found their 
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way into this country and the culture brought by them had a sound effect on the development 

of art. But on account of its incoherence position, India was free to develop its art along its 

own lines, which assumed a distinguishable character, leaving no trace whatsoever of any 

foreign influence. To the south of the Himalayas, lie the Indo-Gangetic plains nourished by 

the two chief rivers, the Indus and the Ganga-Yamuna, as well as the sandy desert and rocky 

plains of Rajasthan to the Vindhya mountain range and the Narmada. Nature in this sub-

continent is chequered with variety and clad in glowing colors-there is the luxuriance of her 

tropical vegetation and the hurricane of her monsoon; the majesty of her snow covered 

Himalayas and the dryness of her desert.  The wild and sublime of nature had a deep 

impression on the mind of the artist and actuated him to carve out natural sceneries such as 

foliage, waterfalls, etc.  It also induced him to contemplate what underlies the loveliness of 

form and color.13 This Geographical fusion impacts on the sculptural artist of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region. The artist has implemented this motivation of their work. 

Traditional Perspective of Indian Sculpture 

During the Buddha’s life time, material political changes happened in north-eastern 

India. The various petty states and tribal republics were plunged in the empire of Magadha, 

with its capital at Pataliputra. On the death of Bindusara, the throne of Magadha passed on to 

his son Asoka, one of the greatest kings in the history of the world. During the first thirteen 

years of his reign, Asoka seems to have carried on the traditional Mouryan policy of 

prolongation within India and friendly co-operation with the foreign powers. He adopted 

Buddhism as his creed and asserted his power and impression to propagate it. Under his 

auspice, the genius of the artist found figurative expression in the sculpture which for its 

skilful accomplishment and symbolism immerses a special place in the history of Indian art.14  

This is the little instance of appeared the sculptural art which patronized by the ruler of 

several time in Indian history. For example we can say that the pala dynasty came to power in 
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north-eastern India about the middle of the eighth century. The pala rulers were great sentinel 

of Buddhism and Buddhist sculptural art.  The palas were succeeded by the Senas, who were 

bigoted Hindus. The North-Central India was ruled by the chandellas of Bundelkhand during 

the 10th-11th Century. They were keen patrons of art.  The art of this era is characterized by 

maturity in style and technique. In the south, the cholas established their authority in 846 

A.D. and developed a gigantic empire. Their sculptures display wonderful spirit, dignity and 

elegance, compatible with their power and grandeur. About the beginning of the twelfth 

century, a new power viz., the Hoysalas asserted itself in the Deccan.  Sculptural art accepted 

great encouragement from the Hoysala rulers. Their temples are richly adorned with beautiful 

figures and decorative motifs.15 

In India as well as Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling art has been so closely associated to 

religion that for its proper understanding, is necessary to have some wisdom of several forms 

and symbols representing the super-natural energy in Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism. The 

Aryans worshipped the powers of nature. As time went on and the religion passed through 

many changes, the worship of the trinity viz. Brahma, Vishnu and Siva attained wide 

admiration. Brahma is the principal deity. He is creator of the universe and is shown with 

four faces and four arms. He is seated on a lotus, with his consort Sarasvati, the patroness of 

arts. Brahma is the source of all creatures, of wisdom and of purity. Vishnu is the preserver. 

He is clement and gracious. He sustains order and equilibrium in nature. Whenever the world 

order is agitated and unrighteousness dominates. He evident himself and redeems it from its 

misfortunes. So far, he has obtained nine incarnations. Siva is the supreme yogi on ascetic 

and sits in meditation on mount kailasa in the sacred Himalayas. On his forehead, he has a 

third vertical eye, symbolizing his supernatural glance and yogic potency16 

The earliest phase of Buddhism – a period of at least two centuries – is encircled in 

around impervious darkness. In the beginning, the enlightened teacher Goutama, the Sakya 
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Sage was the object of veneration to the devotees. Early Buddhism centered round the story 

of his life and episodes in his sphere – his birth, his abandonment of wife and kingdom, his 

enlightenment and death, as well as folk stories of his good deeds in former lives. These 

formed the subjects, of the reliefs which adorn the railings and gateways inclosing the stupas 

or mounds established over his relics at Sanchi, Bharhut and Bodh gaya. Here Buddha is not 

a portrayed in human form and his presence is designated by symbols.  His actual likeness 

was regarded as too scared to acknowledge of representation.  His presence was shown by a 

tree (the Bodhi tree), a wheel (the wheel of the law set turning at Saranath), stupa (his burial 

mound) or else by the foot-prints, or an untenanted saddle or throne or even by his umbrella, 

for the umbrella had long been a symbol of magnanimity.17 

From the traditional point of view Buddhism begins with the believer going for refuge 

to the three Jewels (triratna), the Buddha, the doctrine (Dharma) and the community of 

monks (Sangha).18 This is the main theme of which rotated around the Buddhist sculptural art 

and architecture.  Very few of the people yet perceive how great a debt the art of the world – 

especially that of the Eastern world – already owes to India.  It is true to say that without the 

example of Indian forms and notions the arts of the whole of South-East Asia, of China, 

Korea, Mongolia, Tibet and Japan would all have been fanatically various and would have 

lost by that difference. So, too, would modern western art, especially architecture and 

painting.  Buddhism, a merchant’s religion quintessential, was the chief vehicle for this 

artistic dominion, though Hinduism did penetrate South-East Asia and the islands; and 

Buddhist art, at home in India, owed a good deal to the Hindu art that ejected alongside it.19  

The earliest art of India, that produced in the great cities of the Indus valley civilization. (C-

2000 B.C.) Could not have been had much direct influence on the art of the rest of the world. 

There can, however, be little suspicion that this art shared a common heritage of ideas with 

other regions of the ancient middle-east. Most significant of all is the fact that 
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particularsymbols and images which appear in later historical art first showed themselves in 

the miniature sculptures, in the seals and the sealing of the Indus valley.20 The sculptural art 

first manifested in early stupa decorations lies at the root of all the later Buddhist styles of 

South East Asia and Far East. Its choice of legends for elucidation, its method of presenting 

them through groups of principal figures, even definite of its characteristic types of costume, 

became canonical in all Buddhist countries, providing the basis for local improvement.21  In 

India itself, during the later first, the second and the third centuries A.D. the Buddhist stupa 

became the focus of artistic attention, its decoration being much expanded and elaborated.  

The stupa itself, originally a domed mount near the crest of which relics of Buddha and his 

saints were manifested, developed, by the addition of ever higher plaints and crowning 

umbrella-spires, into a tall tower. Each stupa came to be – metaphysically recognized as the 

‘axis of the world’, and adorned with elaborate carvings which, for all their cosmic and 

sometimes dynastic symbolism, retained a fundamental humanity of scale. The skill of 

sculptors in representing figures with powerful existence and in composing complex narrative 

scenes full of overlaps, advanced rapidly. The stupas with their railings and gateways came to 

be almost totally clad in panels of white limestone carved with rich ornamental designs or 

sensuous figural relief the style of these works is closely associated to synchronous volume of 

sculptural art.  At the vanished stupas of the most significant site of all, Mathura in West-

Central India what was to become the first classic style of Indian sculpture usually matured.22  

During the same period, it seems that the customs of Buddhist monks settling down to live in 

monasteries became comprehensive.  Previously the old Buddhist regulations had demanded 

that monks live in entirely wondering life, detached from any people of places affection for 

which might impede their religious aim. The spirit of these regulations, however, was 

gradually altered by the practicalities of Indian existence or life as well.23 
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About the first century A.D., Buddhism had to bow before the cravings of the people 

for gods and objects of solicitation.  Hinduism offered a religion where God was presented to 

the masses in the theistic form of Krishna, Vishnu or Mahadeva always ready and concerned 

to save genuine devotees, who threw themselves upon his mercy. This led to the rise of a new 

school in Buddhism in the form of Mahayana movement. The Arhat ideal, that of the human 

being who, by arduous effort, obtained enlighten, gave way to that of the Bodhisattva, the 

savior of mankind, and sympathy replaced wisdom as receiving the greater emphasis.  The 

three Chief Bodhisattvas of the Mahayana Buddhism are Manjushri, Avalokitesvara and 

Vajrapani. They form trinity corresponding to the Hindu triad Brahma, Vishnu, Siva and each 

has his Sakti or consort.  Another Bodhisattva, a kindly one is Maitreya, who is the Buddha to 

be. The central notion of Mahayana Buddhism is the worship of Adi Buddha, a self created 

embryonic being who, when all was perfect void, produced the three worlds by his 

meditation. From Adi Buddha’s meditation were fabricated the three world by his meditation.  

From Adi-Buddha’s meditations were produced the five Dhyani Buddhas.  According to this 

doctrine, the individual soul is an emanation of the mystic element of Adi-Buddha, and will 

return to him when cycle of renascence is complete.  The historical Buddha was distinguished 

from the Adi-Buddha and the Dhyani Buddhas.  He was clearly defined and appeared in this 

great aggregation as a supreme God.  In the re-edited form of Buddhism Buddha ceased to be 

the teacher, and was slowly transformed into a transcendental God head with the recognition 

of the Buddha as a God, the only proper course to him was through Bhakti and so, art in all 

its forms became as means of solicitation and glorification of this men God head. It grew and 

proliferated as the God head became more and more exoteric.24 

 Suralaya vibhutyarttham / bhusanarttham purasyatu /, Naranam bhukti muktyarttham / 

satyartthan, Cguava Sarvada. / Lakanam dharmahetuscha / Kridahetuscha svarbhuvam. / 

Kirttirayuryasoarttham cha / Rajnyam kalyanakarakah.” (Apastamba sutra – 115). 
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The monastery or temple is the most typical and religious monument of Indian 

architectural ability.  It is a mirror through which one can peep into subtle values of Indian 

culture and societyas well as Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling region also. The temple is also a 

synthesis of several symbols. It is not only a brick, stone and wood structure but a perceptible 

instance of inclination of the righteous emotions of man and women, and their endeavor for 

the attainment of deliverence. The ancient silpa-texts have similarized the temple pattern with 

the human organism. The terms of anatomy, viz., feet, legs, thighs, neck and head, denote the 

structural parts of the human body, also often used to accentuate the concept of organic set-up 

in temple or monastery architecture as well as sculptural art. As the human body is very 

lifeless without the residential soul, the temple too is unjust without the abode of God. The 

temple of vimana is familiar to the Buddhist literature the nanavamsa and the texts like the 

Arthasastra and Brhat Samhita. The puranas, viz. the matsya-purana, Bhavisya-purana, 

Garuna-purana, Agni-purana and the silparatna, Aparajitaprehchha, etc., refer the temple as 

vimana. Apart from, these teats several epigraphic records also refer to the vimanas.25  

Serially, the temple resulted as the complete form of a deity. The divergent parts of it 

have originated from several ideational sources. The principle of “Purusa Vidhau vai 

prasadah”, (Temple structure as the human physic) was followed by the architects.26 In this 

connection, the myth regarding the origin of the Vastu narrated in several silpa texts like 

Aparajitaprchchha, 27  It was in north India that the temple as well as monastery is 

characterized by a distinguishable plan and hummock. Originally the temple constructed of a 

square or round sanctum and a square or rectangular pillared porch covered by flat roof, soon 

after a covered alterable was added around the sanctuary and the pillared porch was usually 

enlarged to simulate the form of a hall often lead by an entrance porch. The ambulatory 

however, remained an optional member.  In course of time, a vestibule (Anarala) was added 

between the sanctuary and the hall and later tended to develop literal transepts for ventilation 
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(vatayana). The plan was added with off-sets on each side which was ornamented with 

sculptural niches.28 

Indian art is a mirror of thought, religion, delicate knowledge and culture of its own.  

We can give a look into the society, customs, traditions and cultural values of India through 

it.  It illustrates life and depicts several values in symbolic forms. Sculptural art is not only 

the substantial record of life, but it is a vehicle of the forms of thought which enriched 

culture, religion, philosophy and literature. In the other words art is the media of universal 

ideas through which the infinite emotions of human being are revealed. The real art either 

sculptural or pictorial speaks for itself and is not senseless, and serve the purpose of artist.  

The very purpose of an artist is the manifestation of universal truth, voice of soul and beauty. 

Indian sculptural art seems through emotions and it is expanded on the urge of religious 

beliefs. It was a necessity of mankind to worship those powers who provide all the sources to 

live. Here it will not be out of discretion to mention the word ‘image’ applied for sculpture. 

The shape of sculpture is, however, imaginary as the word suggests. Therefore, the art is 

dependent on visualization 29  The movement of this imaginary art in a true form was 

prevalent during the pre-historic age as a large number of rock paintings found in India 

indicate,  the artist were talented artist and represented all the spectacle of human life. The 

earliest literary reference to sculptural art is found enlightenment (Svanath Sukhaya) as well 

as social need. 30 

The earliest sculptures come from the Indus valley.  The human and animal figures 

excavated in that region show a high degree of finish and nobility and disclose an advanced 

stage of improvement of the sculptural art in the third millennium BC. These exhibit the skill 

of the sculptor in carving the figures in stone with exact anatomical details, delineating 

evolution and movement with vigor and effect. One of most notable pieces of sculpture 

revealed at Harappa is a mutilated male torso carved in red limestone. It is posed frontally.  
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Its shoulders are well-backed and abdomen is slightly eminent. It reveals that the artist had a 

sense of volume and could render the flexible flesh with great plastic delicacy. He had also a 

thorough study of anatomy and complete wisdom of the fundamental principles of the 

structure of the human body.  Another torso carved in grayish limestone represents the figure 

of male dancer.  It originally stood on the right leg, with the raised in front of the body above 

the waist.  The body is bent well-round and shown in full movement.  The pose suggests a 

dance, rhythmic and elegant. Another fine sculpture is that of a bust of a priest – like figure 

discovered at Mohenjo-daro. It has a beard and a moustache and its body is draped in a trefoil 

patterned shawl which is drawn over the left shoulder, leaving the right bear. This is a 

magnificent figure, stylistic and formal and yet allusive. The figures of animals carved on 

seals meticulously in naturalistic detail apprize a high degree of technical skill and artistic 

efficiency of the sculptor of the age. 31 Some remarkable figure in bronze has also been 

discovered.  A dancing girl is deliberated to be a work great beauty. A wild buffalo with head 

lifted up and ponderous body is another specimen of artistic modeling.32 

Art is basically respected with the cultivation of beauty through a physical medium.  

There were various source materials of art, viz. clay, wood, painting, etc., but the ‘Sculptural 

art’ received much more significance in traditional society.  It became a felicitated way to 

manifest the affection of the human heart.  That is why Dr. Agarwal had properly manifested 

“An uncarved stone is only a rough primordial block, but it conceals within itself the 

potentiality of peerless beauty”. Religion had been the main point of view caused worship 

and needed an object to fulfill the higher theological purpose.33 Sanskrit scholars anoint the 

sculptural art as rasa (pleasure) and its nine major types occur in art.The Sanskrit terms 

‘alambana’ and ‘rasa’ are unseparated parts of each other like word (sabda) lord Siva and 

Parvati in his Raghuvamsam showing a beautiful smile with (word) vak and artha (meaning) 

34 
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The gems of Indian art generated in the Indus valley and received a platform in the 

Mauryan period. The Indus people first used clay as a material for their art skill.  

Consequently they selected the plastic medium of stone with adequate skill. Various seals 

delineate mythical animal figures indicate that art had engrossed into each and every aspect 

of life. The figures of mother goddess, dancing girl, male torso, divine image, rhinoceros, bull 

and the creepers are tastefully equipped and these suggest sprouted tradition of art at the time 

till present day. 35 There is no representative of art of the period of the Indus valley culture 

and the Mauryan period (4th-3rd Century B.C.) i.e. for more than two thousand years. There 

was however, a sudden blossom of sculptural art under the tutelage of the Mauryan Emperor, 

Asoka. The Mauryan period comprises a notable era in the sculptural art of India. Asoka 

(273-243 B.C.) was a aglow Buddhist and he made the fine arts a potent instrument in the 

amplification of faith. He got monolithic pillars fabricated at various places and inscribed on 

them his edicts or proclamations to place great precepts before the public eye. There were 

thirty columns, and out of these, ten are in more or less perfect state of preservation.  The 

capital of each pillar comprised three principal members, namely the inverted lotus bell, 

abacus and crowning sculpture in the round.  The junction between the shaft and abacus was 

marked by a necking the edge of the abacus was decorated with figures and the sculpture in 

the round represented a sacred symbol, such as a wheel, or more commonly a symbolic 

animal or group of animals.  The topmost sculpture in the round was more often one or other 

of four animals, viz., the elephant, the horse, the lion and the bull.  Whatever the design 

selected, it was invariably well-formed, and chiseled with that extra ordinary obviousness and 

sufficiency which characterizes the workmanship of the Maurya age and have not been 

elapsed in Athens or elsewhere.36 

Sculptural art of the Mauryan period may be said to exhibit three main stages; (a) the 

continuation of the pre-Mauryan tradition, now applied in some instances to the 
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representation of Vedic deities; the most striking elucidation of this development is afforded 

by the sculptured reliefs of Surya and Indra in the veranda of the ancient Vihara at Bhaja; (b) 

the court art of Asoka, typically seen in the monolithic columns on which are inscribed his 

famous edicts, and in which foreign components ascendant; and (c) the beginnings of brick 

and stone architecture, as in the case of the original Stupa at Sanchi, the small monolithic rail 

at Sanchi and the loams R.S.I. ‘cave’ in the Barabar hills near Bodh Gaya, with its adorned 

façade, reproducing the forms of wooden structure.37 

The beginnings of Buddhist art seems to be connected with the memorial monuments 

(Chaityas) established on the sites of the four great events of the Buddha’s life and in other 

places.  Funeral mounds (Stupas) were, indeed, already erected over the divided remains 

instantly after the cremation of the Buddha’s body and he himself, before his death, is 

recorded to have spoken of four places which an Aryan worshipper should visit with religious 

affection.  Each of the great events and sites was represented by a symbol, and these symbols, 

taken collectively, relate, in a kind of pictorial shorthand, the whole story of the Buddha’s 

life.  Most of them occur exuberantly on the punch marked coins of the fourth and fifth 

centuries B.C.; a few appear for the first time at Bharhut and Sanchi, and the majority endure 

in Indian Buddhist sculptural art to the end, side by side with the later improvement.38 

The most significant sculptural remains of the period are the capitals and the 

crowning animal figures on the Asoka pillars. The earliest example of a lion capital is from 

Basorh-Bakhira, followed by the bull capital at Rampurva and the lion capital at Lauriya 

Nandangarh.  The final stage is illustrated by the lion capitals of Rampurva, Saranath and 

Sanchi. The crowing lion of Basarh-Bakhira appears clumsy and crude in style and is not 

finely performed. The bull on the capital at Rampurva stands gracefully entrusted on the 

pedestal and displays in this work a great power of nature observation and a feeling for 

representation of the living animal figure. Marshall regards as unsurpassed by anything of the 
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kind in the ancient world. The lion on the capital at Nandangarh is spirited and full of 

dynamic strength. It is however legitimate and stylized as is explicit from schematic style of 

its manes and legs. The lion capital of Rampurva is analogous to the one at Nandangarh.  The 

lion figure is naturally intrusted on its base and the harmony between the element parts has 

been attained. The muscles, veins and paws of the animal are skillfully carved. The artist 

shows better skill in cutting stones, and as a result, a clear and precise manifestation has been 

attained. The exceptional achievement of the court art of the Mauryas is the lion capital of 

Saranath which is now the main symbol of the Indian Republic. It once stood in the Deer 

Park in – Saranath where the Buddha set in course the wheel of the law that was propagated 

to his first five disciples. 39 

The tap of the capital is surmounted by four lions, set back to back.  It is for the first 

time that four lions are grouped together inplace of a single figure as in the earlier examples.  

The lions have their mouths open and their tongues slightly protruded as if in the very act of 

roaring. The four lions may be taken as illustrating monks indicating the glories of the 

Buddha in the four quarters. The lions are gloriously modeled. The hair of the manes, the 

muscles and thaws are boldly and cleverly handled. On the abacus are carved four animals in 

high relief, viz., and elephant, a bull, a galloping horse and a lion, each separated by a wheel?  

These animals represent the four points of the compass; the lion-north, the horse-south, the 

elephant-east and the bull-west, for the Buddhists believed them to be the guardians of the 

four points. The general countenance of the lion is striking and far exceeds the earlier capitals 

in performance. The beauty, proportion and attention to minor details evinced in the capital 

testify to the skill attained by the Mauryan Sculptors.40  Marshall noticed, ‘the Saranath 

capital – though by no means a masterpiece is the product of the most progressed art of which 

the world was conversant in the third century B.C. – the handiwork of one who had 

generations of artistic endeavor and knowledge behind him. In the masterful strength of the 
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crowning lions, with their swelling veins and tense muscular development, and in the spirited 

actually of the reliefs below, there is no trace whatever of the limitations of primordial art.41 

The Sanchi lion capital is similar to that of Saranath consisting of four lions seated back to 

back. The figures though now damaged, presented a noble example of the Mauryan sculptor’s 

art. The treatment of these sculptures is so naturalistic and delicate that is has led some 

scholars to believe that it was stimulated by foreign art, either Greek or Persian.42 On the 

basis of the quality of art namely, court sponsored art and folk art can be recorded in 

Mauryan images of stone. The court sponsored art included several monolithic stone pillars 

with imposing capitals which make up the cream of works of sculptural art of the Mauryan, 

specially the Asokan period.43 So far as the element parts of the pillars of Asoka’s time are 

concerned, it is noticed that they form one whole having been properly integrated with one 

another. They do not stand out severally giving the countenance of an awkward art form but 

merge with the whole for harmoniously. The record of the artistic style employed in raising 

Mauryan pillars corroborates the internal evidence and shows that from Basarh – Bakhira 

example through Sankisa and Rampurva to Saranath, the art of sculpturing passed through 

various stages of evolutionary development achieving a high degree of perfection and 

sublimity in Saranath Column. In fact there will be no amplification in saying that the height 

achieved by this art during the Mauryan period has not been surpassed by sculpture of the 

later times throughout the whole world and much less by the plastic art in India.44 When 

different components of the pillars and the monuments as a whole are determined from the 

point of view of style and technique, it becomes evident that only highly technical and skilled 

artisans who overwhelmed full knowledge of the principles of Indian Art and of animal 

anatomy, an attitude of deep sympathy for God’s creations including animal world and a 

sense of affinity and linear rhythm, could create such generous sculptures.45 The Saranath 

lions represent the most ‘realistic and life – like artistic affirmation through the medium of 
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stone. Moreover they have been brought into harmony with the – architectural character of 

the monument. It will not be an amplification to say that Saranath lion capital signified the 

perfection of the Mauryan art.  It also shows that the sculptors of that age overwhelmed 

technical excellence so as to be able to create sculptures of great artistic ability and of perfect 

form.46 

It may be added here that the lion capitals of Mauryan pillars, though perfect in form 

are characterized by stylization and pattern, the steers on which was laid due to exotic 

impression. A several attitude and artistic vision seems to have been at work in sculpturing 

other animal figures such as Dhauli elephant and Rampurva Bull. To some extent the 

elephant on the abacus of Saranath pillar is also noted with this approach. These figures 

might be contemplated technically unfinished but aesthetically they are superior to the lion 

capitals.  The sculptors of these animal figures perhaps, applied indigenous standards of 

volume, naturalism, beauty, quality of flesh and deep empathic concept. This is the spirit of 

Indian art.  The true artist is that who creates the inner image for representing spirituality 

rather than to create beauty for producing natural likeness. The spiritual principle is not 

limited to man but descends down to animal would also for whom love must be illuminated.47  

Many scholars trace foreign influence on Mauryan sculpture. It is a well known fact that 

Mauryan kings up to Asoka relished good relations with Hellenic west and Iran. Marshall is 

of the view that Persian influence come to India through Bactria. Taking into deliberation the 

possibility of migration of technical know – how or even sculptors from west Asiatic 

countries to India, the theory of foreign influence cannot be seriously disallowed.  But it is 

unbelievable to regard Indian sculpture of Mauryan times as initiations or prototypes of 

Achaemenidie works. The differences in Mauryan and Achaemenidie pillars are of 

elementary nature both in from as well as design.  More over the tradition of columns with its 

element part of Indian was handed down to us from the Vedic times. So the concept and 
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inspiration behind Mauryan pillars cannot be foreign.  For the sake of brevity it is not desired 

here to discuss the well known arguments for and against the foreign impression theory.48  

However, instead putting forward the theory of wholesale borrowings from west Asian 

countries, of notions, styles and techniques with regard to plastic art, it would be nearer to 

truth if we agree with Coomarswamy who perceive that the proclivity was more due to 

“inheritance of common artistic traditions”49 than anything else. To this we may add that 

whatever in this common reversion was alien to Indian soil and culture soon faded away 

leaving the Indian genius shocked and stunned with the result that the Mauryan court art 

notwithstanding being civilized, advanced in power of visualization and comprehension of 

third dimension and lightly stylized, failed to make any permanent effect on people its 

consequence in the organism of Indian art was only marginal.50 

Besides the court art generated by court artist called raja – silpis folk art stimulated by 

folk religion was generated by rural craftsman called grama – silpis, which comprised several 

massive life – size statues carved wholly in the round and collected from distant places such 

as parkham, Baroda (Mathura), Besnagar, Pwaya (Gwalior), Lohanipur, Didarganj, Patna and 

other places. These are figures of minor deities called Yaksas and Yaksinis and are ascribed 

to Mauryan period tentatively on the ground that they are made of red sandstone  and bear 

Mauryan polish. It may not be an adequate ground but Marshall, Chanda, Kramrisch, 

Coomaraswamy, Bachhofer and indeed, most other scholars have attributed them to Mauryan 

age.51 A wide gap between the conception, tradition and style of art as witnessed in post 

bellied, flattened and asymmetrical figure of Parkham Yaksha the well rounded, rhythmic and 

graceful figure of Didarganj Yaksini is clearly seen from the above narration. An evolution of 

style from parkham instance through patna statues to Didarganj Yaksini is also remarkable. In 

fact, the former instance is expository of primordial looks and archaic, crude, traditionally 

indigenous and two dimensional art styles whereas the last one implied a stylistic urban, 
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sophisticated, rhythmic, civilized three dimensional and classical art style, accepted as a 

result of the encroachment of the trends and fashions of the contemporary art movement.  

This can be explained as a big leap in the domain of statuary so far as development of form 

and style is regarded. In fact, the art of sculpture of Mouryan period signifies an era of 

marked achievement in both column building as well as statue making. Though it was 

encouraged by religion and mainly Indian in nature, it failed to catch the fancy of the people 

at large, may be, because of being fettered by overpowering inflame of the court and as a 

coherence stood aloof and isolated from collective will of the people. This ascertains why 

even with its superior tectonic quality, elegant style and dignified bearing, it constitutes only 

a transitory phase in the history of Indian art.  Yet another reason of this phenomenon may be 

post-mouryan India artists unwillingness to accept unreservedly the conceptions, style and 

motifs of west Asian sculpture and exemplification of which is not tic-able in the 

reappearance of Indigenous artistic movement a continuation of the ancient Indus valley art, 

after the Mauryan period.52 

The Sungas put back the Mauryas in 185 B.C. and commenced themselves as the 

chief ruling power in the central and eastern parts of northern India. The Sunga rule 

associated with a remarkable growth in purely Indian art. During this period, there was a 

marked development in Indian form of sculpture and decoration. The Mauryan court art had 

ignored folk traditions, but the artist of the Sunga period delineated the life in its true form 

and reality. The aim of the sculptor was to divulge the people with the various phases 

associated with the life of the lord Buddha and the principles of Buddhism. This is to be seen 

especially in the railing which stood round the Stupa at Barhut in Central India. The railing 

appears to have been elevated sometime in 125 B.C. and the gateways were added later.  

These stone railings and gateways around the Stupa of the Buddha gave opportunity for the 

exhibit of artistic ornamentation. The Stupa is in ruins and the remainder of its railings and 
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gateways are now conserved in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, and in a number of European 

and American collections. The sculptured panels on the gates and railings present a extensive 

aspect panorama of life. The subjects delineate here are both numerous and varied, and many 

of them are of interest and importance for the study of Indian history. Their treasure is chiefly 

due to designated labels that are united to many of them and which making their 

identification absolutely certain. Amongst the historical scenes, the most interesting are the 

royal processions of the rajas Ajatasatru and Prasenjita, with splendid pageantry on their 

visits to Buddha.53 

The symbolization of animals and trees are also very numerous, and some of them are 

particularly animated and characteristic. The other objects are boats, horse – chariots and 

bullock – carts, besides several kinds of musical instruments and a great variety of flags, 

standards and other symbols of kingship. The carvings illustrate the artistic conversant 

knowledge of the habits of the animals. Fergusson observes that animals represented here are 

better than in any sculpture in any part of the world and that the trees and architectural details 

are cut with a delicacy and exactness that are very fortunate. The Bodhisattva’s clemency is 

the central theme of representation. He is however not depicted at all. His appearance is made 

to be felt by his feet, sacred tree, umbrella, his holy seat or alter. The Bharhut art is vital and 

uncomplicated. All the figures in the panels are dignified, refined and lively, radiating 

delight.  Men and women are excusatory, animals are vigorous and the vegetation is joyous.  

The figures are all characterized by certain difficulty and are entirely archaic in character.  

The intense exactness of carving, the delight in surface decoration and the essentially shallow 

feature of the relief makes it seem that the sculpture is a translation into stone of wood 

carver’s or ivory carver’s technique. The next significant landmark in the history of Indian art 

is the sculptured railings round the temple at Bodh Gaya. The inner side of the rail is 

decorated with long lines of animals, elephant, deer, bulls, winged horses, makaras, centaurs, 
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etc. and scenes from everyday life; and the outer faces are engraved with circular lotus 

flowers on both sides, some of them bearing busts of animals. The sculptures are well-

designed, laboriously chiseled, and carefully completed. The shape is becoming, the 

modeling is applicable, and manifestation of calm concern is approvable. The figures are 

traditional, all done according to traditional customs and universally current rules, without the 

slightest respect to nature – all copied from models, and not from living objects. The most 

impressive of the early Buddhist monuments is the great Stupa at Sanchi. Its significance 

rests chiefly on its four gateways which were erected during the Andhra rule from 2nd 

Century B.C. to 3rd Century A.D. The eminent figures are more execute, treatment of group 

scenes is more believing than at Bharut.  The human figures are elaborately carved and 

shown in various difficult poses.  These amplify the artist’s higher sense of beauty and 

rhythm. 54 The workmanship displays an advance on the work of Bharhut and assimilates 

advantage with that of Sanchi, with which they are more or less contemporaneous. The artist 

has attained adequate mastery over form and skill in depicting figures in every position – 

front, back and side.  The faces are shown in full or three quarters and half profiles.  The 

poses of the figures are easy and natural, their movements animated and elastic and emotions 

like distress, pleasure, and fear, etc. are well revealed. 55 

The early phase in classical Indian art, as outlined above represents a constructive 

stage in which foundations were laid of those trends and tendencies that were to formulate the 

fundamental and characteristic qualities of later Indian sculpture.  The further development of 

artistic movement covers the early centuries of the Christian era in which the trends and 

tendencies reach their ripeness and become innate in the structure of Indian sculptural art.  

The artistic activities fairly wide spread in the earlier period, become, however, centralized in 

certain individual localities, for example particularly at Mathura in the north and Vengi in the 

south.  Apart from these two well defined centers there promoted a school with an enormous 
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output in the north-western part of India and eastern Afghanistan, a school that hypothecated 

its origin to an extraneous and electric art tradition commissioned to serve an Indian religion.  

In western India the earlier trend of Bhoja continued in the rock-cut caves. Besides, deviate 

finds of sculptures have been registered from sites both in the north and the south.  With these 

achievements in the early centuries of the ‘Christian era Classical Indian art reaches its 

fruition in the age of the Guptas who formed their influence over northern India in the fourth 

Century A.D. With the breakdown of the Maurya Empire north-western part of India was 

again a prey to foreign invasions. The Yavanas, the Sakas, the Pahlavas, the Kushanas, etc. 

entered India, and there began a scramble for power the details of which are rather tiresome 

and not un-often free from scepticism. Some of these peoples ahead far into the interior; but 

in spite of these certain upheavals, old Indian art continued to enjoy an unbroken continuity 

along the direction, already outlined. There was no break or inconvenience and without for 

creation minor details of ornamentation and presentation, plastic art progressed in the 

Gangetic valley along the lines already destined in the early classical phase. Mathura, the 

converging points of ancient days; but it also grow up to be a great centre of religious and 

artistic activity. So numerous was the artistic that here the history of Indian sculpture can be 

studied in unbroken conformity from rather early times right up to the medieval period. The 

influence and fame of this great art centre spread for and sculptures of Mathura style and 

workmanship have been found in widely distance regions. For the history of Indian plastic art 

few centres are of greater interest and significance then Mathura.56 The actual art of the 

Kusana and later Andhra Periods in Indian proper, we must envisage the great production of 

Buddhist sculpture connected with the monuments of Taxila and of the Gandhara provinces 

of the north – west frontier. These sculpture date for the most part between A.D. 50 and 300; 

in even the earliest the type is already fixed. The themes without exclusion are Indian 

Buddhist. The Buddha figure occur exuberantly both as the central figure of historical 
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formation and in individual seated and standing images. The ancient symbolic formula is very 

curiously seen. Forms and comprises of western origin are everywhere manifest in Gandhara 

art. It appears to be the work of craftsman of foreign origin. The attribute of the art is 

pistillate and sensual, its intention realistic. It appears to be the work of craftsman of foreign 

derivation or lineage familiar with late Greek models, adapting their stock motifs to the 

necessity of Buddhist patrons, the Indo-Scythian and Kusana kings of the north-west there is 

nothing to suggest that the Indian artists from the plains had any part in it. On the century art 

pretended operative dominance on the contemporary school at Mathura, and to a less degree 

elsewhere in India proper even extending to the south. But we must not misunderstand the 

nature of this impression. The brilliance of Hellenistic art is foreign to Indian psychology. 

Western art at all times tends to delegation, Indian to symbolism; the influence of Gandhara 

hardly recognizable after A.D. 300, comprises and episode and not a stage in a continuous 

progress.57 It has been argued from the Gandhara Budhas of the Apollo type that the Buddha 

image is of Greek origin and first came into being at Gandhara.  There do not exist, either in 

Gandhara or in India proper, Buddha image known to be earlier than the first Century A.D.  

In both areas they appear concurrently, in Hellenistic types at Gandhara, and in the tradition 

of ancient Indian art at Mathura. The most significant remains of Buddhist sculpture of the 

Kusana period are those of Mathura, Amaravati and Ceylon. The former, now for the most 

part in the Mathura Museum, include the oldest Buddha figure so entitled in an inscription. 

Buddhist sculptures of the Mathura School have been found at Saranath and Saheth Maheth 

(Sravasti) the latter a part of a Bodhisattava figure, with an inscription, possibly older then 

the Anyor Buddha, and before Kaniska. The standing Bodhisattava in the Calcutta Museum is 

a voluminous and realistic figure of the old Indian type. The Buddhist Sculpture of Peshawar 

and Taxila in the time of Kaniska, the engraved ‘Kaniska’ Casket’ with seated Buddha 

figures, is altogether in the Greco-Buddhist or India – Hellenistic style of the North – west. 58 
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With the rise of the Gupta dynasty in the fourth Century, the Indian sculpture 

penetrateda new era. The Gupta period evidenced splendour and numerousness in every 

branch of national life.  Plastic art reached a stage of beauty and completeness, it never had 

before. A style has extended which combined the various components of earlier Indian 

sculptural art traditions, eliminating or modifying features which indicated foreign origin. 

There flourished an element of refinement in the sculpture, with a highly revealed sense of 

concretion and beauty. The artist guided by a sublime idealism engraved out images, full of 

charm and dignity, irradiating a spiritual joy. The intellectual components dominated the art 

and kept under control emotional parade and over-decoration in explicit. A perfect balance 

was maintained between the realization of the form as a plastic mass and the extreme 

exactitude and legibility in the carving of ornamental accessories. There was sobriety in the 

use of canopy, ornaments and other things of decoration and nudity as a rule was excluded 

from the art. The images show a new progress of diaphonic folds of garment round their 

proportionate, symmetrical bodies, imaginative of higher taste. The main interest of the 

Indian artist was the human form and during this period he succeeded in carving out a figure 

more graceful in proportion and more balanced that hitherto, and also in investing it with the 

highest spiritual values.  The sculpture revel subtle beauty of accomplishment and a high 

degree of skill overwhelmed by its workmen, and is the zenith of the art concepts engaged in 

the previous centuries.59 

The early medieval period following the Gupta and covering the tradition from 

ancient to medieval India is one of even more enormous and extended production. The 

themes to be represented are more varied, in accordance with the full development of the 

mythology and cosmology, Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina. A technique had now been performed 

and well introduced, fully adequate not only to the representation of the various puranic 

legends but to express the multifarious concepts of a very deep theology.  The imager had it 
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his mandate not only craft traditions, but formulae (Sadhana, dhyna mantras, etc.) proper to 

all the several spectacle and manifestations of the one supreme power who takes the forms 

imagined by his worshipers and eligigible to their needs.  Early medieval sculpture has great 

dramatic force and freer movement than in the Gupta period. The national taste is fully 

cognizent and determines the character of works of which the details are ritually prescribed; 

there is a tendency to an increasing desirability and emaciation of form. The types of 

medieval architecture seem to spring into being suddenly, because the earlier development 

through wooden prototypes has necessarily been lost.  Everywhere too, there must have been 

painted walls, external and internal, of which no trace could be conserved.60 

The development which we have so far followed in Buddhism and Buddhist art is a 

special phase of the contemporaneous evolution of Indian thought and religion as a whole.  

The discernible predominance of Buddhist art is mainly due to special circumstances of 

acceptance and compliant enormous production in certain centres and not to any real 

submergence of the Brahmanical tradition.  To take a concrete case, which really covers the 

whole ground, the progress of the epics must have been continuous from the days of their 

presence in ballad form (1000 to 500 B.C.) to that their final recession about the fourth 

century A.D.  The first prolongation of the Mahabharata, for example in which Siva and 

Vishnu, side by side with Brahma, are already venerated as the supreme Gods, Hindu temples 

as well as Buddhist stupas are mentioned and the Bhagavad-Gita appears.  The same way the 

countenance of Hindu sculpture and architecture in the Kusana and early Gupta period, even 

in the absence of all other exponents, would prove a lengthy previous development.  The sum 

of Indian culture in the Gupta period, already essentially Hindu rather than Buddhist, is to 

rich, so fully organized, and so sensible, that we can hardly fail to regard the preceding half a 

millennium as the period of highest originative activity in the whole upliftment of Hindu 
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civilization – an activity to be accounted as the formal and material simulacrum of the Great 

Enlightenment.61 

Traditional perspective of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling Sculpture 

The mighty Himalayas, disposed in the south-westerly direction, form a giant semi-

circle crown over the Indian sub-continent on the north. This flexure is more exclusive 

towards the western section where the Himalayas are the widest. It is this segment, 

encompassed by the Indus on the ultimate west and the Tons – Jamuna gorge on the east, 

which by exercise has come to be known as the western Himalayas.  The arduous ridges 

defined its boundary on the north and the rolling hills of the Siwalik mark its boundary with 

the plains of Punjab.  In between these limits, the Western Himalayan region may be defined 

by the four mountain system; (a) Siwalik range, (b) Sub-Himalayan range, (c) Mid-

Himalayan range and (d) Great-Himalayan range.62 These ranges have been liable for the 

development of different cultural zones and individualized by the Semi-Urband culture.63 

Darjeeling Himalayan Hill region or Darjeeling Himalaya is the mountainous area on 

the north-western side of the state of West Bengal in India.  This region associates to the 

Eastern Himalaya breadth. The Darjeeling district besides the Siliguri Sub-Division 

constitutes the region.  But now-a-days Kalimpong has been declared as a new district. The 

Darjeeling arises suddenly from the Terai region. The region slopes from a south to north 

point of the compass. The river Teesta partition the region in two parts – the region to the east 

of Teesta and the region to the west of Teesta 64 . This whole region is principally 

mountainous, with most of its rivers flowing from the north-east to the south-western 

direction parallel to the main Himalayan mountain 65 system. The Sub-himalayan mountain 

system is, thus, shaped of various parallel ridges which have formed several valleys having 

diversified geo-climatic conditions. These conditions have been one of the major factors to 
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shape the socio-cultural mosaic of the people living in several geographical areas in different 

valleys here, where the politico-administrative allocation have been of little outcome. In fact, 

the administrative boundaries of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling do not define its cultural map 

which may include the conjugate areas of the neighboring states Sikkim, Bhutan and Nepal.  

The mountainous physiographic of this region has been fortified transverse to thwart major 

encroachment of the plunderers while such turbulent and subversive events have been so very 

frequent in the mainland throughout the history. The secure valleys of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling have, thus, been a pacific heaven for the refuge-seekers from the mainland. It was 

with the colonization by those refuge-seekers, belonging to several places, religio-cultural 

systems and several vocational backgrounds that the cultural and art traditions of the 

mainland creped-up, impenetrate and got combined with the native traditions. It was that 

hybrid form which gave rise to a separate type of socio-cultural system which, by usage 

became known as the pahari culture.  The monasteries of that culture still endure, some of 

them intact, at different places in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling.  These are the excellent 

examples of the Buddhist culture which remained prevalant in this region from its rise.  

Buddhism is known to have spread in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling very long years ago.  But 

we have no material evidence to know the exact time period of its spread.  On the other hand, 

inscriptional instances have been found in the interiors to indicate presence of institutional 

Buddhism in this region, material evidences of different kinds is no longer available in 

various places to affirm presence of institutional Buddhism in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

region.  The missionary activities of the Buddhist monks became rampant in this region from 

very long time.  As well all know that the Emperor Kanishka is credited to have founded 

many Buddhist Chaityas and Viharas in his empire and many of them were built within the 

administrative limits of Himalayan region. 66 This tradition has followed in Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling and adjacent area since long time. The most important aspect of the religio-
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structural enterprise of this region was the improvement of the monastic architecture 

characterized by an open Cloister for the monks arranged around it. The religio-art activities 

encouraged through the passage of time. The religio-art activities encouraged through the 

passage of time by the people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling brought the foreign culture with 

the assimilation of local folk cultural tradition into the forefront on such a high plane from 

where it could not only attract the Hellenistic and other foreign malities in the figural 

treatment which highlighted physical beauty but, at the associated attitude could retain the 

abstraction of the Buddhist subjectivism of the Indian Sub-Himalayan context. It was the 

integration of those two qualities which gave rise to a splendid art style which came to be 

known as traditional art.  It was under the Mahayanic energic and efficient activities of the 

people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region that the Buddhism developed as a ‘religion faith’ 

committed to the tri-ratna concept and the Buddha emerged in the graceful anthropomorphic 

form. 67 

The Mahayana Buddhism remained a puissant living culture in Himalayan region and 

as well as Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling also. The devoid of the institutional base and tutorage, 

it felt into the folk-ways in the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. In the interiors of Sub-

Himalayan track as in the rest of other part of Himalaya it imbibed esoteric qualities of the 

existing religio-magical cults under which the cult of rudra held dominant sway. For example 

we can say that about the Mahakal Temple of Darjeeling.  It was probably the thunderbolt 

element of the primordial cult which gave rise to the Vajrayana tantric discipline in 

Buddhism. In fact it were those mystic magico-religious cults of the Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region centred around male energy, which when combined with the profound 

traditions based on the female power component introduced through the demand of time gave 

rise to the tantric Buddhism in this region. The madhyug mahamudra of the Buddhist deities 

codify that concept. Under the tantric Buddhist deities were adopted into the Brahminical 
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pantheistic system as the local profound disclosures of Shiva and Shakti and the Buddha 

himself was deliberated as one of the ten incarnations of Vishnu.68 

Through the passage of time the traditional sculptural art developed on a definite 

pattern in the Sub-Himalayan region of Darjeeling.  It has been featured by an open square 

hall room around which various chambers and other necessity were pledged on all sides.  

Stress was however, laid on simplistic and utilitarian considerations which had been the focus 

of earlier planning concept of the Buddhist establishments.  In the course of time, the Sangha 

activities became multiplex which necessitated a monopolistic area for congressional 

function. 69 It was those parameters of the monastic architecture and also sculptural art which 

were received in the Buddhist establishments of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling area.  

Unfortunately no complete and cognizable structure or architectural evidence of the ancient 

Buddhist establishment has been found in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling area and other adjacent 

area of Himalaya, due to the reason that the monastic establishment in the sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling area scattered and mutilated structural elements of the ancient monastic structures 

are to be seen.  In the interiors, where the structures were built with profuse use of timber, the 

wood based monastic structures underwent repeated modification.  But now-a-days we can 

see that the various monasteries in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling constructed or re-constructed 

by concrete in the place of wood based structure.  The main reason is that the sculptor created 

a various sculptural figures on the wall.  The figures are mainly related with Buddha and the 

story related with the Buddhism.  For example we can say that the Salugara Monastery and 

Kadamtala Monastery and also other monasteries located in the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

area.  When the Indian Buddhism virtually disappeared from other part of Himalaya, it left its 

latest imprints on the folk consciousness resulting into the progress of indigenous architecture 

as well as sculptural art which indicated definite Buddhist architectural undertone in layout 

pattern and embellishment. Many Buddhist motifs were adopted for architectural decoration 
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of the structural component of wood and stone. The Buddhist chakra flourished as a popular 

decorative motif on the door panels, ceilings etc. Similarly, the naga and serpentine linear 

decorative motifs became popular on the door frames, rafters, brackets, caves, etc. 70 

We can see the sculpture of vajradhara and his shakti in some monasteries .which the 

sculpture is in yab-yum71 posture. This precious symbol indicate the health, wealthand clan, 

the three general aspirations of human beings are still exist. Here if we do not explain the 

yab-yum postures then the whole symbolize meaning is valueless. Basically this is a yogic 

posture and it is also a common symbolic position in the Buddhist art. It is the embryonic 

union of knowledge or consciousness about nature and compassion. Similarity can be found 

in the Uma- alingana sculpture where the male deity shiva in union with his female 

companion Parvati. Both in the sculpture male figure illustrate goodness and effective means, 

on the other side the female associate represents the perception about the universe. Another 

sculpture of Buddhism is padmapani or Avalokiteshvara who exteriorize the clemency of all 

Buddhas. This bodhisattava is infrequently delimitate or illustrated and also imprinted in 

different cultures as either male or female. Infront of the Tibetans this deity is known as 

“Chenrezik”. The original meanings of the name match the Buddhist Understanding of the 

contribution of the Bodhisattava. The rendering presenting him as an iswara indicate a strong 

ascendancy of Hinduism. This explanation generally connected to the conjecture of Vishnu or 

shiva as the paramount lord, and as well as creator of the universe. In another deity 

padmasambhava , the founder of the red cap sect . He is sitting in posture of lotus with the 

Vitarka mudra position. ‘Vitarka’ means adjudication, in this position the thumb and the 

index finger join to form a circle white, other fingers are little twirled and face upwards. This 

sculpture indicate the rid of life and connect to the universal truth. In the Dali monastery 

another remarkable goddess is seen called “goddess tara”who saves from transmigratory 

existence. She seated on lotus .Her right hand is with the position of Vitarka mudra and the 
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right hand is with the position of Harini mudra. ‘Vitarka mudra’ which already have 

depicted. But the ‘Harini mudra’ (stag of deer), in this form of the hands the thumb touching 

the ring finger, corresponding ring or circle, the other finger little straight and held upwards. 

It is a spiritual gesture. The very left of the statue of Buddha the sensational deity is 

“Kunkhen pedma karpo” sitting with the lotus gesture. It is symbolized the relief from sorrow 

and spread happiness and his hand posture is being called ‘Dharma Chakra mudra’. It is one 

of such amazing and distinguishable hand gestures, which denote the wheel of Dharma in 

Buddhism. In this mudra the thumb and the index finger of both the hands touch at their tips 

and form a circle. This circle means, in the conjectural evolution, the union of method and 

wisdom or prajna. Likewise we also found some Bardo72 deity of some monastery.one of the 

twenty four “wang- chung –ma”.These animal and bird headed deities come into view in the 

vision of the deceased before judgement and resurrection. 

Usually we will try to make a sense of how manufactured a visual culture of its soul 

through its art work because of the exactitude of the represented object and figures the give 

and idea that this artist is very trustworthy with the nature as well as very faithful to the living 

creature and no doubt about that.  On the other hand when we look at the different stylistic 

and the structural elements of this art works we also have a feeling that everything may not 

be realistic as it appears in the first clips.  Secondly in many cases what is unmistakably there 

is a great amount of compassion and as well as the great amount of feelings towards the 

subjects or towards the object has been represented or delimitate. Then we also have the 

factor of material, materiality particularly in traditional Indian sculpture played a very 

significant role of course there are factors like subject matters like the content like an 

individual objective. Having said that the material quality if it is a stone, bronze whatever it is 

quality it does play a very crucial role in concealing a individual sculpture and also an 

executants. Now here we look at the sculptural figure.  It is a bold and very powerful figure 
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and in order to express the boldness, of this character …… in the uprightness of this 

character, in order to express the royal power of the character the sculptor use the 

permanence of the stone itself.  So this is a very interesting a kind of visual appreciation 

where an artist uses or utilizes the character of the material itself to convey to character of the 

figure the sculptor or artist are represented.  So the strength and power of the figure became 

synonyms with the strength and power of the stone as a material.  The looking the rest of the 

figure, the body the posture the way the figure is standing which two legs likely apart from 

each other.  The simply look at the body the very execution.  It evokes the normal strength 

and power, which comes not only from its symbolic representation of the body but it also, 

comes from the medium that is used to executive. And here artist has been used the stone 

which is very reliable medium or material for this figure to convey this sense of strength of 

power.  The another important aspect to understand the relation between the traditional visual 

perception and visual culture in the context of Indian sculptural of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

is to pay attention to the narrative aspect of Indian art.  Not all Indian artist narrative.  There 

are many examples of Indian art which are iconic in nature. The sculpture from the 

Kadamtala monastery that belongs to Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region, which  represents 

the synoptic symbolic manner but the attempt is actually to convey the importance of nature.  

The head of this figure represent the goat head which is very closed to the nature.  It 

symbolized the fertile land.  By and large throughout Indian art we see where narritivity or 

narrative elements are shaping not only visual perception that is reflected in their art forms 

but also in the visual perception that is reflected in the visual culture of a particular period.  In 

order to recreate the symbolic assimilation with nature in the tradition sculptural art form of 

Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling be it painting on sculpture the artist take certainly form of the 

usual visual perception or the perceptual experiences.  So space in Indian sculptural art was 

always conceived as something flexible and non-specific.  Indian traditional artist have 
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always played with the notion of space in the most exercising a great amount of freedom and 

at the same time they have deliberately kept the space very non-specific, which will enable 

them to play with space. So space has always lent itself to be used as an ever changing fluent 

phenomenon. That is why Indian artists have never hesitated to create a sculptural art on the 

most unusual spaces and surfaces.  The motion of the space, the space is something that is not 

fixed, that is not specific space is something that we can play with that we can make it very 

very flexible this very notion and a great faith in this notion have always help the Indian 

traditional artist to use and go for a slightly alter visual perception where space does not 

dominate but new motivation recreates space at very moment.  For example we can say that 

the Kadamtala monastery now looks like perfectly finish and well decorated monastery or 

gumba needed a different kind of visual perception where imagination and flexibility of space 

played a crucial role.  So the visual perception in Indian traditional sculptural art has a 

peculiar miature on combination, on the one hand the artist have imagination, freedom-non-

specific notion of space on the other hand he has also observed the life, people, and also 

observed the social and cultural characteristic features from the traditional point of view, and 

we can arrived at a visual language which enables us to incorporate all this factors.  That is 

why it possible for them along with plethora of symbolic and iconographic elements in 

Kadamtala monastery and Salugara monastery.  Where we can find the narratives and 

imaginary narratives from Buddha’s life with also have very human movements depicted in 

nature.  So it is possible for traditional Indian artist to create a space where he can combine 

the non-specific imaginary elements of visual perception with something that is very specific 

and something that is anchor in real life and real emotion. 

If we look at this figure we feel as it this figure have just rived from the life around 

and love around always time.  So, this is a brilliant example of not only of this affinity 

between life and art but also look at the figure itself the posture.  The very strange and 
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complex posture is also possible only when the sculptor has observed the real life, real human 

figure, real anatomy and also the real emotion very very keenly and very carefully.  While we 

talking about the visual perception of Indian sculptural art special reference to Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling, that provide a support system to this visual perception and art we 

always need to keep in our mind that how the sculptors and painters all over India have 

always being trying to strike the balance between what is very tangible, what is really 

touchable and what is actually very suggestive and not so specific.  So specificity of visual 

experience combined with non specificity of another visual experience.  It’s something that 

the Indian traditional artists have always being trying to explore.  So in a place like 

Kadamtala monastery we have found imaginary mythical beings along with real life creature. 

The traditional sculptural art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling that affect us strongly use 

structural principles based on the way we have to react in the real world in order to survive.  

As soon as we realize this and understand these principles, we begin to feel the connection 

between the visual reality and visual perception and more importantly, how this connect 

keeps influencing the visual communication in arts including its emotional contents.  But the 

moment if we have some vertical shapes which appear to be more exciting and more active 

than the horizontal shape.  Vertical shapes rebel against the earth’s gravity.  So here at this 

moment the principle we are mention about have something to do with the gravity that we 

experience in our real life and the real world.  So the sculptors and artist imply energy and a 

tendency reaching toward the heights or the sky or the heaven.  So the traditional sculptural 

art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling created by sculptors or as well as artist who evokes sense of 

stability and sense of dream or aspiration through nature.  Another principle that has been 

often used by artist is centrality of composition. 

The sculptural art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling area as it best, equal to any that was 

produced in India.  It was also influential in forming religious art elsewhere in Asia, 
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particularly the Buddhist art of Nepal and Tibet, and south-east Asia.  In many ways early 

traditional sculptural art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling continued the traditions of the late 

Gupta sculptural art such as those also associated with the Tibetian and the Chinese style.  

This can be seen for example, by the Buddha figures whose robes tie close to the torso either 

smoothly or with stylized folds indicated by low ridges and also in the handling of larger 

compositions and the treatment of Jewellery and various design.  These traditions and subject 

matter of this region were extended beyond previous conceptions of religious sculpture.  This 

was probably due to two main reasons, a period of comparative peace and prosperity 

following the foundation of traditional thought of this region (Sub-Himalayan Dareeling) and 

the culmination of a long period of ferment in religious ideas.  Their combination provided 

conditions under which wealthy patrons were above to pay for the building, or support, of 

temples and monasteries such as Kadamtala monastery, Salugara monastery, Buddhist 

monastery Gurung Basti, Ghoom monastery, etc. dedicated to the pursuit of religious 

learning, for sculpture to decorate them, and the performance of rituals all of which resulted 

in these new ideas becoming more widely accepted.  Since the early decades of this previous 

century Buddhism of this region had begun to move away from the traditional concept of 

sculptural art towards a less restricted concept of the possibilities of religious self fulfillment 

in which the secular worshipper could find a place.  At the same time a similar evolution 

occurred in Hinduism as a result of the growth of texts comprising legends and religious 

instruction which affected the tradition sculptural art in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region.  

But a further development also affected the traditional concept of sculptural art where we 

have seen local folk practices rooted in the mind of people, artisans, sculptor of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region.  This placed more emphasis on ritual and the worship of 

female deities.  It also carrying their elaboration to a yet higher pitch of complexity, it sought 

through a semi-scientific approach not only to worship and placate deities but to coerce them 
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and offered ordinary people the possibility of acquiring supernatural powers.  One of the 

consequences of all these movements was the increase in the number of deities represented in 

traditional sculpture.  The way in which they were represented in stone sculpture seems 

quickly to have become a formula. 73 An additional convention was to make the central figure 

larger than the others, obviously in order to indicate that it was of greater significance.  It is 

possible that some of these deities were regarded as being auxiliary to the main deity in 

worship. 

The line of the development of traditional sculptural art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

took its difficult to trace with any charity and fidelity.  Some stylistic analysis have been 

made in an attempt not only to divide the pattern of sculpture into a number of motifs, which 

can be arranged traditionally, but also to distinguish between Buddhist and Hindu styles. But 

apart from the doubtful utility of the later, the characteristics that are said to distinguish one 

group or period from another tend to merge thus obscuring any clear difference between 

them. However, it is likely that these limitations will be only temporary and a well defined 

picture will emerge in the not too faraway future. It may be prospective that this will enable 

the style of individual centres.  Such as Salugara monastery and many more, to be identified 

with greater assurance as well as increasing the exactness with the time slap. The broad 

progress of the latter however is already fairly clear.  Towards the beginning of the traditional 

Buddhist sculptural of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling area where we can find the object of 

idolization or appreciation is believed to bring salvation for living creatures. This is the 

concept which adopted by the artisans or sculptor to use for the purpose of sculptural art.  The 

design and execution of early traditional sculpture tends of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling to be 

relatively simple with restrained use of embellishment. This moderately gave way to greater 

perplexity in which the empty spaces found previously often disappear beneath enormous 

decoration covering the whole surface.  The effect of this was increased by the day by day 
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when individual motifs, such as garlands, jewellery and foliage were treated with great 

attention to detail. The stone sculpture, eastern India shared the enhancement in both quality 

and quantity of metal images or icons that took place in the several monasteries of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling. The finest show a superlative technique is highlighted the softer 

modeling of the bronzes as well as tending to make the composition less stubborn than in 

stone sculpture. Also subject matter is simpler; there are more single figures and these are 

often adjacent by mandorlas of flames. The extent to which people took part in the religious 

life of their community is shown by the several sculptural designs that are on many 

monasteries of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region.  In both techniques stone and metal, as 

well as the small amount of sculpture where reflected the traditional view point that has 

survived, the style of execution associated with the nature’s perception in Eastern Himalayan 

region as well as Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling remained similar not only for Buddhist and but 

Hindu Jain as well.  Although the globalization on modern trends may have serious effects on 

traditional sculptural art which is uneven and at some levels soon began to wear off 

exceptionally in rural area of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling. Thus it is likely that folk art 

continued almost unchanged while the production of sculpture for the enlightened religious 

was disrupted. Though the evolution of changes of the monasteries Buddhism never 

recovered its former status, but Hinduism was sustained by its links with the traditional trend 

and continued even if at times somewhat latently. With governing inhibitions regarding 

figure sculpture, and without the acceptance of royalty and the wealthy classes, the making in 

large numbers of images for worship remained stagnant although figures were used in the 

terracotta type and wood decoration of temple on monasteries. The Indian theory, in origins 

and formulation, seems at first sight to Sui generis. But merely because of the specific 

idiomatic and mythical form in which in finds expression, it need not be thought of as 

otherwise as universal. It does not in fact vary from what is inherent in the far eastern view of 
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traditional sculptural art, or on the other hand in any indispensible from the traditional point 

of view, or what is propounded in the aphorisms of content of art, it does vary materially 

from the modern non-intellectual interpretations of art as sensation.74  What are probably the 

most important component in the Asiatic theory are the views that aesthetic experience is an 

ecstasy in itself indefinable, but in so far as it can be defined, a delight of the cause and that 

the work of art itself, which serves as the fervour to the release of the spirit from all 

inhibitions of vision, can only come into being and have being as a thing ordered to specific 

ends. Heaven and earth are united in the reflection of tradition sculptural art of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region, which is an ordering of sensation to intelligibility and tends, 

towards and ultimate perfection in which the seer perceives all things imaged in traditional 

art. 75 Not-with-standing that aesthetic experience is thus revealed to be an inscrutable and 

uncaused theological activity that is morally ever-present and potentially realizable, but not 

possible to be realized unless and until all pensioned and mental barriers have been 

determined, all knots of the heart undone, it is necessarily admitted that the experience arises 

in relation to some specific representation.  The elements of this representation, the work of 

art itself, can be and are discussed by the Hindu and Buddhist elocutionist at great length, and 

provide the material and much of the terminology of analysis and criticism.  For present 

purposes it will suffice to present these constituents of the work of art in a brief form; but it 

must not be forgotten that here only is to be found the tangible (graha) matter of the work of 

art, all that can be explained and accounted for in it, and that this all includes exactly that a 

priori knowledge which the spectator must possess or came to possess before he can pretend 

to deftness in the sense above defined. 76 The elements of the sculptural art of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region are (a) Determinants viz. the physical stimulants to aesthetic reproduction, 

particularly the theme and its parts, the indications of time and place, and other appliance of 

representation – the whole factibile. The operation of determinants takes place by the 
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operation of an ideal sympathy, a self imposition with the imagined situation. 77 Aesthetic 

sympathy is ideal, without any ethical component; that is to say, it is felt equally with respect 

to good and evil, gladness and pain, as represented in the traditional sculptural art of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling. The impartiality of aesthetic reproduction is a fact that art as such is 

associated rather to law than to equity. 78  (b) Consequents, the specific and conventional 

means of registering emotional matters or theme is individual gesture. (c) Moods, the sensible 

emotional states as represented in traditional sculptural art. These include thirty three fugitive 

or Transient moods such as joy, agitation, perturbation, etc., and eight or nine permanent 

moods, the erotic, Heroic, etc., which in turn are the vehicles of the specific emotional 

colorings.  In any work, one of the permanent moods must constitute a master motif to which 

all the others are subordinate or as we should now express it, the work becomes excitable, 

embarrassing rather than moving. 79  (d) The representation of involuntary physical reactions, 

for instance fainting.  All of these determinants and symbols are recognized collectively and 

indivisibly in aesthetic experience, the work of art being as such a unity; but they are 

recognized differently in approximate analysis. 80 

A symbolic expression is one that is held to be the best possible formula by which 

recumbence may be made to a relatively unknown thing, which referent, however is 

nevertheless identified or postulated as existing. The use of any symbol, which implies a 

conviction and usually a traditional agreement resting on authority, that the relatively un-

known or it may be unknowable, referent, cannot be any more clearly represented.  A sign on 

the other hand, is an analogous or abbreviated manifestation for a certainly known thing; 

every man knows or can be informed by indication of an object, as to what the sign means.  

Thus wings are symbols when they mean angelic independence of local motion or tradition, 

but signs when they denominate an aviator; the cross is a symbol when used (metaphysically) 

to represent the structure of the universe with respect to hierarchy and breadth, but a sign 
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when used (practically) to warn the motorist of a nearby cross road.  If we use blue pigment 

to represents blue eyes or blue sky, it is as a sign; but if we make the virgin’s robe blue, then 

blue becomes the symbols of an notions, and the reference is no longer to the thing sky but to 

certain abstract attributes such as unendingly which we have hurled to the thing we see 

overhead.  In this particular case the sign and symbol are the same viz. blue pigment, and just 

as in the case of the sign or symbol puskara, lotus the meaning must be understanding of this 

kind is all significant; for if we take the sign for a symbol, we shall be sentimentalizing our 

notion of blue eyes, and if we take the symbol for a sign.  We are reducing thought to 

recognition. 81 In any case, one could not, if one would wish to, turn back the movement of 

time.  To be other than we are would be for us the same as not to be; to wish that the 

sculptural art of any period had been other than it was is the same as to wish that it had never 

been.  Every style is complete in itself, and to be supported accordingly, not to be judged by 

the standard of a former or any other age. 82 
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 Pic -1, Guru Padma Sambawa 

        

                                                                                               Pic-2, Avalakiteshvara 

                                                                Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery 
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 Pic-3.White Tara 

            

       

   

                                                                                        Pic-4, Kunkhen Pedma Karpo 

                                                                Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery 
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 Pic-5, Dragon Motif Sculpture 

 

 

 

    

   

                                                     Pic-6, Inner Beauty of Dali Monastery 

                                                       Source: collected by researcher from Dali Monastery 
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Pic-7,Uma – Maheswara Bronze Sculpture, Acc.No.04 ,A.K.M.Museum   

       
Pic-8,Uma- Maheswara , Acc.no. 113, A.K.M.Museum 

                                            Source: collected by researcher, A.K.M. Heritage Museum,N.B.U 
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 Pic-9, Vajradhara and His Shakti in Yab – Yum,

                                                                 

                                                                                  

   

Pic-10, Vajrapani, the Demon Queller  

                                                     Source: collected by researcher, from Kadamtala Monastery 
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 Pic-11, Bardo Deity 

       

                                                             Pic-12, Bardo Deity,  

                                                   Source: collected by researcher, from kadamtala Monastery 
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 Pic- 13, Bardo Deity 

 

   

                                                                                     Pic-14, Bardo Deity,  

                                                     Source- collected by researcher, from kadamtala Monastery. 
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 Pic-15, Bardo Deity 

   

                                                                                            Pic-16, Bardo Deity, 

                                                    Source- collected by researcher, From Kadamtala Monastery.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
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Pic- 17, Bardo Deity,  

Source: collected by researcher, from kadamtala Monastery. 

      
Pic- 18, Lord Buddha sitting with the Bhumisparsa Mudra 

                                            Source- collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery, Darjeeling. 
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Pic- 19, Statue of Lord Buddha (15Ft.), Samten Cholin Monastery 

Source: collected by researcher from Darjeeling. 

      

   

Pic- 20, Lord Buddha with Abhaya Mudra posture, Jambolind Monastery 

                                 Source: collected by researcher,from Mirik. 
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CHAPTER –III 

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF METALIC ART 

As the use of tools is one of the marks that differentiate man from the lower animals, so 

the use of metals may be considered as a milestone on the road from barbarity to civilization. 

1 Initially metal was obtained from meteorites, which were regarded sacred; therefore very 

special objects were made from it. Working with metals was provided with mystery and 

attached with the wizardry, the blending and shaping of metal was a secret ritual and the 

blacksmith’s forge was regarded sacred. The blacksmith was seen as a Shaman, a visionary, 

who could surpass given reality and reach beyond into the unknown. 2 In view of the great 

consequence of metals for the development of the human cultures an attempt is being made in 

the present dissertation to make a detailed study of the metal objects found from several 

archaeological sites in the Indian Sub-continent, ranging from the earliest times.3 This chapter 

is considered to serve as a background to the main study, which will be the subject matter of 

the following chapters. The present chapter has three broad divisions; first, the geographical 

and geological features of the sub-continent, with an prominence on the metal ore rich areas; 

second, a brief review of the previous research done on metals and metal objects  of ancient 

India; and third, an outline of the methodology adopted in the present dissertations.  

India is fairly rich in minerals. However there is very unequal territorial distribution of 

minerals in the Indian sub-continent. The extensive alluvial plains of northern India are 

almost devoid of minerals of high economic advantage. On the other hand, the Achaean 

terrain of Bihar and Orissa is enhanced by the highest concentration of ore-deposits, such as 

iron, manganese, copper, aluminium etc. The second mine-rally rich state of India is Madhya 

Pradesh, where there are good stock of iron and manganese, limestone and bauxite. 

Tamilnadu has workable deposit of iron, manganese, mica, limestone, etc.; Karnataka has 
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yielded all the gold of India, besides yielding non-ferrous metals like copper, lead and zinc.  

West Bengals mineral resources are limited to coal and iron ores.  Manganese, iron and 

titanium are extricated in India in exportable surplus, whereas gold, aluminium, copper and 

chromium, etc. are obtainable in minor proportions. 4 

Since pre-Harappan cultures, metals have been used for manufacturing several objects, 

including weapons of different kinds, ornaments, utensils, etc. along with stone, ivory, bone 

wood, clay, etc.  With the lounch of metal technology, however, the exercise of non-metal 

artefacts, especially implements usually went out of trend. The cause for this change is 

obvious. Metal applications for agriculture, war and chase, hunting, fishing, etc. proved to be 

more useful in terms of proficiency and permanency than those of other materials. Thus the 

role of metals in transforming the material life of man can hardly be over highlighted.  

Among the metals which really increased the pace of material enlargement, mention may be 

made of copper, bronze (an alloy of copper and tin) and iron. The other materials like gold, 

silver and lead were only carefully used by ancient people, mostly for ornaments and 

decorations of handles of various devices. 5 

The history of use of metal in India is quite long, as exhibited by various archaeological 

excavations undertaken at various ancient sites of sub-continent, mostly during the present 

country. In the starting human societies were familiarized with a very limited number of 

metals, like copper.  The attainable archaeological proof also suggests that even this metal 

was not very freely available, and was used very sparingly. It was only in the subsequent 

periods of history that man gained knowledge other metals like silver, lead and iron. It is a 

matter of common knowledge that with the advent of metal, cultures made remarkably promt 

and all sided progress, while the growth of the cultures during the pre-metal stage was very 

static. Thus, the contribution of metal technology to the establishment of human cultures can 

never be minimized. Among the several metals acquainted to the ancient people it as actually 
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the iron which confirmed to be a real pace-setter. The appearance of iron brought about 

maturation of industries and provided more systematic and useful implements for good 

production. Thus the intensive use of the iron technology did not result in industrial and food 

surpluses in the lack of which the procedure of urbanization could have hardly introduced, 

nor could there have been any pronounced growth in trade and commerce activities. 6 

Metal figures only next to clay in the formation of the Indian crafts and has been 

universally used in the form of brass, copper, bell metal, etc. covering a very vast range of 

articles from kitchenware to fine gold and enamel jewellery. The expertise attained in metal 

casting by Indian craftsmen is determined by the treasures dug out in excavation operations, 

which also exhibit how sophistication.  So vast and varied is the area covered by metal ware 

in India that it would be almost an impossible task to itemize them in any comprehensive 

method. Moreover every area has its own notable designs and processes.  In each metal there 

is a extensive diversity. 7 

Archaeology can do no more than provide us with what earth has conserved in its crust.  

Objects made of perishable substance, such as wood work, leather work, textiles, etc. can 

hardly be expected to persist very long periods of time. Consequently, it is simply beyond the 

range of archaeology to enlighten us as to the art and craft embodied in objects made of such 

destructible materials, thereby leaving a gap in terms of crucial evidence. In literature we can 

regard to find direct illustration of the techniques of production applied and the aesthetic 

standards obtained by the people of the contemporary periods, whereas archaeology can only 

furnished us with objects and tools from which we have to assume the nature of techniques of 

production and aesthetic standards of the period which they are related. 8 

Mans inventive talent and his urge to generate beauty found impression through a 

variety of media such as clay, stone and metal etc. but the most dominant medium that 
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revolutionized the economic and the social structures in several periods of history is metal. 

Stone tools through very fruitful and technically ideal could not help raise the productivity 

level. This invention of metal can, therefore, be assessed as one of the most incredible and 

revolutionary gain of humanity. It became instrumental in bringing about a vital move in 

production relations and the life of man in general besides giving rise to highly qualified 

productive energies. 

Men might have invented the metal by accident. His inspection and manipulation of the 

physical environment might have empowered him to come across unfamiliar stone like 

material that was different in properties from the ordinary stone. It is possible that he might 

have noticed that when thrown in fire it becomes red hot and further that when the red hot 

metal is beaten and hammered it changes its actual shape, thus creating it possible to give it 

any desired form and still further that it maintains the transformed shape on being cooled. 9 

Evolutionary Stages of Metal Crafts 

Some of this material might have dissolved due to being kept in furnace for long span. 

From these observation and trial and error methods the primordial man seems to have 

acquired the techniques of molding and melting suggests of copper, gold, silver or meteoric 

iron. At a later stage man mastered a new kind of material, called alloy by heating together 

some of these materials or ores. Distinct in properties from its constituent, this material was 

found more acceptable for making some kind tools and implements. From the point of 

technological growth, the evolutionary stages of metallurgy are divided into three periods by 

Forbes, which are: (i) Native metal as stone, (ii) Native metal stage and (iii) Ore stage. The 

passage from one stage to another indicates more and more refinement in technical skill. 10 

Matsyapurana, one of the ancient epics, narrates the use of a long range of alloys 

attained by varying the fusions and compositions of metals to meet several requirements, like 
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brass, and alloy of copper and zinc, and bell-metal, a mixture of copper and tin. 11 So far as 

India is concerned, it noticeable that copper was known in the later vedic age and specially in 

the Brahman age and it is not arise to have been mentioned in the Rig veda, the earliest of the 

Vedas. A copper age is interceded in Northern India later the Neolithic period, the copper 

tools being very likely used by the original non-Aryan natives of India, their Aryan 

conquerors being fully enlightened with the use of iron from the time of their first settlement 

in the Punjab. 12  Copper has not been narrated in the Rig Veda, the earliest of the Vedas. It 

has however, been mentioned in the White Yajurveda as loha (from lohita or red) in a list of 

six metals. 13  That the word loha here unmistakably declare to copper is shown by the fact 

that this similar passage has been repeated in the Taittirya Samhita – (IV,7,5,1) and also 

Maitriyani Samhita – ( II,11,5 and IV, 44) with this distinction that in the last named Samhita 

the word loha has been replaced by the word lohitayas or “red metal” meaning evidently 

copper.  In Atharva veda, XI, 3, 7 lohitamaya has been used in difference to shyamamaya or 

black metal, audibly iron. 14  In Atharva vedaVI, 141, 2, a knife made of “red metal” has been 

mentioned. 15  In addition to the word lohita, the modern equiponderent of copper viz. tamara 

happens in one passage (Atharva X, 2, 11) 16 which has been translated by Whitney simply as 

“red” but by Griffiths as “copper-hued”. It is distrustful if the word really meant copper as we 

found that in the Brahmanas denominated as lohita or lohitayas. The word tamra for copper 

prevails in the ancient medical treatises of Caraka and Susruta as well as in the 

Kautilya’sArthasastra. 17 

In the Epic Age the consciousness of copper had much forwarded and we find copper 

entitled by its modern name tamra which occurs is the two Epics. The law-giver Manu in his 

Institutes denotes path for the purifications of copper utensils. 18  Brass and bronze vessels are 

also mentioned to in the same passage. Copper finds a position amongst the six metals in the 
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medical work of Susruta. The other medical treatise Caraka Samhita comprised at the same 

time mentions brass besides copper and bronze. 

Copper is referred in many places in Kautilya’sArthasastra (3rd century B.C.) which 

mentions the ores of copper as heavy and green, grey and red in colour probably meaning 

thereby malachite, pyrites and red copper ore. 19  The Arthasastra also refers the use of copper 

in creating alloys and in gold and silver coins and articles. It further describes the procedures 

of gilding by “covering the copper article with gold leaf and then polishing its outer surface 

and sides.”  From the narratives left by Greek ambassador Megasthenes who travelled India 

in 302 B.C. we learn how “vessels of Indian copper set with precious stones contributed to 

the brilliancy of the public ceremonies during Chandra Gupta’s reign.”  From Megasthenes’ 

narration of the court of Chandra Gupta and also from the big copper bolt explored in the 

Asoka pillar near the frontiers of Nepal we can undoubtedly say that the output of copper was 

quite noticiable in India as early as the 3rd and 4th centuries B.C. 

India apparently has no bronze instruments are barely to be found. So far as Southern 

India is anxious, it is an accepted fact that the Neolithic period, during which time stone 

implements and weapons were used, passed directly into the Iron age, as no copper or bronze 

weapons have been appeared so in Southern India. In Northern India, however, including the 

Central province, copper tools and weapons have been discovered in several places besides 

two in Beluchistan which may be considered archaeologically as a part of India. Mr. Vincent 

A. Smith in an outstanding paper discusses these interesting finds and embraces that “in the 

greater part of Northern India a copper age intervened between the Neolithic period and Iron 

age.” 20 The copper equipements were mostly celts, shovels, axe-blades, spades, etc. 

constructed for warlike, domestic and agricultural purposes. 21  The primary use of copper of 

course lies in coinage and composition of useful alloys such as brass and bronze. 

Archaeological specimens, however, of pure copper are profuse in India in the shape of 
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statues, plates, caskets and utensils which fact unquestionably shows the use of copper in 

large numbers in ancient India. The most notable of these ancient samples of copper is a big 

solid copper bolt in the Rampurwa Asoka pillar near the frontiers of the kingdom Nepal. It 

was audibly implicated in fastening the colossal lion-shaped stone capital to the pillar itself.  

The bolt is barrel shaped in countenance slightly tapering at the two ends. It is 24½ inches 

long. The copper is magnificently worked into shape seemingly with hammer slight marks of 

which are still noticeable and altogether is a surprising piece of metal work for so early an 

age. The metal is pure copper and not bronze. The bolt seems to have been shaped by the 

hammer though genuinely made by casting copper, as the shape is quite flawless and flat ends 

quite smooth.  Bearing in mind that this bolt was created as early as the 3rd century B.C., it 

undeniably confirms to the high metallurgical skill of the ancient Hindus in pre-Christian 

times. 22 A notable copper figure of Buddha was discovered at Sultanganj in the district of 

Bhagalpur in the ruins of an old Buddhist monastery. Dr. Rajendra Lal Mitra, who first 

narrated this Buddha statue, says that, it was 7 feet 6 inches high and its weight is estimated 

to be nearly 1 ton.  Dr. Mitra is describing the procedure of its erection says “the material is a 

very pure copper cast in two layers, the inner one in segments on an earthen mould and held 

together by iron bands which were originally ¾ of an inch thick, but are now very much worn 

down by rust. The casting of the face down to the breast was affected in one piece, the lower 

parts down to the knee in another and the legs, feet, hands and back in several pieces.”  Two 

aspects are of metallurgical interest in association with this remarkable figure. In this first 

position of the virtual transparency of the outer copper garments highlights the greatest credit 

on the Hindu copper workers of the 5th century. In the second position the date naturally 

prompts one of the celebrated iron pillars at Delhi which was also established in the 5th 

century. This gigantic copper statue and the Delhi iron pillar jointly present to show that by 

the 5th century A.D. the ancient Hindus obtained notable efficiency in smelting and working 
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several metals. Moreover it is evident that the production of iron and copper in India at the 

time was quite operative. 23 

The foremost use of copper for state purposes is obligingly its use in coinage. In 

Kautilya’s Arthasastra we find that copper was used not only in copper coinage but also as an 

alloy in the coins of the exalted metals as well. Copper was used in coinage in India from pre-

Christian times. Some of the earliest Indian copper coins are those of the Indo-Greek and 

Bactrian Kings such as Euthydemos, king of Bactria (230 B.C.) and Demitrios, king of North 

West frontier of India (200 B.C.). The punch marked copper coins such as those of the old 

Mitra Dynasty of Ajodhya and many other kings of Northern India are also some of the 

primitive copper coins familiar in ancient India (first century B.C.). Copper coins of the 

Kushana kings such as Kanishka (first centuty AD) and the Gupta kings have also been found 

in different places. In Central and Southern India copper coins of the Andhra and Kshatrapa 

Dynasties are amongst the earliest. The location of mints in which copper used to be coined 

would be of convenience. The Ain-i- Akbari says that gold coins were scolded first in the 

capital Agra, second Bengal, third Ahmedabad in Gujrat and fourth in Kabul. Silver and 

copper except being coined at the four above stated places are also struck in Illahabad, Surat, 

Patna, Lahore, Multan etc. Another use of copper in ancient India was in the formulation of 

copper plates generally for the occasion of making land grants by kings to Brahmins and 

others. One of the ancient copper plate is the Sohgaura Plate revealed in the village of 

Sohgaura, district Gorakhpur in the United Provinces, the inscription being in Maurya 

Brahmi characters of 320-230 B.C. The metal of the plate, however, appears to be an alloy of 

copper. The Taxila copper plate of Kaniska also amongst the earliest of copper plates brought 

to light in Northern India. 24 

Copper vessels from ancient times have been taken by the Hindus to be consecrated and 

almost all utensils meant for use in religious rituals are consistently made of copper even at 
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the present day. Even archaeological evidence of ancient copper utensils are obtainable. One 

notable ancient copper ghoti or lota was found by Major Hay in 1857 in the village of Kundla 

in the Kangra district, Punjab. The vessel looks like a modern lota, but there is an engrave 

scene running round it which represents Prince Siddhartha (afterwards Buddha) going in a 

royal departure in a chariot drawn by four horses followed by horses, elephants and 

musicians. From the mode of the inscription of this legend Birdwood consider the vessel to 

be a specimen of copper work of the 3rd century A.D., but Mr. Vincent A. Smith considers it 

to be a sample of the first century B.C... At any rate this copper lota is an actual ancient 

specimen of Hindu art in copper utensils making. Utensils made of copper, owing to the 

peculiar modesty from ancient times especially in the performance of religious occasions. As 

wires, copper and brass have from early times been used in the creation of stringed musical 

instruments for which India has always been famous. 25 

We would now proceed to give here a short narration of the various alloys of copper 

used in ancient India, the most dominent being riti or pittala (brass) and Kamsya (bronze). 

The Kamsya meant bell metal, also used in making gongs and other articles, is evident from a 

passage in Amarakosa’s lexicon (6th century AD) in which Kamsyatala is mentioned as one 

of the many musical instruments widespread in ancient India. 26 Bell metal holds a greater 

percentage of Tin than Bronze. The proportion in which copper and tin melted together to 

form Kamsya is given in the Rasaratna-Samuchchaya (13th century) in which we find the 

eight parts of copper and two parts of tin were used in forming the ally and that bronze made 

in Saurastra was outstanding. 27 Brass was made in India at first by heating copper with 

calamine and carbonaceous substance. Alchemical works make reference of an alloy of five 

metals called Vartalauha made from Kamsya, copper, brass, iron and lead. We find reference 

of various alloys of copper in Ain-i-Akbari. Kamsya or “Sefaidru” was a formation of four 

seers of copper and one seer of tin melted simultaneously, the percentage of copper and one 
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and a half seer of lead. Brass, berinj or peetal was made of two seers of copper and one and a 

half seers of ruh-i-tutia. Seem Suckhteh was an alloy of silver, lead and copper, being of 

profound colour and very bright and was used in silvering “this perfect Majesty” Emperor 

Akbar was the innovator of another alloy of copper viz. “Cowelputter” compounded of two 

seers of bronze and one seer of copper, being a “very elegant and beautiful composition”. 28 

Bronze does not occur to have been known during the vedic Age, as it is not presented 

in any of the Vedas. It is, however, definite that it was an article of common use in the 3rd 

century B.C... It is mentioned in both the medical discourse of Caraka and Susruta as well as 

Kautilya’s Arthasastra. Susruta gives paths for drinking water in bronze vessels. Bronze 

continues to be pronounced as Kamsya in Amarakosa’s lexicon, though the latter stands for 

bell-metal also. Both brass and bronze came to be considered as alloys by the thirteenth 

century as we find that the author of Rasaratna-Samauchchaya while classifying metals writes 

that, “brass bronze and Vartalauha are three alloys”. 29 In Europe and specially in Eastern 

Europe bronze age moderated in the middle of the stone and the iron age; but so far as India 

in a pensive, attainable evidence is entirely inadequate to formed and Indian bronze age. The 

use of bronze for the motives of ornamentation was not unknown, as can be gathered from 

the notable discovery of ancient bronze articles at Tinnevelly in the Madras Presidency whilst 

excavating the ancient prehistoric burial sites in which it plentiful. 30 Bronze articles were 

found together with iron swords, daggers and weapons are of superior workmanship and do 

not include any bronze weapons. The bronze articles embraced ornamental vase stands, 

bowls, jars and cups of several forms with ornamental bowl lids. Bronze bangles, necklaces, 

ear ornaments and diadems were also found. These utensils and ornaments exhibit how 

bronze, on account of its colour, was considered as a highly prized article in ancient India. In 

India besides being practised as art ware, bronze was also implimented in casting sculptures 

of several Gods and Goddesses. The Eastern school of bronze - casters of Bengal in the 
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eighth or ninth century was renowned and it was from this school that Nepal and Tibet 

acquired their knowledge of bronze casting. Lama Taranath, the eminent Tibetian historian of 

Buddhism, is of belief that “the Naga productions of Nagarjuna’s time were revelled by the 

formations of Dhimana and his son Bitapala, natives of Varendra (Bengal) who stayed during 

the reigns of Devapala and Dharmapala (8th and 9th centuries). Both father and son were 

mastered indentically as painters, sculptors and bronze founders. Bitapala, who resided in 

Bengal, was considered as the principal of the Eastern school of bronze casting. 31 The author 

of Rasaratna  Samuchchaya of the thirteenth century mentions that, bronze was created by 

melting together eight parts of copper and two parts of tin. 32 

As Herskovits points out: “The study of technology is an important key to the 

understanding of a people’s culture”, 33 a narration supported by an even powerfull one made 

by the architect, Buckminster Fuller, contained in the June, 1958 issue of Design, to the result 

that in man’s struggle for survival, resources and methods are his greatest assets. The 

following collection of the historic role played by cire perdue casting in India was made by 

Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy about Indian bronze and brass ornamental work for the 

Encyclopaedia Britannica: 34 “The establishing of copper, brass and bronze by the cire perdue 

procedureis universal in India and of high antiquity.” Proof of Dr. Coomaraswamy’s short but 

unambiguous assertion is given by still another Indian scholar. In a note to the author, Dr. B. 

B. Lal, Archaeological Chemist in India, wrote: “The earliest known Indian bronze figurine 

was revealed at Mohenjodaro where a highly manifested urban civilization emerged in the 

third millennium B.C.  Mohanjodaro has yielded a large number of copper and bronze objects 

which were created by forging, hammering and casting. The art of metal casting and working 

had reached a level of technical perfection as exhibited by the notable bronze statue of the 

‘dancing girl’.35 The excavations at Mohenjodaro have not yielded any moulds used for 

casting bronze and in the absence of such finds; it is stubborn to be accurate about the actual 
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method of casting viz., direct casting from moulds or the ecsting by cire perdue methods. The 

complicated patterns and designs reproduced in casting the ‘dancing girl’ would however, 

indicate that most possibly the ‘lost-wax’ process recruited as direct casting from a mould 

would not produce a bronze of such a fine finish. 36 Not only does this bronze figurine 

illustrates the first technological landmark in India of the cire perdue solid casting methods 

for producing bronze, but it also establishes the first countenance of the figure in Indian metal 

art. Except for the ‘dancing girl’ of Mohenjodaro no other truly remarkable instances of 

Indian metal art produced by cire perdue casting methods come to light in Western India, the 

Punjab, Kashmir, Chamba and the Gangetic basin, until the great Gupta period (4th – 6th 

century A.D.). From this, however, it is not to be possessed that during this span of centuries 

the art of metal figure casting by the lost wax technique had gone absolutely underground in 

India. 37 Sir Jhon Marshal who fairly excavated the ruins in Sirkap, reports that cire perdue 

metal casting techniques were known and used at that time to produce gold and copper 

ornaments and other objects, but was predominently of Hellenistic design styles.38 In the 

North West, the Indo-Greek and Indo-Persian dynasties (c. 150 B.C. – 60 A.D.) had enticided 

many foreign metal smiths and these too reveal imported styles which did little to flourish the 

high commitment of metal art founded by the ‘dancing girl’ of Mohenjodaro. Mr. Chintamoni 

Kar, in his book, ‘Indian Metal Sculpture’ (illustrated) comments in on its failure to show any 

vigour or movements. 39 The cultural renaissance that illuminated itself during the Gupta 

period (4th – 6th centuries A.D.) brought into being Indian’s Golden age. During this period a 

few superb instances of Cire Perdue hollow casting methods are still presence, the most 

remarkable of course being the famous Sultanganj Buddha. It was also during this period that 

the cire Perdue bronze casting process were first introduce  in the Silpasastras, the technical 

cum-canonical texts used by the metal craftsmen in their production of bronze images. 

Mathura in the West, Sarnath, Magdha in central zone and Bengal in the eastern zone were 
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the radiating centres of the renaissance of graphic and plastic art activity. 40 The most creative 

era of South Indian icon production was during the Cota period from 9th to 13th century. It is 

because so many instances of them have remained alive that it is a particularly rewarding one. 

These were large produced in Tamil country and all are accomplished by the cire Perdue 

solid casting method. The most popular images of this period were ‘Siva, especially the 

dancing Siva – the Nataraja - his consort Parvati as well as krsna, Rama and also images of 

the royal donors of the temples. With the eclipse of the Cotas in the 13th century A.D., this 

era of metal image are consolidated, as far as design styles were perturbate, into that of the 

less artistically noted one of the Vijaynagar period (14th- 16th century A.D.) 41  The cire 

Perdue, or lost wax methods of casting, has been emerged into a fine art in India. Images 

made for worship all over India were earlier made from an alloy known as Panchdhatu, give 

metals. The metals were mixed in the proportion requisite by the image to be prepared.  

Nowadays, however, bronze or copper and brass are used for this intention. The art of metal 

casting as it has been conventionally practiced is according to the Silpa Sastra.  Each image 

has its own proportion and the traditional metal-caster known as the Sthapati, casts the image 

according to what he learns from the Silpasastra, during his apprenticeship. 42 

Various techniques of metal Casting 

 The traditions and skills of metal casting in India are documented in manifold texts of the 

medieval period i.e., from 7th to 12th centuries A.D. and even later. These are religious texts 

and also Silpasastras. The Visnu Samhita (Chap.XIV) mentions that “if an image is to be 

made of metal, it must first be made of wax, and then coated with earth; gold and other 

metals are purified and cast into (the mould) and a complete image is thus obtained by 

capable workmen.” 
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When evolution of metal skills during Pre-Harappan and Harappan periods is closely 

experimented it becomes quite discernible that a very presentable upliftment was made 

during the latter period. The Harappan period was truly the ‘metal age’, not because of 

enormous generation of metal artefacts but because of the remarkable impact of metal 

technology on the economics of the various Harappan industries and growth of notability in 

terms of technical knowledge how relating to various jobs in metal industry. Unnumbered 

metal techniques have been mastered in India. The techniques used for decoration are 

described as follows:- 

Repousse:-  This methods was employed for raising pattern in relief on any piece of 

metal and engaged giving of blows on the underside of the piece, while the side to be 

decorated was allowed to rest on wood, lead or pitch. 

Stamping:-  The gold smith utilized stamping technique. It entangles filling and 

grinding the design on the face of bronze or lead and then to lay on it rightly tempered gold 

or silver. This technique is usually applied making necklace etc. 

Filigree and Granulation:- This technique is applied for decorating a metallic surface.  

Use of this technique entangles soldering sheet cut wires or grains of metal on to the sheet 

surface. 

Inlaying:– By this technique pieces of shell, stone, bone or some other such material 

are filled into the stagflation space of another metal to produce design. 

Wire making:– Harappan goldsmith knew the art of making wire of gold. It was done 

by stretching out sufficient heated pieces of gold through the holes of several sizes. The same 

technique is pursued by the present day goldsmith who has a thick metal plate having much 

holes of varying sizes (this plate is called JANTRI in local dialect of Delhi Suburb). 
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Wrapping:- This process entangles wrapping thin sheet of gold or silver on ornament 

made of some other metal like lead so as to give it the look of golden or silver ornament.  

Like the present day goldsmith the Harappan goldsmith also used this methods to cover the 

ornaments made from lace, copper and bronze. The Harappans also acquainted with 

cementing, abrasion, polishing and burnishing in making ornaments. The technological 

progression acquired by Harappan metallurgists will amaze anyone who apprises himself of 

the complex task of smelting different kinds of ores. 43 

It is the largest metal work of ancient times present in India and remains a monument to 

the early capability of the Hindus in melting and casting metal. The metal pillar standing in 

the courtyard of the Kutb Mosque at Delhi dates from about 400 A.D. After an exhibition of 

over 1500 years it remains unrusted and the inscription is as clear and unambiguous as it was 

when first made. The beautiful hammered gates of the tomb of Shah Alam at Ahmedabad are 

another remarkable instance of the great efficiency of Indian craftsmen in metal work.  

Assuredly a feeling of the significance of metals and a primordial perception of the ‘marvels 

of science’ in cohesion with the working of them and of their mechanical gentleness reacted 

powerfully upon early man. The body of faiths about metals and minerals is abundant and 

endures in present psychology to this day. In Manipur, for instance, the iron-ore deposits are 

under the protection of an Umang-lai (forest god) who is propitiated before the iron is 

worked.  The Chinese deliberate ores, when in the ground, to possess a “shen” (soul) of 

animal or human shape. The philological properties of metal have also been significant in 

religious ritual. The idea that sound of brass or iron has power to put spirits to flight 

triumphed in classical antiquity and carry on even today. The temple bells of India are 

eminent for the depth and purity of their tones and also their accomplished architectonic 

forms.44 Since bell-metal is regarded to be purest of all materials, it is not only used for ritual 

intentions but also for utensils of everyday use. Unlike people of Europe and middle-Eastern 
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countries, Indians do not traditionally use glass and porcelain, with the outcome that all 

essentials of the household glasses, cups, plates, serving dishes and containers are normally 

made of metal. 

The 32 Silpasastras viz., visvakarma, visvsa, probodhaka, vritaMaya, Tvashtri, Manu, 

Manakalpa, Manasara, Prastara, Manobodha, Mahatantra, Vastuvidyapati, Parasaroiyaka, 

Kalayupa, Chaitya, Chitraka, Avarya, Sadakshara, Branu, Indra, Lokajna and saura, etc., 

were expressed by the great and eminent visvakarma (Lord of the Arts and Architect of the 

gods’ from whom all sthapatis claim descent); therefore, only the most skilful sculptors 

(sthapatis) who abide by the traditional exercises laid down in these texts should be chosen 

for executant works of metal art engaged in the building of temples (and used in their rituals. 

45 

Brass was known in India possibly a few centuries earlier as it is stated in the egregious 

Aurvedic treatise caraka-samhita (c.3rd century B.C.) along with gold, silver, copper and tin. 

46  The word is stated as “riti” possibly derived from “harita” or yellow, through the word 

“harita” was used in Vedic literature as a synonym for gold, which is also yellow. Brass 

articles of the 1st century B.C. have been found on the excavation of the stupas at 

Manikyalaya in 1830. It deliberated of a copper box enclosing a brass cylindrical box cast 

and beautifully turned on the lathe. Brass coins of different wings living at that time have also 

collected. The modern name “pitala” seems to have produced at a later date, for instance, we 

come across the latter word in the Rasaratna-samuchchaya, an alchemical work of the 

thirteenth century, in which brass is denominated as “pittala”. 47 The most remarkable and 

gigantic work of brass has been narrated by the Chienese traveller Hiuen-Tsang who saw near 

the eminent Nalanda convent “a Vihara of brass built by Siladitya-raja”. This plenary vihara 

or monastery made of brass by Raja Siladitya also known as king Harshovardhana who ruled 
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from 606-647 A.D. 48 of the seventh century, when accomplished, would admittedly have 

been a generous instance of the efficiency of the ancient Indians brass work. The Moghul 

guns and cannon were also built by casting brass and bronze. With the advance in the wisdom 

of the technique of gun manufacture, the size of the guns increased immensely (long as 30ft.) 

and the materials used were chiefly wrought iron and brass or bronze. Amongst the most 

remarkable brass guns of the Moghuls may be stated the “great gun of Agra” which was an 

abundant howitzer about 14 ft. long and 22½ inch in the bore into which men could easily 

enter crouching. Another Moghul gun made of an alloy of copper is the famous “Malik-i-

maitan” or “Monarch of the plain” which has justly been perceived by Meadows Taylor and 

Furgusson as “the largest piece of ordnance in the world”. 49 

Some of the most glorious and interesting copper and brass wares of India are those 

directly requisite force ceremonial motives or which have been evolved from their equipment 

used in temples. The achmani used by priests in sparkling holy water and making drink 

offerings are beautiful symbolic objects largely drawn upon in figurative art. The dhupdani or 

censor is once and again immensely beautiful while the Sinhasan or idol throne of lotus leaf 

pattern has evolved much that is praiseworthy in India. The lamp (arti), specially the hanging 

lamps, and the bells (ghanta) found in every Indian temple have notably poignant art notions 

and some of the most beautiful instance of Indian art are found in these, especially in the 

chain used to hang up the bell. Kashmir generated two well marked forms of copper and 

brass, one from the valley and other from Lhasa. The former bears the stamp of Persian 

ascendancy while the latter is noticeably Tibetan and Central Asian in nature. Brass is mostly 

used in the propagation of sculptured mythological images and household utensils mixed with 

6 other metals, goldsilver, iron, tinlead and mercury making with the zinc and copper of brass 

a mixture of 8 metals (Astadhatu), which is accounted a impeccible alloy and highly valued. 

The several alloy manufactured are :- Kansa- lead, and brass mixed, Bharat- brass and copper 
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mixed, phulkansa-pewter, copper and silver mixed. Many articles open with embellished 

wares. Here the colour is provided by black coloured lac. The colored ornamentations show 

on a gold, silver or enameled background. In many places the copper is simply embossed 

through the tinned surface thus showing the pattern in bright colors. Tin is soldered on copper 

which has been formerly graven over with a disseminated floral design. Muslims all over 

India use cooking and cutting utensils of copper. These have to be tinned before they can be 

used with indemnity.  

The brass and copper wares of India have caught the visualization of the world and are 

very fascinating for tourists. Indian workmen have submerged the notions of the West and 

produce, for both home and foreign consumption cultured articles burnished and oxidized 

copper and gleaming brass. 

The all India Handicrafts Board, through its emporia and private manufactures, is 

encouraging the generation of articles which, while retaining their distinguishable Indian 

characteristic forms, take measures the accent to modern-western and Indian interior 

beautification. Classical Indian designs for vogue with streamlined Swedish design pitchers 

and fruit dishes. Brass candlesticks find a ready market along with lovely light holders of 

Moorish design and wall plaques of copper coagulated with brass showing traditional Indian 

dances or elephant departures. The brass calendar  with carved figures and adjustable names 

of days sometimes showing the phases of the moon continues to incline appreciates lovely 

brass table tops enhanced with the most attractive tracery supported on wooden legs graces 

many a modern drawing room while shining brass coal scuttles and magazine racks are found 

in many European and American houses. The tourist trade and Government tutelage have 

given a terrific fillip to the metalware industry which, today, is as predominant as it has ever 

been in the history of the country and in one of the great earners of the much needed foreign 

receprocation. The tools used in the creation of these articles are simple and few in number. 
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The familiar ones are the hammer and avail, chisel, longs, file, lathe, the scraper used for the 

lathe and called Noyali in Bengali, a small piece of triangular iron scrape the clay mould, 

knife, scissors called Katari and wooden hamers. 50 

In Europe “the word zinc is first found in the writings of Paracelsus (16th century) who 

has stated out that zinc was a metal”. In India, zinc seems to have been turned out from 

calamine (Sanskrit “rasoka” or “kharpara”) by heating it in a coated crucible with elements 

rich in carbon at least as early as the 7th century. We find the narration of methods of the 

expulsion of “Essence of calamine” in the alchemical work of the 7th century named 

Rasaratnakarzinc was conceded as a metal for the first time under the denomination of its 

modern name. Jasada, as pointed out by Dr. Roy in the lexicon attributed to king Madanapala 

written about the year 1374 A.D. Dhatukriya,Bhabaprakasha and other alchemical works of 

sixteenth century mention it in the list of metals and the Ayeen Akbari also mentions “ruh-i-

tutia (essence of white tutia) or zinc as one of the seven metals. 51 

Indian craftsmen are also genious of creating shapes out of sheet metal. The most 

perplexed shapes are formed by hammer strokes. Water vessels, lotas, large serving plates, 

thals, table-tops large dowry boxes from Gujrat, and countless other forms are made by 

additionally heating and hammering the metal. A number of these forms retain the hammer 

strokes which emphasize the form and fixtures of these pieces. The objects of everyday use 

are normally not inscribed, but the decorative pieces and those which are used for rituals or 

on formal purposes are another form of decorating surface of metal ware is by the combining 

of two metals to create the basic shape as in Galati, which has religious fraternity. This 

technique is known as Ganga-Jamuna the brass representing the Ganga and copper the 

Jamuna. Combining several metals is also done by damascening, in which other metals are 

coated on the basic material. This can be seen in bidar work, koptgari, zarnishan and tarkashi.  
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Deep repousse and exterior engraving is another form of decoration to which is added 

enamel-ling, where colours are fused with the incised surface, as in Siahkalam or niello work 

and meenakari.  Perforated designs are manufactured to allow the circulation of air and to 

make the object lighter. The range of techniques and methods of handling materials are 

endless in the Indian tradition of craftsmanship.  Koftgari or damascening, is a primordial art 

in which one metal is coagulated onto another either in the form of wires or as small shaped 

metal pieces.  Koftgari was centrally done with silver and gold wires, on iron or steel meant 

for swords, daggers, and even guns. Today this art exists only in Kerala where complexed 

designs in silver wire are studded on iron metal sheets. Bidri is also based on the 

damascening of silver on oxidised black vessels made of copper and zinc.  The art gets its 

name from the place of its origin Mysore.  It is also smeared Lucknow and Murshidabad in 

West Bengal. The alloy of copper and zinc is used for casting the actual form on which these 

patterns are carved.  Into the engraved sections thin plates or wire of gold or silver pieces are 

first carved with the pattern and then studded. Several of techniques are used for inlaying.  In 

some cases silver pieces are first engraved with the pattern and then studded. This process is 

known as Zarbuland or Zarnishan.  The wire models are called tarkashi. In individual cases 

the background of the figurative design is inlayed in silver while the motifs keep in relief and 

in the original metal with only the veins of leaves and streams and central section of flowers 

worked with tarkashi, Huqqas, betelboxes, goblets, flowers vases, trays and spittoons are 

among the popular items made in Bidar. Enamelling of two kinds is practised in Jaipur, 

Delhi.  Here metal is engraved so as to provide depressions in which several colours of lac 

are heated and fixed to create a surface of diversified colours. In certain cases, that is filled 

with glazes and the pot is fired when this technique is applied the colours became lasting.  

The different styles of motifs used in enamelled metal ware are Chikon, marori, bidar and 

siah kalam. 52 
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The glamorous contrast in colour and texture of metals has been the basis for the 

manifestation of embellishment on metals. Ornamentation may be separated into hammered, 

etched, perforated, penetrated and repousse. Repousse or embossing work is done by raising 

the design in relief.  Chasing is the art of engraving of a design on the surface of the metal 

with a blunt chisel. Embellishment is done by punching, engraving, etching, etc. Engraving is 

possibly the earliest attempt in ornamentation done by cutting or scratching lines. When the 

tracery gives a roughened or finely crumbled surface to the metal, it is called frost work. 53 

According to Forbes 54 iron subsisted in India in the earliest days of the Aryans in the 

country. Recent discoveries have confirmed that P.G. Ware culture is one of the earliest iron 

using cultures in the pre-historic India. This metal was  ‘a silver white metallic component, 

meretricious, supple and flexible. It oxidizes easily in moist air and is enticed by a magnet. 55  

It was obligingly more viable to man in both war and peace. It could at once achieve ample 

hardness or sharpness and meet nearly all the necessities of society concerning weapons, 

machines, ingredient tools and transport, etc, in times to come. But in the beginning of its 

elevation, people were untrained of iron technology.  The iron fabricated in the beginning 

was softer than copper, bronze and thus, had limited uses. 56  In the panchanan Neogi’s 

monograph mentioned ‘Iron in Ancient India’ enormous instances has been put forward to 

show that iron was known to the Aryan Hindus from the earliest Vedic times, and as time 

went on, the Hindus perfected their metallurgical proficiency in working iron to such an 

extent that they processed the famous Delhi Pillar in the fifth century A.D. the gigantic 

orissan beams, the Dhar pillar, the Mount Abu Pillar and other remarkable iron monuments in 

later centuries. During the Moghul rule India was still a rich iron producing country as could 

effortlessly be persued from the manifold wrought iron guns and canon of abundant cognition 

still subsisting throughout India. India again admittedly produced the steel from which the 

glorious Damascus blades were made in the middle ages.  In fact the history of formulation of 
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iron in ancient India is almost unparalleled in the annals of the world’s metallurgy of iron.  

After the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, however, European iron of a auspicious 

attribute began usually to dispossess the indigenous product until as a present it wholly 

subjugates the Indian Market. But it should be keep in mind that before that time India was 

always a rich iron producing country from very ancient times. 57 

The N.B.P. Ware period witnessed a revolutionary change in metal technology. During 

this period iron conquered the household displacing copper from its position of influence as a 

material for making tools and instruments, and the traces of slags throughout the country 

during this period suggests a countrywide generation. The achievement of wisdom and 

techniques of smelting iron, which had hitherto before not been known, gave a exceptional 

boost to the proficiency and serviceability of iron.  As a result, use of copper became 

constricted to a few articles. The discoveries of sources of iron ores founded by gradual 

observation and the more comprehensive use of iron for producing a large diversity of objects 

had a very great effect on socio-economic life of the people. Men could now practices more 

efficient control over Nature and harness her potentials in order to make his life more 

comfortable.  For example, it became possible for him to clear forest, lay roads and short-cuts 

and bring distant and speedy way for dispersal.  Thus the emergence of this new metal helped 

in forging a common technologic-cultural bond between peoples of several regions, Iron tools 

had started occurring from P.G.W. and Pre N.B.P. periods, but there exist no clues from 

which it may be feasible to construct a picture about the methods employed by them. No 

hearths or furnaces have been vestige and no other indications as to whether the smiths were 

acquaint with smelting and melting methods and applied them for manufacturing their 

artifacts have been acquired. But analysis of the metal used to make these objects suggests 

strongly that the smiths of P.G.W. and Pre N.B.P. periods were not enlightened with the 

teachings of melting and smelting. They made their tools and performance by using hot and 
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cold and hammering methods. It must be at a later stage that through trial and error and 

methods through long periods of knowledge or by some foreign impact they learnt smelting 

the ores of iron. Techniques, however, remain no mystery by the time we reach N.B.P.  

Archaeological instances clearly express that the N.B.P. smith was not only capable of 

producing a larger diversity of tools than his predecessors but also he had earned the wisdom 

of smelting iron ores. The articles also suggest that the smith become more efficient mature 

and capable in his work. 58 

Nepal is dynamic treasure house of mineral resources. But the strenuous mountainous 

geo-setting of the country has been a great obstacle to thoroughly surveying and exploring the 

minerals. Its Terai Region accepted, the country is all mountainous with some separated 

valleys and river brains. Exalted mountains and terraced slopes of hills are, no doubt great 

fascination for tourists, but they are a great problem from the communication point of view.  

Explorations of mineral resources have to be carried out in the face of all sorts of such odd 

troubles. We have lagged behind in achieving remarkably in solving our national problems 

due to various restrictions intrinsic several sectors.  However, it can be hoped that we shall be 

susceptible to carry out systematic investigations of minerals and achieve their full 

exploitation. 

Although the extortion and sanctification of metal essentials a intricate procedure in 

modern days, our ancestors with their traditional system did their best in exploiting mineral 

wealth found in pockets in several parts of the country and refining the metals to produce 

several kinds of metallic tools uniquely those imperative for agricultural purpose. The 

production of agricultural tools such as Kuto, Chande, Sclythe (Hansia), hoe (Kodali), 

Kodalo, Axe (bancharo), Khurpa, Knife (Chakku), Scissors (Kaichi), Chulesi, Khukri (big 
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knife), Karda, Tarebar (Sword) Khunda and so on is a brilliant instance or their boundless 

knowledge regarding the removal, sanctification and utilization of metals.  

The export of Nepalese technology in erecting pagoda-style houses and temples to 

People’s Republic of China can be cited as an instance in this context. The Tibetan 

immigrants empowering paper-making technology, who settled in the northern frontiers of 

Nepal, can be another instance of this type. These examples tend to show that the distributing 

of efficiency and technology was possible even in those days although the procedure was 

dead slow. The technology engaged in the removal, sanctification and utilization of metals 

must have been begotten by local people themselves in order to fulfill their necessities.  

When a correlative judgement of the ancient and modern techniques of iron expulsion is 

made, fundamental similarities are found. This constrains us to conceive that a slow, transfer 

of technology was feasible even in those days. This calls for a thorough examination as it 

comprises a separate countenance of study. 

Traditional metallurgy of iron and copper in Nepal is, in fact, centuries old. The 

eminent Chinese traveller Houen Tsang who passed through Nepal on his way to India has 

narrated that Nepal exported copper to Tibet from Nepal both iron and copper used to be 

exported to Tibet. King Prithivi narayan Shah, the founder of modern Nepal, has enjoyed on 

his people in his eternal message by saying that if a mineral or ore deposit is found in any 

place, the local people should be exonerated in some other parts of the country, and the 

mining should be motivated.  A large allowence used to be given to the farmers in those days 

in land revenue if they reported that a mineral was discovered in land they tilled.  Systematic 

investigation of minerals and ores was started in Nepal in the year 1929 A.D. with the 

dedication of Khani Goswara (Mining Office). This office has gone various administrative 
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alternatives, but all that it could do was some survey work, sample accumulation and 

analytical works relating to minerals and ore depositions.   

The superb workmanship in metal works lead us to suppose that our ancestors had a 

bent of mind towards designing, fabricating and producing the requisite tools or devices 

utilizing metals, wood, stone and other instinctive raw materials.  Nepal seems to be a land of 

great sages and saints. Some of them might have chanced to dissolve the metallic ores and 

produced several oxides of metals in the ever burning holy fire of their hermitages in the 

historic past.  People in good old days used to essence iron from iron ores locally attainable.  

The national weapon of the Nepalese Khukri (a big knife) of international fame is made 

mainly in Bhojpur at Nepal.  The workmanship and grade of Bhojpuri Khukri are superb. 

Iron and steel comprise the backbone of national upliftment. A country’s material 

development depends on the application of iron and steel.  National endeavor should, 

therefore, be directed to the exploitation of such metals. 59 

Adaptation of Traditional Technologies    

Fergusson, more than sixty years ago, in his History of Indian Architecture pointed out 

clearly the mistaken manner of the Indian Public Works Department. But E.B. Havell for 

nearly forty years has tried to teach that the livingness of Indian art (not the Indian-ness) is 

the only thing that really matters. The subject is now said to be an argumentative one into 

which a sensible person must not enter, lest he should intertwine the routine of departmental 

work.  But adventurousness in this case is the better part of courage, for this is a disputation 

in which the whole future of art in India is related and one that only can be avoided by 

avoiding the heart of the matter – all which is vital and indispensable in art. 60   

The metallic art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region which is closely associated to the 

life and work of people of this region is boundlessly more significant and humanly 
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interesting. If India is not to be wholly drowned in the mire of modern commercialism her art 

must continue, as it has done from the dawn of history, to spiritualise Indian daily life and 

work. It must not be only an archaeological study, a dilettante gratification for educated 

Indians and other general peoples, departmental hobby or an advertisement for empire 

occasion. 61. Almost all physical necessities of the people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling and 

their social life were met, till a couple of decades ago, by the skills in the hands of simple but 

quite industrious Nepalese and other communities’ craftsmen. Even more than this, this 

artisans, in the years by gone, put forward some such a things serving as a symbols of a 

individual quality as well as notion of their artistic appreciation that helped the people of 

Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling to achieve much gold and glory. Time has brought the 

conventional efficiency and technology of this region at the crucial cross roads. Increasing 

manifestation of the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling to the international forums, growing 

familiarity with them and exertion of this region to drive economic discrimination out of the 

country within as shortest the period as feasible, have all resulted in the increasing acceptance 

of modern technologies which in fact is threatening the conventional technology to 

abrogation. The economic performance of this technology to the development of public social 

life and a close familiarity, of all men belongs to several religions living at every nook and 

corner of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region, with it, were either insufficiently convinced or 

not realized at all. One can very well envision the significance of traditional technology that 

the artisans have now begun to give a special intentness towards the conservation and 

modification of traditional skills. This metallic art technology had greatly subscribed to keep 

our society alive even in the dreary days of the past. It has, at the same time, tried to gauge 

our caliber of using modern technology for the conservation of and modification of 

conventional one.   
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Traditional Metallic art and its technology is the brilliancy of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region. The very nature of such technology is labour severe and it utilizes the 

significant resources although found in pockets in several parts of this region, without 

bringing any noxious effect to the society. It also provides job opportunities to a great 

majority of people in their own region. Unlike the capital passionate technology, it has sound 

influence on the society in which it has emerged. As a matter of fact, many such traditional 

technologies are found to be confounded with the local culture and art in such a way that is 

stubborn to draw a line demarcation between them. This is one identical feature of traditional 

metallic art and technology that is rarely found in modern technology.  It is a significant fact 

that the peoples of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region are struggling hard to solve their 

pressing economic complications by the application of science and technology. Even if the 

remote areas of this region empower a wealth of rich technological wisdom, this wealth of 

information materializes to be imperfect to meet the challenge of the changing times. This 

has forced these areas to look for cultivated modern technologies. But unfortunately the 

imported modern technologies alone have not solved all their problems of poverty and 

unemployment of this Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling area. Moreover, the import of cosmopolitan 

technology has thrown away many traditional professionals out of their jobs and it has 

enforced the interest of a small minority. In many cases, such import of profit-oriented 

technologies has disregarded the implementation of indigenous raw materials and has 

disturbed the ecological balance. But indeed of the traditional technology and as well as a 

method honours the presence of traditional metallic art of artisans of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling. 

These unfortunate conditions have compelled the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region to 

look for some sort of technologies that are compatible to solve their economic problems.  

These necessity have led them to think of different alternatives such as (1) appropriate 
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technology (2) intermediate technology (3) capital profound technology (4) rural technology 

and so on. Technology, no matter whether it is traditional or modern, should be susceptible to 

serve the basic needs of the people. Technologies in favourable forms should be able to 

provide job convenience to a great majority, should exert the natural resources to the 

maximum without disturbing ecological balance should be within the reach of many. 62  

It is no overstating to say that traditional technology in an elevated form can solve most 

of the problems of a developing country.  If we are willing to modernize and revitalize them, 

they can be desired to play a role of much pleasured appropriate technologies. Viewed from 

this angle, traditional technologies can be of foremost consequence in rural improvement 

programme.  This calls for an in-depth study of these rural technologies which will 

consummately pave a way to novelty and adulteration of the technologies needed for this 

Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. The Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling reflects a wealth of 

conventional technologies of economic significance. The study of the traditional metallic art 

of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling have expressed that this region has inherited the technical 

know-how in different fields such as agricultural function, housing, metal works, water 

management, mechanical devices etc. from the hoary past. If a little necessity is given to 

these age-old technologies, rapid financial development can be prospective in upcoming 

future. Thus they can be geared to solve the problem of society. 63  The traditional 

technologies are expected to serve as a cross-section of the traditional technologies of the 

Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. Traditional technologies should not be radically different 

from the existing technologies of the other region in the region besides for minor differences.  

There was time in history where the diffusion and transfer of technologies were very efficient 

notwithstanding modern means of transportation were not attainable in those days. This must 

be the reason for the manifest similarities found in traditional technologies in the whole 

Nepal and as well as adjacent areas.  Within the last few decades different changes have 
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usually started to materialize in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region as it unfolded its door to 

the outside world in the early sixties. With other changes old technologies are being slowly 

but surely changed by newer ones in every field.  As traditional technologies of any country 

are the total outcome of long struggle towards better of all the people and culture of that 

region and the period it is very significant that scientific studies of such technologies be 

carried out without loss of time and before they delitescent from the scene or change the 

traditional feature. The traditional metallic art and craft technologies of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region have also additional significance because however absolute and, primordial 

they may appear today, they were very much matured at the time when they evolved and 

could be deliberated as the milestones of creative improvement of the artisans with the 

passage of time. The varied traditional metallic art technologies of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

from the delicate bronze and metal works and buildings of several temples and towns, to 

agriculture and water supply for drinking and irrigation could be areas of fascinating studies. 

64 

Traditional Metal Art and Craft Works of Sub – Himalayan Darjeeling 

The traditional metal art works in bronze, brass, and copper of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling has always been a fascination for the people those who demonstrative about art.  

The numerous art works of several forms and dimensions have genuienly proved the merit 

and modestly recorded the superb skill and workmanship of the master hands that produced 

them acquainted with the basic principles of metallurgy and perfectly skilled in casting 

various images of God, statuaries, agricultural tools and also various arsenal of religious 

purpose, the traditional craftsmen of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling have forged out art pieces of 

various shapes and sizes.  The artists of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling have shown to the world 

their superb original workmanship which has acquired admiration from all the section of the 

society.  Their master works have always been assiduously religious and supremely symbolic.  
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The production of statuettes is done in two ways, the work process depending upon the nature 

of article to be emanated. In other works it is done by casting and by hammering on plain 

sheets of brass and copper. The first methods are called “kataniya” or “katankigu”. The later 

methods will be dealt with individually. 65  Brass and copper vessels are used in India as well 

as special reference in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling for domestic purposes instead of porcelain, 

grass and silver ware.  Brass formation of copper and zinc, but a kind of bell metal having 

copper and tin for its element parts, called phul in upper Indian and Kansa in Bengal is also 

largely engaged in the manufacture of plates, cups, and drinking vessels. Ordinary domestic 

utensils are not adorned, as, in similarity with the Hindu idea of purity, these are requisite to 

be brushed with earth or sand before being washed each time they are used.  Hindus usually 

use brass vessels for ordinary intention; Muhammadans prefer tinned copper. Brass, copper 

or bell-metal vessels may be classed as sacrificial utensils, cooking utensils, plates, cups and 

drinking vessels, and miscellaneous articles.66 Sacrificial vessels dissent in several parts of 

the Country, not only in shape, but in the metals in which they are made. On the Bengal 

especially Sub-himalayan Darjeeling region side they are usually made of copper, white in 

other parts of this region brass is exceedingly employer. Bell metal is not deliberated pure 

enough for such purposes. Vessels used for purposes of worship form chiefly of a water-

vessel, shaped like the long petal of a plantain flower and is called Kosa. A small spoon of 

accurately the same shape is kept along with it: it is called Kusi. A basin with a high rim, 

called Tamrakunda, in which the idol is bathed; large plates to keep flowers and other 

offerings, called pushpa-patra or Tat. A stand to place the idol when being worshipped, 

called Gorur Pristha, a brass basket with a handle to keep flowers, called Saji, small cups to 

hold Sandalwood paste and other minor offerings; a single or many mouthed lamp which is 

waved before the idol, these and many other small knick-nacks form the worshipping utensils 

which are made of metal. The images of deities themselves are also made of brass and other 
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metals, and unusual sincerity is often displayed in their manufactures. A collection of such 

Gods, especially of the old traditional patterns if available must be very interesting to people 

of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling67. Another instance of traditional metal craft is altering of 

sacrifice. Usually it is made of by copper and as well as brass also. Of miscellaneous objects 

made in brass or copper may be mentioned the Hukka 68or the smoking bowl, the scent 

holders and the pandan or a container to keep betel leaves and the spices chewed with it. 

These articles are very often ornamented, as they do not require to be permanently scrubbed, 

like those which come in touch with cooked food. 69  

According to Mr. Rivett-Carnac – “The workers in brass have no tracing or pattern.  

They may be seen any day in Benares with as brass vessels steadied between their feet, a 

small hammer in one hand and an iron graver in the other, working out without a moment’s 

hesitation the figures and symbolisms, or the foliated designs, applicable to the vessels in 

hand. Not a line drawn on the surface of the brass is there to guide them; still the workman’s 

hand never hesitates and the uninterupted tap, tap, of the hammer is deafening as it resounds 

from all sides. The symbols of their old faith they requisite unchanged from the hand of the 

graver, and thus, ever to the rhyme of the tap, tap, of the hammer, are charmingly traced on 

the shining shimmering brass or copper the same lines, carving and weaving beneath an 

attentive gaze into a pictorial representation of what may be called the Hindu Nibelungen 

Lied.70  We can also allusion the Mr. Kipling’s observations about the metal craft he makes 

the following remarks:- 

Brass is the Hindu material par dignity, and though it is preferred plain for household 

motives, as being more easily cleaned, as Hindu usage ordains, it is sometimes richly chased 

or decorated.71  Domestic vessels, idols, lumps, mythological animals, figures of birds etc. are 

made of brass, copper, or mixed metal in this area. They are mostly rough articles without 

any finish or exactness, circles out, lines never true, and marks of the file and burnish 
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discernible. Brass utensils consisting of Lota’s, bowls, drinking vessels, bells, lamps of 

several kinds, figures of deities, and sacrificial equipment are largely made by artisans in 

Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling.  Of these the designs of some of the lamps are immensely exotic 

and artistic. The pagoda like temples are hung with little bells, to the clappers of which are 

attached broad leaves shaped pieces of brass; these are set in motion by the wind, and a 

continual thinking is kept up. Except these two classes of bells are exceedingly manufactured, 

one made in brass is in use in Hindu temples; the other of mixed metal is used by Buddhists.  

The tone of both kinds is usually clear and musical.72  Drinking and cooking utensils of brass, 

copper and mixed metal are made all over the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling area and adjacent 

area. The material used is either brass or bell metal (a compound of brass and copper). The 

latter is melted and cast into moulds.  Brass vessels are made from sheet brass, which is cut 

and beaten into the required shape.73  An another instance of metal and mixed metal work is 

in Burma, images of Gautama, large and small, bells for pagodas, open and closed cattle 

bells, and flat crescent-shaped gongs used for religious objectives are the principal 

manufacturers in brass and mixed metals.74  In many parts of India Iron and tin are largely 

jurisprudence for several sorts of household utensils. Of these, the most important are the 

frying pans, water buckets, tongs, basins, bowls; spoons are now also imported from other 

part of the country. None of these articles possess any artistic merit however an unusual small 

industry was carried on in carved steel work in former times, but the art has all but died out at 

the present day. In that purpose Dr. Bidie States that –Some of the old work was most 

extended and worked out with great integrity and patience. The style of ornamentation is 

noticeably Dravidian, comprising chiefly of monsters ingeniously poured and grouped and of 

arabesques.75  It is exceptionally stubborn to procure old specimens of metal work, for when 

brass and copper wares get old they are interchanged for new ones. The old ones are taken up 
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by braziers and copper smiths, melted, and made into new vessels. Even if an old article is 

acquired, it is stubborn to find out its authentic age besides by guess work. 76 

In the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region, varied topographic and agro-climatic 

conditions ranging from sub-tropical to cool temperatures permit the cultivation of a wide 

variety of crops and fruits.  However, agriculture in general is handicapped due to steep and 

hilly terrain, hazards of climate, uneconomic scattered holdings comprising of shallow and 

stony soils. The tools and their implements used are of a primordial nature throughout Indian 

Himalayan Ranges. Traditional farm tools and implements for self element have been 

exhibited or modified though experience over generations to meet emerging socio-economic 

and farming challenges. The type of soils and topographic conditions largely influence the 

type, size and shape of particular tillage tools or implements. The following is a list of local 

tools/implements found in various regions of temperate Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling track.  

Like every other region tillage is also the basic operation of farming of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling.  It is done to create subsidiary conditions for seed placement and plant growth.  

This is done mainly with a plough.  A full history of the evolution of plough is not available.  

Farmers have been using plough since time immemorial. The primordial model might have 

been a crooked twig or a branch of a tree. The basic elements of the plough are a shoe, a 

share, a body, a handle and a beam.  The joint between the shoe and body is purposely 

avoided with a view to make the plough more rigid and robust, so that the implement can 

work on importantly soils with stones and other hindrance which are envisaged during the 

course of ploughing. Another tools used in agriculture purpose which is Harrow. It has 

wooden plank to which wood/iron pegs, handle and bamboo shaft are fitted.  It is used for 

breaking soil crust after rain and also for uprooting weeds.  But now-a-days it’s use in now 

almost un-noticed.  The Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region the most common type of 

traditional harvesting implement are “Kaalam Churi”77, “Jhurni”78, sikle, pharwa or kodali 
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(spade), Kulhari (Axe), Khurpi, etc.  These are used for the harvesting of several vegetables, 

pulses and also in small tea garden. Another miscellaneous toll like hammer jumper, wedge 

and shovel and hand saw are also used from time to time in the several farm operations.  

Indeed of their widespread use even today, these internal implement or tools which are made 

of iron metal in general are not agronomic ally sound and as a result lower the efficiency and 

increase tiredness of the operator. There is an urgent need to enhance upon the traditional 

implements so as to redress this serious limitation. The standardization of their design in 

accordance with the necessities of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling farming is long overdue.79   

The manufactures of traditional metal works (like khurki, sword) of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region is now constricted almost entirely to supplying the demand created by the 

aristocrat people and various to India, who use them for decorative purposes by displaying 

them on the walls of their entrance halls, dining rooms.80 In the sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

region the craftsmen also produce ritualistic, decorative and several households utensils. 

Furthermore the contemporary approach varies with separate choice. The various metal craft 

which made by copper – brass, iron are Dhung (which is generally known by Trumpet), 

Rolmo, Selnyen, Thorma, Mendel, Bhumpa, Manrak, Dhuntrak, various lamp, Chodea, Tak, 

Chimji, Thikchu, Changda, Copper household utensils,  another various ritualistic craft like 

Puspapatra, Panchpradip,, trisul, Thal, Kalas, Dio, Mana, Pati(large vessel), Jug, Gyling 

and Ridang (wind musical instrument, use in Tibetan Buddhism for ritualistic purpose),  

Maney ( religious wheel used in various buddhist monasteries for ritual purpose), Meditation 

bowl (which is also used in Tibetan Buddhism) etc. Besides artisans also propagation sangli 

(iron chain), Naal (horse shoe), Kutay (a type of small spade), Phali (special type of nail used 

in yoke), and manymore household utility. This kind of articles propagation by the artisans 

with their traditional concept.  

Traditional metallic jewellary of Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling 
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Discussion about traditional metallic art and craft of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling will 

remain incomplete unless we talk about traditional ornament and jewellery generally Indian 

women being as fond of jewellery as their sisters in other parts of the globe, the maker of 

gold, silver, copper and brass ornaments has been an important member of the village 

commune from time immemorial.  The dress of native women, which leaves a larger part of 

the body bare than in colder climates, admits of an elaborate personal adornment by means of 

ornaments.  Want of pecuniary means does not stand in the way of satisfying this vanity, for 

ornaments are made of all sorts of materials, from the cheapest bangles made of lac, glass, or 

brass to the most valuable gold necklaces, thickly studded pearls and diamonds; and thus the 

wearer has before her a large assortment from which to choose, according to the means at her 

command.  Although the love of personal adornment has been in some cases carried to an 

absurd length, - so that it is often painful to one unaccustomed to such sights to behold a 

peasant women labouring in the field loaded with a heavy weight of bangles and anklets, 

made of solid brass, without any pretension to being artistic or ornamental, - still some of the 

cheap trinkets are so well made as to deserve to be classed within the domain of traditional 

art.  The Indian workman displays his good taste, which seems to be inherent in his nature, 

wherever he has a chance of doing so.  He cannot cut or chase ornamental designs on hard 

metal articles without raising the price to a point beyond the means of the class for whom 

they are intended; but he is free to exercise his ingenuity on the softer lac, and indeed, 

bangles made of this material in many places display great taste in the combination of colour 

and tinsels.  As want of decoration and finish in the brass ornaments is due to the stern 

necessity of making them cheap, there is another reason why Indian gold and silver 

ornaments often lack that neatness of execution which is characteristic feature in other parts 

of Indian articles of a similar description.  To lay by some money as a provision for a bad day 

is perhaps a more cogent object with the head of a family in possessing gold or silver 
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ornaments than personal adornment.  Hence massive solid articles of soft pure gold are 

preferred to family ornaments made of hard alloyed gold but of superior workmanship.81  The 

ornament lover people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling purchases gold or silver jewellery, but 

he orders the goldsmith to make these for him from gold or silver which he supplies himself, 

the wages of the maker being paid at the time – honoured fixed rate on the weight of the 

metal used.  Such a system does not encourage superior workmanship.  But still the jewellery 

or the ornaments of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling is not devoid of art or of intricacy of finish. 

We have in India specially Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling the most primitive methods of 

personal adornment in the wild aboriginal races as well as its highest development among the 

more civilized people.  Bones of animals, plumage of birds, shells, and seeds of gaudy 

colours still afford an endless supply of personal ornaments to the savage tribes of the Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling forest region.82  Here we can also mention that old books and old 

statues show that costly ornaments were in use in Indian from pre-historic times.  Rig-veda 

the oldest book in the world, mentions ornaments worn by the gods, the demons described in 

the same book had plenty of gold and jewels, and kings and sages prayed to the Gods for 

valuables of that kind.83  On the basis we can easily said that the gold is a valuable and as 

well as precious metal which used by the people from ancient time to present.  Metal 

ornaments are very largely worn by women all over the country.  The Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling area also followed this tradition.  Almost all the gold that is annually imported into 

the country and a large portion of the silver are used up for the manufacture of such 

ornaments.  In India, both gold and silversmith’s work is done by the same class of people, 

known by the castle name of swarnakar i.e. worker in gold.  Such work was until recently the 

monopoly of this caste, but of late many blacksmiths, cultivators, and other castes have 

adopted it as their trade.84  
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The jewellery or various ornaments prevents a phenomenal absence of uniformity or 

monotony of workmanship or craftsmanship.  It also provides a good medium for the 

examination of the development of culture of the people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region 

through the ages.  The crude jewellery of the aborigines made of twigs and branches, flowers 

and leaves is probably an exact copy of the ornaments worn by primitive man.85   Later these 

forms were copied in gold, silver, copper and brass wire by more advanced craftsmen who, 

not satisfied with the limited range offered to them, turned to their surroundings for 

inspiration and evolved new forms through the imitation of flowers and animals.86  Indian 

ornaments have existed in almost an unchanging from through the centuries.  The jewellers’ 

and goldsmiths’ arft of India is of the highest antiquity and forms of Indian jewellery have 

come down in an unbroken tradition from the Ramayana and the Mahabharata.  The Rigveda 

also makes constant mention of jewellery.  The Maruts decorates their persons with various 

ornaments.  In the Nirukta, or Etyonological Glossary forming one of the vedangas and in the 

Grammer of Panini composed about the 4th century B.C. the names of various ornaments are 

given.  These are identical with those still used throught the country.  The old vocabulary of 

Amara Sinha, one of the nine gems of the court of vikramaditya, quoted by Rajendralal Mitra, 

gives a long list of names for crowns, crests and tiaras for the head; of rings, flowers and 

bosses for the ears; of necklaces of from one to a hundred rows of gems; of all shapes and 

patterns of armlets and bracelets; of anklets and other ornaments for the legs.  All the names 

mentioned are the ones still used for the some ornaments in India87 as well as a part of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region also. 

The Indian jeweller and craftsman thinks mainly of producing the sumptuous, imposing 

effect of a dazzling variety of rich and brilliant colours.  In nothing do the people of India 

display their naturally gorgeous and costly taste so much as in their jewellery which is not 
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only fabricated of the richest rarest materials but is also worked with all the elaborateness, 

delicacy of art and splendour of design within reach.88 

Ornaments must, by tradition, be given to every girl at the time of her marriage and if 

many pieces are beyond the means of parents, there is one particular pieces, which must be 

given at the time of marriage, to be worn continuously until the girl becomes a widow or 

dies. 89   The jewellery and various ornaments used by the people of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling which reflected to the general simplicity of their lives.  It is amazing as to how 

strikingly a unity in diversity in most the culture as well as religious of the people of this 

region is displayed through their traditional cultural ethics.  Nature form has been used as a 

common denominator in the folk as well as the religious cults but having different impact.  

The wide spectrum of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling culture contains various colours of different 

intensity.  Different kinds of people races, languages, religions and traditions made Sub-

Himalayan culture vital and colourful.  The nature form rotates in every art and craft 

traditions with every colour of the spectrum.  How the nature impressed the people of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region through the ages is sought to be explained by the artisans or 

craftsmen along with all the myths and stories associated with it.  Besides a folk divinity it 

also perforated in the traditional belief and the culture of the Sub-Himalayan people.  It is the 

inner vitality of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling culture which has been the result of intimate 

connection between nature and human inspiration.  That is why traditional art and craft are 

rooted in the natural environment.  Traditional art and crafts are the best example of the 

oneness of nature and also human factor as reflected on their creativity of this region.  Nature 

is only one of the aspects of the multidimensional theme which embodies the various hues 

and colours of the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling cultural tradition.  But in modern times 

jewellery is valued not only for ornamental purposes but also as a solid investment.  In a 

country where modern banking facilities did not exist until very recent times, ornaments 
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satisfied both one’s sense of vanity and thrift.  Their portability made them invaluable during 

times of crisis when they could be carried on one’s person and until recently the Hindu 

women did not inherit money either from her father or her husband.  The only property she 

could claim as her own was the ‘stridhan’ or dowry she received at the time of her marriage 

and the presents she received either from her husband or his people.  These usually took the 

form of ornaments and every woman tried, in her husband’s lifetime, to acquire as much 

jewellery as she could as insurance against hard times.  Eventually most of these find their 

way into the melting pot either to help family finances or satisfy the craving for acquisition of 

new shapes and meet the demand of changing fashion.  It is therefore, possible to find the 

earliest forms only in the traditional metals which have no intrinsic value and serve only to 

satisfy the wearer’s vanity. 90   Now-a-days recent trends affected by globalization are 

“Dhanterus”.  In this auspicious occasion people buy some valuable metals (like silver, gold 

or platinum) for their bright future.  This practice of precious metal shopping is going on the 

current series. The traditional art and craft of sub – Himalayan Darjeeling are generally 

schedule of through some channels. These are (a) sale at the house, (b) peddler, (c) local 

market, (d) various melas, hats, (e) created marketing chain in particular region, (f) supply on 

the basis of demand. (g) Sale shop, (h) various govt. emporiums. Through this kind of 

marketing process the artisans often try to sell their traditional art and craft objects to the 

people who want to buy it. In this way the art and craft lover or the people whom need their 

necessary household utility purchase and fulfill their requirements. In spite of the local 

handicrafts items sold through the various government emporiums like Biswa Bangla, 

Manjusha, and other private shops like Art Emporium, Tibetan self help refugee centre, 

Darjeeling, Arts Crafts and curious, Jolly arts, Kalimpong art gallery, Asian Art Palace, 

Nepal curio House etc. played the vital role for selling the traditional art and craft objects. 

Many foreigners come to see the beauty of our Darjeeling they must fall in love the 
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traditional art and craft articles also. Therefore, they purchase this objects and create a global 

market through their requirements. It is notable that this kind of business has transferred from 

one generation to another generation and which led to the improvement in establishing guild 

to act within in preserving very nature of the traditional art and craft till the date. 
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Pic- 21,Metalic decoration on door of Dali Monastery, Darjeeling 

 

                                                           Pic- 22, Floral and faunal design door Knob, brass metal 

                                                          Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery 
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                                 Pic- 23, Dragon motif on door, brass metal 

 

 

                              Pic- 24, Fire Alter for ritual purpose made by copper, 

                          Source: collected by researcher, From Dali monastery 
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Pic- 25, White parsol and sea shell motif on metallic door panel 

 

                                            Pic- 26, Metallic design on sangfur 

                            Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery 
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Pic- 27, Brass and copper mixed prayer wheel 

 

 

Pic- 28, Metal Decorative Trumpet, silver and brass metal used 

                        Source: collected by researcher, From Dali Monastery, Darjeeling 
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                                                               Pic- 29, Selnyen 

 

 

                                                              Pic- 30, Rolmo 

                                  Source: collected by researcher, Dali Monastery 
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Pic- 31,Chodea, made by silver 

 

                                         Pic- 32, offering pot, made by copper 

                      Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery 
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                                                           Pic- 33, Mendel 

 

 

                                                          Pic- 34, Manrak 

                              Source: Collected by researcher, from Mirik and Dali Monastery 
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                                              Pic-35, Golden decorative throne 

 

Pic- 36, Brass Bell, Infront of door, Korean Concept 

                               Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery 
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Pic- 37, Dhuntrak, made by copper 

 

                                                    Pic- 38, Brass decorated drum 

                               Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery 
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Pic- 39, offering lamp (Chomi), made by gold and copper 

 

 

Pic- 40, Copper Dragon motif panel 

                                Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery 
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Pic- 41, Metallic Buddha,  

                   Source: collected by researcher, from Art Emporium, Darjeeling 

 

Pic- 42, Brass metallic mask 

Source: collected by researcher, from Art Emporium, Darjeeling  
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Pic- 43, Metalic Vajradhara with his Shakti in Yab-Yum 

 

 

Pic- 44, various metal Deities 

Source: collected by researcher, from Art Emporium, Darjeeling  
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Pic- 45 

 

Pic- 46, Khukri with metal decorated cover 

Source: collected by researcher, from Art Emporium, Darjeeling  
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Pic-47, Shopkeeper selling their various metallic objects 

 

Pic- 48, Votive pot, made by copper 

Source: collected by researcher, from Art Emporium, Darjeeling  
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Pic- 49, Metal jewellery box with floral decoration 

 

Pic- 50, Metal flower vase for ritual purpose with floral decoration 

Source: collected by researcher, from Jolly Art, Darjeeling  
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Pic- 51, Votive metallic object with traditional decoration 

Source: collected by researcher, from Jolly Art, Darjeeling  
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Pic- 52, Metal Deity Ganesha,  

 

Pic- 53, Metal Ravana,  

Source: collected by researcher, from Biswa Bangla, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 54, Goddess Kali, Brass metal 

 

Pic- 55, Metal Bull Mask 

Source: collected by researcher, from Biswa Bangla, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 56, Silver bowl with floral and faunal motif, for home decoration 

Source: collected by researcher, from Biswa Bangla, Darjeeling 

 

Pic- 57, various copper objects 

               Source: collected by researcher, from Arts Crafts & Curious, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 58 

 

Pic- 59, various votive objects for ritual purpose 

                Source: collected by researcher, from Arts Crafts & Curious, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 60 

 

Pic-61, Traditional Khukri with design 

                    Source: collected by researcher, from Asian Art Palace, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 62, Asian Art Palace, Darjeeling 

 

Pic- 63, Kalimpong Art Gallery, Darjeeling 

Source: collected by researcher, from Darjeeling 
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                                                Pic- 64, Jolly Arts, Darjeeling 

 

 

Pic- 65, Art Emporium, Darjeeling 

Source: collected by researcher, from Darjeeling 
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Pic- 66, Arts Crafts & Curios, Darjeeling 

Source: collected by researcher, from Darjeeling 

 

 

Pic- 67, various iron tools for weaving,  

Sources: collected by researcher, Tibetan Self Help Refugee Centre, Darjeeling 
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                     Pic- 68, Chimji        Pic- 69,Tak 

 

Pic- 69, Thichu 

Sources: collected by researcher, Tibetan Refugee Self Help Centre, Darjeeling  
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Pic-70, Nirani: traditional agricultural iron metal tool 

Sources: collected by researcher,From Sub- Himalayan region 
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Pic-71 

 

Pic- 72, Brass metallic Dragon motif and Selnyen 

Sources: collected by researcher, Tibetan Refugee Self Help Centre, Darjeeling  
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Pic- 73, Kupi;Traditional lamp 

 

Pic- 74, Hajack traditional lamp 

Sources: collected by researcher 
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Pic-75, Traditional Puspapatra made by brass, use only ritual purpose 

Sources: collected by researcher 

 

Pic- 76, Kosa-Kusi , made by copper 

Sources: collected by researcher  
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Pic- 77, Pancha Pradip made by brass use traditional ritual purpose 

Sources: collected by researcher  

 

Pic- 78, Hill Craft Centre in Mirik, By govt. of West Bengal 

Sources: collected by researcher  
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Pic- 79, Traditional copper household  Pic-80, Traditional aluminum household utensils     

Utensil Milching                  of Sub –Himalayan Darjeeling region 

 

 

Pic- 81, some decorative traditional silver and copper objects of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

region 

Sources: collected by researcher, from Mirik 
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Pic- 82, Shiva Linga and Nandi made by copper metal 

Sources: collected by researcher, from Tiger Hill Shiva Temple, Darjeeling 
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Pic-83, Prayer bowl made by copper, silver, brass  

 

Pic- 84, Traditional Holy water pot with floral Motif, Bhumpa 

Source: collected by researcher, from old Ghoom Monastery 
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Pic- 85, Ritual bell and Thunderbolt with traditional design 

 

Pic- 86, Brass pot for ritual purpose 

                   Source: collected by researcher, from old Ghoom Monastery 
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Pic- 87, Copper hand prayer wheel 

 

Pic- 88, various ritual objects for commercial purpose 

                          Source: collected by researcher, from old Ghoom Monastery 
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Pic-89, Meditation Bowl with wooden handle 

 

Pic-90, Votive object made by brass 

                       Source: collected by researcher, from old Ghoom Monastery 
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Pic- 91, Bokar Ngedhon Choekhor Ling Institute,Mirik 

 

Pic- 92, Brass Metalic Lion with Mahakala face resemblance in Front of the entrance gate of 

Bokar Monastery 

                      Source: collected by researcher, from Mirik Monastery 
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Pic-93, Brass metallic Bell (Gongs) for ritual purpose 

                          Source: collected by researcher, from Mirik Monastery 
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Pic-94, Metal decorated door 

 

Pic- 95, Traditional Metal Door Knob with Dragon motif 

Source: collected by researcher, from Mirik Monastery 
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Pic- 96, BEG-TSE, THE God of war, Brass and copper metal motif on door 

 

Pic- 97, Metallic Dragon, Hamsa and Bird motif with floral decoration on door 

                            Source: collected by researcher, from Mirik Monastery 
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Pic- 98, Gold and Brass mix traditional decorative oblation pot with floral design, 

                          Source: collected by researcher, from old Ghoom Monastery 
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Pic-99 

 

Pic- 100, Traditional copper Silnyen and Trumpet for ritual purpose 

                              Source: collected by researcher, from old Ghoom Monastery 
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Pic- 101, Korean Traditional Buddhist Brass Bell 

   Source: collected by researcher, from Salbari Monastery 
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Pic- 102 

 

Pic-103, Some brass and copper metal Sculpture  

                              Source: collected by researcher, from Salbari Monastery 
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Pic- 104, Brass temple bell with wooden handle.  

                          Source: collected by researcher, from Zambulind Monastery 
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Pic-105 

 

Pic-106, Traditional agricultural equipments, made by iron 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 107, Naal, Pharua, Plough head and vojali 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 108, Traditional Plough of Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic-109, Traditional Silver Jewellery 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic-110, Artisans making various types of iron tools 

Source: collected by researcher 
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CHAPTER-IV 

EVOLUTION OF THANGKA ART AND ITS TRANSFORMATION 

Tibetan art is best known by its thangkas or scroll-paintings which are hung in temples 

or monastery or occasionally carried in processions or religious festivals as well as occasion.  

The term thangka is deduced from Tibetan ta’ an ka or t’ an sku, meaning something that is 

rolled up to be specific, a rolled up image or a painted iconostasis. 1 Thankas or Thangkas are 

paintings or, occasional embroidered pictures, usually called “banners” by the Europeans.  

They first came into use about the tenth century. 2  Before that time painting was mostly 

enclosed to process on the walls of temples or monasteries or in caves. Most of the thang-kas 

are perhaps date from the seventeenth century to nineteenth century. A few are earlier, if we 

can judge by comparing colours and techniques.  These thangkas are hung in the temples and 

at family alters in homes. They are also carried by the lamas in religious exodus. They 

portray a deity, groups of deities or scenes from the life of Buddha, or the saints.  Mostly they 

delineate stories which the lamas use to depict their sermons. 3 

The most popular term thangka has actually replaced its two other names, ras literally: 

cotton’ rasbris and rasrimo i.e. design or painted on cotton, both resembling to the Sanskrit 

word pata. 4 Aesthetically the thangkas are impressed by decorativeness, bold colouring and 

air of naïve astonishment. But the real paint is their content, the difference of religious 

phenomenon, the search to manifest a deeply complicated mystical world through these 

figures’ symbolic qualities. Tibetan painting can be discerned at two distinct levels.  First, the 

purely visual level; where it pleases the eye with luminosity and decorative harmony, without 

regard to the contest. Secondly and may be more importantly, at the level where it should 

influence any student of religious experience and mystic art. Among the factors that add to 

the ability and define the particularity of Tibetan art are the thoroughness of its overall 
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conjecture, the severity of its grotesque imagery and concurrent translucence of its stable 

modes, and the coalescence of seemingly perverse impulsive forms within the same 

composition.  In these view art reflects religion to such an extent that might be said that 

Tibetan art itself is the most direct and rhetorical form of expression that Tantric Buddhism 

has exhibited. Ichnographically and, by definition, visionary, the art of Tibet is also 

characterized by a peculiar redundancy suggestive of psychic departments. This quality 

typically reverberates the enlighten of art, but in the Tibetan adherence it also refers to one of 

its most direct aims: the creation of models for visualizing meditation. The inspirational 

spectacle of art becomes control to the aesthetic exertion for it is a religious motive that 

enlightens the art of Tibet and a religious goal of transformation that it seeks to achieve. 5 

  The Historical background of Thangka art 

Tibetan thangkas are, primarily if not exclusively religious in dalliance as well as in 

style. It is due to the utmost protectiveness of Tibetan art and due to the inaccessibility of 

Tibet. Ideas did not travel easily into Tibet but once a style or technique concentrated Tibet 

from some other country or expressed their itself, the concept remained without any change 

for centuries. Two religious subjugation Tibetan art and culture, viz., its native Bon-pa and 

Tantrik Buddhism commenced from eastern India. Both the religions were polytheistic and, 

thus, grew up a large Tibetan assemblage which helped the develop of sculpture and painting 

apart from the diversity of Buddhas, Buddhist deities and other minor deities the Bon-pa 

spirits of nature and several guardians of the directions and mountains also figure in Thangka 

paintings. A Tibetan thangkas or scroll painting on cloth has enticed the endeavour of the 

world. More and more art historians and archaic dealers are taking greater frolic in the history 

of Tibetan art. In India there has grown up settlements of Tibetan art. In India there has 

grown up settlements of Tibetan refugees at Dharmasala, Bodh Gaya, Sarnath, sub- 
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Himalayan Darjeeling and Karnataka in South India. In many such centres, big research 

organization and study centres associated with Tibetan religion and culture have increased.  

They have conserved and rescued many good and old thangkas which are attainable for study 

and research. The greatest of these from the point of view of history of Tibetan painting are 

of the Sikkim Research Institute of Tibetology, Gangtok, Sikkim. Being icon paintings, 

Thangkas are bound by iconography, coalescence and propitious subject matter and design as 

well. Even the landscape of the back ground becomes a motif and is never exercised 

realistically. In the making of Tibetan painting, Indian, Nepalese and Chinese components 

have also played momentous parts. This was due to the marriage of the Tibetan emperor 

Srong-btsan-gampo in 630 A.D. with a Chinese and a Nepalese princes and the advent of 

Dipankara Srijnana Atisa, a scholar from Bengal in 1042 A.D.  Both these events have been 

accountable for the progress of cultural ties between Tibet and the lands mentioned above. 6 

The cultural heritage of Tibet, which is primarily religious, looks suddenly upon the 

world as something ascendant among the entire Buddhist sect. This is not because of the 

irresistible squeeze of a cultural flowed out to endure at all costs and by any means, but it is 

on the whole mainly due to its fascinating feature or substance. Earlier to the introduction of 

Buddhist to Tibet in the sixth century A.D. cultural and artistic life was already fully 

progressed.  Buddhism mainly at stake with the palliation of human suffering cropped up as a 

new creed out of the landscape of India. It was more like a new interpretation of Hinduism 

pervaded with new components, which impulse spirit into it. It was really dissolution of two 

diverse creeds, and so when it was finally brought to Tibet it was already syncretistic in form, 

which again became fused with the old Bon-po religion in the land, and the interpretation of 

Buddhism that sprang up was ultimately to be known as Lamaism. Lamaism supposes that 

man is part of nature and not its master. It was irresistible, and therefore only natural, that 

Lamaism attentive all that the new creed brought with it, such as, theological exercises, the 
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deities and their virtue, including their symbols, religious objects or ritual equipage, such as 

mandalas and the depiction of deities known in Nepal as paubhas and in Tibet as thangkas.  

Hindu philosophy and principals were scrutinized in detail. It became more rhetorical and 

packed with symbols of manifold deities provided in various colours and became more 

glamorous as works of art.  It became the monopolistic object of worship of monks and the 

lamas, because ritual or liturgy became more specialized, intricate and technical as it requisite 

the theological wisdom of the masters to perform them. The practice of painting sacred 

portraits of deities with their mudras (gestures) and virtues in symbols for the intension of 

worship, as the simulacrum of power and consciousness was also taken up. When the 

practices extend Tibet portrait painting of deities was exalted: the sacred paintings became art 

of works that became worthy aesthetically. The whole Indian tradition and purpose of 

producing holy pictures of divinities were taken up in Tibet with the art work transformed 

with, however the same motive reserved. The thangkas either represented the power virtue of 

a single central deity or gave accounts of episodes particularly in the life of the Buddha or of 

other deities or of significant historical statuesque in the manifestation and progress of 

Buddhism in Tibet. The original format of having a single central deity in the painting was 

not alternative.  In the course of time a diversity of thangkas flourished on various subjects 

with different objectives. The single deity in a thangka, the protective deity, was to have 

retinue deities.  And with the elevation of different Buddhist sects were arose many traditions 

in sacred paintings, with various techniques parts of Tibet.   

It is not within the destination of this brief work on thangkas to imprint on the several 

artistic traditions of the various Buddhist sects of Tibet. This work focuses mainly on the 

wide portrait of Thangkas in general to give an extensive view of the various thangkas, their 

intension and use, and how they are forward. The scroll painting of sub- himalayan 

Darjeeling region influenced by the Tibetan thangka culture but later all the thangkas 
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simulate the style of Tibet in their making style. the six tradition of thangkas are (a) kadam 

tradition, (b) valri tradition, (c) menri tradition, (d) khenri tradition,(e) karma ghardi tradition  

and (f) dopal tradition.7 Among all the school of tradition the kadam or kadampa tradition 

were rightly eminent and obtained for their proper and earnest religious contemplation. The 

most evident teaching of that tradition was the teaching on Bodhichitta. Like everywhere else 

religion shaped the national, social and unconnected life, which was duly formed around 

Buddhism. Buddhism provided stability to sub- Himalayan Darjeeling society. It gave 

dictation to the development of art in sub- Himalayan Darjeeling, which is basically religious.  

The monasteries actually became the centre of religious art, maintained by the patrons of art 

and culture, the nobility of Tibet. Painting possessed a special position among all the arts and 

crafts of sub- Himalayan Darjeeling. Painting grew along with sculpture, moreover in making 

masks, because it was the conclusive medium through which the highest ideals of Buddhism 

were brought alive and invited. Sacred paintings such as mandala or thangka, and simulacrum 

of consciousness, became actually ‘physical support’. They were commissioned, worshipped, 

kept and intended. Some are not painted but printed, embroidered as brocade, or even woven 

like carpets, but these are very rare.8 

In the Hindu tradition it was the master who went into desoletion for a period of time 

for his physical and theological sanctification and to meditate on the diagram and intention of 

preparing a mandala.  He had no need for a professional artist or painter: he alone must know 

how to make the art work because he is accounted as the master with the expertise.  With the 

sacred paintings of deities or sculpture there flourished professional artists separated from the 

masters of the mandalas, who ostensibly also had to purify themselves and also meditate on 

the deity they were to paint.  The essentials for the mandala masters and artists preparing 

consecrate sculpture or paintings were the same: they had to purify themselves physically and 

theologically first and meditate on the artwork they were to anticipate. There is a probability 
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since almost everything had been taken from India, that these necessities were also used in 

Nepal and Tibet in ancient times to the lamas or monks. Over the years this requirement 

prevail to have been given up, and the work of painting sacred scrolls of deities had been 

passed on to professional artists, at first, may be, only to those who had been commenced in 

the Vajra Yana (Tantic) system, but in the course of time even house painters, who did 

figurative paintings on buildings also took up painting thangkas. 

In Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling ostensibly very few artists now follow the requisite 

rituals of sanctification and visualization in meditation of the deities they are to paint. There 

are unique art forms or subjects, such as the deities belonging to the four classes of Tantrics, 

in which the painters are requisite to undergo ritual commencement. They had to be induced 

into Tantrism before they are assumed to paint deities belonging to the four classes of 

Tantrics. The reality that in the history of Tibetan art there are very few paintings stimulated 

by Yogic glance implicate that visualization of deities in meditation was not common among 

the professional painters. This mainly due to the fact that it needs particular wisdom of 

meditation and conjecture in which only the lamas, the teachers and monks are learned. The 

Buddhist monks, lamas or gurus, intimate with imagination and meditation are usually not 

artists or painters, notwithstanding now those with artistic propensity are trained also in the 

art of thangka or mandala painting.  In the fifteenth century the master Gong-dkar-ba-Ken 

unam ugyal, the Karma-pa-chos-d Bying-rdo-rje (1604-1674) and Si-tu Pan-Chen Chos-Kyi 

byulng gnos (1700-74) were such masters, whose paintings were occupied in high dignity.  

There are unique purpose when ordinary painters, probably, because they were the only ones 

attainable, were yield to paint thangkas after being ritually induced, in particular, in the 

preparation of the ‘Day Thankgka’ (Nyin thang), a painting that to be ritually benignant had 

to be accomplished within one day. These Day Thangkas, which usually delineate the 

goddess white Tara, were sanctioned yearly for the great religious leaders long life. 
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In India it is the guru who arranged a mandala; he was not sanctioned to prepare it, and 

if ever there was a desire the accomplished painting was simply given free, and whatever 

indemnification or gift dedicated was completely discarded. Mandala was not for sale nor 

communicated or exchanged for other things.  But this indictment for a mandala is very 

sparse. And on the whole they were made for a follower who was ripe to be commenced into 

the mandala worship. In Tibet however the thangka painters were compensated handsomely.  

There was usually a covenant between the painter and the person giving the commission on 

the minimum fee to be paid. The payment somehow, that the benefactor made to be artist was 

accounted not as payment but as a holy offering, a kind of religious ‘ransom payment’ (shi 

you), which approved the patron then to solicit the blessed image to his home. Tibetan 

painters generally have fresher who bested them in their work and in this process whatever 

special techniques they are accepted on to their follower. But among sub- Himalayan 

Darjeeling painters there have appeared a few, but talented artists, who never employed 

assistants and are rather very secretive about their work and techniques until they died. Many 

special techniques in this manner were lost. Ostensibly this secretiveness is in fact also true of 

many Tibetan artists and intellectual doctors, astrologers and other specialists, whose 

knowledge, if they had been accomodated to pass on to others would have greatly availed the 

entire people of the Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling region and the whole world.9 

The tradition of calico painting (pata chitra) has been immensely ancient in India among 

the various religious sects for amplification of schismatic preaching’s through the ocular 

media among the masses. Among those, the Buddhist and the Jaina preachers figure 

prominently. It was a common contemplation among the religious ecclesiast to carry rolled-

up pata chitras with them on their missions.10 When a thangka was sanctioned the patron had 

to enlighten the painter exactly which deities he wanted to be delineated. Very often the 

patron embellishes a design on a sketch prepared by a lama showing the method and relative 
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circumstances of each figure in the painting. With this design the job of making the formation 

was facilitated with the artist simply allocating position to each figure and laying out the 

background landscape. Sometime the defendant could often no design and there were no 

names of the figures to be painted, but it was left to the artist to diagram a suitable layout. If 

the painting had many figures the artist must visualize from the defendant, which deities were 

to be considered as subservient or minor. This occured if the composition was new.  

Otherwise there were fixed models to be pursued set up by Buddhist iconography, canonical 

authority and artistic tradition, usually familiar to thangka painters, who could only from 

memory or according to set instances. There is very little span for originality in thangka 

painting for the artist. Religious paintings are usually the same in other persuasion as they are 

incessantly revolved over and over again unless a new subject crops up. For most artists 

painting thangka simply pursued virtuous authority or fixed set up rules or tradition. The only 

area where he could apply his sagacity is in the figurative parts, such as landscape adornment 

in details of the painting. But even this often became irrevocable. In spite of tradition and 

general restriction on distinguished evolution of their originality or expressiveness some 

master painters occasionally found ways to manifest their creativity, originality or artistic 

bent, such as in bio-graphical or expository paintings.  The great masters of course always 

have their distinguishable signatures prudence for colour schemes or the fine depiction of 

facial features, rendering an ordinary background or landscape into something resonant and 

extraordinarily beautiful or monumental. These majestic masters often earned the renown of 

being ‘devinely emerged artisans’ (sprul pa’ilha bzo)’. 

Different Stages for preparing of Thangka 

There are six explained steps pursued in Thangka painting and followed in an orderly 

and systematic method. (a) The first step entangles the prolonging of the canvas on a wooden 
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structure, followed by the formulation of the painting periphery, the diagram or composition 

by sketching or by what is called ‘metastasis’ actually known as tracing and laying down the 

elementary coats of paint and the principal appeal of paints and finally the finishing touches. 

(b) The textile is a canvas, cotton of a very fine fabricate which had to be cleansed and dried.  

Other fabrics used or linen, silk and even leather and occasionally paper 11  A cloth of the 

requisite size, to be painted on, is first approved and then sewed on to a improper wooden 

frame along all its four sides, the structure itself is generally about as thick as an ordinary 

pencil.12  The wooden frames are known as stretchers.13  (c) This lightly framed cloth is then 

sewed out and laced firmly on to a larger wooden structure (than-sgron) with a stout thread 

running between the outer border of the cloth and the strong exterior frame in a zigzag 

inclination. The cloth for painting on (ras-gzi), which is generally a type of light canvas, must 

not be too thicker sturdy, for paint peels off and cracks easily on such a underneath. The most 

compatible cloth is a close woven pure white poplin or cotton.  Unpatented white silk is also 

deliberated very suitable.  For every large thangka which cannot be made out of one fragment 

of cloth, a number of pieces of the materials are associated together by stitching very closely 

so as not allow the join to spoil the countenance of the thangka. 

After the cloth has been set up in the frame, it is ready to be behaved. (d) First, a thin 

layer of animal or yak-skin of fairly weak manliness is practical as a foundation (rtsa-gdan) 

and left to dry. This is to confine the paint from being submerged into the cloth, from 

cracking, and from losing its true colour.14 (e) The fabric is then expansion with line (sadkar, 

dkar rtsi) appeased in water, so that it becomes completely doused and inundated with it, by 

spreading it two or three times on both sides of the material. (f) When the lime has thickened 

and dried, any permeable that may be left is dispelled by rubbing the cloth with a smooth 

content such as a glass or conch-shell or smooth stone until the grain of the cloth is hardly 

perciptable.15 (g) The main instructions are then marked – the border (mtha’-thig), a central 
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perpendicular tshansthig), the two diagonals (zur-thig), and any other essential instruction 

lines. (h) A rough drawing (skya-ris) of the deity – the basic structure, face and hands – is 

then made with a charcoal pencil.  This then gone over with a brush immersed in black ink.  

The black outline drawing is called snag-ris. The most principal lines are the diagonals, 

which consecrated the vertical and horizontal axes. These lines ordain the accurate centre of 

the canvas about which the artist can plan his formation of the diagram. This actually marks 

the centre of the main figure, in relation to which all the other figures are arranged. From the 

religious point of view the correct dedicated of the vertical and horizontal axes is significant. 

The physical forms of the details to be drawn have to be perfectly oriented in relation to the 

central axis. This is ostensibly conclusive since a mistake here could influence the precision 

and hence the religious value of the thangka. (i) The marking of the four boarders follow with 

the artist leaving sufficient position on the terminal for the brocade structure which is sewed 

on when the thangka painting is accomplished. The canvas is now ready for sketching. If the 

permitted design is simple and common, such as the single figure of the Buddha or Tara, it is 

likely that the artist has a ready copy of the painting which only has to be removed on the 

canvas by tracing. If the design is more intricated, and the upholder could not give any 

earmarked instructions is left to the painter to decide on the design itself. If the painting 

involves many figures there is a need to apportion greater or smaller position for the different 

figures, which reclines again on their consequence. Usually the artist decides the size of the 

main figure in the centre and proceeds to apportion smaller areas in the form of ovals or 

circles for minor figures. The artist usually starts sketching from the top down to the bottom 

after doing the central figure. Thangka painters usually are accustomed with the Buddhist 

iconometry and traditional artistic exercise, and hence they are respected as being familiar or 

enlightened with proportions, configurations and characteristics of deities. The forms can be 

delineated with the head with a rectangle, the face with an oval structure. The abdomen 
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pursued, then the arms and legs. The robs, together with other garments or ornaments 

completed the elementary drawing. The basic method is pursued in sketching minor figures.  

And (j) finally the artist draws the halo, the aura or aureola of the body and the seat for each 

figure. Contended with his figures he surrounds them with sketches of delightful landscape 

and ornaments, clouds, mountains greenery lakes, waterfalls and scenery (yul-snan). And 

lastly he adds details, such as flowers, jewels and propicious animals as offerings. 16 

Different Techniques for Preparing Colour 

There are two essentially various types of paint in the Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling 

Palatte: 

1. Mineral Pigments. 

2. Organic dyes or lakes.  

These paints are in the main forwarded by the artists themselves: on the whole by 

mixing aniline with the size ligature, and the pigments themselves to generate another colour.  

This method is intricate and time-consuming. The artist puts ground aniline into a paint post 

and adds a little ward size sufficient to make it somewhat soggy. He squeezes and Kneads 

lumps and stirs the composition to the firmness of dough. He adds a little more warm size and 

mixes it with the ‘dough’ until it becomes a thick identical liquid. Again the artist cascade 

just sufficient size into the mixture to bring the paint to the right thickness, for painting. The 

ideal consistency is like buttermilk. The composition is tested and when it verify favourable it 

is then instantly presented on the canvas for there is always, as often occurs, the chances of 

the mixture getting dry. And when this happens he can resemble it by constantly adding size 

melting and trample it again. Mixing and heating the paints is something the artist and his 

conducive have to do from time to time to confine them from congealing. 
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Thus just sufficient size is obligatory: if there was less size it could dry swiftly and if it 

did not dry after a very long time it means that there was too much size. And if it was 

effortlessly grazed off the canvas it means more glue is essential. And if the paint on the 

canvas is well organized or glossy this means there is too much binder. The appropriate paint 

is generally matte in countenance. This is the conventional way of preparing paints for 

thangkas. It is not only intricate, time swallowing, but exhausting. Although now oil paints of 

great diversity are attainable in the market the traditional method of preparing a canvas is still 

practical and apparently particular colours still forward in the traditional method.17 

After this several coloured paints are used to paint in the back ground panorama of 

water, rocks, hills, clouds and so on, completion one colour at a time. The light colours (skya-

tshon) are drawn in the first and then the dark (tsho-tshon). Then the central image is painted.  

The lotus throne is drawn first, then the cloths, and finally the body.18 At first the colours 

were timbered from minerals or vegetables; the painter must be careful to dose the time in 

which the colours are satiated according to the greater or lesser thickness and luminosity of 

the shades be wishes to obtain. Together with the lime, a little gluten is mixed with the 

colours and makes the mixtures more lasting. The ascendant colours are: lime white (sa dkar, 

dkar rtsi), red (dmar po), yellow (serpo) acquired from arsenic (ba bla) or sulphur, green 

(yan gu) obtained from vitriol (span-ma), vermillion (li k’ri) obtained from carmine, blue 

(snon po) from lapis lazuli (vaiduryaj), indigo (mt’in), 19  black made from soot of pine 

wood,20 li-khri for orange, a dark red dye for maroon, rams for dark purple; and grangser-

cold-gold 21. Gold is numerous used for backgrounds and ornaments; the use of silver is rarer.  

Sometimes anomalous articles are used, following similar Indian methods; for example 

tradition has it that in a temple of central Tibet a thangka was conserved, which had been 

painted by an Indian master with blood out of his own none. 22  Most of the paints which are 

mineral or organic in nature are readily comprehensible in the various regions of Tibet. The 
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green and blue colours are ground from minerals rocks of found near Lhasa, the yellow 

arrives from the presidency of khams. The reds are compiled of oxides of mercury and 

vermillion is exotic from India and China. Gold is fetched from Nepal and lac from the lac 

insect of India and Bhutan. The minerals are ground, and then compound in several ratios 

with water, glue, chalk and lac or alum to pay the several degrees of manliness and shading. 

The plants and vegetables are boiled afore being ready with the requisite amount of glue.23 

Two varieties of adhesive (spyin) are used for artistic motives and both are made from 

leather, hence named it ko-spyin or ‘leather-glue’. Of the ‘clean’ variety, the glue used in 

painting etc. is called iha-spyin.  The leather used in making the clean variety of glue must be 

threshed circumstantially and be free from oil, dirt or hair. The leather glue cannot be used 

for particular types of work such as, e.g. on paper or cloth which are to be used for in sacred 

fillings for statues because of the difficulty of fungous growth or offensive by worm.  

Individual adhesive is used for this intension, made from a medicine plant, called dbanpo lag-

pa.24  The brushes used are pine twigs restrained at one finish, into which goat or rabbit hairs 

are compacted to the requisite thickness. A compass made of two pieces of incise bamboo is 

required also in order to get the correct assessment of the figures on the canvas, according to 

the canonical rules.  After studying under the guidance of a lama artist, the student monk 

prepares the canvas and puts the outline on the canvas from transfer dotted lines.25 

Painted on cotton, more occasionally on canvas, usually rectangular in shape, a thangka 

is always rolled up from the bottom. Generally mandala-thangkas are square. The painted 

surface called melon or mirror is bordered by Chinese silk or brocade.26 In order to simplify 

appropriate display two round wooden rods are attached to it, one at the top, called thang 

shing and the other at the bottom, called thang-thong. The thangka is constantly requisite to 

be rolled from the bottom upwards. Caps made of gold, silver or bronze are behoove on to the 

ends of the rods. A hjah-Tshon (rainbow) is provided around the thangka compatible, i.e., the 
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painted surface, to exemplify a barrier between the holy realm of the thanka proper and the 

impure world outside, analogous to the condition of a boundary wall (sima) around a 

monastery. The rainbow is generally tri-coloured, made of the red, yellow and blue ribbons 

(gong-shem). At the bottom of a proper thangka, a brocade patch, on which a skydragon or 

lotus is embroidered, is fixed to suggest thang-sgo (an entrance) to the holy incumbency. In 

order to save the thangka from dust, smoke, dirt, etc. a zhat-khebs (silkenveil) is provided 

over it.27  In Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling, as a matter of fact, thangka is done by a joint 

endeavor mainly by a group of artisans or at least by two artists – the master artist makes the 

diagram and collaborator painter applies the colours on it. The artists are mostly laymen and 

they work under the supervision of the lamas. These artists diverge from place to place and 

work for several monasteries. The back of the paintings however comprises invocatory 

mantras, the Buddhist religious formula and sometimes stupa design and propitious hand 

prints of a lama. After the entirety of the thangka the immolation or ceremony of prana-

pratistha is accomplished. The fifth Dalai Lama mentions a large thangka in his biography 

and he also records the names of the artists. The Tashilunpo monastery also overwhelmed a 

large appliqué thangka which was ritually hung on a wall twice a year. Such large appliqué 

thangkas were usually highlighted to the ostensible at annual occassion. The colours used in 

sub- Himalayan darjeeling thangkas have also some symbolical meaning.  Each colour of the 

deity laid down in the thanka is ascertained by ritual instruction. Thankas are usually painted 

in gouache technique. The use of thangkas became exetoric in Tibet with the expansion of 

Indian gnosis in the country that was deriving its sustenance from the Tantra texts. 

Enlightened from the art of Indian scroll paintings or patachitras and their Nepalese 

counterpart paubas or prabhamandalas the Tibetan thangkas contemplate the images and 

symbols of supremacy as well as eternity or the lives of the saints in effulgent colours. The 
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plan of the thangka, the iconography, the depiction of colours and lines are ascertained by the 

instruction of ceremonial texts, the Indian works on iconometry.28 

These paintings, whether thangkas or frescoes on the temple walls, are oft known by the 

name on ZinK’ams; this word is a translation of the Sanskrit Ksetra, i.e. BuddhaKsetra, the 

“realm of the Buddha”, those ideal circle where the heart of the elect, once manifestation has 

erased from them the stains of samasaric presence partake of the glance of a Buddha, the 

miraculous projection of supreme truth, proportioned to the considering soul’s ripeness.  

These realms of the Buddha are generally called heavens, but the name is illegitimate, since 

one does not ascension to them only after death. Every mystical plane has it allusive 

projection, manifested, as in a mysterious writing, by the figures of the gods; the commence 

reads into them the clandestine instructions which will yield his regeneration. Or else the 

gods are a traditional image of the forces with which the foresighted must recognize himself, 

in order to be, as soon as he has submerged their miracle working power, in a condition to 

generate miracles, defeat fiends and conquer that unfathomable world whence evil sprouts for 

universe and for men. Tibetan painting is stimulated by this atmosphere. With the single 

exclusion of the lives of saints, it nearly always puts before us the symbols of theological 

planes; for this reason it conserves, largely, the stiffness of geometrical models. The exemplar 

of the mandalas rules the development of sub- Himalayan Darjeeling painting; in the centre 

of the mandala looms the symbol of a mystical sphere or of a particular moment of cosmic 

evolvement, while all around the consecutive concomitant unfold through which that light of 

theological force are usually transformed into psychical energies and into the changing 

evolution of material fact; equally in the other thangkas, round the figure of the god or of the 

saint staying the centre, the attendant and follower shine forth like a mystical rose, which 

evolves the irradiation of truth and the theological link uniting those who have been 

introduced into the same mystry. 
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The aesthetic value of the colours as well as Thangka art 

The main object of these paintings is to simplify for their beholders repulsion from the 

plane of samasaric presence to those blessed spheres. For this contention they are often 

called mt’on grol, which means “liberation through sight”: they yield the liberation of the 

beholder, if he looks on them with consecreate eyes and piercing mind. They must not be 

deliberated as overwhelmed of a magical power, thanks to which their mere existance 

suffices to transport us in the beatific worlds they illustrate. Nothing comes to pass which has 

not been performed through a perfect participation of our in most being, capable of 

transforming us into several beings. For these paintings arouse like the texts of the Great 

Vehicle or of the adamantain Vehicle. It is essential, in order to read their mysterious 

language, it is also obligate to live their meaning. Then a consubstantiation with the plane 

they illustrate takes place; the mediator becomes concord with the object of his mediator, so 

that in those areana he is reborn on the miraculous lotus. For this reason Sub- Himalayan 

Darjeeling painting rather than religious, might be called liturgical, both because it was born 

as a ritual component and because of the invocation which the artist must execute before 

painting.  In its schemes it follows the gesture of Tantric liturgy, which is a texture of 

scholastic and spiritual subtleties; it is a generation not to fancy but of the inclination, a 

ceremony act or an represented theological handbook: the thangkas conserves the stiff 

modeland the geometrical symmetry of both, and are bound to their encouragement to such 

an propagation that, when the meaning of the picture is not explicit, exponential inscriptions 

are added. This painting finds its artistic work only in the polyphony of colours which deflect 

and follow one another like the notes of a adjunct.  But in this art nothing is left to chance, 

and even colours are not of the artist’s choice; they are strictly prescribed by theology. 
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Often gold takes the place of this polychrome, introduced by ideological links into 

colours and Buddhas; the Buddhas or Bodhisatvas are not illustrated according to their 

appropriate colour, but are all uniformly golden.  In the case of some deities, Amitava for 

precedent, the golden colour is endorsed by literary usage, although in the mandala the colour 

belonging to him is red. The Amitayurdhuyana sutra says: “Now he shows himself as 

possessing a excellent body’ filling the whole sky, now he assumes a body, filling the whole 

sky, now he engrafts a body which seems small, sixteen to eighteen cubits in height.  This 

body, in which he shows himself, always has the colour of pure gold”.  For other deities 

golden colour is effortlessly exnarrated, as gold is not only the symbol of purity but also of 

truth and this since the distant times of Brahmanic utterance. Gold shares these properties 

with diamonds; the vajrasana, the place where the Buddha performed supreme consciousness 

that is where he trickled back into the dharmakaya, beyond human fortuitousness and 

sinfulness, is Suvarnavarna, “gold coloured”.  In other words concomitant of cosmos from 

the first principal which is utmost enlightenment and a shining light, is accordingly 

expressed, as we already saw, through a subtle symbology of colours; the first methods by 

which that light becomes embodied, its first reaching out towards the world, as the algebrical 

notion of the whole, is illustrated by white in Vairocana’s figure; next come blue, yellow, 

red, green, to which assemble as many symbols, the images of Aksobhya, Ratnasambhava, 

Amitava and Amoghasiddhi, the five supreme Buddhas abstrusely called “the five mystical 

families”, because living beings and things which are in the cosmos belong constrainedly to 

one group or the other, that is they are in syntony with this or that expression of cosmic 

power and of its working. Colour then has an elementary honour and meaning of its own; in 

the case of deities it is not chosen turbidity, it is the symbol of an abstract which through its 

suggestions must be overwhelmed by the contemplator to the spread of becoming recognized 

with it. With the exclusion of the latest thangkas, over which the breath of Chinese painting 
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has passed, the Tibetans, never not once the specimen of Indian mandalas, have thus 

deliberated painting as a projection of the ethereal world: are even, empyreal outline beings; 

these figures are not bodies but quintessence, an afflatus breathing through the universe, not 

cosmos itself.  Therefore the line which flashpoint and diagram their form, with no endeavor 

on the artist’s part to express by chiaroscuro and the reciprocity of light their plastic 

agglomeration, has a magical measure; it assimilates the sign drawn in the air by a magician’s 

wand; it explains, in arena concealed to human eyes, incorporeal countenance, magical 

symbols of those planes operating, with their invisible universal, in the “becoming” of the 

worlds.  These lines cut into space, which is an image of the void, the boundaries of a 

templum and sequestrate that brief surface on which appeal will cause the divine emergence 

to condescend.  Line is the indispensable component of those pictures: this is so true that Iha 

bris “to write gods”, or rimor bkod pa “to dispose into lines” is the Tibetan term for “to 

paint”, while in India, by calling painting citra, pre-eminence was given to colour, its 

difference and analogy.  A linear type of painting, it gives us the scheme of things, not things 

themselves; it is nearly a discernible reflection of the magic atmosphere in which the people 

of sub- Himalayan Darjeeling have always lived.  Fearing nature, in which supernatural 

forces are mystical in ambuscade nature, in which occult energy are hidden in ambush, they 

have expelled its symbols in order to maintain themselves from nature by operating on and 

through the symbols.29 

For the colours of mandala Mahavairocana-sutra states that mandala should be painted 

in five colours viz., interior of the mandala in white colour pursued by red, yellow, blue and 

black. In the Kalacakra-tantra, the four components – air, fire, water and earth are 

recognized with four several colours, viz., white and yellow, red and blue or black 

individually. In tantric Buddhism, instances to five colours are repeatedly met. These colours 

were symbolic – black symbolises killing and anger, white denotes rest and thinking, yellow 
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stands for protecting and supporting, red is for subjection and summing and green stands for 

virtue.30       

In Tibetan painting we find a great diversity of colours, and a free and seemingly 

accessible used of various colours for one and the same design. We envisage landscapes and 

clouds in “possible” but also from a naturalistic point of view “impossible” colour structure, 

in colours practible perhaps only in a dream or in a glance, so that we commenced to seek the 

cause which gave enhancement to an art of this kind. This cause is to be found in the 

scheduled of Mahayana and Vajrayana. Significant aspect which dominanced the creation of 

art were: the elementary conception of the transience of the emerged world, the relativity of 

all values, and the clearness of all discernable and created exposure against the imperceptible 

but translucent back ground of the ecumenical void. The world is seen as a exposure of forms 

created of individual impermanent components, forms which are themselves transient and 

hence illusive. The world that seems to our eyes can be observed by the inner eye in its past, 

present and future stages. The utility of the colours is relative and synthesis itself to the 

spectacle of the moment and not to external reality.  Likewise, meditations – on remote lands 

of the Buddhas and the heavenly reams of the Bodhisattvas open up to the artist a legendary 

world of divine spheres to be proficient in a super sensuous way, spheres which he then tries 

to delimitate in transparent colours. At an early date the large number of Buddhas, 

Bodhisattvas, deities and saints was fixed in iconographic text books. Their countenance is 

clearly explained in terms of form, dimension and colour, as well as applicable symbolism.  

The adopted special symbols of deities, the positions of the hands, the positions of the body, 

as well as the colours are the intimate identification marks recognizable by those induced into 

the mysteries of vajrayana.  The sub-himalayan darjeeling art prove that, this art often has a 

implicit back ground of many individual levels, repeatedly transcending the boundaries of 

what is represent-able. Anything beyond those boundaries – the theological content, the 
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meditative stage, the emperical satisfied and the degree of persuation is manifested as far as 

feasible by symbols of structure, equipment and colour. The religious art therefore aims not at 

laying assertion to impeccible aesthetics or originative elegance or solicitation of form but, by 

observing a accurately formalized iconography, aims at making discernable religious, 

meditational, purely theological and legendary article so that the introduced may in turn 

alleviate them. The works of art serve theological discipline and realization; they are objects 

for a ritual of invocation and veneration of deities and therefore fulfil a totally several 

operation from that of decoration or art for arts’ sake.  The thangkas functioned as support or 

imagination of the deities whose attributes the induced strikes to develop within himself.31 

Scroll painting was one of the most exoteric process of painting in ancient India.  But it 

is a living practice in many region of India even today. Due to the transitory nature of cloth, 

on which paintings were rendered, no instance prior to that of the 15th century A.D. has 

endured. But our ancient and medieval literature and silpa texts clearly state the entirety of 

scroll painting in all ages.  Indian scrolls were known as ‘Citrapata’ or the ‘Pata’ and the 

subject matter was always long descriptive stories from the epics and the puranas or 

connected the life of the Buddha, the Jataka tales.32  It is well known that Tibetan culture is 

in a large measure extract from India. The Tibetans, when they came in concretion with India 

for the first time, had no civilization at all; they were held in subservience to a shamanic and 

magical religion, they had neither an alphabet, or art, nor literature; they lived in tents and 

roamed with their gaggle and herds on the high lands.  Becoming transmuted to Buddhism, 

the Tibetans welcomed all they could quadrate of the exalted culture which raised them out of 

darkness into the light. Owing to their deficiency of cultural traditions and also to the esteem 

felt by all assign for their masters, they took good care not to change anything in the 

teachings they were receiving from India and China.  It was not feasible that Tibet should 

replication the perception of China, where Buddhism, on being conveyed, was constrained to 
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concur to the country’s culture and to undergo its impression in many ways, to the expansion 

of accomplishing with native traditions and adapting itself to Chinese psychology. In the 

country of snows Indian culture, commenced together with Buddhism, was not taught and 

lives over again in a new and original customs; rather it was meticulously conserved and 

protected. Many centuries were needed before the Tibetans imbibing India’s and China’s 

bewilderment could pursue their own avenue and listen to their own motivation. Thus the 

thangkas too are not an unprompted creation of Tibetan competence; they are a type of art 

sharpened, together with other ideas, from India, and which, only in course of time, received 

the imprint of their genius.33 

Scholars are categorically of vindicated opinions about the provenance of the Tibetan 

thangka. One school defendant a logical perfection of tracing the origin from the Ajanta 

frescoes through manuscript precedent of the pala-sena period of Bengal later recreated by 

the Nepalese idiom to Tibetan temple-hangings. The representation of the palm-leaf 

manuscripts of Bengal in the 11th-12th Century both rhetorically and technically have no 

doubt played a vital role in the presentation of scroll-paintings of Nepal and Tibet, to be 

tangible in the northern and central Asiatic countries.34  The remarks of Tucci in this regard 

are also interesting to note. “It has been generally stated that Tibetan painting is derived from 

Bengal through Nepal.  This opinion rests on the authority of a native tradition, rather recent 

as to its literary formulation, but in fact derived from ancient memories transmitted by that 

succession of oral teachings, from master to disciples, which defies silence of centuries.”35  

That Bengal assumed an significant place in the sphere of painting and sculpture is also 

observed in a Tibetan text named Pog-Sam-Jom-Zam of the 11th century which states “In 

painting and sculptures the Bengalis excel, next follow the Newars, then come the Tibetans 

and lastly the Chinese.”36  Another group expressed that the Tibetan painting is an off shoot 

of Chinese art progressed in a particular earmarked approach. 
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Primarily a sacerdotal means of invocation, thangkas are the ocular tools of the mystical 

and symbolical world through which Lamaism finds its manifestation. The native religion of 

Tibet was Bon, emerged on the worship of demons and shamanistic practices. According to 

the tradition Buddhism was commenced into Tibet in the 7th Century A.D. In India at that 

time Mahayana Buddhism had mingled with yoga doctrine, Mantrayana (doctrine of spell 

and charm) and above all vajrayana, the tantric dogma which commenced the worship of 

prajna or Sakti, mantras, tantras, mystic realizations, psychic exercises, etc. This fusion of 

Tantric Buddhism and Bon religion emerged to the origin of Lamaism.  With the introduction 

of profound Buddhism by several schools such as vajrayana, Mantrayana, Kalachakrayana 

and the subsisting Bon religion the lamas manufactured number of new gods, peaceful and 

dredful in their pantheon and dedicated to the artists of Tibet, a vast treasury of subjects for 

their work.37 

The scroll, as a means of fable, was so exoteric in India, that the architrave, on the 

Torans of the Great Stupa of Sanchi, belonging to the Sunga period has ends, of a scroll.  The 

middle section shows the worship of the ‘Bo’ tree as though a section of the scroll has been 

uncontrolled for manifestation. This is till now the rare lithic representation of the painted 

scroll.38 In the words of Benjamin Rowland, “It is possible that these long horizontal panels 

terminating in tightly woven spiral volutes were transferred to stone of popular picture scrolls 

partly unrolled or exhibition.”39 Roughly woven cloth is the general carrier for scroll painting 

in India. Though details vary from region to region, the technique is practically the same all 

over the country. It is surprising that after a lapse of over a millennium, the method of 

production and the materials used is scroll painting upto this day is the same as described in 

the eminent ‘Silpa text’. The Pancadasi of Madhavacharya references four stages of cloth 

presenting viz., Dhauta or washing the fabric, Ghattita or the fabric is burnished smooth, 

Lancita or the drawing of figure is corroborated and Ranjita or colours are flushed in the 
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drawing according to the needs of iconography and other necessities of painting. Due to the 

transitory nature of cloth scroll existant examples date back only to 14th Century A.D.  The 

earliest examplar is not a true scroll but a cloth manuscript of the Jaina work Dharmavidhi 

Prakarana Vrttisahita datable to a period between 1351 to 1353 A.D.  The real rolled scroll is 

the one illustrating the poem “Vasantavitasa” dated 1451 A.D.  The disparity between 

Eastern India and Western India techniques subsisted in the material used in priming. While, 

Bengal and Orissa used clay and cow dung paste for filling in the pores of cloth, Western 

Indian artists used rice or wheat paste for the objective.  

Thangka art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region and the influence of other region 

Painting on cloth is a living art in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling. It is encourage both by 

religious organization and royal and magnific circles. Scrolls are in exact both by Buddhist 

and Hindus. Considering all these factors we can easily say that scrolls are also the unique art 

in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling. Usually scrolls are termed as Pata, Patacitra, Torana or Paubha 

in Nepal.  Another diversity which is basically religious in subject matter and Tibetan in 

encouragement is known as Thanka or Tanka. The Puranic scrolls are long and narrow and 

are kept rolled up when not in use.  They are brought out and exhibited in temples on 

individual festival days connected with a certain deity around whose hearsy the subject 

matter of the scroll is formed. Such scrolls have a great oldness in the Indian subcontinent.  

Ancient Sanskrit literature is also full of instances to such long scrolls which were 

demonstrated for education as well as amusement. The details of technique of painting of 

scrolls in Bengal had been collected by the administrator turned historian, Sir Gurusaday Dutt 

of the Bengal Civil Service. 

The use of cloth scrolls in ancient India is vouchsafed by the following sigficant works.  

The SamyuttaNikaya mentions Dussa Patta or scrolls painted on cloths.  The term Dussa or 
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Dushya has been alluded as a indelicate cloth or for scrolls in common. According to V.S. 

Agarwala Dussa survives in contemporaneous simple Hindi as Dhussa to mean coarse or 

heavy cloth. The Visuddhimagga also refers to indelicate cloth as a ground or carrier for 

painting. Allusion to cloth painting are more productive in the Sanskrit texts which are not 

only in the shape of technical literature but are also works of literature where there are 

imperceptible reference to scroll painting. Cyloneze text Mahavamsa clearly refers to stories 

being told by means of cloth scrolls. The Kamasutra of Vatsayana acknowledges cloth 

painting as a certain kind of painting governing in the classical period. In the Dutavakyam of 

Bhasa Duryodhana, the Kaurava, refers to the scene of Draupadi being pulled by her hair, 

painted on a scroll.40  Krsnatita – being narration in nature was exetoric as a subject matter 

for long scrolls as found from the Mahavasya of Patanjali.41 The 6th Century A.D. work 

Mudraraksasa mentions to scrolls depicting punishment in hell which were steered along for 

show associated by versified narration to admonish the masses of their doing. 42  

Visakhodatta, the author of Mudrarakshasa, refers to another kind of painting, probably of a 

folk and popular character.  Such paintings called Yamapatas were attained on textile scrolls 

and negotiable with themes of a narration instructive nature, showing the results of Karma in 

the other world. Buddhaghosa, the extended Buddhist scholar and divine of the period under 

investigate, also refers to similar kind of painting of which he gives the name 

‘Charanacaritas’ which composed of scenes of happy and unhappy destinies of men after 

death with accurate labels joined to them and shown in blond galleries. There can be no doubt 

that these Yamapatas or the ‘charanacariatas’ are the ancestors, in form, meaning and 

presentations of the Patacitras that were extensively current in Eastern India even in the 

nineteenth century and insist even today.  No contemporaneous example of Yamapatas or 

Caranacaritas attained perhaps on brittle materials, has endured to this day. But this was 
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clearly a folk art of racial and religious importance and of wide popular request, an excursive 

school of intense and great educative measure for the rural masses. 

The immeasurable popularity of scroll painting in India is not only narrated in religious 

and secular literature of the ancient times but some indirect instances of this art to be seen in 

other forms of art.  From India along with Buddhism it might have also expansion to central 

Asia where Indian culture and art were resolutely formed. A piece of wall painting from 

Central Asia in the early centuries of the Christian era shows a female figure holding a 

hanging cloth scroll in her hand on which her life of the Buddha had been painted. Such a 

embodied instance of scroll painting in its true form leaves no room for doubt about the 

popularity of this art, not only in India but even beyond its frontiers where even Indian art 

and culture were firmly commenced. The art of painting faced a setback in India after the 

Islamic victory of the several regions. But the process of narrating lives of great men though 

painted scrolls insisted in the Islamic period also as observed by the Ghazir Patas of Bengal 

in India.  It is quite feasible that in the ancient times the art of scroll painting also implanted 

Iran from Central Asian art centres attached with the Indianised Buddhists. And being a 

advantageous mode of religious communique was also accepted by the followers of Islam.  

Hamza Nama paintings of the period of Akbar, the Mughal emperor of India also instituted a 

similar intension through a similar medium. The only distinction to noticed in the Hamza 

Nama paintings is that they do not form one single long rolled but each has been cut up in 

exclusive individual pieces, 1400 in number.  The height of these pieces about 26” conform 

to the normal height of Indian scroll even today. 

During Islamic rule to the 19th Century, scroll painting on cloth continued in Rajasthan, 

Bengal and South India.  But the contents were recipprocal from Buddhist to Hindu, Islamic 

or secular and romantic tales.  But in the mountainous regions the Buddhist affairs were 
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painted. The flow of Indian culture migration is observed into separate and individual 

periods. Indian culture never came in such direct and close contact with those of other Asian 

countries before the Kusana and Pala periods. In both the periods, we find the missionary 

inclination of the Buddhist was accountable for the spread of Buddhism and Indian culture.  

The contacts that were began in the Kusana period and initiate in the Pala period, pursued till 

emergence of Islam on the Asian scene. A long with the Buddhist religion structure of art like 

architecture, sculpture and painting were also instigated in the countries of Central and South-

east Asia for the circulation of religious notions and stories combined with the life of the 

Buddha. Extant instances and local traditions testify to the vogue of scroll painting also in the 

above religions during long period of Indian contacts.  Nepal, Tibet has conserved this art in 

the area lying in the north of India.43 

Central Tibet, since the beginnings of its art, was mainly influenced by Nepal, as 

surviving monuments show, this, as we have notice, can be explained many ways.  Painting, 

having surpassed the Himalaya, took up its domicile in Tibet, where an insurmountable 

religious tradition caused it to endure through the centuries, conserving it from those deflect 

which in India were alerting custom and schools. That art stimulated the painters of thangkas 

and enhanced the walls of chapels with its colours. In Central Tibet, frescoes and thangkas 

carry into an artistic world. An art exceptionally hieratic, a trustworthy and schematic 

regeneration of the meditations rules (sadhana), which instructed how to visualize the images 

of the gods without the test profane intrusion. Therefore the artist’s whole capability consists 

in retouching details. The lama had to interfere again to vitalize the painting, i.e. to cause the 

ethereal spirit to get down into it and to bless it. Therefore if the painter was a layman, he 

always worked under the lama’s watchful eyes, and could not acquittal iconographical 

patterns. But man cannot surrender forever to the tyranny of abstract notions, closing his eyes 

to life. Notwithstanding religion denied the world any appreciation, reducing everything to a 
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vain shadow, not even Tibetans could neglect, in their art, the world of men: in no country are 

paradise and angelic glance adequate to forget life. Thus little by little, by a natural method of 

maturing, we see in Tibetan painting the series of saints and deities, previously mannaged in 

files, one after the other like a coloured psalm, replaced by scenes of human life. It is no 

longer the ascetic wrapped up in the stillness of concern, meanwhile shifted to other 

theological spheres, made alien to the world, comfortable in his sanctity, but on the inverse 

the success of righteousness, his earthly life. The chronicles, smeared in Tibet with great 

affection, have their resemblance in these thangkas, which area pictorial reproduction of their 

contents.  Thus by the degrees, the cold and impractical lines of the mandala and the hieratic, 

meditating figures of early thangkas were put back by a flimsy human smile. The earth, of 

which there is no trace in earlier paintings, now seems as the artists saw it under their own 

eyes. In the primitive thangkas man had but the second place: he was put in the back ground 

or in a corner, obstructed like an alien. But now man enters as an actor, the saint, whose life 

is dedicated, takes his fellow men along with him, his friends and enemies, followers and 

antagonists, evoking that entire world in which he had performed his task as a master, a 

propagandist and an envoy.   

The thangkas then become projections of the earth, but as they are inspired by 

biographies written in monasteries, promenade life predominates. Space too is widened and 

expanded; in the oldest thangkas it seems often as if painters could not bear expanse to be 

void; figures are cumulated one another, in the ever and anon they place traditional trees, 

little flowers suspended in mid-air, arabesques; thus in Tibet we incessantly see that dislike of 

void which is one of the most continual features of ancient Indian painting, where the images 

are squeezed with the same affluent fancy as the wild growths of a forest44. 
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The area of painting constructed large-scale room decoration and murals at one end of 

the scale and the form of scrolls, the thangkas, within the monasteries. The temples were 

most numerously painted.  Columns, capitals, prizes and architecture were adorned in colours 

on a red ground, with holy symbols, calligraphic lettering, flowers, intertwining lives and 

dragon design. Art is a technique of visualization or mystic apperception of secret fields of 

forces, feasible delightful states – the resulting glance relativism all exotic laws of images, 

colour and form. That is why the handling of colour in Tibetan works of art is oft 

preternatural, highly imaginative, and fantastic and visionary, landscapes, these, sky and 

often assemble more to the inner picture of an all – transforming glance than to an external 

realistic picture of nature. According to the several techniques engaged the thangkas can be 

serial under four heads: 

 Thangkas painted in colour – also from printing blocks; 

 Gold paintings, either on gold ground or red ground with line drawing in gold and 

 colouring; 

 Painting in black ground, monochrome with white or gold, or polychrome with  

confined use of iconographic figurative colours; 

 Pure embroidery or appliqué techniques, sometimes with redundant painting.45 

In the printed thangkas the artists work is confined to colouring the drawing.  He 

discovery the accession ready-made in the wood cut printed on the linen; if any newness is to 

be found, it belongs only to the author of the drawing, the one who envisioned and drew the 

composition, which was then cut on the wooden block. 

To the second group belong the thangkas having a golden background; they are called 

gsert’an, “golden thangkas”.  They are of several types; sometimes on a uniformly gold- 

colour background, the figures are drawn in black with clear-cut lines which run fleet and 
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twisting; at other times, against this same background, an image stand out in the centre, with 

its elastic colours, it manifest the indifference of that yellow gold and seems to founded out 

of it like an glittering flower; or else the gold is spotted with small red, blue and black 

touches, efficiently distributed so as to give relief to the dresses of the gods and goddesses, or 

spattered with flowers which import to the picture an immensely bright and festive air.  

Tibetans also deliberated gsert’an the thangkas having an identical red background, against 

which the figures are coloured prevailing with gold. The artist moves within these patters and 

cannot redemption them. Although these thangkas are bound to an accurate technique, the 

artist often accomplish beautiful influence through the efficient analogy used in arranging 

against a identical background abrupt spots of colour and tracing the winding interaction of 

lines.  For this cause gser t’an are much prized by the Tibetans.46  Gold ground is generally 

used for images of the Buddha, who is said to “shine like a mountain of gold.”  Gold silk and 

painted gold ground progressed separately of tantric theory and are the result of what 

materials are attainable along with the inventiveness of the artist and the assistant of wealthy 

donors. Red ground arranged with the iron oxide or vermillion, is all accurate for all deities 

that are classified in Buddhist tantra as caliber deities. 

Black ground paintings are opus in which the ground preparation for the canvas is of a 

black colour or the background of the composition is painted black.  This variety of painting, 

with its distinctive and recognizable aspect, has an early historical element and ritual by that 

practitioner. The Buddhist tantric system mentions four tantric activities that assemble to four 

various colours: white for peaceful activities, yellow for activities of enhancement such as 

wealth and health, red for activities requiring prevalence or speed in their performance, and 

black for resentful activities, as illustrated by black ground paintings. The origin of the style 

can be dated in the several tantric texts of the 9th to 12th centuries. Conventionally, the 

iconographic subject for these paintings is confined to wrathful deities. These deities can be 
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either custodians, such as Mahakala and Sri Devi, or meditational models, such as 

Vajrabhairava and Hevajra, as long as they are wrathful or semi-resentful in countenance.47 

The exercise of thangkas made of appliqué work (stuff cut out and sewn on another 

material) called sgos sku, t’ags su bskrum pa, ap’anc’en is very ancient in Tibet. Decorated 

thangkas were initiated from China.48 There are very massive thangkas of more than hundred 

feet long, which are exercised only during the religious occasions. The technique in making 

them is called “appliqué” and they are usually made with a single deity.  Thangkas of this 

kind are called Kangdsa; they are not amassed like the Gonkhang thangkas, for they are 

desired to be ‘on the move’.49  

 Different categories of Thangka     

Thangkas can also be grouped according to their illustrate kernel under the following 

subject headings: 

 Historical or visionary representations; 

 Representations of the theological legacy and hierarchy; 

 Representations of meditative karnel; 

 Mandals and extraterrestrial diagrams; 

 Imaginative representations. 

In the first element we find the representations from the life of the Buddha, the saints, 

the Arhats, the yogis and the siddhas, and legends of saints or stories of Tibetan kings. 

The second group is repeatedly found as wall paintings in monasteries as well as in 

many thangkas. There are the pictures showing the line of gurus, the founders of a clique or 

precept tradition. These paintings mirror, as it were, of the theological lineage or succession 

the sect or doctrinal tradition illustrated there. This is why these representations of the 
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sequence comprised not only the teachers but also the distinctive profound eternities and 

guardian deities of an individual school. 

The third group comprises the large number of pictures of meditative karnel, 

representing Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and profound deities. The meditational images are aids to 

practice of particular aspects of the profound teachings and the features of the deities, as well 

as to meditation on the ideals of Mahayana Buddhism usually. 

Under the fourth group mandalas are illustrated in a closed form. These mandalas are 

profound meditation sketch embodying a particular doctrine or some practical facet of a 

doctrine. This doctrine is to be presumed through prosperous pictorial meditation proceeding 

from the centre of the picture.  The mandalas thus purvey the inner methods of interpretation 

– theological contents to be methodically performed though yoga. These contents are 

comprised in the mandalas, coded in a wealth of symbolism, and are desired to achieve a 

step-by-step sanctification of awareness through growing conversance of the theological 

values of the secret doctrine. 

The fifth group constructed all paintings of fanciful type.  The visionary pictures, in 

most cases on black ground, are of an extremely profound character and most stealthily 

protected in Tibet against the eye of the inexperienced. The paintings from the temples of the 

guardian deities are forms, to this day, the ones whose real importance and intimate energy 

remain most clandestine from us. 50 

The aesthetic significance of Thangkas  

Ever since the Buddhism rooted in Tibet, the tradition of narrating thangkas might have 

been prevalent around in the area where Buddhism expanse. It was about 10th century 

hitherward tantric Buddhism was inchmeal being progressed in Tibet. The tradition of 
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Thangka painting was just outset in Tibet and now is not enclosed only within Tibet and 

Tibetan community but those who accepted the Tibetan Buddhism learnt this art so as 

Tamangs, Sherpas, Thakalis, Yolmos, Manangeys and Newars are the examples. Most of the 

Thangka viewer simply think that Thangka is an art of the Buddhist monk other else nothing 

but, the Buddhist scholar of higher conceptuality admire it with entire dignity accounting 

mystic force of Lamaistic deities. In accordance with the religious culture, the Thangka to be 

laid down at the worship room fumigate with holy water weathering mantras to animate 

Thangkas mist-ice power and puts khada (a two feet long silk cloth) on it.  Since then the 

aficionado use the bow his/her head before it at the time of worship particularly in the 

morning time.51 

Thangkas were in usual mainly for the lay people. Domination of a thangka was 

predominantly stimulated to avoid suffering in life caused by troubles, diseases, or 

hindrances. Tibetan religious educator, the lamas, when advented by people, who brought 

their problems to them for a solution, generally expressed or recommended the 

commissioning of a holy painting, the thangka, to remove physical or mental hindrances (bar 

chad sel ba) or to vindicate the necessity for a long and healthy progressive life (Zhabs brtau).  

It is firmly supposed that it would earn them merit, if they have in their domination an image 

of a deity as an object of worship, which could give rise to future advantages and happiness.  

In Buddhism ‘merit-making’ motivates and brace up people to do well to others, to earn 

credits for future profits or happiness. This usually led to an exalted situation in life or 

emanated or executed to pleasure result. This merit making primarily based in the faith in the 

law of karma, the law of equivalence of indemnification or retribution. Linked up with merit 

making, of doing good for others, for the palliation of their suffering is the commissioning of 

a holy painting for deceased comparative. The thangka is accepted in the name of the 

deceased, which is imagined to generate the obligate situation for the happy regeneration of 
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the deceased. Such thangkas were called skyes rtags or signs of good rebirth, and have to be 

made within seven weeks soon after the death of the deceased when he or she has not yet 

been reborn. Wondering lamas or teachers, known as bla-ma-mani-pa, brought tlhangkas with 

them, which they exercisded to represent Buddhist teachings to their deciple. In Buddhist 

exequial departure or in a marriage party thangkas were also boasted in public. In the march 

of lamas they steered thangkas called srid-pa-ho during religious festivals. Some monasteries 

have their own individual thangkas of their exceptional deities. Thangkas are symbols made 

up of a complicated of symbols and therefore they do not only represent a deity, its powers or 

virtues, but give narration of the deity’s life. A thangka impersonate hence wisdom, and also 

the dynamic in every being of becoming or attaining Buddha hood. On the whole thangkas 

for the lay people are meant to make them eliminate endurance in their earthly life. 52 

Another motive of the thangka is to teach and may be styled as educational.  These 

thangkas highlight life history of a saint, monk or a church-dignitary, the chief aim of the 

patas being awakening people towards their advising. The travelling mendicants roaming 

from one place to another delineate the lives of saints and their teachings by visible images 

illustrated in the thangka. The, audio-visual exercise of narrating the thangka remind of us of 

a very old tradition once current in India. Mankhaliputta Gosata, a contemporaneous of 

Buddha and Mahavira whose ancestral profession was that of a travelling minstrel used to 

roam about with scroll paintings and explain the stories illustrated there, disseminating 

consciousness among people.53 

The art of Sailorani (Darjeeling), like her philosophy and religion, is mythical and meta-

physical rather than representational; endemic and social rather than separate which has 

managed to hold itself from a various area to a several quality. The art of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling is insight and tradition. It is also the metaphysical reality that in its expressive 
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form or image becomes approachable to man for his remembrance, worship and artistic 

treatment.  The Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling’s art accordingly reveals the transcendent reality 

in the manifoldness of the remarkable world, in life in all its levels, reaches and sweeps.  It 

embodies a sense of the intertwining enthusiasm and voluptuousness of life abstractly and 

concentrated.  It is at once fleshly and symbolic, replete and poised. The love of the stature 

and enrichment of man, the thought and power of God, the delight and suppleness of women 

are all disciplined and restrained in various scroll painting and thangka of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling and decoration by a serenity and harmony that come from supernatural myth and 

meta-physics.54  

The polarity of the masculine and feminine appearance of all affairs in the universe and 

the human mind which is administrated by Indian rumination underlies the mythopoeia and 

pictorial outlook on life in India, and the progress presentation in her art and craft of durabilty 

and movement in nature and brutishness and tenderness in human character as rhythms or 

accents of presence. This actually, interprets the strange combination of opposites, of 

classical balance and harmony with pliancy and abandon, in several paintings and art.55  The 

scroll painting and also thangka of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling has produced idolised, 

inpalpable, yet thrilling figures that miraculously blend masculine reverence and caliber with 

feminine passion and emotionalism, figures the sub-ordinate human personal attributes, to an 

abstract and supernatural type. Many several communities and cultures of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region with a similar metaphysical reality, the more genuine because it is so 

simple and universal and also nature oriented. 
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 The traditional contemporary pattern of Thangkas in Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling  

The Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling thangka art, through the intelligence, beauty and 

diversity of its tradition has been the efficient and fitting vehicle for the spread of Himalayan 

culture abroad.  Scenes from the jatakas and Avadanas, the Ramayana, the Harivamsa and the 

Mahabharata could not have been so patiently and magnificently carved by foreigners on 

thousands of lintels of java, Burma, Cambodia, Tibet and other part of Asia had these not 

been symbolic, metaphysical episodes admissible to all peoples. The several monasteries, 

temples represent symbolic replicas of the Universe, with a regular and definite hierarchy of 

worlds and planes of life, as envisioned in the cosmology of the motherland.  The various 

temple of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region, (for example, Bokar Ngedhon Choekhor ling 

institute of Mirik, jumbulind Gumba of Mirik, Ghoom monastery in Darjeeling, Pasupati 

Mandir in Darjeeling, Hanuman Mandir of tiger-hill region, and Sinchel Simha Devi Sthan 

etc.) show the same disposition of sanctum. Sanctorum, antarala and mandapa, sikhara or 

steeple as in the motherland and their diversity traditional arts, scroll painting embodying 

common symbolic principles which represent man’s immolation or reintegration with the 

universal or cosmic man. The several art or scroll painting, thangka which was influenced by 

the central Asia, China, Nepal, Tibetan art.  It was the art of the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

that spread Sub-Himalayan myth, metaphysics and folk culture and also dharma. Now a day 

it led to the astonishing improvement or opulence of the regional style also. 

Along with the images, symbols and motifs of several scroll painting, wall painting and 

thanka, many Indian holy books have also kneaded Asian cultures.  The most significant are 

the epics, the jatakas. The puranas, the Agamas and the tantras, and such single text as the 

Sadharma – pundarika, the prajna-paramita, the Lalitavistara, the sraddhotpada, the 

Abhidharmakosa and the sutralamkara. It is only through religion and scholasticism, 
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literature and art that one can reach the soul of India, the underlying motivation of the 

constructive epoch of her history and its relation to the exterior life.  The kingdoms and 

empires are significant in Indian history not merely for their political integrations but equally 

for definite universal myths, values, and norms that they executed and elongated 

scholastically. Not entwined in indefeasible dogmas, revelatory creeds and doubtful legends 

these were able to entice and win over many foreigners. 56  

The Himalayas offer great opportunities for artistic research: they have always been 

crucial significance in relation to the progress of religious art of India as well as the Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region.  The Sub-Himalayan order of art, the design of several 

monasteries, and the symbolism of the components of nature are all focussed in thangka art.  

Religion is the encouragement of all vital art. The Indians did not admire and worship the 

Himalaya as only because they were beautiful, majestic and wonderful, but chiefly because 

within their inner consistency they conserved the worshipful source of life, the fount of purity 

which made India a prolific, progressive and holy land.  The common prayer of humanity,  

“Give us this day our daily bread”, - the first boon which the Christian asks of his heavenly 

father, conveys the thought which inspired Indian worship at the great Himalayan well of 

life.57    

The artist of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling who grapple to implant into the inner querencia 

of traditional thought has first to clear the ground of many inadvertence, misconception and 

historical incompatibility – for traditional thangka art, through very old in itself, is from a 

western point of view a new subject of study. It is hardly more than fifteen years since it 

began to arise from the category of entomology and to be taken solemnly into account by 

modern art critics as belonging to the demesne of aesthetics, from which are usually substract 

all the art of native peoples of this region. Ruskin, in the mod-Victorian era, brought his 
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heaviest artillery to bear upon it, and ascribed to the devil and his myrmidons all the notions 

of the Hindu Sculptor and painter as he understood them.58  

Though the beauty of the Thangka – paintings obliged admiration, the people of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling who thought, to be illustrated as an off shoot of the early traditional 

concept and therefore distantly associated with Tibetan art. The thangka art of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling are contained, in a depreciatory sense, implying a period of 

depreciation in which the creative inspiration of China was lost and Indian art regressed to its 

own primordial nature.   

Ruskin’s impression dissuaded when art teaching was made a part of our educational 

programme in India.  School of art were to vignette, less violently, but more successfully, the 

iconoclastic propaganda of Aurangzeb and bring the right of south kensington to shine upon 

the darkness of Indian imagination.  The same impression ruled for more than half a Century 

in the administration of our national art museums.59 The essential and all important attribute 

of Indian art – its livingness is still regarded either with insufferable scepticism or with 

aloofness as a disadvantageous and rather annoying subject. But is has been usually 

acknowledged that India for many centuries was the centre of a dynamic aesthetic stimulate 

which immensly affected the whole art of Asia. Probably, when the study of traditional 

thangka art has grown out of its infancy, we shall also discover that it had a far greater 

dominance upon other art live Tibetan scroll painting, Chinese art and western art than we are 

now affectionate to admit.60    

The local folk tradition of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling helps to discover the inner 

thoughts and motives of traditional thangka art. All the dynamic impulse of art come from a 

people’s efforts at self-realization, as they are influenced by their mode of life, religious 

thought and by the impress they derive from their environment. It will, therefore be our chief 
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motive to trace some of the most vital impulse in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling art to their 

fountain head and connect them with Indian life and thought – which closely relateld with the 

nature’s component.  Ruskin’s charge against Indian artists was that they had wilfully seated 

up and put separately the entire volume of the world and had thrown a veil over the whole 

exhibition of creation. It would be nearer the mark to say that artist of thangka painting of 

Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling tried so passionately to perforate through the veil of natural 

appearances and used the forms of art to illustrate their philosophy of life, it is sometimes 

hard for those who cannot real their symbolic language to follow their line of thought and to 

understand their objectives. Though art is to some extent a universal language, so much so 

that great artists in all countries do not often need an imitator between themselves, a critic 

who misunderstands an artist’s aims and fails to ensue his line of thought is not likely to form 

a just perception of his aesthetic achievement.61  

The interpretation of Sub-Himalayan artistic symbolism is not an easy matter, because 

several literature of Buddhist religion, and Sanskrit literature, so far gives very little clue to 

the meaning of it. At least scholars of thngka art in the west and asia have not yet brought to 

light much clear information on this point.  This may be because the study of Indian art is still 

so young.  It must be said, however that Buddha text, Tibetan literature which enlighten the 

meaning of thangka and scroll painting. The Indian poet whom European men of letters were 

not showed to admire regards nature with the same eye as the artist they could not 

understand. But after all, the definitive is not the only or the surest method of analyzing art.  

It is rather by living in the atmosphere in which art grows and by opening one’s mind to the 

dominance of its environment that one comes instinctive to a true understanding of it. To 

accept, as Ruskin did not whole people deliberating shut their eyes to the beauties of nature, 

and were wholly impassive to the impression of their environment, is to render oneself 

incompetent of entering into the spirit of their art, for no artistic movement, so long – lived 
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and so closely bound up with a people’s life as that of India, ever subsisted, or could exist, 

which had not its deepest root in the influence made upon the human mind by the theological 

and material environment in which that art was constructed. A people who are inanimate to 

impressions from their own environment create no art, for they lack the motive power which 

is behind all art excogitation.62  In the 11th Century thangka painting in western Tibet began 

to draw inspiration from Kashmiri School of painting when the great monk – Scholar 

Rinchen – Sangpo brought Kashmiri artist’s to Tibet.  However, this dominance diminished 

as Buddhism began to wane in India, as well as Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling also, with the 

result that Nepalese styles prevailed.  From the 14th Century, Chiness styles also had some 

influence on thangka painting, but by that time, a distinctive Tibetan style that combined the 

different influences had rised. During the centuries that followed, several schools of painting 

arose which endure until today.  Thangka painting is a form of religious painting.  Buddhist’s 

use the images of deities and mandalas for several techniques, of meditation.  Some of them 

also represent the history of a wise person or a king and particularly represent the different 

component of nature. Each deity has a different grid of measurement, enabling the image to 

be exact according to the ancient holy geometry of Thangka. Not only measurement but 

symbols, colours and positions have significant meaning so to understand a thangka, one 

must learn its symbolism. Referring to the importance of symbolism, Rene Guenon once said: 

“True symbolism, far from being artificially invented by man, is inherent in nature itself; or 

rather (that) the whole of nature is nothing but a symbol of transcendent realities.” 63  To 

discover the expression of nature, which always made the deepest influence upon the mind of 

the people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling, if we look the traditional painting then we can see 

the majestic mountain tree, and monsoon are inter-related with each other: Take only a rapid 

observation of Indian literature, and scholar will find that all Indian poetry and mythology 

point to the Himalayas as the centre of the world and as the throne of the great Gods or if we 
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will follow the life of Modern India and joint the certain stream of pilgrims wending their 

way from cloister to cloister you will find that the decisive goal of Sadhu and Sannyasin or 

monks is up the strenuous Himalayan slopes. For those who shrink from such long and 

laborious pilgrimages of different parts of India offer an easier form of sadhana. It would be 

curious actually if such deep and abiding influence as the mystery and ostentation of the 

Himalaya obviously made upon the Indian mind had found no reflection in Indian religious 

art and specially the art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling also. But it is not too much to say that 

the feeling of awe and solicitation which their majesty stimulated gives the key-note to the 

elucidation of Indian art and special reference to Sub-Himalayan thangka art. Here is the 

chief clue to the meaning of Indian symbolism.  Religion is the encouragement of all vital 

art.64  Several form how a text on philosophy is written in a book an image will portray the 

same message, but in a different way; it ostracizes the time that it takes to read a text and it 

radiates its meaning in a flash, in a blink, bringing out the substance of timeless and the 

reality of its entirely. Symbolism and form in Thangka go beyond ordinary visual figurations, 

representing the primary theological substance of things. Notion such as vacantness, 

temporality and charitable consciousness and are per instance represented by the positioning 

of the deity, number of heads, legs and arms, the instruments it holds, jewels, flowers, mudras 

(hand positions) and so forth.65   In Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling if you see properly a Thangka, 

it is obligatory to consider the painting. This is why it is foremost that the painter does his 

work with dedication and skill for he or she holds a great responsibility. Very several from 

other contemporaneous art, thangka does not allow creative freedom; a good thangka painter 

will sketch it and paint it as a geometrical figure – though, a holy symbol. But it is only 

implementing for traditional thangka art. But now a day’s artist of various thangka and also 

scroll painting is too much liberal, because they allow creative freedom in their artistic work.  

The artists are using their generous notions in the art work for commercial impetous. They 
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have used several chemical colours, such as radium colour, and also used the high caliber 

velvet, silk cloth, radium colour, distemper they have used only because the shininess in 

night. But here is one question emerge that why they have used different chemical colour 

alternatively of natural colour?  The only cause is that the long lastingness of thangka art and 

also scrolls paintings. The artist’s are using their generous conduct though a secular course. 

They intimate the pattern of thangka for several religious avenues. To do such work of deep 

studies, intentness, trained skills and patience, if requires the painter an especially theological 

insight as motivation. It takes many weeks more often a few months or even years to do one 

single complete and correct thangka.  The thangka painter’s work mush become his or her 

theological practice, because its satisfaction with the work will not come directly or 

spontaneously after the end result, but it will transform his or her mind during the methods if 

it is practiced as a meditation without anticipation. Thangka after all is not only an art; it is a 

path. 66  The Thangka that portrays the wheel of life, the mechanism of samsaric self-

imprisonment – it is said that Buddha himself made this thangka for a known king of his 

time, and so the first thangka was formed. The Thangka portrays the God of Death, who 

holds the wheel with his claws. This is very interesting, because what death holds in it claws 

represents life. This formed how it is eternalized by the cycle of death and rebirth. This 

uniformity we can find also in Hindu religion. In the centre is a rooster representing pleasure 

and attachment, a pig representing opaqueness, and snake, hatred.  Each one bites the tail of 

other, representing that one leads to the other. Out of ignorance one pleasure, causing 

affection and affection can cause hatred and so the whole human drama begins. The plot 

generally starts as a pretty love story which with time lovers becomes attached to each other, 

increasing their fear of loss, and if not returned according to their anticipation they are easily 

hurt and anger arises, jealousy, pleasure and a total misunderstanding of the true nature of 

affairs which is now clouded by those poisons of the mind.  The whole story effortlessly 
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becomes a rolling snowball, getting bigger and denser. It becomes so stubborn to get out of 

this cycle.  Around the centre of the wheel are the six main spokes of the wheel, which depict 

the six dominions where a being reincarnates – hell beings, hungry ghosts, animals, humans, 

semi gods and gods. The Buddhist explain the hell beings experiencing dreadful suffering all 

the time; their bodies being chopped off, being burned and eaten by demons and so forth.  

The hungry ghosts are greedy beings, with a mouth so small that not even a needle can go 

through; they have a long neck and an inestimable stomach. Whatever they eat tastes spicy.  

These creatures are mostly represented with their mouths on fire. They are also always 

suffering from the extremes of temperatures in their dominion. Humans suffer from four 

elemental sufferings: birth, old age, sickness and death. Other main suffering from a human 

being is envisaged of enemies or the loss of loved ones; they also mainly suffer from 

displeasure of not getting what they want or not wanting what they have.  Even though, it is 

said in Buddhism that human life is the most valuable of all; humans have the greatest 

effective to find liberation, because they are not too low nor too high in the dominion, they 

can find a path to sangfroid more easily.67 

This Thangka delimitate the Buddha in Bhumisparsa Mudra (Earth Touching Posture).  

The right hand, with palm turned inward, touches the ground with tips of the outstretched 

fingers.  The manner of sitting is that Vajra (Thunderbolt/diamond), that is, the two legs are 

firmly locked with the soles perceptible. The seat is created of three components: moon or 

white, sun or green and lotus or blue. Moon stands for sambritisatya (relative truth), Sun for 

paramartha satya (absolute truth) and lotus for a nupaliptata (non-attachment).  The throne 

rests on white lions and buff components. The white lion stands for dasabala (the ten 

strengths which the Buddha overwhelmed) and the elephant for prati-sambhida (correct 

comprehension or logical analysis).  The frill of the mat depicts a three, probably kalpalata 

(wish granting tree).  The top piece of alter is ratnachhattra (expensive parasol) which 
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protects all life from the tribulation of Klesa (suffering). Just below the parasol is Garuda, the 

giant bird with human limbs, represented in grey. The garuda or the heavenly eagle depicted 

the first paramita, that is, dana (charity).  The three components of the sat moon, sun, and 

lotus are represented in white, green and blue. Sun is usually shown in some shade of yellow.  

The colour scheme and the assignment of animate and amassed objects strike a balance 

distinctive in the records or Mahayana iconography. The characteristic Tibetan style of 

obstruction with so many Buddhas, Bodhisattavas, deities, men, animals and other motifs, 

recalling remote as well as close relations is inexistent in this set of five thangkas. The 

colours and landscapes please the aesthetic cravings of the Buddhists and non-Buddhists 

alike.68  The Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling’s thangka painting has not met so far with the same 

perception as that received by its Tibetan, Nepal and Chinese counterparts. In a way this is 

not surprising; as collections of oriental art are rich of too many modern thangka painters 

have little novelty and are so sub-survient to the rules of iconography that they are hardly 

able to give separate forms to their own fancy. They follow a certain number of fixed 

patterns, but are hardly able to display any creative power.  All this is true to a particular 

extent.  The thangka painting of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling is imbued with a spirit of serene 

simplicity and a devout and native grace which not occasionally suggest a natural rapport 

with the Chinese primordial. In fact the visions unfolding before the artist’s wondering eyes 

are the same and we are course, it is true that the exalted and grace of Chinese is not equaled, 

on the whole by the thangka painter of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling and many schools follow 

the hieratic models of Indian theme which is associated to the nature, so closely that they 

produce into a sort of expression and existent of conventional manner. Even with the best 

artist, the weight of iconographic tradition is dominant to such an extent that the figures 

holding the centre of a picture are as flat and stationary as if they were copied from bloodless 

models.  But it is a very rare case that we have seen the behaviour of artist. It is, however, the 
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manner in which the artist of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling treats colour that should concern our 

attention and the worth of their work lies in the skill and consciousness with which they grade 

their shades and place them near one another, conferring to the whole the sparkling life a 

rainbow. The merit of this kind of painting is not completly in its artlessness and in the 

mastery of colour; nor should we overlook the ingenuousness of its religious inventiveness 

which bestows on every picture the character of a divine invocation. The pattern of the 

thangka painting of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling reproduces the traditional soul of traditional 

manner like a mirror in which the people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling can realize what they 

have learnt from China, Nepal or Central Asia, Tibet and what they have created on their own 

implantation.69  If we sincerely see the specimens of thangka art then we can see highlighted 

in the images they present the culture and the theological history of a people who lived for 

ages and are still living under the possession of religion. Thus, this thangka art (which is 

influenced by Tibetan, Chinese, Nepal and other part of Asia) is an unfolding panoramic 

vision of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling soul, its religious life and its history. For this reason the 

meaning of these traditional thangka arts of this region cannot be grasped fully unless we 

discern them in their own environment. We must, therefore, be intimate with at least an 

outline of their theological background of their progress.70 In the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

areas where traditional thangka art continues to enjoy that unbroken tradition and viability it 

once overwhelmed in Tibet. It is in this area along the frontiers of adjacent section of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling that a good portion of traditional manner of thangka art survives. The 

traditional art of Thangka has been exposed to the same set of influences and inspirations as 

that in Tibet.  But the metamorphosis in art styles appears to have been carried out in the Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region. If it is possible to speak of groups (a la Tucci ), on the evidence 

of shared characteristics in the case of Traditional Tibetan art, it is not even possible to refer 

to these groupings of stylistic influences in the art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling.71 During the 
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preparation of old thangka stone colour , vegetable dyes and two primary colours  such as red 

and yellow are used in penalty. These two primary colours show the dissimilarity between the 

fire and life, between material and immaterial.The orange colours symbolize wisdom of the 

highest form of spiritedness, the blue colour suggest depth,purity and infinity, while green 

represent the vegetable purpose. 72 

The Thangka art in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling exhibit more local folk traditional 

manner. Since the shakya period under the Chinese impression, mountains were delimitated 

in the shape of crags of Dolomites. But in Darjeeling region mountains are drawn in the 

shape of a cone, which is typically stimulated by the local Himalayan tradition. Besides there 

are a lot of locally inspired component which do not conform to Tibetan rules. The artists of 

thangka painting not only delineate the legends of the Buddha’s life, they also narrate the 

story of the lives of the siddhas. And the pictorial composition is originally Ajantan. It should 

remain any trained observer of the great Bodhisattava panel.73  The artist used the colour in 

the thangka painting which is similar to the great Boddhisattava panel in Ajanta.  Here is the 

imitation of the Tibetan colour tradition and Indian colour tradition. The influence of Tibetan 

art on recent traditional thangka painting of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region should be a 

matter of interest as well as curiosity. One of the sources of modern Indian painting has been 

Buddhist, i.e., the Ajanta Murals. But seldom are the Tibetan encouragement mentioned.  

Many of the formal features of Tibetan painting were adapted by Nandalal Bose, the 

stylizations of drawing in particular. Nicholai Roerich produced many canvases under the 

encouragement of Tibetan Buddhism. There are Tibetan paintings in stature theme, 

composition, colouring and symbolism.  But more Buddhist and Tibetan are the paintings by 

Lama A. Gobinda.  Forthwith much interest is being manifested for Tantrik art. Excepting a 

few Nirad Mazumder’s works, the trend appears towards fashionableness and newness. But 

one could hope that in not too remote a future the artist of kindred susceptibility would turn 
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towards Tibetan painting in their search for a new aesthetics.  If one of the functions of art be 

to heighten cognition, it is Tibetan Buddhism’s forte. That art can become a yana or carrier 

for man’s theological integration is decidedly one of the great lessons of Tibetan art.74 So, the 

thangka arts of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling are the standardized forms in style, media and 

technique fixed by tradition.  The artists of this traditional art inherit and bond to them more 

with faithful skill than with an enlighten for self-articulation.  
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Pic-113 

Traditional Thangka, Source: collected by researcher, from Art Emporium, Darjeeling 
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Pic-116 

Traditional Thangka  

Source: collected by researcher, from Art Emporium, Darjeeling 
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Pic-117 

Pata Chitra, Collected from Biswa Bangla, Darjeeling 

 Pic-118 & Pic-119   

Traditional Thangka  

Source: collected by researcher, from Kalimpong Art Gallery, Darjeeling 
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Traditional Thangka 

Source: collected by researcher, from Kalimpong Art Gallery, Darjeeling 
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Pic-123, Source: collected by researcher, from Asian Art Palace, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 125 

Source: collected by researcher, from Asian Art Palace, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 128 

Source:collected by researcher, from Kalimpong Art Gallery, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 130 

Source: collected by researcher, from Kalimpong Art Gallery, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 131 

Traditional very old thangka on the wall  

Source: collected by researcher,from Salbari Monastery 
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Pic- 132 

Scroll painting, ready for sale 

Source: collected by researcher, from Batasia loop, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 133 

Vabachakra with decorative pattern, Source: collected by researcher,from Mirik Monastery 

 

Pic- 134 

Source: collected by researcher, from Mirik Monastery 
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Pic- 137 

Source: collected by researcher, from Mirik Monastery 
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Pic- 139 

Source: collected by researcher, from Mirik Monastery 
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Source: collected by researcher, from Mirik Monastery 
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Pic- 143 

Traditional Thangka, Source: collected by researcher, from old Ghoom Monastery 
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Pic- 144 

Old Thangka, Source: collected by researcher, from Ghoom Monastery 

 

                                               Pic- 145, Vendor waiting for customer 

                                          Source: collected by researcher, from Mirik 
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                                  Pic- 146, Scroll painting of Sub Himalayan Darjeeling 

 

Pic- 147 

Thangka painting use for ritual and home decoration purpose 

Source: collected by researcher, from Mirik 
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Thangka, Source: collected by researcher, from Salbari Monastery 
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CHAPTER-V 

DECORATIVE ART OF SUB- HIMALAYAN DARJEELING 

Man has travelled a long way towards the accomplishment of his expectation for the 

comfort, satisfaction and utilities of life, from cave cells in distant mountainous regions and 

forests to contemporary flats, with labor-saving apparatus in the urban areas and better 

amenities even in smaller towns with power and water supplies. But has he done so really 

speaking? Today, the city dweller has to live, not in a small cave cell, but in a cultured 

apartment with his entire family in a vast mountain like form within asector not much larger 

than that of a cave cell or a small mud hut.  Wherever he may dwell, man’s residence has to 

be a place where he can carry on his household pursuits, relax after his day’s work and 

engage in a corporate life with his family and friends. Towards that end he desire to works, 

and gears all his spirits. Various countries have distinct types of homes, built in keeping with 

their climatic situations, the specific ways of life of the people of the country and 

conventional architectural trends. They are also equipped with a view to his work, respite and 

pleasure and as esthetically as feasible within his means. 

Various notions of Decoration 

India’s huge treasures of cave dwellings and archaeological traces and architectural 

grandeur, found all over the country, provide adequateproof that man has always tried to 

make his environment propitiate to himself, artistic, signifying and above all utilitarian.The 

once successful, buried cities of Lothal, Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa that have now been 

excavated and are served as prehistoric sites are evidence of the way people lived, the things 

of houses they construct and the things that were permanently used by them. All these 

entirepersisting results human endeavor in artistic creativity completelyopen up the attributes 

of architecture and ornamental art of the age to which they belong. 
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So far as India is concerned, it is difficult to perceive what is meant by interior 

decoration, unless important perspectives of the matter are borne in mind. The conventional 

structure of interior decoration in India diverse from those of west.The peoples of India have 

from time antediluvian been constantly involved in a search for things of lasting value, things 

of a perdurable character, in variance to those of a momentary nature. This is true not only of 

terrestrial things, but also of literature and the fine arts of sculpture, painting and music. This 

conjecture is probably, a deliberation of their religious faith and conviction. The result has 

been that they have approved architectural and sculptural attributes and murals for their 

ornamentations, rather than furniture, for sanctifying the interiors of their public monuments 

or private homes. 

One finds, therefore, that in India the inwards of public buildings whether they are 

temples, mosques, grandeur cenotaph, public halls or palaces, were beautified by delicate 

architectural features, engravings and sculptures.  A great deal of care was elaborated on 

every nook and corner of the building.  Its aesthetic charm was magnified by decorative 

pillars and brackets inviting and marvelous thresholds and doorways, frescos on the walls and 

ceilings, artistic coping and friezes in stucco work and chiseled and ornamental screens. To 

add to these characteristics, the compounds and floors had to be prim and sparkling. One of 

the early morning duties of the housewife was to make fresh free-hand motifs on the floor 

near the gateway with chalk or rice flour paste. 

The architectural necessities of a pretty Indian home were lovely friezes, enchanting 

screens, sweeping arches, graceful niches, long corridors and open verandahs. With this 

overall frame work, it was no amazement that furniture and furnishings possessed a place of 

minor significance. Apart from, the tradition was that every article in the home had to have 

more uses than one. In the association of the present day, life has become more and more 

intricate and is an exert influence on by models of living in several parts of the world because 
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of termination contacts with them. Situations, therefore, urged a intermingling of the old and 

the new, the old on account of tradition, pertinency and habit, and the new in dominance of 

modern influences, habitation problems, adjustments to several living situations and service 

complications greater thought and attention need to be given to the cognizance of essential or 

important things, while those which are inessential or trivial justify to be turn down. The 

house holder has to see that every room and every object in the home fulfils the urge of both 

efficiency and aesthetic impregnation. Once the concept of interior ornamentation in India is 

entirely understood, a true image of this art in its implementation to Indian conditions rises 

before the mind’s eye. Probably a question may be asked, and relevantly too, whether the 

concept of interior decoration is not modern and alien, emerging from our contacts with 

western ideas, or sharpened from present day trends in other countries. This may be partly 

true, if we look interior decoration from this angle, as many do today. A glimpse into India’s 

past discloses that town planning, good housing and pleasant and aesthetic living were not 

ignored in any way in this country. Afterwards public buildings and institutions, there was a 

continuous advancement of townships that flourished as commercial and industrial cities at 

several ports where urban life appeared. A dip into the ancient Hindu, Jain and Buddhist 

literature disclose that due attention was paid to these things by our ancestors.1 

The reference of mahayantra-pravartakas, or engineers as we call them today, 

architects, shilpins,2 and many artisans of old in our old texts assures that eligible men were 

in exercise as professionals, and a number of auxiliary occupations were followed by artisans.  

The life of comfort led by the nagarikas or residents of urban areas, narrated by vatsyayana, is 

adequate proof of the cognizance of the significance of congenial and aesthetic living in those 

early times. A mentions to some of the sixty-four vidyasspecified by vatsyayana in his 

kamasutra, an old treatise alsodealing with the responsibilities of a man both as a householder 

and a citizen, will give an idea of the arts in which he was awaited to be efficient. There are at 
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least a dozen vidyas or segments of wisdom uttered that a normal nagarika or citizen was 

conjectured to know in order to equip him as such. Among these dozen vidyas were 

architecture and house building, including the artistic tilling of floors, horticulture and 

gardening, matting and weaving, carpentry, weaving of cane, floral decking of carriages, 

palanquins and doles, flower arrangements in the home, furnishing the home with divans 

(low sofas), beds, tables for toilet requisites, rangoli (floor drawing) and toy 

making. 3 Afterwards the figurative characteristics inside a house, its surroundings were 

indiscriminately significant. Houses needed gardens around them, with well laid out flower-

beds, figurative plants, trees that produced fruit in several seasons, and large trees that gave 

shade. In the gardens were paths with overhanging bowers on which flowering creepers 

bloomed in all their glory, filling the air with their aroma. Avenues with shady trees 

proliferated. The earliest evidence to a garden is by Megasthenes who found the 570 towers 

of pataliputra breath-taking. The palace, which was built chiefly of wood, transgressed in its 

glamour the palace of Ecbatana4 and Susa. It stood in a comprehensive park filled with 

flowering trees and shrubs containing many fish ponds. There were shady groves and trees 

set in clumps forming bowers with their branches entwine by some especial cunning of the 

gardener. There are bids there, free and unanchored, nesting in branches, bids of all kinds 

besides the parrots that are kept there and wheel in bevies round the king’s person.  There are 

lovely artificial tanks with fishes in them, very large and quite mild.5 

This type of city life was perhaps separated from life in the villages, which however had 

its own temptation. Village lives, which more or less approach to tribal life, give back the 

aesthetic appetites of the people who lived in the villages. Their homes were adorned with 

icons, drawings on the walls, carved wood work, terracotta figurines and masks. They also 

comprised beautiful articles of aptness like tobacco-cases, baskets, chests for keeping things, 

lovely earthenware, embroideries and loom tapestries. We can now envision, in general, the 
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homes of the Indian people of ancient times, whether in the successful cities or in the distant 

villages. This way of life pursuedconstantly for centuries. There was no considerable change 

or transformation until India began to have greater associations with the Western world, and 

the people became fascinated of their entirely several pattern of life. While Westerners 

acknowledged many of the characteristics of decorations and embellishing in India and 

borrowed them to decorate their homes, the people here rejected them step by step and began 

pioneering emerge features of interior decoration. 

The subject of interior decoration is worried with the aesthetic and functional 

perspective to things within the four walls of a home. It, therefore, welcomes a very wide 

range of articles. The Indian notion of a thing of art combines in itself not merely its 

functional but also its persisting values. Decoration and the decorative arts can presume a 

wide diversity of forms and shapes, relying on the object which it is desired to embellish or 

beautify, whether it be a shrine a public monument, a palace or a moderate house. In giving 

manifestation to his inborn desire for designing beautiful things to delight the eye and feed 

the innovation, man has stretch neither his time nor his labor during the several periods of 

civilization. 

The first stage of decorative art in India is that of the prehistoric phase of which we can 

get an idea from the primitive inserted sites and what has been dug up there. They equip 

instance of an urban civilization aided by an agricultural stage of society. The survival of 

such a civilization in many parts of the country is exhibited by the exhumations made by 

archaeologists at Pataliputra, Lothal, and the Narmada Valley and earlier in the Indus valley, 

which is now dated as pertaining to the period between B.C. 2500 and 1700.6“The high 

quality of the materials used in the construction of houses, the advantageous nature of the 

residences, the planning of cities (and) great hydropathical establishments” and the metals 

and mixture then in use have fetched to light a high standard of living.  It is also ascertained 
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that this stage was reached before the Aryans penetrated India. When the Aryans immigrated 

to India, they had to compete with strong people living in protected “Puras and durgas” that is 

localities and fortresses. Indra, one of the Vedic gods, is described as “Purandara” the shaker 

of cities.7 The period of Indo-Aryan is amalgamation, the Vedanta’s, the Upanishads and the 

Puranas. Vedic literature specifies a number vocations that were accompanied, no doubt to 

serve for the needs of a advanced society, among them bring that of black smiths or metal 

workers or taxidermists, gold and silver smiths, vaniks or traders and Krishi workers or 

agriculturists. Even though the two ancient epics, the Ramayana and Mahabharata, are 

narrativeseulogizing human virtues portraying the character of heroes, there is sufficient 

material in them describing the life of the common man as well as of princely families.  The 

third stage of interior decoration in India is a splendid one. In this era one comes face to face 

with the artworks or forms of the many beautiful things that embellished homes and palaces.  

This was an epoch of what may be illustrated as great happenings. The frescos of Ajanta are 

eminent instances of the art of interior decoration. From some of these paintings it would be 

crop up that wood as well as stone and brick masonry were implemented for the interior 

decoration of the houses as soon in them. The superbly carved columns, pilasters, lintels, 

arches and ceilings of the interior of these houses designate that much timber was used to 

decorate them. A careful and précised study of the Ajanta caves and the murals that embellish 

their walls leads one to the inference that while public monuments, monasteries and temples 

were built in rock, domestic architecture made utilize of wood for the building of houses.8 

Art of wood Carving in Ancient India 

Wood has been a primitive material and an almost universal form of manifestation of 

the creative urge of man for the last five thousand years or so. Conceivably the earliest 

sculptor for its easy accessibility and ready manageability had chosen it for expressing his 

creative impulse and even in later times a sculptor seems to have tried his hand first in this 
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form before he worked in more solid and resistant materials like stone and metals. Woefully 

the enduring instances are not that enough in terms of output and antiquity. Most of the 

existent specimens coming from the distinct parts of India are rather late, considered along 

with the literary traditions concerning this art; they are probably adequate to specify that 

wood was regarded as one of the major plastic apparatus by the artists in the days of yore.  

Comprehensibly they earned a thorough study on a relative method along with the sculptural 

formations in other media like stone and metal. 

The term phrase carving has so rational an implication as to cover figural sculptures 

both freestanding and reliefs), cult-icons, architectural decorations, household articles and 

toys and furniture.9A hymnist of the Rig-Veda once asked: ‘which was the forest, and what 

was the tree out of whose wood the heaven and earth were carved?’Amidst the components 

out of which Visvakarma the heavenly artist could have designed the universe it was wood 

that first occurred to the mind of Vedic sage. Indeed, besides clay wood was the most 

preferred material in the primordial world as medium of originative manifestation on account 

of the fact that it was as even now, effortlessly attainable and readily tractable. Literary 

references clearly specify the popularity of wood as a plastic material, but remaining to its 

decayable mature extant samples ancient wood carving is very rare. A differentiation of these 

instances, which were manufactured by the primordial in the far-off days, with the 

comparatively recent carvings of the tribal and the unspecialized people, would tend to 

suggest that the genesis of the art lies in the magical-religious ideas of indigenous peoples 

(naturvolker). In reality tribal and primordial art is more magical-religious than aesthetic in 

essence and satisfaction.10 

Wood has been exercised for a variety of grounds since the dawn of civilization.  It has 

been associated with human life from his birth to death: his infancy is made of wood and his 

bodily leavings after his death are disposed of with the shape of a coffin or a cluster of piles. 
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Timbers have provided material for his residence and his household articles, utensils, 

furniture, agricultural devices, vehicles, boats and also fuel for cocking his food.  There are a 

number of trees like vata (ficusindica),) and udumbara (ficusglomerata) which have 

medicinal and power permitting property. As a malleable material too wood has been 

considerable use for at least 5000 years. And its popularity has been principally due to its 

prime accessibility and ready tractability. Artists all over the world in ancient as well as 

modern times have further been precise by its gain which gives variety of motif or style and 

consistency to its surfaces, by its precise and variegated colors and by its warmth which stone 

and metal lacks. As a mechanism of secular as well as religious sculpture and architectural 

decoration wood is seen to have been in wide utility throughout the ancient and medieval 

world.11 

It is very fascinating to find in the work of a well known Indian astronomer of the sixth 

century A.D. by name Varahamihira, called the ‘Brihat Samhita, a mention to the several 

kinds of wood that were favoured in India for making furniture. This leads one to infer that 

selection wood for furniture long in practice in India. His itemizes fourteen kinds, 

incorporating the famous teak, black wood (sisso) and sandalwood, which were in modern 

use.12Reference is also made to the best time for parting as well as seasoning wood in the 

Silpa Sastra on engineer and architecture and in some of the puranas.13 Apart from these 

invoguetypes, other popular and principal timbers incorporated sandal (samtalum album), 

babul (acacia arabicaacacia Arabica), hal (odinacordifolia), nim (azadirachtaindica), comb-

teak or guman (gumelina – arloorea), Khir or Khirni (manilkanahexandra), mahua 

(madhukaindica), Sadri (terminaliatomontosa) and teeter (tamarindusindica). Mango wood is 

also appeared in large scale use. In India the primitive of the practice of wood has been 

shoved back to the Indus civilization.14 
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It has been speculated that the Harappa’s used timbers in fashioning the upper stories of 

their buildings, these ceilings of which were flat and built of solid beams protected with 

planking finished with a top dressing of beaten earth. Presumably some sort of mural 

decoration, such as sculpted wood or color was used on these constructions. The 

marketability of wood in the next period of Indian culture is attested by one of the hymns of 

the Rig-Veda stated at the outset, where the sage questioned: which was the forest and what 

was the tree out of whose wood the heaven and earth were sculpted?  Imaginably buildings, 

images and other articles in the Rig-Veda, later Vedic and early historical stages were made 

of wood.  The tradition about a sandal wood sculpture of Jivantasvami (Mahavira) sculpted in 

his life time and apparently worshiped by his disciples.15 

We can say with the reference in the Buddhist literature to the Darukammika as the 

prosperous carpenter or the timber merchant, the Yankara as building chariot-wheels, the 

Tachchaka as modeling wood, and carpenters erecting wooden structures propose that 

carpentry during this time had reached a notably promoted stage; it was a specialized 

vocations and that the carpenter’s art had achieved perfection to a great scale. It seems from 

mentions to wooden structures that the most considerable work that the carpenters were doing 

was building houses and palaces. Earlier to the improvement of stone architecture, it was the 

wooden architecture which was frequent in the country, and the eminent wooden palace of 

Chandragupta Maurya is well known.16The classic writers like Arian and Strabo express, on 

the authority of their predecessor, Megasthenes, who stayed at the court of Chandragupta 

Maurya (c.324-300 B.C.), that the main section of the imperial palace be composed of a 

series of hypostyle halls bearing pillars of wood each of which was grabbed around with 

vines engraved in gold and adorned with designs of birds and foliage in gold and silver.17 

We also get references in the Nikayas to usual house of wood and pinnacled houses 

having roof beams.  The Maha-Ummaga Jataka says about of the building. The city fortress 
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of Mithila, reparation of the old structures and so on, for which the carpenters were sent to 

the forest for assembling the needed timber on 300 boats. The AtinachittaJataka gives a vivid 

narration of the work carpenters involved in the building industry. As massive logs were 

wanted for the objective of house building, they expected it is the best course to go inside the 

forests, procure the essential materials, and transport them through rivers to their workshops.  

Accordingly, they went inmost the forest in vessels, and according the requires of the variety 

of the building under erection, shaped beams and planks, put together, the framework, 

numbering all the samples and then carried them through the river. They would then 

construct the houses and send them to the customers and get their wages.18 

Furniture, the major among household items, deserves a particular consideration. That 

in the Indians in the distant past gave adequate attention to it is conveyed by a long list of 

furniture articles included in the sixth Khandhaka of the ‘Chullavagga’ of VinayaPitaka.  This 

list containing a large diversity of chairs and several types of bedsteads sustains the influence 

that furniture in those days was no less varied in form and nature than it is now. However 

Indian furniture, at present recently, contained of bedsteads (charpai), stools or small tables 

(chauki), teapoys, folding chairs, wicker chairs (modha), separation screens and litters (palki). 

In many of these articles may be acknowledged the survival of old art forms and some of 

them fascinatingly belong to the ancient Egyptian and Babylonian collections. While under 

the Muslim rule bedsteads presumed a massive emergence, during the British regime huge 

beds with engraved figures of nymphs and sensual reliefs became fashionable.  From the 

early eighteenth century onwards chairs also came under European impact and instances 

engraved with baroque European leaf work, came to be considered with jewels or 

implimented in silver, gold and ivory, and came to be considered as prize assets of Indian 

Nawabs and also Zamindars. 19 
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India has a sybaritic domain in wood, for each type has its own specific properties of 

grain and strength. Man disclosed this marvelous attributes of the wood and soon felt the 

magic vibrating in his own fingers which could cut and form this material. Soon a 

wonderland of elegance was formed out of it, for every little thing for practice could be 

beautified by some engraving. So, could the adjoining, in fact every part of the formation 

could be furnished. The discerning wood workers manifested styles and items that each 

particular type of wood lends it to, providing appreciable range in fascinating wood work. For 

evidence Kashmir has the soft toned graceful walnut and the facile deodar wood that has 

directed the craft man’s efficient fingers into subtle lines and decorative motifs gracefully and 

captivating objects with natural colors accomplished. The chiseling was always accustomed 

to the function of the articles. Likewise, fine lattice work that went into elevating screens was 

exquisitely shaped into jewelry caskets. The carpenter made the household artifacts. Each 

artifact had a special function: a jug for holding milk, a cup with four corners was for 

sacrificial task. There are few other items that convey high virtue carvings, the palanquin and 

chariot (temple car). Some of the chariots are as ornate as the pyramidal temple gate, with 

equally fine engraving. Building of boats and ships had achieved high attribute as a craft. The 

primary pictorial instance of this is in the Ajanta frescoes dating around 500 B.C. This shows 

an extremely attractive boat with the edge enfolded with designs and the forepart carved with 

the form of an animal. The book YuktiKalpataru has almost an absolute treatise on boat 

building and includes directions on its ornamentation shapes for engraving, furnishing, even 

the colors to be used. Likewise the warships were also luxuriously adorned. Local 

particularities are evident in wood work, some uncommon like for example a book rest with a 

tortoise base, over it a peacock, over it a lion, on the very peak an elephant. Besides the 

household objects, craft appliances were also beautifully engraved with grevency or each 
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given bird or animal shape, is it a hammer, a shuttle, a pulley, a spinning wheel, these simple 

articles modified into little works of art.   

In this situation, mention may be made of the engraving of blocks for hand printing.  

Few people perceive that centuries of a faithfully respected tradition supplies the engrowing 

demand for these magnificently, attentively chiseled engraving on little pieces of wood.  

Reference is made here of just a few household objects. Out of what appear like hundred, to 

show how very particular each craft still was in spite of large numbers being produced. This 

also declares the rich vision that enjoyed designing the pleasure evolved from a kind of 

playing with one’s talent and efficiency to give birth to a new object, but with a motive, and 

draw more various pleasures from enlarged varieties. Woodwork flowered into full growth 

when it began to be utilized for carving statues and structures. A notable fact about image 

forming is that the inner notion, the psychological factors comprised, the laws leading to the 

disclosing of the notions and building of the figure, rules governing the shape, ratio, 

attributes, symbol, are tired disregarding of the material employed to make the facade.20 

Craftsmanship began to achieve nearly unlimited proportion once architecture presumed 

central significance. Texts carefully composed in Vastuvidya and Vastusastras became the 

bibles for erection art and science. First the element used was wood which had an elegance 

and charm of its own. Though most of this has passed away.  What endures is of enormous 

worth both for its aesthetic value as confirmation of the originality of efficiency, as also 

scientific dimension and exceptional perfection making for usual stability and longevity: each 

point that went into the formation was unconventional and had a particular name, a simple yet 

productive method to avoid any error in the final gathering. Another feature of the wooden 

structure was the astonishing purity of its sections. 
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Some wood is recognized for its color like the Rakta chandani, blood colored sandal 

wood, for their fragrance like the ebony black rosewood and the celebrated faint yellow tinted 

sandal wood.  Both rose and sandal wood lend themselves terrifically to associated and 

elongated patterns, wrought by complex interlacing of foliage and scroll work, enfolding 

medallions of deities, and a diversity of details are combined with amazing efficiency, labor 

of boundless care and endurance. An ingredient that requires special mention is a whisk 

comprised of fine hair like strips of sandalwood.21 

Decorative furniture, seen in the pictures of the early medieval period, supposes new 

forms with the advent of the Portuguese and Dutch in India, who were greatly captivated by 

the engraved and studded woodwork of the country. Although Bird-wood says that the Dutch 

were the first to take fascinate in designed wooden furniture and other pieces of western style 

carved in the cultural themes attaining in temples, furniture in Victoria and Albert Museum, 

London, specifies early Indo-Portuguese manners and later those of the Indo-Dutch. The 

furniture of the later medieval age carries several foreign effects not only of the West but the 

East as well. Indian furniture appears to have exercised its impact on West from very early 

times. Connections with Greece and Rome are apparent from uniform boxes with roof like 

inclining lids and elaborate patterns common in India. It is fascinating that there is some 

resemblance in the representation of couches, thrones, seats or chairs, foot-rests, bolsters and 

bedsteads in the sculptural reliefs of Ajanta and Amravati and those of the Byzantine Empire 

of Rome, dated in the middle of the 6th and the 10th centuries A.D. Turned legs are observed 

in the bedsteads of Rome of the 2nd Century A.D. These are shows that India did not lag 

behind in the improvement of furniture styles and furnishings.22 

The most in fashion medium used for making the vessels, particularly those meant for 

immolating sacrifices and devotion, was wood. Chamasa and Chamu both of these containers 

were used for drinking. Dru, Druna, Drona, Kalaso and Dronalava: All these repositories 
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associate to one category.23Following to Hillebrandt, dru was a wooden vessel that was 

installed under the Sieve to gather the flowing Soma juice.24Drona is another well known 

mouthed vessel, usually used for bearing Prasad bestowed to the deities. 25 Many of the 

agricultural devices and household articles found stated in the Rig-Veda were also created 

from wood.  The wood of asvattha (perhaps pepal) tree was most exoteric and utilized 

especially for vessels used in sacrifices.  Reference to the following sorts of wooden articles 

is appeared in the Rig-Veda. 

(i) Ratha – It was the main equipage with Rig-Veda people utilized both in battles as well  

as for  travelling. 

(ii) Nava (boat) – References of ark are very repeatedly found in Rig-Veda. The arks 

 must have been purely formed of wood. Rig-Veda refers of an ark with hundred oars 

 (Sataritra). 

(iii) Ata (frame work of door) – At one space in Rig-Veda the word ata which signifies the 

 frame work of door, is narrated. 

(iv) Chakra (wheel) – A clear mentions of wooden wheel is traced in a section of Rig-Veda, 

 where Indra is sought to be bent (pleased) via adoration just as a carpenter curves the 

 wooden wheel. 

(v) Langala (plough) – At a passage in the Rig-Veda adoration has been made for the 

benefit of the plough and the plough man. The component used in plough must have been 

chiefly wood. 

(vi) Box – A wooden box like thing stated except details (whether it had a lid on it or  not) 

at a section in Rig-Veda. 

(vii) ManthanaDanda (churning instrument) – This instrument come-up on one or two 

occasions in Rig-Veda. Though there is no reference of what it was made of, but from its 

action it can be presumed that it must have been a wooden tool. 
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(viii) Aksa (dices) – Dices have been mentioned to in relation with the game of dices and 

 the satisfaction taking place from them is equalized with that obtained from drinking of 

soma.   They are clearly revealed to have been formed of wood. (Vibhidaka nuts). 

(ix) Talpa (cot) – This word take place in Rig-Veda stands for cot or bed. Apparently it is 

made of wood.26 

Most of the wooden crafts traced during Rig-Veda age stayed during later period also.  

The wood of udumbara, asvattha (peepale), palasa, varana and vikankala, being regarded 

refine, was used for creating most of the wooden crafts. References of the following kinds of 

vessels are found in literature.Chamasa, chamu, dronakalasa, dru, drone-ahava etc. Upabhrta 

has appeared in relation with sacrificial function.27Carpentry was an inevitable craft for the 

later Vedic society. The wood worker had then turned out more scientific in the selection of 

wood for several purposes, as is apparent from his selection of udambara wood. The methods 

of splitting tubes to wave them into basket or mat and of grinding them with stone to change 

into fibers for creating ropes were known to them. The chariot maker acquainted the 

importance of axle in the vehicle. He chose Aratu (colosanthesIndica) wood which is very 

strong for the axle and does not effortlessly break. Again to check the breaking of axle due to 

getting exquisitely heated by rapid revolution of wheel, the chariot maker used the methods 

of binding straps to its body. There is also a mention to the chariot maker’s use of the method 

of engraving on the chariots. This shows the degree of pleasure attained by this industry. The 

use of trapya, a material drawn from trapya tree for making garments stated in the Srauta 

Sutras also points to the growing consciousness of the people of diverse genres of wood and 

the techniques of using the same for the benefit of the society. Likewise, the manufacture of 

manthani, a scheme to be utilized for churning fluids, be speaks of the improvement made in 

the field of wood craft. 28 
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Chullavagga refers door and its parts, all made of wood. There is a evidence in 

chullavagga to different kinds of chairs, such as, rectangular chair (asandiko), arm chair, sofa 

(sattango, nama, tisa, disasu, appassayam, katvamanko), sofa with arms (ukkako pi 

sattango), state chair, cushioned chair, chair elevated on plinth (elaka-padaka-pitham…), 

chair with many legs (bahu-pada-pitham), a plank to relax on (palankam), cane bottomed 

chair and straw bottomed chair. Wooden shoes have also been referred in Mahavagga. It is 

awarded that Bhikkhus up in the lastpart of night unto dawn and setting on wooden shoes 

walk in the air. This tradition is still practicing among the Buddhist monks and Lama of 

various monasteries of Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling. Wooden puppets have been referred to in 

Jataka No.512.29  By and large till recently they sought to retain the tradition, form and 

design, in spite of the present day propensity in many quarter to follow the contemporaneous 

style of plastic dolls, wooden masks for ceremonial dance.30 

Pottery and terracotta art of ancient India 

One of the earliest efficiencies improved by man was in the handling of clay. The soft 

sedimentary clay was needed and coiled into containers. Lumps of clay were hand molded 

into toys or the deity that was venerated. Thus molding with clay turn out an intimate part of 

the lives of the people. It was the women who performed on clay. Even today wherever 

pottery is sized by twisting and molding, it is made by the women. Only later when the wheel 

was unearthed, men took over the function of forming posts. The motion of the wheel and the 

pressure of the hands on the clay made new shapes and form.  The potters of today even now 

design shapes which were formed 5000 years ago.31Clay is the most primitive and natural 

medium for creating objects of utility and meeting social, cultural and religious requires of 

the community. One of the characteristics of the Indian art perform in clay is its inestimable 

variety, much more so in earthen ware as this material is universally attainable. Harappa and 
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post Harappa is typical of the very early period between 900-300 B.C. Fundamentally 

serviceable, it was suitably adorned in several colors, sometimes three shades on one, and 

geometrical designs, also animals and birds, humans, some in the stylized trend which carry 

on with to this day as the ‘folk style’ mostly with a flavor of the modern ‘abstract’. This is 

one of the thrilling facts about the regularity of Indian craft tradition. It cannot really be 

dated. It appears to be for all time, for it has in it the germ of truth which man is permanently 

seeking. It thus signifies man’s first workmanship. By the way, the potter’s wheel also 

appears to be the best machine man innovated to use the power of motion for a productive 

motive. The use of fire revolutionized earthen ware, for, from this later flourished the 

terracotta art.32 

Terracotta or baked clay figurines, which arrive to be unprompted handiwork of the 

simple folk, can be manufactured on a large-scale only when particular social conditions are 

accomplished. Their making includes “technical equipment at an artisan level which goes 

beyond the independent domestic pattern or production” and is feasible in a society which is 

well settled and separated into specialized advancements including that of a potters.33In the 

Nikayas we often get reference of without potter and his apprentice. The former is known 

Kumbhakara.  From the literary as well as the archaeological instance it is quite clear that the 

potter’s art was in an appreciatively flourishing position during the pre Mauryan and 

Mauryan age. The Jatakas tells us that there presented potters’ villages where several kinds of 

bowls, jars and vessels of all types were made. Vessels were molded by efficient hands on the 

wheel, the practice which has persisted continuous till the present day. There is also reference 

of the potter’s oven which was used for burning molded or hand-made objects. Artistically 

ornamented pieces of pottery were not unknown. Vessels were also curved with different 

motifs. In addition to the household articles, several kinds of toys were also manufactured.34It 

is undertaken when there is a requirements emerging from institutionalized religious cults 
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which need the use of clay figurines as consecrated oblation, magical glamour or household 

deities, and from a public who would buy secular figurines and panels for ornamentation of 

homes, toys for children and diverse other motives. Such religious and secular demands for 

terracotta’s can be systematically accomplished on a large-scale in urban societies. The large 

scale terracotta production is nearly associated to the methods of urbanization and the 

improvement of markets. The formation and develop of well organized markets, the most 

vital feature of the urban economy, is a boost to the extension of industries in general 

involving that of terracotta. 

The history of terracotta in India exhibits that the large-scale creation of terracotta is 

seen in the urban culture of the Indus valley. It is important to note that relatively very little 

terracotta is found from the village settlements of the post Harappa Chalcolithic cultures, 

although these were river valley sites with easy appearance of clay. Likewise there is an 

obviously scanty production of terracotta among communities of the Ochre colored pottery 

and painted Grey ware. Terracotta seem again with the second urbanization in northern India 

from 600 B.C. and are observed on a mass scale from 200 B.C. to A.D. 300 when the 

urbanization was at its top. But they became less exoteric in post-Gupta period with the decay 

of towns and deterioration in urban culture. Terracotta of ancient India is the art and ritual 

objects of an urban culture that developed from about 600 B.C. to A.D. 600. 

Pottery was also acknowledge as one of the eighteen industries as stated in as 

mentioned in Jatakas.35The notion of pottery perhaps appeared from man’s require to store, 

truck and barter.  Large scale pot making is credited to Neolithic period, i.e. as soon as man 

entered the food producing stage, need for pots for storing the produced food commodities 

for the rest of the day became crucial and expanded. The Neolithic man used two types’ 

method in molding the hand pottery. Either they did so in a basket or in a pot, or they made 
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the pots by coiled method. Though instances of wheel made pottery have also been found, but 

it is yet encircled in mystery as to what type of wheel was used by them. 

The treatment of colours in the pottery too must have in the starting, come 

coincidentally. The pots which were fired in the open must have got dark brown, brown, buff 

or red color as a result of some accidental chemical reaction by sun and weather. Likewise, 

faulty fired articles must have got smoked grey or black colour. Conclusively they were 

successful in developing a technique of getting colors of their choice on their pottery. 

The most excellent attributes of pre-Harappa pottery were that many techniques, forms 

and styles developed at the same time and perceivably in point of time and space. They 

produced Grey ware with thin fine body and beautiful embellishment.36According to Ross the 

attribute of their paintings over pot gleams their steadiness and mastery of brushwork and 

also the source of encouragement of their art which might be the subsisting pasturages.37 

The Harappa potters not only made swift strides in producing new shapes and designs 

but also made considerable develop in practical skill, i.e. choice and preparation of clay, 

giving several shapes to pottery, baking it and then colouring it.38 Thoroughly a good number 

of shapes are collected from Harappa sites, namely offering stands, goblet, vase like jars, 

bowls, cups, dishes, basins, pans, lamps etc.  Some of the beautiful designs found on Harappa 

pottery owe their origin to pre-Harappa period. Even more intricate geometrical, floral and 

faunal motifs of the Harappa culture had been envisioned and inquired. During Harappa 

period, the artistic attributes and craft caliber of the artisans further bloomed so as to touch 

new heights of depuration, sublimity and fullness. The Harappa’s illustrated what they saw 

around them as realistically and meticulously as feasible Birds among trees, animals in 

forests and hills enchanted them.39Harappa’s might have used coiled method for making 

storage jars which cannot be made of wheel.40 The most characteristic feature of late Harappa 
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culture is the pottery which is an admixture of several wares – pre-Harappa, Harappa, 

cemetery ‘H’ and also some other yet obscure non-Harappa wares. The art painting entire 

stories had its beginning in this culture. The potter artist had learnt the skill of delineating the 

full story in the space attainable to him. The ethics of harmony and balance were goodly 

taking care by the potter artist in portraying mythological stories of his choice. It appears that 

in painting a subject or story, their stress was not on detailed narration of each and every 

component nor on making each and every part of the figure look beautiful, but it was only on 

sustaining their notion, woven in well linked events to make a full story, to the people and in 

it they appear to have descended well. It was not stubborn for contemporaneous people to 

draw moral from the stories painted on the pots. It is in this spectacle that the cemetery – H 

pottery marks a great development over Harappa pottery. This is an unparalleled contribution 

of this culture which finds parallel neither in earlier painted potteries, nor in the later ones.41 

It seems that Kalasa and Kumbha which happen in Rig-Veda period were made of clay.  

A source to some other types is also found in Rig-Veda. They comprise Kos’a(storing 

vessel),Ahava (filled with water for drinking animals),panhana(a cooking vessel), Asechana 

(used for keeping clarified butter) etc. Earthen ware might have been shaped by first 

preparing the clay and then fashioning the vessel by hand or wheel. 

Post Harappan Pottery and Terracotta art 

The Harappans in the latter half of the 3rd millennium B.C. planned the mould first used 

only for the face. Later in the Sunga era, larger sized moulds as also double ones were 

executed. In reality the ancient texts take the molded bricks back to the Vedic times. Pots 

made on the wheel had a lovely finish and charming design from nature or geometrically 

embossed with blunt points or engraved in relief by moulds or stamps. The popular painted 

Grey ware made of well floated clay and turned on a speedy wheel, with a meretricious 
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metallic finish and must have played a important part in ceramic improvement in the closing 

period of the millennium. The period from 200 B.C. to 600 A.D. enveloping the Sunga, 

Kusana and Gupta periods, saw a exuberant flowering of clay wares of all sorts, in radiant 

colors, limitless motifs, painted, embossed, stamped or mould made. Its significance in the 

national life is absolutely testified by the various references to these wares in the Vedic 

literature, Atharvaveda, White Yajurveda and other texts. It is then finally codified in Silpa 

Sastra, the bible of the crafts in India, at no stage disregarded as cheap, and always exercised 

with dignity. Instructions in detail are interpreted, beginning with how to select clay, 

narrating its features, how to strengthen it by mixing other elements like husk, cotton, grit, 

etc., the turning and the firing. 

The most gracious figurines belong to the Sunga period in which they were encircled in 

transparent clay drapery which notwithstanding displayed full details of the body, wearing 

lots of ornaments. The striking ones in the Kusana era are the Salabhanjikas, evolved with an 

incredible care and fondness. They continue to live today in the millions of votive offerings 

made in the rural region to the local deities. Afterwards from the supreme requirements made 

by domestic needs, on the clay artistry, the religious ones offered even a wider dosage and 

status. There would be galaxies of deities in the local pantheons, rich in diversity and 

universal in character, to be worshipped on different occasions. From early times man 

appears to have sensed an existence behind every natural phenomenon and the craftsman has 

tried to give shape to his notion of each of these spirits through a primitive cult. These spirits 

are propitiated by votive offerings of a very large variety of clay animals and figurines, in a 

wide range of pacified from life size to miniatures. They are generally well furnished mainly 

by women of the tenderness of their fingers. They are very imaginative, vital and lively.42  

These regularity of tradition by women over the ages, points to the manner in which clay has 

comprised an integral part of our lives as a medium of self manifestation and as a form of 
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ritual. This very tradition has been progressed further in particular areas into a more classical 

manifestation and is reflected in the terracotta of the region.43 

In the Gupta and post-Gupta era, though stone appeared as a major material, clay 

figures entertained in large dimensions with more entangling and molding methods like the 

use of double moulds. What is most pleasing is the continued attitude to every creative 

endeavor with sensibility and seriousness, even where the element, as here, is mere clay. For 

example take the clay medallion depicting scenes from the epic story of Sakuntala. This 

superb endeavor at flawless workmanship can equalize any master piece in marble or 

expensive metal. This was the majesty of this craft heritage lies. The Mauryn age saw the 

composition of an exalted human as a round figure, and the Gupta period vouched the 

amplitude of a new manufacturing method by which the wheel, the mould and the hand could 

operate together. The most captivating items are the toys and dolls. In the golden age of 

Sanskrit literature, the popular play by Sudraka, Mrcchakatikam, generally known as ‘Toy 

cart’, was about a clay cart. 

Terracotta obtained its height when it was received as the chief element in formations 

like temples and palaces, through the use of panels, engraved bricks and tiles as part of 

significant architecture. Temples were elevated with tiers of niches of different sizes and 

shapes to hold panels which had ornamental designs or scrolls relating legends or epic stories.  

Thus terracotta could take multiple forms from temples to statuary.  Terracotta enriched in its 

artistic vitality in Bengal in the 7th or 8th centuries judging by the rich form of Mainamati and 

Paharpur in pala era. 

Glazing appears to have been in practice from earlier times judging from the brilliant 

slips in Harrappan pottery, and complex glaze from diluted formation. Glazes occur also in 

the Kusana time, second century A.D. But the stress was much more on painting, staining 
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before or after firing, and lacquering. Glaze however come back in a big way and took root 

with the arrival of the Muslim impact specially art loving ruler like the Mughals. This art 

itself was indisputably known to the Indians even before as borne out by the notably Hindu 

symbols and local features. This however became highly enlarge named chini or kasha, under 

the stirring aegis of the Mughals. In fact there is specialist who envisages this tiles as 

amongst the most notable the actual are then where was alternative by an simulate body of 

siliceous sand. In the kasha work the architectural embellishment is made of places of card 

out from the encaustic tiles to from mosaic. The technique is more like cutting colours to 

need shapes which are then fixed in lying mortar. This delimitate human and animal figures, 

picturising life of several people specifically royal individuals of the court.44 

Pottery can be captivating attribute of design for an interior. Red, black, white painted, 

glazed and unglazed pottery, coming from the villages and all with their own rural charm, 

would make an attractive, yet affordable collection for an artistic living room. The potters do 

not leg abaft in the art of terrace or terracotta sculpture. His formations and designs are 

beautiful. He is an adept at producing ornamental tiles that can make beautiful panels for the 

walls. A large figurative pot or kumbha with a champak plant that can grow indoors or green 

ferns can give a illustrious touch to a living room.45 

Pots and pans comprise the assets of the poor man. They possess a significant role for 

him in interior decoration, since they are his only valuable and artistic possessions. He is not 

only joins ethics to them but emotion as well. The poorest man, while being contented with 

earthen vessels, yearns for metal ones as soon as he is able to buy them. From the simple 

vessels in coloured and glazed clay to burnished ones in several metals, India produces a very 

ample range of aptness pots and pans to serve for the needs and tastes of all. 
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The famous legend in Indian mythology of the churning of ocean and one of the 

fourteen dreams of queen Trisala in Jaina lore, accentuate the significance of the pot or 

kumbha, as it is called. According to tradition, it is one of the inevitable articles of the 

household. Among Trisala’s many dreams, which signaled the birth of Vardhamana later 

known as Mahavira, the last Tirthankara, a lovely pot was one of the things she saw. It was 

trustedto be an propitious sign. The Kumbha is usually an earthen pot of a specific traditional 

shape. 

The potter has a unique status in India. He has reigned paramount throughout the length 

and breadth of India for thousands of years. Even in the primitive dated cultures of India the 

figurines and potsherds excavated are not far diverse from those of the present day. Some of 

the pottery fragments and articles unfolded at ancient sites are regarded outstanding in their 

shapes and painted designs. A few of the pottery articles found in the excavations are termed 

“ageless” by archaeologists, since their emergence is lost in antiquity and cannot be ordained. 

Pots and pans of clay are categorized according to five main heads: terracotta, simple 

glazed pottery, earthenware, stoneware and porcelain. 46  Excluding glazed pottery and 

porcelain ware, all kinds of pottery are manufactured in almost every Indian village.  

Following to the census report of 1961, there are eleven lakh potters in the country. Indian 

pottery ranks high, because it assimilates different methods in pottery making, lovely forms, 

and a number of styles. The potter’s implements are the simplest kind. A wheel and a devised 

kiln and the appearance of clay in the civility are ample for him to play his trade. He still 

maintains to produce the improved, age-old patterns. Graded pots of earthen ware appropriate 

for storing water or grain, arranged one on top of the other to form a tower and are regarded 

symbols of improvement in the village. They are organized as decorations at weddings, and 

later given to the bride as gifts for her new home. A small pot is called Kalasa when it is 

purified. Almost all religious festivals among the Hindus are introduced with the consecration 
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of a Kalasa. The tradition of the Kumbha is one of the gifts of our predecessors to us and it 

should not be disregarded.  The pots, like the flame, are one of the things that revolutionized 

man’s persistence.47 

Ecological Background for the development of Decorative art work in Sub - Himalayan 

Darjeeling  

The efforts are to illustrate the ecological balance in the hilly areas with the aid a two-

dimensional diagram. The upright axis narrates all the components of the environments such 

as the air, water-soil, plants and trees, animals. Scenic beauty and all kind of natural 

resources; they keep on interfacing with each other to sustain the ecological balance. The 

horizontal axis shows, the socio-economic position of the people and their production and 

treatment functions, social situation, cultural conditions all ocular features of main made 

objects enhancing their quality of life.  In general, this axis illustrates ‘improvement’ which is 

a dynamic method and one in which there is no acknowledge end point. The more 

methodologically forward countries or regions seek new techniques for improving their 

resource utilization or for enhancing the conditions of the environment in which human 

beings live. Less improved countries or territories attempt to gain levels of economic well-

being which the more progressed nations have achieved. Thus the categories of the Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region have no relevance in this analysis due the fact that all are 

improving at diverse rates and from differing historical levels of attainment. Such evolution 

with a view to meeting the socio-economic requires implicate that man must use nature in the 

process of prosperity. This, in turn, does cause particular changes in environment. If these 

variations are not rightly adjusted to conserve the harmony of nature and the ecological 

balance, man faces twin risks; growing cost of improvement and inconsistency which have 

intense repercussions on the living situations. 48 
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The environmental status of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling can be expressed by the 

following sentences:  

Although the centre provides special financial support for the hills, there is no sign of a 

mobilized attitude for the improvement of such areas in Darjeeling District.  As in other parts 

of the Himalayas, the Darjeeling hills have particular weird agro-ecological and socio-

cultural traits which have to be taken into consideration while articulating advancement 

programs, but the idea of improvement without attenuation which essential for the 

preservation and utilization of resources, has not yet taken root. The territory, therefore, finds 

itself in the difficulty of subsiding resource base and ascending poverty, a terrible condition 

that touches people in the plains of North Bengal as well. Forest comprises the lifeblood of 

the people in the hills. They check soil degradation, restrain rivers and streams from drying 

up, protect wildlife and vegetation, control cloudburst patterns and protect the lifestyle and 

culture of the people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling. Elimination of forest cover has led to 

noticeable obviousness though loss of the top soil and landslides, making different areas in 

the Darjeeling hills uninhabitable.49 Among the people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling the 

blessing of seeds, the struggle against hail, and the new occasions of the Nepalese calendar, 

there are very few ‘village’ festivals. On the other hand, there are many significant domestic 

ceremonies. The house within the methods of representations appears to carry unusual 

weight. The motion of village of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling is as loose, badly defined and 

incompatible at least, before administrative Nepalization took place – as the domestic space, 

the house, well anchored at its four corners, is heavy with importance, packed full of 

symbols. The houses, exceptionally well ordered, open wide upon the disorder of the forest.  

The house: sanctum of the cultural order, and beyond it, almost nothing. If we receive that the 

hypothesis is well founded, we should be capable to verify it. Everyone is sensible of the 

significance of ritual in organizing society.50 
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In the Darjeeling Himalayan Zone only three urban centers have improved viz. 

Darjeeling, Kurseong and Kalimpong.  But now a day’s Kalimpong is now separate district as 

per govt. decision.  Urbanization is of lower degree in this zone. This is due to limited land 

obtainable for agriculture, low agricultural production and low level of economic and 

industrial enhancement in the hill areas. In conformity, the population of the hill areas is 

primarily rural. The rural element of the region constitutes of eight improvement blocks, 

three of which lie on the east of the river Teesta and the rest on the west of the river Teesta.  

In the hills there is no village in the colloquial sense of the term, but only foundation resting 

on the hill sides or in the valley where infrequently five to six houses are grouped together, 

surrounded by the patch of agricultural land of the recently cleared forests. Such agricultural 

lands are generally unproductive, making pressure on land very high. Villages in the 

traditional aspect with clusters of houses are only found at a few market locations to which 

the people go for their weekly purchases. One to two houses stand in a dotted manner to form 

the villages. Since the meaning of hamlet is a small village, in the hill areas this term is not 

contextual and the hill settlements are far from village. These are also not independent units 

with any social or ethnic base.51 

The forest villages are mother typical rural settlement of the Darjeeling Himalayan 

Zone, quite peculiar in its prosperity and function from the other rural settlements. The most 

identifying function of the forest villages is plantation forest. As a common rule the 

plantation work is steered on for two to three months and during the rest of the year the 

villages mainly cultivate the land estimated to them by the forest division. In a few cases, 

however, the females work as daily laborers in the nearby tea gardens. Excepting, some of the 

villagers are involved in preparing baskets, bamboo mats and blacksmith products and some 

other find jobs in several sectors like office guards, teachers, etc. in establishment runs by the 

forest department or in the nearby military cantonments. The major professions of the 
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villagers are presuming that by the plantation work in the forest.52So their income is not so 

high.  As a result the villagers of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling made their house building in a 

simple traditional way, where village simplicity reflects in their traditional thought. 

Social changes in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling take place at a slow motion or in rapid 

moves depending on the nature of social events and their magnitude. Pages of history tell us 

that peace sustains particular stabling in the society and whatever changes take place, they are 

generally slow in nature. Social turmoil creates disorder. Changes in such positions may be 

both slow and rapid of retrograding and dynamic nature. Under such situations if there is any 

improvement, that becomes unbalanced at the cost of losses in many other spheres.53 Natural 

inconsistency bring about changes of essential traditional thought, but long term or enduring 

social changes hastened stable and speedy changes in all areas perturbation. It is not easy and 

wise to fathom the trend of social changes in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling in hurried effort.  

Still some aspects of social changes may be brought to light, studying the history of the 

people’s traditional concept which is reflects on their various art and craft particularly their 

building pattern and other wooden craft work.54 

The Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling is very often narrated as the land of the ‘sailorani.’55 It 

is a wild and mountainous tract.56 The territory associated to the Eastern Himalaya range. The 

Darjeeling area arises abruptly from the Terai region. The region slopes from a south to north 

direction. The river Teesta divides the region in two parts – the region to the east of Teesta 

and the region to the west of Teesta.57 A large number of tribes, embraced broadly in the 

Indo-Mongolis group of racial categorization and with exclusive culture, varied customs, own 

dialect and colourful costumes inhabit this territory. Within the broad diffusion of culture 

there is a compelling likeness between the tribes in some major aspect such as agricultural 

methods, housing, lack of an indigenous script and manner to and exercise of human cure.58 

Traditional decorative art forms a rich cultural trait of a society. It may often play generous 
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rote in Socio-Economic prosperity. A wide range of decorative arts are intermingling in the 

cultural environment of every society. A preceptor craftsman always enjoys a honoured 

position in the society.  The cultural model of a society is also reflected in the efficiency and 

craftsmanship of Decorative art. The people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region can boast 

having varieties handicrafts, which are used for several aspect like adornment, decoration of 

building, carrying, storing, straining, etc. These are cordially generated by the people 

themselves at their leisure. The perfection and designs are however dependent upon 

craftsmanship. The traditional essence of art and architecture also vary from tribe to tribe.  A 

few tribes have particularized motifs and designs which are included in the traditional 

handicrafts.   

Traditional Wooden, Bamboo and Cane work of Sub – Himalayan Darjeeling 

The wood and bamboo artistry are by and large most usual in every tribe, as the raw-

material for such articles of handicrafts are sufficient in and around their habitation. Wooden 

craft for building decoration, baskets of several sizes and style, head-gears, household goods, 

apparatus of war and close etc., produced by the man-folk usually to meet their own 

requirements. Likewise, weaving is the common and exalted trait for the womenfolk of all the 

tribesmen. The handicrafts like wood engraving, bead-work, smithy, carpet making, etc. are, 

however, particularity of a few tribes. The technology and design of the handicrafts, and the 

tools and equipments used in production are facile and not varied. As per the tradition of the 

people all men and women should be conversant with the art of making handicrafts and 

handloom items severally. Likewise, other communities are also associated in production and 

aptness of some selected items of handicrafts.  In the folklores too, reference to handicrafts is 

very often made while delimitate the socio-cultural aspects of their life. The traditional 

indigenous handicrafts seem to have continuously been refused by the users remaining to 

readily obtainable well-designed metallic items and mill made clothing’s. In the fact of rapid 
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improvement of the Sub-Himalayan area and gradual modernization thriving of the 

traditional object of handicrafts may become great affair. Endeavors for regeneration through 

alteration and commercial production may help in continuation of homespun 

handicrafts.59The several communities of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region are integrated 

groups independent of each other. All the societies are patrilineal. All the people of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling have a tradition of artistic workmanship. A wide diversity of crafts 

such as weaving, painting, pottery, smithy work, basketry, wood carving, etc. are found 

among the people of this region.60 Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling has recorded a high stage of 

improvement in this particular line, and of course therefore the Nepalese community retains a 

high place amongst civilized men, a place which nobody can deny to them. So long as there 

conventional thought of glory indicate to their unique achievements. The region of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling is itself an abode of all cultural nobilities, express, through simple but 

fabulous temples, sublime and beautifully planned buildings, richly engraved doorways and 

windows, finely gilt roofs, generous pillars and awe inspiring Buddhist images and 

sculptures, which are the vanity and kudos of that region.61 Many people of this territory they 

call wood as ‘Shin’. The Sub-Himalayan Region remains of as many temples as there are 

houses and of as many icons as there are men. Every inch of the holy soil supports shrines or 

images. Most of the temple form completely on Indian style. But few temples are reflected 

the Tibetan style or Chinese style. For example we can say about the various Buddhist 

monasteries.  Many others of recent genesis also subsist in certain places. But the majority of 

temples in the valley have their own identity of design and structure, which have no collateral 

in India.62 It is mistake to take the temple style in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling as one deriving 

from the pagoda style. Since temples style subsisted in this region earlier than elsewhere.  It 

is consequently, not proper to envisage the temples as derivatives and to call them pagodas.  

They should enjoy in all justice a name which is connected to the place of their birth and the 
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style should be named as the Nepalese style.63 At first sight the temples in Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling look like pagodas. The body is a square entablature of bricks rising in decreasing 

proportions to a great elevation, sometimes to the five stories, with a ceiling on four sides of 

the wall at each story, which are sloping and following in regularly diminishing proportions 

to the size of the entablature. The entablature may stand on a balconied entresol.  Many cases 

normally the entablature rests on a colonnade of wooden pillars. The roofs are associated 

with the entablature by struts, which are set up in a projection at an angle of 45 degree. These 

struts from in many cases are allusive images of the deities of the main shrine. Sometimes the 

under parts are the objects vulgar carvings, which according to superstition are considered 

essential to resist lightning or other attacks of nature on the temple. The cornices in the 

window or above the door and the outer beams are finely ornamented with elongated 

carvings, rich pictographs of deities or foliage or motifs in arabesque. The windows are 

nearly square and screened by a trellis decorated by carving. They are also provided, 

especially on the front side. With balconies which project are onward and give the whole 

window a sloping looks. The interior of the temple is as comprehensive. Elongated and 

beautiful carving is a common component of the decoration. Wood engraving has extended a 

very high degree of excellence in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. Every cornice, every 

lintel and every still, every door, every window and pillar have the richest or somewhere 

normal beautification of images and foliage. In point of the form and style, in the amplitude 

of control and balance, in the high degree of technical efficiency illuminated, in grace and 

beauty, they have no conjugate. The images of deities are in struts and doorways. The 

diversified projection of arches, the ornamentation of doors with elaborate designs of flowers 

fruits and animals, gracefully tapered pillars, the ornamental architecture – all present a most 

comprehensible sight to the scholars and artists. 64  Among the eminent buildings of the 

pagoda style are the several monasteries like, Salbari monastery, Tamang monastery in Mirik, 
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Ghoom monastery in Darjeeling, Mahakal Mandir, Shalbari, monastery, Turi Basti monastery 

and other various buildings are with the traditional manner and also with the sacred sculpture, 

paintings and designs create with particular traditional thought which is engrave the mind of 

the people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. But in the roofs of the temples are not carved 

and are the gratified square are not carved and are of a shape and design parallel with the 

traditional notion. The excellent wooden door of the several temple or gumba of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling in the most elegant style; nowhere in the whole of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling such richness and loftiness are visible in the people of this region.65 Much of what 

has been handed to our generation is of the traditional manner, but the same draws its 

encouragement from the very early years of Nepalese history. To those who multiplication 

the style of Nepalese buildings and architecture to Tibet and China, this may seem strange.  

But they would do well to note that Chinese annals admit that the pagoda style of temple was 

unfamiliar to China or Tibet before the 7th Century A.D. whereas every phase of it was 

accepted in Nepal as early as the 6th Century A.D.  They the tradition had come to Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region. The people of India and the tourists warbled the high artistic 

intuition and taste of the Nepalese.66 Traditional arts and crafts may therefore be explained as 

those arts and crafts which have a structural aptitude towards vertical continuance and are 

internally handed on through time.67 There are several types of culture change. Among such 

types, there is unconditioned develop – like changes, due mostly to internal factors; and there 

are commenced changes, due chiefly to external factors. Change itself may transact on 

several levels in varying degrees of successfulness and it may lead either to complete 

evanescence of items of a particular culture, or to their partial displacement, step by step 

decay, implantation, or alteration. Of all traditional arts of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling, 

obviously one of the oldest is the art of house-building. It can be traced back to the very dawn 

of human culture. Out of the earliest types of pitched – roofed, flat-roofed, rectangular, dome-
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shaped, and conical circular houses may have emerged the three dominant types of houses of 

Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling.  These types were largely destined by the natural environment, 

and the quality and congeniality of local building materials, e.g. bamboo, wood, clay, straw.  

The types are: ‘do-chala’, or ‘akchala’, i.e. two, four or eight roofed, and one, two or three 

storied, and curvilinear roofs, generally chouchala. In Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling the flat roof 

is not a significant architectural feature. In dry climates, a flat roof may be suitable, but in 

areas of abundant rainfall, the roof must be pitched adequately to allow water to drain of 

rapidly.  Flat roofed puccka houses are however also being built. The puccka houses are also 

being increasingly connected with social rank and prestige in a rural community of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling, an effect of urban smoothness. Traditional house types are therefore 

becoming not only uneconomic, but also out of fashion. The result is that the skilled 

traditional architects of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling and other associate artisans, like wood 

carvers and carpenters, are fast dying out. This is more keenly felt in the case of the other 

important house types of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling, the circular and the curvilinear types.  

The curvilinear type is probably a variant of the original circular form, adapted for dwelling.  

The circular shape has its limitations. Since too great a diameter would create engineering 

problems of different magnitude, a more advantageous and adjustable curvilinear form was 

devised. It is one of the finest architectural forms resulted, influenced, and attained through 

the ages by the traditional rural as well as semi urban and urban architects of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling.  The curvilinear house is now partly evaporated in some part of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling.  Most of the beautiful houses are old construction. But now a day’s the new 

houses are manufactured by traditional manner. In some cases, the overhanging thatch is 

cleverly trimmed to give it the conformity of a curve, even though the roof is rectangular.  

Even where the thatch has been replaced by iron sheet, the edge is often excluded to form a 

curve, moreover in villages where curvilinear houses preponderate. Apparently the inherent 
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intuition of beauty in the villagers urges them to conserve the harmony of curvilinear roofs; a 

affection which, at least from the architectural point of view, is very much lacking in city 

area. Villages do not do this so long as they keep isolated when that isolation breaks down, as 

it is certainly breaking down in some part of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling today, de-

traditionalization of the arts including architecture, begins. In Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

villages, the beginning of this method can now be cleanly seen. One of the causes of the 

declining number of curvilinear houses is, of course, economic. An extraordinary scarcity of 

proficient local architects and builders is already being felt everywhere. The curvilinear 

house – type is significant from another point of view. It served as a perfect model for the 

god’s house or temple in Sub-Himalayan region. Probably, the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

region and as well as other part of India are the gods so intimately related to mans; and this 

has led to the ‘devalaya’, or the abode of the gods, corresponding closely ‘manusyalaya’ or 

man’s dwelling houses.68 The traditional wood workers of Sub-Himalayan region did not 

have any idea of fabricating trusses, struts and diagonals to secure lateral rigidity in the 

fabrication of the roofing sub-structure. They employed the age-old method of supporting the 

roof-rafters either on the wooden pillars or posts or on the walls. The same age – old method 

has unflinching even today in the residential houses and wooden temples. The roof is 

projected notably beyond the supports to protect the wooden exterior of the building from the 

direct impact of sun and rain. The gables of the traditional sopping roofs of the houses are not 

straight, but have one or more angles on it along the horizontal axis. These angles make the 

lower portion of the roof towards the eaves rather flat and the upper portions moderately 

steeper towards the ridgepole. The number of angles may depend upon the rows of planks or 

slates that form the profile of the roof. The loftier border of the planks or slates in each row is 

somewhat raised so that the profile of the roof acquire gradual steepness upwards, giving the 

impact of a curvaceous swing to the roof. Afterwards giving a delightful look, this newness 
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also has a functional convenience. It confirms that the roof is provided similarly at one level, 

and so the windows can be placed completely and duly saved by the roof ridges. Then the 

snow deposited on the steep roofs slides down effortlessly with the slightest agitation. Thus 

the roofs reside free and safe from the snow deposit even under the extreme wintry situations.  

However, of late, impelled iron sheets have been gaining approval with people.69 

Engraving of mythological figures of gods and goddesses, and floral motifs on the 

wooden doors and windows, lintels, beams and pillars of houses and temples, on boats, 

household furniture, these are some of the excellent specimens of workmanship of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling wood carvers. Their scattered remains can still be traced in the 

decaying village – houses.  But with the urbanization of the new and old aristocracy and their 

gradual shifting to towns and cities, their taste for building and furniture also began to 

change. Not only houses, but also ‘mandapas’ or halls for the worship of Durga and other 

Gods and Goddesses, were manufactured with Gothic stone-pillars and marble floors, as 

perquisite of the new city palaces. It became elegant also to use western style furniture. The 

traditional wood carvers of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region slowly lost their identity 

because the utility of their products also changed. Enormously built and luxuriously carved 

wooden bedsteads, almirahs, chests, etc. fitted in well with the fixed abode fixedness of the 

old joint-families of patriarch-patrons, but they could not be made to fit in with the social 

dynamism of modern life and its independent single family units. Cut off from their 

occupational caste – moorings, the wood carvers therefore were forced to change over to new 

occupations like masonry, common carpentry and even to trade and agriculture.70Dependence 

of man on nature for food, medicine, clothing, domestic utensils, etc. is embryonic and ever 

living. In fact, with the march of time this relationship has escalated and helped in developing 

sets of persons like producer, trader and consumer in human societies. The technology 

applied for manufacturing necessary items from forest products has suffered remarkable 
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change along with other respect of improvement of a society. Nevertheless the change the 

tribal societies are still maintaining their tradition in respect of production and aptness of the 

handicrafts. It is a reality that both capital and crowned products of plants play a vital role in 

the socio-cultural and socio-economic aspect of every community, although alternative can 

be observed in the matter of producting method, design, size, shape and appropriateness of 

handicrafts.71 

Bamboo and cane work is one of the very oldest creations of mankind. The Sub-

Himalayan artisans of Darjeeling are very much skill in production of several kinds of 

handicrafts of cane and bamboo. Previously basketry was made by joining grass and 

interlacing leaves. The bamboo and cane are the chief raw materials for making several types 

of basketry and utensils which are some of the most significant items of their everyday life.72  

Bamboo crafts constitute two several artifact viz. basketry and other bamboo articles. The 

major raw materials used for this basketry industry is green bamboo, these green bamboos is 

specially used for making stripes and when dried and seasoned it is also used to make 

bamboo artifact. Artisans generally wander about in the nearby village in search of bamboo.  

If they do not find any good quality bamboo nearby, they even go to distant village in an 

exploration of bamboo. The survey enlarge that the entire basket purchased in cash of 

reciprocation in kind or giving service in exchange of bamboo. The artisan in bamboo work 

uses several varieties of bamboo. The general varieties used by the craftsmen are: Singrai, 

Choya bass, Titay bass, Niba, Pareng73and other. Beside bamboo the other raw materials are 

cane strip use in basketry industry and some glaireous and varnish is used for the artifact of 

figurative worth.74 

Bamboo is one of the most multipurpose and traditional element for building 

construction. Not only for the separate house building but it also serve as the formwork for a 

large part of the building industry. Icra, the traditional bamboo house of Sub-Himalayan 
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Darjeeling (especially Kalimpong) is needed to be paid more attention. This exceptional type 

of bamboo house is build up by keeping in mind about the mountainous natural topography, 

safeguard from strong winds and rainfall. A base or pedestal is prepared by rocks.  A wall is 

created in either brick of mortar. The bamboo mat wall is developed over the brick or stone 

wall which protects from splash of rain water. But now-a-days bamboo, as a building material 

ranked in the lowest category in antagonism with the modern materials.75Following are some 

of the several articles in this sector: 

Doko: It is a usual form of basket with narrow nearly square base and wide mouth.  It 

is woven from outer skin of a particular diversity bamboo. It is crannied basket specially used 

in bearing of load, viz. fodder, fire wood, vegetables, stone chips, cow dung, etc. 

Dalo: It is a small reservoir basket with wide mouth, usually woven with outer skin 

of bamboo. It is aerated from below and aided by four legs. It is used for keeping seedling 

and vegetable. 

Thunchay: It is an un-perforated medium size basket with tapering base and wide 

mouth, woven out of inner skin of particular type of bamboo.  It is so clearly woven that it is 

used for carrying particularly cereal and pulses. 

Tokri: It is clearly woven cylindrical basket, woven out from the inner skin of bamboo.  

It is exercised for bearing Tea leaves. 

Phurlung: It is wide mouth small size square un-perforated basket. It is formed from 

outer skin of the bamboo and employed for keeping and drying foodstuff near the oven 

(Chula). 
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Nanglo:  It is a flat round tray woven out of inner skin from particular quality bamboo 

with a border in the margin. It is applied for winnowing and drying food item comprising 

cereals and pulses. 

Peringo:  It is oval, flat and cellulated container of split bamboo. It has traditional 

importance of Kirat tribe. 

Doksay: It is a wide mouth elaborated basket with nearly rectangle base narrowly 

cellulated basket, made out of outer skin of the bamboo. It is used for keeping seeding and 

particularly used for packaging and marketing of seedling, flower bulb, etc. by floriculture. 

Flower basket: It is a rectangular basket, woven with the outer skin of bamboo in 

several sizes. It is employed for the packaging and marketing of cut flower from flower 

nursery. 

Sapto: It is clearly woven cylindrical basket of small size. It is applied for warming the 

local drink. 

Jhak: It is a small nearly square basket with a handle of bamboo band. It is used for 

accumulating  potatoes, ginger, sugar beet and other generate in the farm. 

Mandro: It is a wide mat woven with a particular category of bamboo used for drying 

paddy and other food crop in the hill regions of Darjeeling. 

Bamboo mat paper: It is a paper woven from particular strip equip from inner skin of 

one year old bamboo. Slender film of stripped are cut through a fine blade of knife and the 

paper mat is woven.  It is generally used for sending greeting. 

Kiratray: Kiratray is a bamboo mat with wooden boarder for rearing silkworm and 

may other objects are produced them.76 
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In the case of basketry craft the maturity of the fabrication is due to non-appearance 

grade of raw material during rainy season, except bamboo manufacture in the rainy season 

are contaminated by termite and weather condition confine seasoning of raw material, it 

demoralizes buyer as well as production. Again seasonality of the bamboo produce is due to 

seasonality of urge due to agriculture production viz., urge for Tokri used in tea plantation is 

high during the plucking season. The demand for flower basket emerge during flower season, 

Dokoare more urged during winter season, like wise Mandro, Nanglo are urged more during 

winter season. Further it is disclosed that a large number of artisans in basketry are marginal 

farmer as such they also enlarge their work as agriculture season this also brings about 

seasonality in the occurrence. Moreover per acre holding of these artificers are very low.  

These lands are sterile and mountainous which enforce the artisan to opt for the craft.  In 

plantation territory the story is same.77 

There are two different kinds of basket making method are common, i.e. weaving and 

coiling or sewing. The weaving method is made by crossing of two or more sets components 

i.e. warps and wefts. Weaving method is again categorized into four several varieties i.e. 

checker work, twilling, hexagonal, plaiting and twining. There are several types of basketry 

designs found in Sub-Himalayan region, namely, parallel line, angular, diamond shaped, 

cross-pattern and zigzag pattern.78  Cane is a type of climbing palm with long thing, solid and 

many jointed storms with spines on its leaves and sheaths. After cutting the seasoned cane its 

sheath is dismissed and is first clipped and then twisted round in many coils and kept upon 

the dangling bamboo tray over the fire place for some days to dry. The ceaseless smoke 

matures the cane, making it insect free and permanency.79  By the influence of Gorkhali and 

Tibetan crafts somehow the Lepcha craftworks have been stymied, though they have a 

important influence in textile sector. In making hats and jewelries the Lepchas also carry a 

notable high classification. The Lepcha traditional hat is a primitive form of craft, special and 
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monopolistic to the Lepcha tribe of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling area. The hat is convolutedly 

woven with Ru or cane. Each part of the hat and its artistic motif hold its old traditional 

meaning and importance. The hat shaped the head gear of the soldiers.  Wearing the head 

gear in marriage function, rituals and other festivals is obligatory in the tribe. With the 

appearance of other present day’s trendy outfits in the locality, these traditional head gear is 

now facing serious threat and is actually in the edge of destruction.80 So there is dire need to 

endeavor to some essential steps for the preservation of this dying art.  Though it is mainly 

produced in Sikkim but now it also extended some parts of Darjeeling. 

Urbanization has strain into the rural setup by moving small villages into solid heavy 

multistoried buildings and thus evoking danger of landslide, floods, earthquake and other 

calamities in the hilly areas of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. Unconventional 

architecture with sustainable material is required to control the loss. The use of bamboo as a 

substitute to focus is the best choice in building houses in the hilly areas.  Bamboo is not only 

environment friendly locally obtainable but also earthquake resistant. Notwithstanding its 

significant and utility, very less is been done to progress, exalt and commercialize its use. 

In an effort to favour the use of bamboo in Kalimpong, Darjeeling and Sikkim, caritas 

India has confirmed Anughalaya to setup training cum processing unit for bamboo craft and 

construction in Darjeeling through its micro project. Total 60 community members from 

Kalimpong and north Sikkim were learned under 3 batches in the art of bamboo craft like, 

ornamental articles, flower vase artificial flowers and furniture etc.  Bamboo has been 

broadly used as a low cost substance for houses, bridges, animal shelters and enclosing in 

Darjeeling hills. This traditional technique lacked the knowledge of processing bamboo to 

make it last longer. The average house created of bamboo without these consciousnesses last 

for up to 5 years as contrasted to the ones which are narrated to last for at least 50 years if 

constructed using all the procedures of treating and cutting bamboo.81This type of scientific 
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teachings not only profited for an individual but also enabled a community and also gives the 

substitute source of earnings. The people became more conscious in using bamboo. 

Seasonality played a significant role for the accessibility of these raw materials. The 

artisans particularly the bamboo workers have to face hindrances with the seasonal change.  

Especially in the rainy season there is a lack of supplying good qualities of bamboo, because 

they are contaminated by termite. So these environmental jeopardizes affected the workers to 

construct something new or unconventional. It also disappoints the tourists to buy their 

products. But on the other side the bamboo products have their great urges throughout all the 

season e.g. Tokri, used in tea plantation, Doko, Mandro, Nanglo are required during winter 

season, flower basket during flower season.82 

Usually we know Bamboo as a contemporaneous material needs to be marketed by 

professional in the constructing industries as well as cottage industries of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling territory and as architects or designers we need to reanalyze at our solicitation or 

practice as well as impersonation and may be guide our carriage towards a more receivable 

and human aspects. 

Traditional Terracotta Art of Sub – Himalayan Darjeeling 

Another important thing of Sub-Himalayan region is that terracotta. The terracotta art 

served as a significant medium of revealing several cultural perspectives of society, both 

urban and rural, through the ages reflecting contemporaneous, socio-cultural, economic and 

artistic tradition. Coomaraswamy rightly remarked that “The early Indian terracotta’s are of 

great importance not only as documents of the religious culture but as documents of the 

history of art”.83The artisans of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region have been fashioning items 

made of baked clay and unbaked clay right from very early time, which comprises of a 

variety of things ranging from votive offerings and icons to ornaments and toys. The art of 
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creating terracotta is of great antiquity. The proper accomplishment of many terracotta 

objects is still a matter of utterance and imbroglio. A single terracotta type may be illustrated 

diversely as a votive offering or as a devotional object, a magical image or portrait, a 

souvenir, a toy. The profuse and varied tranquility of the terracotta gives a clear signal that 

this art has not only been the over lordship of the poor man but it served as the medium of art 

manifestation of the people associating to all classes of society together with royalty and this 

‘Plastic Art’ therefore may be more favourably termed as the people’s Art. All classes of 

people rich and poor always used terracotta in several occasions. In India, even today 

unbaked and baked figurines are made and adored on festive occasions. The terracotta 

figurines provide a significant and continuous record perhaps no other evidences of history 

and art have been as abundant and controlling as this modest medium. Eventually, at one 

point of time the practice of manufacturing of terracotta objects moderately gets a 

diminishing trend ostensibly on account of its delicate nature, but even then this fact cannot 

be denied that a gradual flux of specimens of terracotta art fills the whole period of our 

cultural traditions and manages to endure till today. 

The nature and pleasure of terracotta art however diverge in urban and non-urban 

cultures. It is important to note that terracotta art can be considered as the unprompted 

handiwork of simple folk. It can be produced on large scale only when particular complex 

social situations are completed.84The making of terracotta of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

region in large number involves technical implement at an artisan level that goes beyond the 

independent domestic pattern of production and is therefore feasible only in a society that is 

well settled and segregated into specialized professions. It also vindicated that such 

production is undertaken when there is a demand arising from religious institutions either 

under the tutelage of several elite people or individuals that they claim the use of clay 

figurines as votive offerings, magical charms or sometimes plaques used on the facades of the 
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stupa on temple walls for religious design or households deities or from people who would by 

secular figurines for embellishment of their homes, for children’s toy or for varied other 

motives. Necessity is the mother of invention is fully true of the potter’s art of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling and other parts of India Ancient Indian literature comprise manifold 

references concerning to terracotta art and potteries. The commencement of iconography may 

be found to as early as the Vedic period, wherein, however, the picture is not as sharp as it 

becomes later. The earliest Brahmanical literature, i.e. the Rigveda, the satapatha Brahmana, 

and the Atharvaveda mentions to the several kinds of potteries. The Atharvaveda, however, 

we have a number of hymns about them – ‘yam, kalpayanti, vahatau, vadhumiva, 

visvarupam, hastakrtam, chikitsavah, saradetvapa, nudam, enam.’85The potter has been called 

‘kulala’,86and Kaulala87and  Mritapacha’88.  The word of the potter namely, kaulala might 

have been a common title for all kinds of pottery makers, while cikitsava may have 

designated then class of potters, exceptionally involved in making figurine and fine pottery.  

The proof for the manifestation of the art of making clay figurine is found in Aitareya 

Brahmana,89wherein the making of a clay elephant is narrated as an art.90The work of the 

potter supplies important information like his position in society and the significance of his 

profession. Panini mentions to kulala and kaulalika which mean the potter and the earthen 

ware individually. Different puranas also provide useful semblance about the clay images.  

The Narada purana, the Ganesa purana etc. narrate the terracotta figurine of Ganesa. The 

vamana purana enlighten us that when parvati was practicing convulsion to please siva, her 

friends forward a terracotta figure of siva to amuse her. Brahma purana refers a clay figure of 

a lion. Excepting there are many references in our ancient literatures which refer to the types 

of toys that should be given to children of several age groups. Katha saritsagara gives 

adequate references pertaining to terracotta figurines. 91 Naradiya samhita gives more 

interesting information on the fashioning of terracotta figurines. This text narrates 
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manufacturing method of terracotta.92It is said in the Avsvalayana Grhyaparisista that for 

Nagabali (snake-sacrifice), a fine head of snake in clay or wood should be made and adored 

for a year. Following to the Mahabharata, the Nisada Ekalavya made a clay figure of his guru 

Dronacharya and exercised archery in front of it. The Harivamsa purana also mentions to two 

clay figures, i.e. of madhu and kaitabha. 93 So the tradition of terracotta employed for 

fashioning the images had been narrated in the Indian treaties on iconography. In the Sub-

Himalayan region of Darjeeling and also the other part of India an art form is basically 

devout to religious motive by a mysterious method of the switch of nature into godhood. In 

course of time, the ethics of artistic inventions were tabulated in the shilpashastra, a text on 

art and architecture prescribing explicit of aesthetic morality, distinction of form, ascertained 

ratio of the several parts of body, lineness (sadrisya), three-dimensional impact through a 

dispensation for reciprocity of light and shade as well as of colour, contemplation of mood 

and grace and precisions of iconography which help to identifyrecognize the individual deity.  

These became the dictums for the making of the images. 94  The ancient shilpashastra 

accomodated in the Matsyapurana would go back to the third century A.D.  By the fifth and 

sixth centuries standardization of a superior order was recommended to the BrihatSamhita 

and Vishnudharmottara purana. These texts also provide essential information regarding the 

methods of making, several techniques of preparing the clay for making figures etc. It is to be 

noted that this method of preparing the various terracotta object also used in Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region. Matsyapurana mentions to the formula for the creation of stucco like 

element and also points to the use of wood, clay or earth and such other transitory materials 

which were mixed up to make images of relatively viable nature. ‘Shilparatna’ refer about 

the technique of preparing clay fit for use which should be acquired and ground and left over 

for a month in ‘parchagavya’ (e.g. milk, curd, clarified butter, cow-urine and cow-dung) and 

then burnt in fire.95 Same techniques are used by the artisans of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 
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region. The literary, inscriptional and other evidences amply allude how in primitive and 

medieval times, earth or clay was one of the usual materials for the making of ceramics, 

images and articles. If solidify about the entire procedure of making of terracotta then we can 

see clearly that the artisans are applied the traditional method, but recent days a little bit 

changes is going on, because of modern demands. The Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region is 

characterized by numerous physical features and also economic features. On behalf of this 

development it absolutely clears that the terracotta products of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

regions has obtained good vogue in the society. The artisans manufactured a diversity of 

terracotta as obligated by the masses, are belonged to various regions. This is the vital 

significance of the secular features of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling religion’s terracotta 

industries.  But now a day’s the colours of terracotta objects are being changed. This is only 

because of the modern trends. The terracotta indicates variety of subject and even religious 

themes were delimitated through this art. From few decades terracotta began to be partly cast 

and partly modified in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling. The plaques of this period are in three 

dimensions. The figurines were often painted red, pink, yellow or black. Besides the 

terracotta figurines of male and female, animal and birds are also available in Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region. A few example of inscribed terracotta figures are also preserved in the 

Akshaya Kumar Maitreya Heritage Museum, University of North Bengal. The terracotta of 

the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region shows a general artistic evolution probably due to 

foreign connection. Secular aspects also have been noticed in the terracotta of this region.  

The main characteristics of the terracotta figurine of this period can be classified into three 

categories:  (i) those works in which Hellenistic impact is prominent; (ii) those in which there 

is a mixture of Hellenistic, Egyptian and Indian motifs; and (iii) whose which are purely 

representative of Indian component.96 
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Stella Kramrisch marked sharp fission between terracotta whose qualities are 

impression by traditional or historical factors as well as those whose formation and styles 

endure unaltered. Kramrisch’s pioneering work on “Indian terracotta” manifests evidently the 

sharp allocation between ageless type and times disparities. The timeless types are created by 

hand and no mould was employed. The time varieties of terracotta are moulded. She itemized 

terracotta figures in terms of temporal assignment, forms, techniques and theme which pursue 

to intensify our cognizance of the production, function and history of Indian terracotta 

art.97Same theory may also execute of the terracotta art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region.  

The terracotta articles have widely been classified and arrange as follows:  (a) Human, (b) 

Animal and bird, (c)  Ornaments, (d) Ritual objects, (e) Games and amusement objects, (f) 

Tools and implements & (g) Miscellaneous. The several terracotta objects of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region throw light on the socio-economic and religious circumstances of 

contemporaneous society. Except the terracotta objects also consider the popular taste and 

ideas of different grades of the common folk of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. The 

terracotta objects of demand both by rich and general classes in the society of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region.  So the artists of this region not only master on terracotta objects but also 

given fully attention to decorate it in various ways. So the appraisement of the terracotta 

objects of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region evident a scenic view of the society right from 

very early times to present day. 

Ornaments and Musical Instruments 

The Nepali community of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region is very much enthusiastic 

about wearing ornament. They chiefly used to wear ornaments like Tiara (Sirbandi), 

Kantha(Necklace), Naugeri(pearl necklace), Charnihariand golden pendant with green bead 

Tihari,Bulaki (nose ring), Dungri (nose pin), Chandrahaar or Tik Mala, Chepti son and 

Gadwari (Ear ring), Bracelet (chura of silver), Kalli (anklet). There are some other exoteric 
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jewellery are sim – ‘gunyo’ in Nepali phaoce-waist belt. The Limbu women are very much 

exoteric for the use of gold ornaments. Side by side they also used to wear useyuppa (silver), 

lung (glass stones), ponche (coral/amber), and mudhin (turquoise). A very noticeable feature 

about the Limbu ornaments is that it is very much influenced by nature, as the nature worship 

is very much exoteric among the Limbus, as many other global indigenous people. 

Samyanfung; (gold flower) – Huge circular disc like in gold. The general pattern features a 

coral on the centre. Following to the Limbu people samyanfung illustrates the sun. Huge 

circular flattened gold earring Laksari – Gold earrings worn incessantly on the ear lobes. In 

the shape of leaves, Namloyeeoryogakpa – Large silver necklace in the shape of a square of 

circle studded with coral stones. Similar as Tibetan ghau; yangyichi or Reji – Long necklace 

with coins, Sesephung (Bright flower) – A forehead piece with coral moon.  Nepali Sirbandi, 

yarling – Lotus bud shaped earrings, pongwari or kantha – Necklace with golden beads and 

red felt.Hukpangi – silver bangle, swagep-Finger ring, ponche-Red coral beads. The Limbu 

male persons used to wear ornaments like poga – Head endue that is pointy and tied at the 

back with long strips, NingKheng-Muffler, phaoee-waist belt etc.98 

The musical instruments also played an important role in the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

culture, as the instruments are essential organs of various festivals ceremonies and sacred 

auspicious religious rituals. The folk musical instruments of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

region is mainly made by using local available materials, such as bamboo, wood, various 

metals etc.  The most popular folk instruments are, namely – 

Murchunga – is a iron made instrument, with a flexible metal or bamboo tongue and it 

sounded like Bengali folk instrument binayo, mainly the Kirata tribes make use of it. 

The Bansuri, murali or flute is shaped of a bamboo cylindrical pipe with finger holes in 

it. 
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Madala – is one of the most exoteric instruments among the Nepali community. It is made 

by wooden cylinder, and both side holes are enveloped by leather skin. It has been uttered 

that the manor community for launched it. 

Dhimay – the drum shaped wooden instrument is very much exoteric in the newer 

community. The end holes of the drum are covered with goat skin. 

Tunga – this instrument is mainly manufactured by rhododendron wood which is 

mainly produced in the hilly regions. 

Damphu – this instrument is very much looks similar dafli. It is mainly used in the 

Tamang community made by wooden circular composition with leather cover. 

Yalamber – a bamboo and wire assembled instrument, very exoteric among the Kirata 

community. 

Ekatare – is a quite exoteric folk instrument in the hills as well as in the plains. It is 

chiefly played by the sages.  It is made by wood, leather and a single string. 

Sarangi – a wooden string musical device is very much analogous to the western violin.  

It is used to be a very exoteric musical instrument within the locals; they used to play it on 

the streets. 

Dhyangro – a drum shaped wooden instrument with both side enveloped by extending 

leather and a curved stick used to play it. 

Khainjadi (A tambourine) – it is a small wooden drum with skin extended in both side 

hollow edges. It is usually made by wood, bronze metal and ox-hide. But with the increasing 

vogue the old traditional wooden form transformed into plastic. 
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Pancha Baja – is named because five several instruments played in a same time. It 

contained instruments like – Jhyamta or cymbal, a two flat round metal dishes (Bronze or 

Brass) tied with each other and played by heating each other, Nagwa is made by leather 

extended edges of an empty copper bowl, playing by healing stick.  Tyamko, another 

instrument of PanchaBaje, is a smaller version of Damaha and played with sticks called gajo, 

sanai, a metal tube shaped instrument with few finger holes and the fifth one is named 

Narasingha or Trumpet is made by two pieces of hunched copper pipe or tube, played by 

blowing air. 

There is also a band of nine musical instruments called Naumati Baja. ‘Nau’ means 

nine. This instrument is chiefly played by Damai community in different auspicious 

purposes.99 

Weaving as an another decorative art form of Sub – Himalayan Darjeeling 

Weaving is one of the primitive traditions in India as well as sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

also. The old text namely Rigveda, yajurveda and atharvaveda defray necessary narration on 

the textile materials of that period. Several kinds of costumes has been itemize in kautilyas’ 

Arthasastra. It would be tough to find any other craft narrated so lavishly in the primordial 

books as textile.100The distinctive style that emerged were destined by cultural influences, 

geographical background and also by trade communications as well as blending of several 

cultures lead in by flow of migratory tribes, have hugely influenced the prosperity of different 

styles of textiles weaves. 101 These factors are also relevant for the develop of weaving 

industry in sub – Himalayan Darjeeling region. The Lepchas, Bhutias, Nepalease, Tamang 

etc. communities of this region are playing an important role in the development of weaving 

industries. The numerous festivals are integral part of people’s life in this region. The 

Nepalease, Tamang, Bhutia, Lepcha tribes are proclaims their distinctive characteristics 
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through the art of weaving. The patterns of the costumes also used with lot of care and 

excellence. The Tibetan refugee self help centre is one of valuable centre of weaving in the 

sub-himalayan Darjeeling. As the name goes the centre is running by the Tibetan refugees 

who started living here. And to fulfill their basic requires so they are involved in this work of 

weaving. woolen carpets, door mats, shawls, jackets etc also made here. These crafts are even 

exported several countries of the world. Here the manufacturing method has been controlled 

by the women weavers. The primary raw material that has been employed to make hand 

twisted woolen carpets, cotton thread and woolen yarn for weaving. It relies on the needs of 

the customers, for which certain times synthetic yarns also have been used. The methods of 

this woolen carpets weaving is in declining position because the methods is confined within 

the older generation and the new one’s could not grasped it accurately. And with the gradual 

accessions of synthetic yarn also attenuated its traditional value and make it more 

commercialized. The craftsmen of Tibetan refugee self help centre are used two types of 

colour. One is herbal and other is chemical colour. Seven type of herbal colour are using for 

the manufacturing product of this centre. The component of seven type of herbal colours are 

Tea leaf, Rhubarb root, Burrburry plant, Myrabolan nut, Madder root, Rumex leaf, Indigo 

plant and the chemical colour they have to use as their requirements. 

A rectangular wooden frame is organized by sal wood of 3”x4” size. The frame 

remained in a bended condition learning it against the wall. A loom of cotton thread is 

extended out on this frame. Following to the size of carpet the loom is constructed. At the end 

of the frame a wooden bar is connected. From this point the genuine carpet weaving is 

inaugrated. The wooden bar is known as ‘Roksing’. Another wooden bar is fastened upon one 

foot from the roksing between the layers of the thread and is parallel to the roksing. This 

piece of wooden bar called ‘Nesing’, which distinguishes the cotton yarns. The yarns run 

collateral and vertically in the rare status in the loom. When some motif is to be launched 
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introduced the woolen yarn is splitted leaving an open ended frame of about half inches and 

yarn of several colours is applied. Knots are made on an iron bar (Changda) which 

collaterally positioned with the roksing. When different knots were made all over the iron rod 

is removed, another tool known as Tak used in adjusting the knots to capture the attained 

position with the cotton yarn. It takes at least 5-10 days for a person to create a carpet.102 

The artisans are preparing the eight types of holy symbols on apron, wall carpet, 

wooden frame etc. These eight type of symbols are (a)white parasol(Tibetan- Gdugs –Kar, 

this symbols keeps away the heat of evil intension. It denotes the shed under which one can 

have the fortune of escaping from the suffering of the scorching heat of all sorts of 

convulsions world. (b) Two golden fishes (Tibetan-Gser-na), it is a symbol of complacency 

and effectiveness. It denotes the capability to swim with easy without any obstacle in the 

ocean of samsarickworld and from complacency to complacency in to the water of 

blissfulness. This also denotes the two truths playing and the transcendental truth. (c) Vase 

(Tibetan-Bumpa), it is a symbol of hoard of all desire. This is also marks the fortune of 

having an in tedious luxurious wealth of good health, long life and material wealth. (d) Lotus 

(Tibetan-Pema), it is a symbol of plight of redemption and divine origin. Following to 

meaning of this symbol, like lotus which though grown in the mud reside free from the 

muddy dirt, this signifies the purity one’s mind and deeds which are free from the dirt of 

transgression. It also suggests the symbol of non concreation. (e) Endless knot (Tibetan-Dpal-

be), it is a mystic design symbol of the endless cycle of rebirths. It is signifies the luck of 

complementing every perspective of the life amicable to each other such as religion and 

politics, wisdom and means and of knowledge and sympathy. (f) Victorious Banner (Tibetan-

Rgyal-mts’an), raised on mount meru, centre of Buddhist universe. It is signifies the luck of 

having triumph of good over the sluggish power, which confines the success of noble goals 

and also the victory of the Dharma preached by the Buddha. (g) Sea Shell (Tibetan-Dun kar), 
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It is an emblem of blessedness of turning to the right. It denotes the vigil of sensibilities 

beings from the sleeping state of their opaque and motivating them towards the path of noble 

deeds that are favourable to self and others. (h) Wheel (Tibetan-K’horlo), it is a symbol of 

leads to excellence. Its eight spokes exemplifying the eight fold path. It is denotes the fortune 

of passing the time of all the aware beings under the benisons of the Buddha’s wheel of 

Dharma being revolved perpetually without coming to an end.103 
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Pic- 149, Wooden Radha-Krishna, Acc. No. 1, 

Source: collected by researcher, from A.K.M.H. Museum, NBU 

 

 
Pic-150, Traditional wooden decorative Mold with floral motif 

Source:collected by researcher, from Art emporium  
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Pic-152 

 
Pic- 153 

Traditional wooden decorative Mold with faunal motif 

Source: collected by researcher, from Jolly art, Darjeeling 
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Pic-154, Cup made by Bamboo 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 155,Floral decoration on wooden door 

Source: collected by researcher 

 

 
Pic- 156,Dragon motif on wooden box 

Source: collected by researcher, from Asian art palace,Darjeeling 
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Pic- 157, Lord Buddha decoration on wooden door 

Source: collected by researcher  
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Pic-158, Dragon motif on wooden door 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic-159 

 

Pic- 160,Wooden horn for ritual purpose in Dali Monastery 

Source: collected by researcher From Dali Monastery 
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Pic- 161 

 

Pic- 162,Various Floral and Dragon decoration on wooden box for ritual purpose 

Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 163 

 

Pic- 164, Decorative wooden throne 

Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 165, Golden decoration on wooden throne of King of SongtseuGyaupa 

Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery, Darjeeling 
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Pic-166 

 

Pic-167, Decorated Dragon and Lion and floral motif wooden box for ritual purpose 

                    Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 168, Decorated drum in Dali Monastery 

Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 169, Wooden decorated traditional Khukri cover 

Source: collected by researcher, from Art Emporium, Darjeeling 
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Pic-170 Pic-171 

 

Pic- 172,WoodenGoddess,  

Source: collected by researcher, from Art emporium, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 173, Decorative wooden box with floral motif 

 

Pic-174, Decorative Sea Shell with Dragon Motif 

Source: collected by researcher, from Kalimpong Art Gallery, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 175 

 

Pic- 176, Decorative wooden box and Jewellery 

Source: collected by researcher, from Kalimpong Art Gallery, Darjeeling 
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Pic-177 

 

Pic-178 

 

Pic-179, Wooden decorative objects  

Source: collected by researcher, from from Asian Art Palace, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 180, Decorative wooden objects collected from Jolly Arts, Darjeeling 

 

 

Pic-181, various decorative wooden box 

Source: collected by researcher, from Nepal Curio House, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 182 

 

Pic- 183 

 

Pic- 184, wooden block for Tibetan language news paper  

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan Refugee Self Help Centre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 185 

 

Pic- 186, wooden block for Tibetan language news paper  

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan Refugee Self Help Centre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-187, Tibetan News Paper 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan Refugee Self Help Centre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 188 

 

Pic- 189, Artisan carving decorative wooden frame 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan Refugee Self Help Centre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 190, wooden panel with decorative eight holy symbol of Buddhism 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan Refugee Self Help Centre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-191, the man drying sheep wool on the roof 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 192, Woman artisan making the carpet 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-193, preparing carpet 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-194 

 

Pic- 195, Inside of the carpet weaving section 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 196 

 

Pic-197 

The artisans showing the Herbal colour 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-198, Natural off white and grey colour 

 

Pic-199, Vegetable light pink colour 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-200, Vegetable red colour 

 

Pic-201, Natural black and beige colour 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-202, vegetable golden 

 

Pic-203, Vegetable beige colour 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-204, Vegetable brown 

 

Pic- 205, Wool ready for dying 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-206, Chemical colour 

 

Pic-207,Chemical colour woolen ball 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 208, women artisan spinning the wool 

 

Pic-209, preparing carpet 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-210, woolen carpet ready for sale 

 

Pic-211, various sizes woolen carpet and Dress ready for sale 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 212 

 

 Pic- 213, small sizes woolen carpet 

 Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 214, Tibetan refugee self helpcentre 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 215 

 

Pic- 216, Traditional decorative wooden furniture, Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

Source: collected by researcher, from Darjeeling 
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Pic-217 

 

Pic-218, Floral decorative design on wood  

Source: collected by researcher, 
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Pic- 219 

 

Pic- 220, Traditional wooden household utility with design 

Source: collected by researcher, 
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Pic- 221, Wooden Dragon motif on Swordsmanship 

Source: collected by researcher, from Asian art palace, Darjeeling 
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Pic-222 

 

Pic- 223, wooden household utensils 

Source: collected by researcher, From Arts Crafts & Curious, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 224 

 

Pic- 225, Various Terracotta objects 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 226 

 

Pic-227, Various Terracotta objects 

Source: collected by researcher, from Biswa Bangla, Darjeeling 
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Pic-228 

 

Pic-229, Decorative Bone china cup, plate, dish,  

Source: collected by researcher, from Biswa Bangla, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 230 

 

Pic-231, Terracotta Doll and Bull figurine  

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic-232 

 

Pic- 233, Colouring Terracotta objects  

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic-234 

 

Pic-235, Artisancolouring Terracotta objects 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 236 

 

Pic- 237, Terracotta object with Folk and Egyptian resemblance  

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 238, Terracotta objects for decoration  

 

 

Pic- 239, Terracotta pot with floral design 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 240 

 

 

Pic-241, Terracotta flower vase with various design for decoration purpose 

                                              Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic-242 

 

Pic-243, Bamboo and Cane household utility  

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 244 

 

Pic- 245 

 

Pic- 246, Bamboo and Cane sofa set for household utility 

Source: collected by researcher 
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      Pic- 247 

 

Pic- 248, Traditional house in Darjeeling  

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 249 

 

Pic- 250, Perspective view of traditional house in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 251,decorative wood carving 

Source: collected by researcher from National Museum, New Delhi 
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Pic- 252, Lord Buddha 

Source: Collected by researcher,from National Museum, New Delhi 
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Pic- 253, Terracotta Idol 

Source: Collected by researcher,from National Museum, New Delhi 
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Pic- 254,Terracotta Idol 

Source: Collected by researcher,from National Museum, New Delhi 
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Pic- 255, Terracotta bull figures 

 

Pic- 256, Terracotta vessel 

Source: Collected by researcher,from National Museum, New Delhi 
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CHAPTER – VI 

GLOBALISATION AND TRADITIONAL ART AND CRAFT OF SUB-HIMALAYAN 

DARJEELING REGION 

Globalization and culture is a live-wire affair in certain flux-in life styles, cross-

cultural confront, migration, global local relations, music, media, movies, marketing, fashion, 

cuisine, art and craft and so forth. As the kinetics of globalization change – and in the twenty 

first century they are changing notably, notwithstanding dramatically – so do not just the 

tides but the littoral of culture. The progressive is not new but its pace has resuscitated and its 

scope widened, with become different in international trade policy, the rise of industries and 

multinationals from the South, the influence of sovereign wealth funds from the South in 

finance and commissioning, the growing assertion for commodities, and growing South – 

South and East – South relations. Over time this sea-change in globalization will show its 

inscribe in cultural genre and flows.  For some two hundred years, since 1800, globalization 

was impersonated and destined by North – South respect with a clear, often inexorable 

hegemony of the North in economic, political and cultural domain. Euro centrism, cultural 

imperialism, and orientalism in sense and cultural genre, and the palette of western images 

and prepossession about the orient and the global South have been acquainted testimonies of 

this domination.1 

Notions of Globalization with the Historical Perspective 

Over two centuries ahead, in the year 1776, the historian Edward Gibbon revealed the 

first volume of his History of the degeneration and fall of the Roman imperium, which he 

yclept The Turn of the Tide. In this legend work, Gibbon scrutinize the historical procedure 

by which the opulence, peace, and permanence of the Roman world order seriatim came to an 

end, ushering in a new era defined by first the differentiation, and eventually the rebuilding of 

Western courtesy over the pathway of many centuries. Today, in our own period, we have 
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vouched the end of the cold war, the fall of the Soviet Union and communism in Eastern 

Europe, the emergence and discernible departure of the Washington consensus, the 

consequence of the events of 9/11 and their aftermath, a host of rivalry and benevolent crises 

around the world, and the dramatic entry of new social power of protest and civil activism 

onto the stage of global politics. All these have given us reason to question whether we also 

are now “at the turn of the tide”, at a watershed in world history where one order passes away 

and a new order appear.2 

In the infinite controversies that are seething about globalization, it is often found that 

people take ultimate desire, like the two end points of a pendulum. One side supports it to the 

range that it is ready to devour it, hook, line and sinker. The other side is indiscriminately 

aglow to refusal it, viewing it takes on cannible; ready to swallow the poor countries. It is 

thoroughly a tough task for a social scientist to find the accurate point along the swinging 

track of the pendulum. For some, it expound the figured formation of the world as a whole – 

elevation of a single social system – the method which is galloped by a worldwide network of 

ecological, economic, political, cultural and social relevance that occurrence a identical social 

order. For others, it expound the hegemonic threat of the globalists – elevation of a shrinking 

world, “the west and the rest” contrariness, globalization disorder, and the spectacle of 

immeasurable power of the increasingly global capitalist class over the avenue of change.3 It 

is at such moments in history that new notions, new ideas, bearing new exemplars and new 

understanding and aspects on human perception will make their entry into public cognition.  

Now in such a moment, it is in this filament that globalizations be founded. It is a cogitation 

of the central role this new notions has already emerged in the centric controversy of our time 

and a strategic acceptance of the need to further progress this notion and the new eidolon 

surrounding it. By beginning from the commitment that there are many globalizations, we 

open the door to examination of multiple methods and multiple expositions and spectacle that 

may comprised many feasible substitute globalizations, many possible exemplar. There is 
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already an aptitude to polarize the discourse of globalization around the opposition: 

globalizations between a “corporate” globalization versus a “people’s” globalization, or 

“globalization from above” (elite) notwithstanding the mis-labeled “anti-globalization” 

movements are more often than not in fact pleaders of an substitude globalization, or “alter 

globalization”, influenced by the confidence that “another world is possible”, the global 

slogan of the world social Forum and its assistants. Thus, even so-called “resistances” to 

globalization is not exotic to the processes of globalization, not absolutely reactive, but very 

much an undivided and “internal” part of the historical method of change that we call 

“globalizations”.4 

It is with this aspects that we hope to widen the controversy on globalization beyond a 

confined definition of the procedures as only economic, or even worse, as exclusively about 

‘free trade’ and liberalization. The central controversy is not structured as and either or 

question, to either receive or reject “globalization”.  The problem of the ambivalence or 

constant of globalization is not therefore as simple as some would have us faith. It is not a 

matter of somehow stopping entirely the historical process of globalization, but rather of 

understanding and attractive with the very intricate process of shaping the historical path of 

globalization moving from singularity to diversity is not to speak of any single or 

unavoidable globalization, or even of a set of processes of a single globalization, but rather, 

to accept “multiple globalization processes” and sooth to say “multiple globalization”. This in 

itself instructs something of an exemplar shift from the type of thinking that subjugated the 

first phase of the globalization controversy. This move is constitutionally inclusive 

intellectually, politically and socially as well as culturally.5  It is therefore manifest that the 

controversy addressing such a range of aspects and contentions must be latency as open as 

possible, enclosing all fields of wisdom rather than founded in any single punitive or 

theoretical tradition. An ideas as inclusive as globalizations require and actually exhort 

openness to examination in multiple realm of knowledge, and it convenience by their mutual 
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contact and reciprocity. Globalizations’ academic motive will therefore be to enclose as many 

aspects as possible, including not only the conventional social sciences and humanities, but 

including brilliance from the natural, environmental, medical and public health science, 

culture as well. We should stimulate new types of multidisciplinary research and 

conventional research involving participants from more than one ground or country. In this 

perspective, we see our role as contributing to the formative field of critical globalization 

studies. It will ascertain to embroil with social, cultural, political and ideological controversy 

on the nature practices of global change. In doing so, it is essential to set up a real bridge 

between the academic world and the world of practice, the world of Action.6  The turning of 

the tide implicates an intuition of history, an understanding of human improvement in the 

long term and the manifestation of the global human community as the main subject of 

understanding.  The “historicization of globalization” as well as the “globalization of history” 

is closely associated to the remaking of global education, fugitive the parochial incarcerate of 

nineteenth century stimulated nationalism and national historical fable. It also avails to the 

shaping of contemporaneous “global consciousness” or “world consciousness”, which in fact 

is not unique to our present age, but itself has a long history”. The true meaning of 

“globalization”, in its concentrated and most gentile intution, has everything to do with 

“global history” and with the appreciation as well as the eventual fact of the “unity of 

humanity and unity culture” as a central fact of global history. This (re)-awakening of world-

cognition acceptance in our own time what is probably the oldest and most simple truth of 

history, as recorded in the oldest extant literary tradition from Sanskrit, that is, that “In truth, 

the whole world is indeed one family”. We are witnessing, in our own time, an initiate 

motivation to the composition of the world sensation, as globalization methods bring all of 

humanity into greater physical and communicative intimacy to one another. These same 

processes are instantaneously altering the social and cultural connections and social networks 

that erect the basis of the human community. 
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It is thus that today we have introduced new ideas such as “global governance” and 

“sustainability” in relation to the expression of the human culture and to its relationship with 

the natural environment.  It is to the first of these, the expression of the polity, as it pathway 

truly global stage, that the notions and practices of globalization will probably play the most 

significant part. The enduring notions of a universal humanity implicate an evolution towards 

some form of universal culture, in turn premised on some manifestation of universal or world 

cognition. Obviously, in this sense, “globalization’ is a way of expressing our present stage of 

evolution or historical upliftment towards world polity and culture and world cognition. This 

is not a new delusion, but in fact a feature of human history extending backs many millennia 

till the present.  There may in fact be an elementary desire for an international or global order 

that brings unity, peace, enrichment and permanence. In times of differentiation, 

bewilderment, strife, the longings of many wise as well as ordinary souls may be for a type of 

unity that brings tranquility and stead of law to all. In spite of many historical attempts to 

fabricate such enduring orders, often associated by ambitious universal epistemologies or 

religious glance, none have so far been truly world enclosing and none has been more than 

temporary. Probably all hegemonies, all empires, and all states and their universalisms are 

only temporary. Why should our present time be exclusion? Yet, the deep pleasure for unity, 

peace and durability still remains a potent force in history. There are counterparts to this 

history in many other traditions and civilizations, which insisted for many centuries, and in 

the notion of a unified state that has impression the history China and India from antiquity to 

the present. In all these expressions, and many others not state here, the notion of the 

experience of unity, if integration in a single community rather than separateness and 

fragmentation, is densely pervaded in the human mind. Today, it finds at least unilateral 

evolution in modern institutions such as the United Nations and the Olympic Games, where 

eruption are to be at least temporarily set aside, in the imitation of the sagacity of unity.  

However, it is unclear how far, or how fast, humanity will progress towards a true world 
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polity and culture, or what form would cognition take in the future. None of these matters are 

to be taken as given nor are they irresistible. It is clear, however, that a form of global 

propulsion is being sought by many that do not rely on exclusiveness, which does not 

absolutely eternize the power and prerogative of a few. An order based on such cliquishness 

cannot deliver lasting peace and justice or meet the deep pleasure for unity. We are in danger 

of repeating the mistakes of the past and lapsing or sleepwalking into unearthly repetition 

scenarios, whereby great power politics ascertain domination rather than integration, and 

fosters violent shattered and mutual animosity rather than the experience of unity and 

adjustment.7 

Globalization and Cultural Perspective 

The globalization of culture is not new: what are various are both the nature of ‘global 

culture’ and the processes of the contemporaneous cultural globalization that are driving it.  

‘Culture’ is widely identified as immensely difficult to define competently. This is not the 

place to pursue this matter except to say that the term ‘global culture’ is, likewise, just as 

stubborn to define. Actually, some are disinterested to associate the term ‘culture’ which 

what they considered as the hackneyed nature of the media and consumerist products being 

proclaimed around the world by the west. Others see this reluctance as commemorative of the 

‘high’ versus ‘low’ culture debate of the past, with the former (elitist) being seen as superior 

to the latter (mass). Yet others seek new ways to recount what they consider as a new cultural 

delusion, one that should not be stumbled with the baggage of the past. But is it possible to 

say that sometime willingly recognizable as ‘global culture’ actually subsist and, if so, what 

is it?  Among the most manifest and tangible forms of cultural globalization are the products 

of the western media: and a wide range of western consumer goods.  However, the adoption 

and impression of these cultural goods is heard to measure. This raises a further set of issues 

because those who may agree it does subsist need not essentially as to its scribble or worth.  
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Probably it is easier to start by briefly stating what global culture is usually trusted not to be 

namely analogous to national cultures. No global conformities to the ethnic cores (composed 

of a patchwork of competing national myths, hearsay memories, stories, symbols, events and 

heroes, etc.) alluvium within national cognition and which give identity to a ideas and its 

people. In parallelism, global culture is held to be mainly a modern media driven constitute.  

Local and national cultures have strong impassioned consciousness for large numbers of 

people, but global culture is destitute of such ‘ethnic-based’ solicitation. While global culture 

can avowedly draw upon folk and national cultures, it is not (yet) based on shared global 

stories and memories.  In this sense it is ‘memory-less’, syncretistic and dependent upon the 

profit-seeking production of arbitrated signs and emblem. Whereas local culture is closely 

obstructed to place and time, global culture is free of this coercion: as such it is ‘unattached’, 

‘incorporeal’ and ‘de-territorialized’, existing outside the colloquial allusion to geographical 

territory. 

Robertson traverse that ‘global culture’ is not ‘just as significant as the idea of 

national and local culture’.  More than ever before we are witnessing the explanation of 

cultures as nation came under severe pressure to associate what he terms ‘inwardness and 

outwardness’.  Others point to global culture’s various characters and to the fact that, because 

of its technologies nature, it does not likeness anything that has formerly moved around the 

world.  Global culture conducted preciously through the multiplication of several products, 

services and spectacles targeted at particular audiences. Consumer and media industries are 

becoming more discriminated and are partitioning their customers and audiences into more 

sections. In many cases this associates the pretext of minor disparity of fashion and style as 

important, but it also associates an escalation of more thoroughly evolved culture and society 

in terms of an ever expanding variety and multiplicity of cultural artifacts, products and 

services.  This new world culture is both brought into being and entertained by the media and 

entertainment industry, not just in terms of products, but as a preference new lifestyle. 
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For many commentators the elevation of global culture is the direct outcome of late 

capitalist re-incorporate to shape desires, create needs and, thereby, open up new sphere for 

capital procurement. Some view this is an object surrender to co-modification, 

commercialization and consumerism and concrete cultural degradation by the media, 

advertising and communication industries in their drive to exaggerate profits. Lifestyle 

choices lie at the heart of consumerism as dreams are marketed over sincere needs.  

Thompson make a sign, among those who could mannage it, shopping has long been for 

more than just purchasing goods: rather, shoppers feel that through the act of shopping they 

are buying into (however modestly) a more sensational, passionate world.  The opening up of 

new markets is driven by the mass media (in individual, advertising and television) as the 

major conveyor of fashion and lifestyle imaginings. Conventional, Transnational, trans-

cultural appetite clusters, based on what people would like to be rather than what they are, 

come into presence as a result of commercial life styling and are more ‘real’ to people today 

than the surviving position of class compactness. Actually, the two great traditional markers 

of collective recognize, nation and class are seen to be disintegrating under the aggression of 

global media, which now has the power, to move people not just to buy the products of the 

culture industries, but to buy into networks that delivery forms of community and liaison 

which can transcend the (old) constrict of class, gender, regional and national culture. 

Many commentators link globalization with post modernity and the highly various 

and mobile cultural forms comprising post modernism, which is flourished on the production 

and attenuation of symbols not just material objects. The continuous flow of ideas, 

information, pledge, values and tastes arbitrate through mobile egregious, symbolic tokens 

and electronic warmth. Exalted systems of communication and information flow, coupled 

with rationalization in the techniques of ordination make it possible to announce commodities 

through the market system with greater speed. Cultural globalization can be viewed in several 

lights, whether dynamic and liberating or threatening, reduce to destitution and disastrous of 
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local culture and business. likewise, local culture is sometimes considered as something 

condign under threat, whereas in order address it is dedicated as backward and parochial. 

Held et.al. recognize three broad responses to cultural globalization, namely those who 

prognosis cultural homogenization as an outcome of the effect of western media and 

consumerism; those who consider the effect of global culture as being comparatively 

superficial; and those who prophesy the elevation of new, exciting global cultural networks 

and hybrids. What is indisputable, however, is that under the impression of globalization, 

western consumer culture has expanse out and reconstructed across geographical barier. Of 

course, cultural transfer of sorts has always gone in one form or another, but now time span 

constriction has greatly get a move on it.  The centre can now ‘travel’ to the circumference 

more easily (thus introducing new ethnic identities to cultures on the periphery) and, 

possibly, the periphery to the centre (for example, through economic migrants and the 

importation of ‘exotic goods).  Contemporaneous cultural globalization, then, is usually seen 

as several from anything that has superseded in that, for the first time ever, it is improbable to 

be uninfluenced by it wherever one lives. No historical parallel presence for such severe and 

comprehensive forms of cultural flows that are basic forms of commercial prosperity and 

entertainment.8 

Ishwar Modi, in his paper “Globalization, Marginalization and Social Transformation: 

The context of Indian Rural Society”, accentuates the sigficant of rural society in 

understanding Indian society as a whole, notwithstanding the fact that Indian rural society has 

undergone unusual change in the recent past, exceptionally since independence. Now that the 

pace of change has become highly rapid and critical due to globalization, there is an urgent 

need to understand as to how globalization impacting Indian society, moreover the rural one. 

Agreeing with the view that there is an about consentient harmony about globalization being 

a complex and multi-dimensional methods, Modi moves on to recognize the causes of 

globalization as well as its impacts and how these can be judged since there is a growing 
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anxious about the path globalization is currently taking.  Its convenience are too distant for 

too many, while its risks are all too real as opportunities of globalization have been 

differently give out, both within and between countries. As on the other hand, the influence of 

globalization has been mixed in India too. There had been winners and losers both. On the 

whole the rural poor in individual and masses at large have become for more pungent and 

precarious due to the concern and impoverishment resulting from globalization. Modi 

therewithal points out that the talk of globalization will be meaningless if it is not 

experimented in the relation of social improvement. Similarly, no meaningful sociology can 

be done in India and social prosperity convinced without worried for the dalits, the Adivasis, 

and the indigenous and endangered marginalized masses as poverty in case of these groups in 

not only an economic state but is fundamentally a method of social elimination and 

marginalization. 

As such social progress and marginalization are directly associated to social 

conversion. No social metamorphosis more so a intended social transformation is feasible 

unless social development of the marginalized and keep out groups, especially that of rural 

India, is undertaken in an sincere genie and preserved manner since these groups are still, and 

going to remain, at the lowest level of society for long. The genie of social conversion must 

attach the way it has been explained as a multidimensional methods of quicker social changes 

as, also the radical change in the mindsets, life styles or approach, ways of thinking and 

doing, and creating an inclination to achieve an identical social order with exalted grade of 

life and happiness. Scrutinize from this aspect, the situation of the marginalized and the keep 

out groups, more so in the rural India, is rather pathetic. These groups are often faced with 

double and triple prejudice. It is only through the empowerment of the large number of 

marginalized groups that India can be sanctioned. The methods of globalization, only if 

rationally redesigned, can yield much better, positive and receivable outcome. 
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Besides the political and the major impression for the world economy very often 

anxieties have been raised with regard to the impact of globalization on culture of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling. As such it is no surprise that different contributors to this Festschrift 

have scrutinized the effect of globalization on culture in its several classifications. 

Distinguished social scientist Yogesh Atal, in his paper on “Globalization and the Future of 

Cultures”, has scrutinized the relevance between globalization and cultures in very extensive 

and multilateral process.  He begins his dialogue by watching that orientation to change has 

changed over time. Rather than aiming on the past, and rebuilding the journey from the past 

to the present, social scientists began commissioning the changes in contemporaneous world.  

And, as we proceed towards close to the 20th Century, the focus of change shifted again – this 

time from the present to the future. Atal submits that the concept of Globalization is the 

product of this last phase. He accentuate that we must admit that this is the period of 

understanding the method of globalization, and not of passing decision on it. It is a new 

coinage passed on to us from the international political sphere. As a notion, it is still being 

sculpted. Degeneration of communism, leading to the liberalization of the economies and 

increasing democratization of the polities, has constructed new circumstances for 

international interconnection in around all the section. But depending on our subject 

expertise, we see this method as economic, political, cultural, or a total mix of all these 

spectacle of our life. Like the former ideas of westernization and modernization, globalization 

is also used in two individual senses – as an ideology and epistemology as methods. Atal 

shares the view that globalization is a method, and not a well-planned ideology destined by 

some agency as we continue to be one world with many voices, and with different cultures, 

and yet all the societies of the world are in the grip of this inexorable method of globalization.  

Questions concerning culture, such as the following, are being raised in the context of rapidly 

enveloping methods of globalization: Will economic and technological prosperity pulverize 

the cultural variety and bastardize our cultures? Will we onlooker a return of insufferable 
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chauvinism that would make cultures recession to their shells?  Will there be a judicious fit 

between the old and the new?  Where are we going?  Where shall we reach?  What will be the 

fate of our cultures? Atal try to endeavour to answer these questions in a broader sociological 

aspects. We can notices that what seems striking is the fact that in spite of so much of give 

and take occurring between cultures – call it by whatever name such as westernization, 

modernization or even globalization – cultures have complied their uniformities, and the 

globe is characterized by the heterogeneity of references a reassertion of their corresponding 

cultural uniformities. The resurrection and remembrance of traditions are expressions of this 

affirmation. Such a condition leads us to ask the following questions: What is the function of 

a cultural identity? Does it create compactness among the people who belong to that culture?  

Or, does this methods lead to the elevation of sub-regional loyalties which may become 

secessionist? What happens when a person is sandwiched between duel accountability – for 

instance, religious recognition versus cultural recognitions? How does culture give identity to 

its people?  Can newer recognitions be constructed by manipulating cultural symbols? Do 

identities really empower?  Or, are they imaginative? Atal sustains that very little attention 

has been paid to these worrisome queries in the exploration of globalization. He also 

accentuate that there is a need to set up a relevence between the notions of ‘change’ and 

‘future’. In this view, both notions are diachronic but change is post-oriented and future is 

forward looking. One is rooted in history; the other is subject upon our powers of assumption.  

He finish by watching that all cultures in future will look diverse from what they are today, 

with changes with the profiles of their demography and literacy, and with continuing 

offensive of technology and its attendant classification. But they will remain, and remain 

several with their own identities. Uniformities in material culture – the externally – will not 

pulverize differences in appreciation and avenue of life.  Neither will there be a single future 

for the globe, nor a single globe culture. Multiple cultures will have multiple futures.  

Heterogeneity will continue to persuade. As such, the challenge before us is to examine the 
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new occurrence of change as it occurs in our society and brings about transformation of our 

cultures without erasing their uniformities.9 

Actually, there is admittedly a growing interest among cultural anthropologists 

ethnographers in watching the ways in which global consumer culture interchange with local 

culture and the mixtures that appear. Cvetka Vich and Kellner point to the significance of 

these interchanges between global and local, claiming that, these “ ………. constitute the 

economic, political, social cultural and even personal matrixes within which individuals 

increasingly live and die, define themselves an experience the world today.’  While cultural 

locals are admittedly absorbing components of mass-mediated global culture, it must be 

borne in mind that there is likewise a discontent demand for a new cultural products. Global 

consumer capitalism applicable appearance of the local with profit dynamic; repackages them 

apotheosize, decontamination forms; and then flourish them in terms of their newness value 

(e.g., ‘verily’ ethnic cuisine, holidays fashion and music etc.). The development of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling as a tourist centre often leads to a revival of highly stereotypical, 

questionably ‘traditional’ arts and crafts, furnishings, wood and leather working in order to 

meet global tourists’ exclusions. Indeed much of a global tourists’ sagacity which build 

incorporeal ethnic motifs. 

To local is increasingly a hybrid structured out of regional national and global powers 

and today no local is untouched by the global, so much so that Robertson point out we might 

as well as consider ‘the local as a “micro” disclosure of the global’ in that locals everywhere 

can no longer escape the influence of global mass culture. ‘The local’ and ‘the global’ are 

comingling in new ‘global’ modes of production across and outside of national boundaries.10  

Probably more than anything else, the global spread of consumerist culture is invaded 

for destroying ‘cultural authenticity’. That which is ‘authentic’ is being substitute by cultural 

forms and exercise that are false and shallow. An instance often used is the effect of tourism 
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and the elevation of heritage industry. As we have previously stated, ethnic tourism and 

cuisine have to gratify the anticipation of tourists so images and products are created, not in 

repercussion to local, traditional values, but to meet the pleasure of western consumers with 

money to burn. This is felt by many to hinder internal prosperity, forcing people to become 

more western at the same time as internalizing the West’s (false) image of them.11 

Changes are the law of nature. Like most things in this world, society also sustains 

changes several types and rarely remains stable in the fast moving world. In fact, social 

change at time becomes essential to possess people to march with time and register method.  

Ingenuousness, as true with all the tribal people, is the main characteristics in the life of the 

occupants of the rural areas and around Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling.  Prior to the prosperity of 

the independence the people were less affected by the cultural dominance from the other parts 

of India and were maintaining their age old traditional cultural heritage. But since the 

prosperity of independence the method of social change has been comprehensive and hasty.  

The norm of life, the means of carving livelihood, intergroup relationship and both social and 

political recognition have also become more noticeable. The prosperity of road 

communication, extension of administration and embodiment of several developmental 

schemes, especially in the various field of education, agriculture, industries, health care by 

the Government during the last two decades has absolute changed the socio-economic profile 

of the people and set into motion the swift transition of the tribal society from traditional path 

of life to modernity. 

The area inhabited by the people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling is now passing 

through a period of change and transformation.  Though the change in recent time have 

driven most of the cultured personnel’s to the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling areas and take up 

several urban occupations, a large number of people still live in the village where they mainly 

depends on agriculture, other domesticated animals and also small industries. The traditional 
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house of the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling is of pile dwelling which is manufactured with 

locally available bamboo, wood, cane and leaves of palm trees. The system is serially 

changing at present in the urban areas it is seen that the rich people and government 

employees in particular, develop SP type building with CGI sheets or RCC building with all 

modern amenities like water supply, electricity, sanitary latrine, Radio, Tape recorder, TV, 

VCP - and yet they have not totally disallowed their age old traditional house type. 

Agriculture, various small industries and tourism is the mainstays of the Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling, ‘Slash and burnt’ method are the main process of cultivation. Forty 

years back the main tools used were only the dao, hoe and bamboo weed. Ploughing the field 

was unfamiliar to them. The choice of crop was also very limited. At present, the ‘Slash and 

burnt’ cultivation is losing its significance. Now under the impact of community progress 

block the Sub-Himalayan people are practicing terrace and wet rice cultivation where water 

sources are available and use fertilizers and other plant protection devices for better 

imparting.12 

Impact of Globalization on Traditional Art and Craft 

Some areas of the Sub-Himalayan region was an industrially under exhibited area in 

the past due to lack of road communication. The craft centre was induced during the last few 

decades with an air to maintain the value of traditional handicrafts of the native people. The 

Central Government and the State Government have offered a number of impetus amenities 

and special accommodation finance for the economic prosperity and for upgrading the 

standard of living by promoting traditional art and crafts. Local boys and girls are being 

trained in carpentry, blacksmith, weaving, cane and bamboo works, wood carving, carpet 

making, etc. They are given allowance during the training period. Training cum production 

centre is founded to exhort the local youth. The important acquisition has so far been made 

only in the field of handloom and handicrafts activities. 
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In Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling, the art of loom is a specialty along the women folk. A 

Sub - Himalayan girl, from the age group of twelve onward pick up the art of weaving under 

the command of elders. Here the weaving is graceful combed to create lovely designs. Some 

household has a bearable loom, and this enables a Sub - Himalayan women, both young or 

old, to give full vent to her love for the craft which also is nearly connected with her 

economic life. It is a traditional occupation for the women without any abridgement of caste, 

creed and age. They treat this craft as a part of their culture but do not deliberate it a full-

fledged profession. The textiles diagram of the Sub-Himalayan people with individual motifs 

and varieties of eye catching colours connected with meaning which has sociological 

importance and mystic ideology closely connected with religious faiths and past memoirs.  

Choice of colours by them is not an abrupt notion but like the whole architecture and 

symbolism, it is deep rooted in their very blood. Their artistic models and patterns are age old 

and pierce into their faiths, customs and rituals.  There are some beautifully envisioned motifs 

among several groups of peoples, which with their glowing colours help them in identifying 

their internal denomination. They are firm followers of tradition and they retain the 

components of their ancestors in spite of the diversified changes in several spheres of their 

life. But the power of memory is usually dwindling because they are more coming in contact 

without side word. The manifestation is seriatim influencing their artistic vision and so also 

their cultural horizon.  But because of their preservation towards traditional designs which 

have special importance and meaning, the new originality are rather slow and continual.  

They are rather willing to switch over to improve technique for much production but not at 

the cost of traditional designs.  

Today the changes are speedy among the young generation who while accepting 

education and mixing with the outside world, are being illuminated more and more the 

outside culture. Examples are not rare when younger generation due to sheer attraction of 

bright colours and modern designs, purchase raiment from the market for their daily use.  But 
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they too are contraband by the elders to wear it during solemn of festive occasions because of 

its foreign component. 

In the past the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling and along area cultivated cotton plants in 

their jhum land.  The women prepared yarn from the raw cotton by carding, ginning and 

spinning at their own home with their indigenous implements. But now a day’s only a few 

limited families practice these as because mill made cotton yarn are attainable everywhere.  

Preparation of indigenous dye from the leaves and barks of the trees is no longer imperious 

and losing its significance, because chemical dye of several colours and coloured yard are 

readily attainable in the market. But if a dispensation is made to maintain and exalted the dye 

staff of indigenous origin surely it will upgrade and maintain the traditional colour. Some 

research in the indigenous dye need to be raised, so that more and more local weavers use the 

dyes rather of purchasing chemical dyes from the market. 

The indigenous cane and bamboo household articles like bamboo cup for drinking tea, 

local wines, long bamboo tube for carrying or storing water, etc. have been put back by the 

aluminum, enamel, steel and plastic vessel attainable in the market. Here we can also observe 

that some traditional indigenous objects are now losing its standard or some are in danger due 

to non-availability of specialist craftsmen. The blacksmith of the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

have altogether exterminated away with the down of Indian independence and continuous 

inflow of commercial goods from outside the territory. Now in around every township there 

is a blacksmith with modern contrivance with mechanical devices run by the Nepalese or 

other communities from where the Sub-Himalayan people procure necessary items like dao, 

axe, spade, hoe, spear, etc. 

Pottery making is also disappearing slowly from the society due to the lack of raw 

materials and on the other hand readymade pots and other essential objects are effortlessly 

attainable at cheap price in the market, indeed it is feasible only because of the huge objects 
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supply from Matigarah Pal Para to the several parts of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region.  

The use of pottery for cooking motives is out dated.  It is serially replaced by the modern 

utensils.  At present however not only the art of pottery of the disappearing slowly, but also 

potters are losing their traditional skill and technology in making their products. 

Now the Government of West Bengal and Central Government are coming forward to 

conserve rich heritage of their crafts and to elevate their indigenous handicrafts with the help 

of modern manifested technique. Surely it will be a happy blending of modern technique with 

the traditional patters and designs suited to the changing fashion which has been taken in true 

courage. Today these crafts play an essential role in uplifting the socio-economic condition of 

the weavers of this area. But the growth of the crafts industry recline in most cases on the 

improvement of organization for supplying raw materials, training in the improved types of 

loom for better rate of production, and organization to naturalized marketing of the completed 

products both in and outside the state. The industry department of the administration has, 

however, taken applicable steps for maintenance and popularization of these crafts by 

introducing it in the different craft centers. The rich heritage of the Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling area is sure to add colour to the cultural heritage of the country.13 

Global Effect on Tourism Industry of Sub – Himalayan Darjeeling 

A subclass of tourism, cultural tourism is impatient with a country or region’s culture, 

especially its arts. It usually, focuses on traditional communities who have various customs, 

unparalleled form of art and independent social practices, which basically distinguishes it in 

urban areas, moreover historic or large cities and their cultural equipments such as museums 

and theatres. It can also include tourism in rural areas showcasing the traditions of indigenous 

cultural communities (i.e. festivals, rituals), and their worth and lifestyles. It is usually agreed 

that cultural tourists spend considerably more than standard tourists do. This form of tourism 

is gaining vogue throughout Europe. 
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Tourism industry professionals design cultural tourism as ‘travel directed toward 

experiencing the arts, heritage and special feature of a place’.  The culture is an uniformity 

and the significance that unconnected people place on local and national social organizations, 

such as local governments, education institutions, religious communities, work and leisure.  

Cultural tourism narrates tourist the ones who take part in the cultural activities while away 

from their home cities.  Cultural tourism is that form of tourism whose motive is to discover 

heritage sites and cultural monuments on their travels.  Garrison Killor (1995) in an address 

to the White House Conference on Travel & Tourism, best recount cultural tourism by 

saying: 

We need to think about cultural tourism because really there is no other kind of 

tourism.  It’s what tourism is …….. People don’t come to America for our airports; people 

don’t come to America for our hotels, or the distraction convenience. They come for our 

culture: high culture, low culture, middle culture, right, left, real or imagined – they come 

here to see America. 

The theme of culture has grown over the last two decades but not clear definition of 

culture has received by the community has whole. The culture in modern day is seen as a 

product by the governments, large organizations and sunder people to develop their own 

standings in the given market. Stating that culture plays significant part in the society, 

Wyman exerts that: 

In an economic climate where we hear so much about crisis in health and education, it 

is significant to remember that culture, too, is an indispensable component of a healthy 

society. It’s not an either or situation. Health obligates for life; culture makes life worth 

living. 
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Moreover, cultural tourism relates to those separate groups of people who travel 

around the world, individual country, local community and discrete events that seek to 

observation of a heritage, religious and art sites to improvement wisdom of different 

communities, way of life. This can include a very wide range of cultural tourist experience.  

It can comprise, for example, performing arts, festivals visits to historic sites and monuments, 

education tours, museums, natural heritage sites and religious occasions. 

Living cultural areas are one type of cultural tourism terminus. For an indigenous 

culture that has stayed exceedingly segregated from the surrounding majority, tourism can 

present both superiority and problems. On the positive side are the distinctive cultural 

exercise and arts that attract the curiosity of tourists and provide opportunities for tourism and 

economic improvement. On the negative side is the issue of how to control tourism so that 

those same cultural conveniences are not ruined and the people do not feet contravened.  

Besides this, historical sites, modern urban districts, theme parks and country clubs, coastal 

or island ecosystems and inland natural areas are other notable cultural tourism terminus. 

With the matter of globalization taking place in this modern era, conserving the few 

remaining cultural community, around the world is becoming a hard challenge.  In a tribal 

base community, reaching economic evolution with delicate negative collision is an 

indispensable objective to any destination, expandable destination evolution of the area is 

vital for them to avert the negative influence (i.e. destroying the authentic identity of the 

tribal community) due to tourism. 

Destination planning is not an easy task as it looks.  One reason for this may be that 

the principle of ‘one size fits all’ does not apply to destination planning. The imperious, 

exceptions, and prophesy convenience from tourism vary greatly from one destination to 

another. This is neatly epitomized as local communities living in regions with tourism 
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dynamic (destinations) progress a vision for what kind of tourism they want to prerequisite, 

depending on issues and concerns they want to be settled or contended. 

The several definition of culture should be taken into account by the destination 

planner.  He should be careful because the term is individual.  Satisfying tourists interest such 

as landscapes, seascapes, art, nature, traditions, ways of life and other products connected to 

them – which may be classified cultural in the broadest intuition of the word, is a principal 

discretion as it marks the elementary phase of the improvement of a cultural destination. The 

quality of service and destination, which does not simply does not recline on cultural 

heritage, but more gravely to the cultural environment, can further be exhibited by setting 

controls and policies which shall govern the community and stakeholders.  It is therefore safe 

to say that the planner should be on the ball with the varying meaning of culture itself as this 

fuels the concoction of improvement policies that shall assume proficient planning and 

mentioned growth. 

It goes without saying that it should be the top precedence to satisfy tourist’s interest 

and demands; however at the same time it is also obligatory to contemplate the subsystems of 

the destination’s (residents). Improvement pressures should be foresees and set to their 

minimum level so as to preserve the area’s resources and confine a circumstance of the 

destination as to not abuse the product and the residents’ assembly. The plan should organize 

the local to its gain by training and employing them in the methods exhort them to engage to 

the travel business. It should be kept in mind that the plan should make travels not only aware 

about the destination but also anxiety on how to help it maintain its characters while 

broadening their travelling knowledge.14  

Handicrafts are man’s first technology, the technology of the hand. A handicraft at its 

finest illustrates man’s need to create at one time with mind and hand.  The Sub-Himalayan 

handicrafts industry is exceptionally labour intensive cottage based industry and 
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suburbanized being expanse in rural and urban areas. Numerous artisans are appointed in 

crafts work on part time basis.  The industry provides employment, which comprise a large 

number of women and people belonging to the weaker sections of the society. 15 The 

handicrafts of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling are fully several from the crafts subsisting in the 

rest of West Bengal and expresses cultural heritage of Buddhism governing in the eastern 

Himalayas.  Traditional hill craftsmen prepare the sculptural model of bronze figure using 

direct wax for each bronze figure.  Bhutia villages have each bronze figure.  Bhutia villages 

have skilled musicians, painters and authentic artist who take pride in representing the folk 

cultures of the hill people.   

People living in the foothills of West Bengal practice a lot of bamboo and cane craft.  

Craftsmen of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling are skilled at making beautiful cane baskets of 

various designs and shapes. The baskets have multi uses. Crafts persons also prepare 

ceremonial baskets, cages and fishing traps which are made with lot of endeavour and 

requires efficient technique. Bamboo dowry boxes are very convolutedly woven and play a 

very significant role in the marriage ceremonies. 

At Bhutia basti, the traditional scroll paintings are made which are known as thankas.  

These are made in the most traditional way by the craftsmen using the paper form Tibet or 

Nepal.  Grounded stone and earthen colours are used.  Lapis Lazuli, a blue stone colour, is 

achieved by grinding semi excellent stones from Tibet. These paintings are hung on the home 

as well as on the walls of the monasteries. Holy value connected to each thanka which are 

bordered with Buddhist motifs in fine brocade. Powdered gold is also used to beautify the 

thanka and exaggerate the value of the painting. The technique used is a nearly guarded 

secret.  The Thankas are used in all Buddhist household shrines and monasteries. 

Kalimpong, another hill stations tucked in the contiguity of Darjeeling is famous for 

weaving of Tibetan woolen carpets. The wool for the same is spun by the Tibetan women of 
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Darjeeling on the traditional spinning wheels known as Chassba. Usually, bold colours and 

geometric patterns are used. The most common of all carpets is the dun a small beside carpet 

which has up to sixty knots to a square inch.16 

It is example that Bamboo work, wood carving, carpet weaving, traditional metal 

work, making bags, rugs and hill dolls have been envisaged as the popular hill craft and it is 

widely smeared even today. It is intriguing fact that excepting few artisan communities of 

traditional craftsman those who had inherited the craft tradition through ages like some 

communities of Nepali – Biswakarma for their Black smithy, copper, Brass, Silver and allied 

crafts, Sakya for silver craft, and Bhutia for Thanka painting, Gurung for Rahi weaving, 

Yatha by Dukpas. Today at this watershed of time many craft men had either left out for 

other substitute or set aside by market mechanism. A good number of other communities 

traditionally not classified as artisans communities are also involved in several craft now a 

days.  Handicraft is not only the main source of income to these artisans but a way of life to 

most of artisans. The contemporaneous traditional arts and crafts in the Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling area reflect a cross road cultural amalgamation where the artisans practice and 

convince art not only for the sake of art but today the artisans also cater to the need and 

meritorious creation of artifact so as to create the self-interest of buyer from faraway land, as 

much of the artisans earning rest mainly on the income yielded through this craft for earning 

their livelihood.17 

As we look back on a quarter century of improvement effort in Asia we perceive three 

main models and strategies each with several ideological premises informing and illuminative 

the methods. A number of countries accepted the western exemplar of modernization which 

was the capitalist model of growth with some local authorization. Others chose the 

revolutionary path to nation building. They had before them, first, the model of Soviet 

socialist reformation and, later on, also the models of the People’s Republic of China and 
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other post World War-II socialist countries. These experiments executed their encouragement 

from a common ideological source, but the operational strategies were governed by national 

circumstances and situational choices. Still others tried to progress independent models of 

their own – guided democracy, basic democracy, and so forth. In most cases, these endeavour 

represented a legitimization of the prevailing power structures, and their efforts to pursue an 

independent line often desiderate authenticity. They tilted towards one or the other of the two 

dominant models, more often to the Western one. To understand the dynamics of goal setting 

it is indispensable to prove gingerly these three scenarios of improvement. 

It is amazing that the concept of improvement – growth rate, GNP, and per capita 

income – were totally economic criteria.  Indicators of social and cultural progression were 

not made manifest. There was an inherent possessed that’s the advantage attained by the 

nation, in terms of popularized economic indicators, will strain somehow to the exhaustive 

population what occurred in actuality is that a embodied part of the developmental acquire 

were cornered by the thin upper crust of society comprising of those who controlled the 

means of production and by a new heterotrophic class that grew around it.  While the core 

directing the new economic activity reaped exceptional convenience, the circumference 

remains untouched. The later constituted, the masses, who were the best titular beneficiaries 

of the products of improvement, having only some national share in the social services 

provided by the State. The gap between the rich and poor enlarged. The proportion of the 

under advantage and the reft grew. The appeals for service and scarifies to those living below 

the line of poverty were meaningless: they could not to sink below their unconceivable low 

level of living.18 

Contemporaneous India represents the many contradictions and composite problems 

of a society in the methods of transition from a traditional to a modern way of life.  Her 

modernizing elite has prepared aspirant blueprints for national progress and is seeking to 
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bring about, at an escaleted pace, the transformation of her backward economy preindustrial 

technology.  The experience of the first phase of the exploration in organized change has 

progressively brought home to the planner the perception that traditional values and 

institutions play a vital role in determining the avnue rate of economic prosperious. In 

significance, there is noticeable of a growing perturbation for scientific appreciation and 

evaluation of the human component and the value factors that significance economic progress 

and technological change. Increasing attention is now being given to the structural adherence 

and institutional framework within which the plans for economic prosperity must be 

accomplished. The connected value system is also being pursued, with a view to the feasible 

adoption of some of its components for the smooth and speedy execution of the improvement 

plans. The insufficiency of mechanical economic fatalism is now usually recognized. The 

contemporaneous trend is toward extensive planning that takes note of the exhaustive 

complicated of ideological, motivational and institutional factors that importantly situation 

and govern the methods of economic prosperity. 

Economic prosperity involves making critical decisions and choices at several steps in 

the different stages of the methods.  The decisions of the planner are often destined by 

anticipation of the likely reactions and the possible preferences of those for whom he is 

planning. 

All endeavors at planned change must be commenced and accomplished on a 

subsisting social base. It is sage to accept that no culture will be originally capacious to the 

entire range of upheaval offered by a improvement programmed; along particular sensorial 

frontiers is bound to be reverberating to changes. But it would wrong to start with the 

consideration that traditional cultures resist all modern innovations, for even the most 

protective among the tradition oriented societies have particular “natural” cultural frontiers 

along which counteraction to change, if any, is symbolic rather than real. In fact they may 
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also have definite “change prone” frontiers, which indeed welcome innovation. In large 

measure, acceptance depends also on the actual content and the phasing of the particular 

programme of modernization and economic improvement. In this connection, it is obligate to 

experiment the several components in the improvement programme severally and separately, 

first from the point of view of culturally realized need and then from the point of view of 

consistency  with and conformation to the ethos and idiom of the traditional culture. 

In relating cultural worth to economic prosperity, it is indispensable to discriminate 

between several types of values and appreciate their meaning and importance for the culture.  

A theoretically oriented and extensive typology of values is probably out of place here, and 

only brief comments will therefore be made on the more significant operationally valuable 

types. 

First, it should be borne in mind that all values are not equally significant. Between 

the core values and the outmost values of a culture there is often a wide zone of sub structural 

and substitute values. The core values are built around the central emphases of the culture and 

disassociate into its several motives. They accomplish the culture by providing it with a 

system of meanings and logic of choices. These values always apply to all sub cultural groups 

enclosed within the culture and demand a stubborn consequence. They are universal values 

and permit only limited, if any, choice of action.  In addition, subgroups within a culture may 

have their own core values that furnish indices of legitimating to special forms of sub cultural 

behavior. These substitute values permit much greater choice in action in a given situation, 

although they too can often be graded hierarchically in terms of their inclination quality.  

Outmost values are not rigid in their demands. 

Second, a clear dissimilitude between ethic-religious values and structural worth is 

indispensable. There is a general propensity to fructify significance of the former without 
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going adequately intense into their structural synthesis. In reference to economic 

improvement, the importance of structural worth should not be underestimated. 

Third, an effort should be made to individualize between statement of formal 

positions and the existentially noticed reality underlying these values. Through a method of 

commentary and rationalization, the content of values often takes up particular forms that are 

noteworthy several from those insinuated in formal positions. 

Finally, it is most indispensable to discriminate between conclusive and forthcoming 

values. Many critical choices in the general area of economic prosperity are made in 

reference to forthcoming values rather than to ultimate values. 

Cultural problems embroiled in the method of modernization and economic prosperity 

in Hindu society will now be regarded within this general frame work. 

The formal outlines of Hinduism, Buddhism and other religions are fairly clear and 

simple, but its existential content is incessantly intricate. Hinduism as it is exercised in daily 

life is not quite the same as the Hinduism of the holy texts. Variations in regional and sub-

cultural forms of Hinduism are unusual. The distinctive in the application of its norms to the 

several levels and classes in the society are also important. Acknowledgement of 

modernization in several degrees in diverse aspects of life further confuses the issues. What 

makes the analysis stubborn is the fact that Hinduism cannot be regarded without reference to 

its many perverse forms.  In point of fact, Hindu society is a complex of many societies.  The 

contrasts that can be disregarded in a broad conceptualization of Hindu society are 

meaningful and relevant to the promoter of modernization and economic prosperity. 

In our discussion only Hindu society in general can be contemplated. This kind of 

treatment can take account of particular broad features only. For diagnostic and operational 

justification, an examination of local, sub-cultural, and regional substitute is indispensable.19 
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Commercialization of Traditional Mask Culture of Sub – Himalayan Darjeeling 

There is need to discuss the impact of tourism upon the traditional arts and crafts of 

Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling.  The art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling have experienced periodic 

imposition of new ideas, materials and techniques.  However in the twentieth century tourism 

procreated many changes.  Never before has there been such an affluence of traditional rugs, 

pottery, jewelry, masks and baskets nor have been price so high. Other art forms, such as 

painting, weaving are also rapidly developing. In every part of the nation people, are 

conscious of the native arts of the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling and many are eager to posses 

something traditional. There is a exceptional growth of Sub-Himalayan arts and crafts market 

which brought their manifestation to the rest of the people through tourism and other factors, 

such as, an awakening to the significance of preserving those roots of the Sub-Himalayan 

traditional cultural heritage that were in danger of vanishing. 

The notion of aesthetics exists in most societies, and such activities convey an artistic 

sense of value and provide a measure of self-satisfaction. Among the people of Sub-

Himalayan region arts and crafts have been integral to their culture for centuries.  The present 

forms reflect an evolutionary method that has been high lightened in the twentieth century by 

the creation of a commercial market of significant consequence. At the time of Tibetan, 

Nepalese and Chinese contact, the people were already well versed in the arts of pottery, 

basketry, cotton cloth, metal arts and jewellery.20 

It is regarded that festivals today make a important contribution to the cultural and 

economic development wealth of the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling. The festivals have major 

influence on the improvement of cultural tourism to the host communities. The festival 

organizers are now using the historical and cultural themes to progress the annual events to 

attract visitors and creating cultural image in the host cities by holding festivals in the 

community settings.  The hoisting of events of often developed because of the tourism and 
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economic opportunities addition to the social and cultural convenience. The govt. now 

support and promote events as part of their strategies for economic improvement, nation 

building and cultural tourism.21 

Festivals form a fundamental part of the people’s lives in Darjeeling. With the 

beginning of New Year in the month of January this district experiences festivity in each 

month due to the cultural blend of various religions, tribes and immigrants from neighboring 

states. Maghe Sankranti, Losar, Sri Panchami, Bhumchu, Christmas, Buddha Jayanti, 

Dussehra, Tihar (animal worship).22 Afterward all these festivals there is another one which 

need a special mention is the Cham dance, have an effect on by Tibetan culture. Here we 

found the use of several types of masks with aesthetic values).  The word ‘Cham’ is of 

Tibetan origin, and simply means ‘a dance’.  Cham dance is an ancient ritual mask dance is 

unparalleled because it is performed solely by the monks during the multi day religious 

festivals. The mask of the monks wear represents several deities and demons as well as 

animals.23 

 Making various types of masks (especially wooden) is become very popular craft in 

Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region .Masks or false faces have been used in religious and filthy 

motive since prehistoric times.  The distribution of masks ranges widely over time and space.  

In some society masks play a predominant role in ritual activities. The pictorial 

representations of wearing masks by the human beings occur in the cave paintings and rock 

engravings where dancers wearing animal masks. 

The material shape of masks is of unlimited variety. The masks were generally made 

of wood, metal, cloth, leather, etc. Masks may be separated into two categories, the religious 

and the profane. The religious type of masks encompassing large number of sub types 

preponderates in preliterate societies as well as in several historic civilizations. The wooden 

masks conquered by upright carved animal ears, deer horn represents the main form and its 
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crude shape and painting in white, black and red creates a dramatic impact, such masks are 

used in connection incitement rites, burials and other ceremonies.  The task of covering these 

masks, which attract great magical energy, was deliberated immensely dangerous and 

required strength of the performers.  In ancient Tibet mask was known as bse ‘beg’ or 

“leather mask”.  A huge number of old masks, representing the faces of several protective 

deities, are being preserved in various monasteries.  Most of the masks are fastened to the 

horizontal beams forming a part of the ceiling. 

Tibetan mask dance commonly known as devil dance. The masks are in the form of 

men, beasts and ogres of hideous monstrosity. These demons are the nature-spirits which 

Tibetans worshipped before the introduction of Buddhism. The masks are most colorful and 

impassionedly quite individual. Masks of the demons are most oppressive. The masks as the 

head are the focus of the dace revealing the people’s faith in fecundity. In Tibet the masks 

have been mainly used in dramatic representation, both ritual and theatrical. Masks 

representing supernatural beings half-human and half-animal occur in Tibet. Their sculptured 

masks delimitate strange creatures with human faces and animal horns or beings combining 

the components of men and animals. The masks employed in the fiend dances are made of 

papier-mâché, cloth and infrequently gilt copper. These masks are principally super human 

size. The masks represent immortality, demons, genie, historical individuals and allegoric 

figures.   

The masks are prepared by the Lama craftsman exactly according to their religious 

notion. They are generally carved of wood, mashed paper and cloth and painted in several 

colours and generally provided with a Yak tail wing. When the masks are accomplished they 

are stored within the monastery under the custody of the Lamas to perform the dances in 

several festivals surrounding the monastery. The dresses accompanying the masks are as 

specious robes of rich brocade and satin, with gilt embroidery. The weapons carried by the 
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maskers are made of wood engraved with dorje patterns. The staves of the skeletons are 

topped by the head of a dead person.  In Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling area, there are itinerant 

devil dancers, who go from village to village and from rest house to rest house giving 

imitations of the devil dances performed in the monasteries. These peripatetics wear wooden 

masks of a traditional design. The masks which are repeatedly heirlooms bear a far more 

pleasing manifestation. Round their waists the dancers were gridles of Yak tails, which add 

greatly to the impact of their peculiar evolvement. Mask dances (Cham) have been designed 

and publicly accomplished partly to educate the lay folk about religious messages and a bit of 

Tibetan history as well. The monk performers were dressed in rich costumes of decorated and 

appliquéd silk brocaded. If a monk was playing the part of god or some other empyreal 

creature, he wore an excellent painted mask. The mask dancers also illustrate the Buddha’s 

first sermon in Deer Park in India.  Here the words of the Master were said to have the power 

of a lion roaring.  This dance is called the snow-lion.  The dancers carried a sword and his 

papier-mâché mask, painted with dazzling colours, had an incredible grim manifestation.24 

Lakhey dance is a popular dance of Nepali community. Lakhey is regarded to be a 

fanciful devil that held his domain by chasing away other devils.25  Special masks are worn 

during such ritual dances.  These masks are made of papier-mâché wood plastered with clay 

and linen and painted lively colours. During the convivial of Indra Yatra the dance of the 

elephant is accomplished. Elephant is the vehicle of god Indra.  The Lakhey dance is part of 

this convivial. These masks made of wood with yak tail. The Mahakali dance, The Nava 

Durga dance begin at the convivial of Dasain. What is interesting that another group of 

dancers who belong to the high caste of Buddhist priests and former monks also dance 

throughout nine days of the occasion? They were masks of the eight goddesses of Asta 

Matrika who are custodian of the town. All these dances take place on public squares and on 

the streets among large crows.26 
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The traditional masks of the Nepalese can be divided into two sorts: “tribal” masks 

which belong to the ethnic group such a Gurung, Magar, Tharu, Rai, etc. and “classical” 

masks which illustrate Hindu and Buddhist gods and goddesses. Masks are more often used 

in departure and rituals rather than in theatrical representation. Masks representing faces of 

gods, sometimes it enforce as ornamental motif adorning a temple and masks in metal or 

stone representing faces of god, adored like statues. They are called statue-masked.  The 

metals used to making them are brass, silver and bronze. The masks are made occasionally by 

members of the caste of painters. The images have to be made in compatibility with the 

prescriptions laid down in local manuals of iconography. It is improbable for a painter to 

break the rules for the painting of a religious image.  If the rules are not esteemed, a deity can 

become a demonical energy. The clay masks are painted with several colours. Each colour 

has particular importance: red is connected with anger, blue, black with energy and power, 

white with purity and death. Formerly only vegetable and mineral colours were used.  Now 

the painters use mainly chemical colours. The co-existence of chhau dance mask of purulia 

and the traditional regional mask of Sub – Himalayan region in Biswa Bangla Darjeeling 

which can be prove that the culture is only medium which embedded  various region in the 

same thread. This cultural co-existence also breaking the kiddle of regional integration and 

reach it from the national stratum to international stratum.  

Most of the tribal masks are made of wood and are of human solidity. In disparity 

with classical masks, the tribal mask maker it seems had more emancipation of manifestation 

and could use his fantasy more freely. The masks of the Magar and Gurung tribes are of 

hardwood encircled with a glossy, high patina from disclosure to smoke and butter fat. Masks 

of the Rai people are known to make house protecting masks from tree, fungus, while some 

other masks are constructed from felt and goat skin. Some of these masks ostensibly been 

used for objectives of healing, oracle augury and life catastrophe while others in pantomimes 

on the occasion of village seasonal festivals or function sacrificed to ancestors.27 
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Tattoo as a Fashion Statement of New Commercial Culture of Sub – Himalayan 

Darjeeling 

The word “tattoo” comes from the Samoan word “tatau” and was interfaced back to 

Europe by querist, to denote acts of scarring, pricking, painting and staining of the body that 

was prevailed by several Polynesian cultures. The story of how tattoos became part of 

conventional cultures is largely a 20th Century delusion. Tattoos were first obtained by non-

mainstream sections of the population such as sailors, the military and prison populations.  

Before tattooing became occurance, two things had to take place. First, it had to become more 

allowable for large division of the population to become intended in body – decoration.  

Second, , tattooing had to lose its marginal position and obtain a dose of enchantment. The 

body as the site of decorative presentation had to lose its blemish. It had to become allowable 

to use the skin as an exterior for rhetoric and inscription. Young people are very consumers 

of popular culture, and because they like to perceive themselves from older generations, it is 

not astonishment that, young people were the major borrower of tattoos and other symbols of 

outsider, status, once they became attractive. So that do tattoo say about our culture?  When 

tattooing manifested membership of a community, or an outsider group, this tended to throw 

away large sections of the population but it did mean that tattooing was exceedingly 

permanent and contemplative of a sequence way of life.  As tattooing became more of a 

fashion statement, and less demonstrative of group membership, it has become something we 

are more likely to regret or change our minds about.28 

implimentation of modifying one’s body by marking it has been present from ancient 

times. And the records of a tattoo exercise are sporadic worldwide. Here the question arise 

what made people think of marking their body? Tattoo in many primeval section is part of 

their intellectual achievement and it is done on men, women and sometimes on the children 

too, but they be evidence of a several meaning to the different members of the society.  
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Tattoo is often connected with ethereal, energy and gender. Therefore, to trace the 

requirement of marking the body could be probably for gaining control over something 

through a symbol that is tattoo and it is done on the body as body is the only thing that we 

own, consequently the masks that are tattooed in the body is the symbol of owning 

something. In tribal section tattoos are done after juvenescence as the symbol of being 

sexually advanced or sometime after achieving some particular ranks in the society in case of 

men, and often married women are emblems by tattoo as a symbol of marriage or auspicious 

occasions (for example mehendi).29 

From being used as a sign of status to jewelry – like markings, tattoos have been 

around in India since ancient times. But, just how old this tradition is, remnant a mystery.  

From the dense, rain soaked mountain jungles of the north east to the dry deserts of Rann of 

Kutch in the far west tattoos have not constantly been used for various reasons by variegated 

communities across the country. 

For hundreds of years the tradition of tattooing was admired over the agrarian and 

forested landscapes of India. The ancient maze – like carvings on prehistoric rocks were 

copied by tribal communities on their bodies. They called the method gudna (burying the 

niddle in Hindi) and exhibited the markings as jewelry – the kind of jewelry no one could 

take away from them even if they were to lose all their worldly proprietorship. Most of 

India’s tattooed tribes lived in the distant hinterlands of the country, where stealing of women 

by adversary was general grandeur.30 

For last two decades, notions of tattooing and tattoos have presumed undergone 

important changes. These comprise changes within the tattoo industry as well as realized 

vantage point towards tattoos and tattooing within society. Tattooing which once being 

connected with non-mainstream groups has moved from comparatively incalculable issue to a 

booming appearance of modern consumers culture that can be seen in terms of fashion 31 and 
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popular culture. Researchers have identified the value and significance that separate 

motivations have in tattooing practices.32  Strin and Hinz noticed, however, that there are 

relatively few studies that focus upon persona social background and inspirations for body 

modifications. Atkinson called tattooing “a contextual and negotiated signifier of identity”.  

Individuals are approving agency in electing to use time, spend money, and tolerate pain to 

achieve tattoos. In an intuition, pain is a way of earning a body interchange. Inspiration may 

be usually serial into religious, cultural or impassioned categories, observance, 

embellishment or they may be more egotistical. Young adults may utilize tattooing to build 

upon subsisting pleasure to be identical and stand out. In preference, they may be influenced 

by peer squeeze or wanting to fit in. Atkinson noted that one participant’s tattoo had 

importance as a maker for a performance, but was at the same instance actually as a religious 

symbol, as well as a display of virility. People also acquire tattoos as cohesion to personal 

relationships.  In some cultures, tattoos are trusted to provide protection.  Tattoos have even 

utilized in conjunction with breast reconstruction. 

In present society where everything is so fast and forwarded, tattoo shapes one’s 

recognize in a bit several avenues and could be narrated as a form of self-manifestation.  

Tattoo caries a meaning, a story, which is very own and very unconventional. That’s why a 

entirely same image of a tattoo can carry a several meaning to its owner and sometime to 

viewers. Consequently, making something in our body abidingly in the form of tattoo and the 

pain of having it shows one’s commitment to it.  Paper or an art hanging in the wall could be 

spoiled, but a tattoo is something that would be with that person till death, until and unless his 

body is being ruined. People carry it with them every day, it becomes a part of their body, 

and it becomes the new skin, in which they are carrying a story and throwback their 

uniformity and attaching their intimate self with it.33 
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Tattoo culture in Sub-Himalayan region is one of the oldest traditions exercised in 

Newars, Gurungs, Tharu and Magars communities of the areas. The real time, when the 

tattoos culture in Sub-Himalayan region unfamiliar, but the practice of getting a tattoo was a 

part of the cultural and social facet of people’s lives since the ancient times. In the modern 

times the same trend may not be come behind by the young generation but, religious 

ideogram and designs can be seen in older members of many families. In most cases exetoric 

amongst women, getting inked during Jatras (festivals) and Melas (carnival) like Indra Jatra 

in the region. The tattoo in the legs of the Newari women symbolizes her strength. And an 

interesting faith about getting a tattoo is when a person dies he takes nothing but the tattoos 

on his body.  And imminent to heaven, if one finds hardships he/she can sell the tattoos and 

therefore make away to heaven more gladly. Tattoos making in children at a premature age 

are also trusted to secure them from illness and evil spirits. The Newari generally get images 

and symbols of several gods and goddesses and particular patterns associated to nature. The 

mixture of coal and milk from chosen plants were used to produce colour for the tattoo 

design. Likewise in Tharu tribe tattoo or “Godhani” are the part of their social norms. Ladies 

ordain their hands, limbs, legs and chest with symbolic designs of nature, mythological 

stories and historical occurrence. They have heartened having their bodies inked before 

marriage which is the part of their beautifying methods. Getting inked is common in the tribe 

and men and women both have their tattooing ritual in elaborate tharu ritual. It is common 

tharu credence that one will find a piece of heaven. Generally women’s with good memory 

power known as ‘Tikaniya’ are the one who are specialist in carving designs. Mustard oil and 

cow dung are the conventional ointments used as ink and throne from Neem trees to 

significant a tattoo in tharu culture. In Gurungs and Magar, tribe ladies ordain their faces and 

near lips with designs of sun, moon and the stars. They used the design as embellishing 

methods and a symbol of good luck for them and their families. Some even believe that, the 

propensity of getting their face inked, appeared in ancient times when the king used to take 
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any women he desired. And to keep the women safe, they begin making face designs to 

encumber the king from taking their women in ancient periods.34 

People have their very own momentum for their tattoo, and several appreciations are 

connected with it. People are seen to be tendentious something that they personally feel close, 

or by someone whom they conceive or once in a while just because of fashion. Motivations 

often come from people’s personal faiths. As alluded by the participants it comprises 

something that are very close to whom which they have choose to get tattooed, to show the 

consequence in their life. Members are found in this present study, who have been 

tendentious to get tattooed from someone they are very fond of or they think as their idol.  

This includes their felicitated write or their favorite rock star or their favorite film star. Many 

members have reacted that in their teenage they are just driven into tattoo and have done one; 

presently many teenage people have tattoos according to many tattoo artists. There is 

something which has growing frenzy in teenagers, and many of people had showed their keen 

interest in their teen ages and give out for a tattoo.  In accordance with a tattoo artist “very 

recently I see the kids coming from school come here and often ask I will do a tattoo how 

much I have to pay and all.  I say go to home and play”. It was seen often that the participants 

present in this study has said that making tattoo made them feel unparalleled, as it is 

something diverse to them, something that is very own to them. Here is a case that shows the 

participant appreciation to his tattoo. When he asks about his thought of propriety regarding 

tattoo, he said that tattoo makes him feel new, unparalleled. As you can buy new cloths but 

same can do other people, but tattoo is your very own. Something that other can’t have. As he 

schematic his own tattoo he thinks that it is very own and very much identical, which would 

not be general with any other after getting every tattoo. I felt several, just like we do feel 

when we wear new cloths, new shoes. Now if you ask about identical, then yes, I do feel, 

because in case of dress or jeans or shoes that we have, nothing is made just for me, but tattoo 

is something that notion came from my mind and it’s just and just for me, consequently off 
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course it is something unparalleled. Tattoo is a fashion statement for many people. According 

to many tattoo artists, there are many people who acclimated to go for a tattoo just for fashion 

or beautification. Hiding a scar has been set-up as a significant reason of doing a tattoo.  

Participants in most cases those who have a buildup body have said that full sleeves tattoos 

are compatible for a muscular body, and that makes the body more glamorous. Participants 

are found have done tattoo in the memory of extinct people who are very adjacent to them.  

They said that this made them happy and some said that this made them feel that the person is 

constantly with him. Memorial tattoos found in this study portrait and some other pleasure 

that delimitate their feelings about the extinct one. Some participants are found to having a 

tattoo based on their theological believes, and it also comes when they are suggesting or 

advising for a tattoo to their client. People were set up to chose their lucky trinket as their 

tattoo and some thinks that tattoo has positive and negative power.35 

Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling is much like Goa in terms of providing advantages for 

body art. Permanent and temporary tattoo parlors, offering to transform a part of your body 

into a dazzling masterpiece, are attainable at nearly every nook and corner of the town, 

adding a hippie impression to this scenic and peaceful location.36  Travelers often carry bitter 

sweet memories of the places they travel to and what better way to recall their stories than 

with the help of a piece of art that is inked abidingly to the shine. Tattoos are emerging as an 

interesting way to carry a keepsake of a terminus one has visited. Getting inked in Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling, costs far less comparable to the western world which is a driving 

factor for their award to get tattoos. Most of the people to get like to sign because it reminds 

them of their fond memories of Sub-Himalayan region. Tattoo studios in Darjeeling are 

Pradhan studio at Chauk Bazar, Gorkha ink at capital market and Tattoo-29 at Nehru Road.37  

Travel and art go hand in hand since a decade, tattooing in India has come a long way – 

whether you treasure it or regret, whether you remember it or wonder how it occurred, 

coming back from a vacation with a tattoo is faintly uncommon. If you are serious about 
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getting inked, you should go about it right way.  Well, getting inked in Darjeeling is a once in 

a life time kind of a knowledge.  Unlike other cities in India, the body art in Darjeeling is 

crafted peculiarity. Get yourself inked with some modern image of Buddha or an inspiring 

quote while you adore a Buddha statue meditating.38 

There are various forms of manifestation of feelings; some express them by writing, 

some by postures or some by actions. Notwithstanding, people today are expressing their 

cogitation and passion in the form of body art known as tattoo. Today a tattoo is trendy 

fashion statements and has weighed resurection in popularly but the origin of tattoos dates 

back to Neolithic period. Tattoos are very dismal way of doing designs on the several parts of 

the body by way of puncturing the dermis layer of the skin and injecting ink into the body 

part and creating different mofits.  It is the decisive form of manifestation of passion. Tattoo 

is an ancient form of art that was done to identify an observance of people or to symbolize a 

particular’s belonging to a particular community or nonetheless can be marks of religious and 

theological devotion. In the earlier day it was the sailor who made tattoos on their arms; these 

designs were particular art such as anchor. In this way, through tattoos one could differentiate 

a specific set of people. And today, we have more than many tattoo art studios and parlors 

that specialize in different types of tattoo pictures and designs. This form of art is gaining 

vogue, even celebrity inscribes them and tattoo artists are much sought after people.  Since 

the last three decades tattooing has undergone many changes and artists are now-a-day 

trained in fine arts direction too. This great form of art uses the most experienced equipment 

and course of action. Today tattoo related art form is subject of study and viewing in the 

galleries and museums.39 

Tattoo tourism is gaining vogue as a “thing to do” when in Darjeeling many travelers 

prefer to get tattoos that represent the region they have visited.  According to a tattoo artist, 

popular tattoo pieces include the Buddha’s ages, Lord Ganesh, Lord Siva, and the Buddhist 
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Sutra “Om mane padme hum”.  Getting names inked in Devanagari script is also popular.  

The Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region has set itself as a destination for tattoo tourism. 

Tourism organization has been combatively promoting Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling for tattoo 

tourism.40 

Globalization which refers to the incorporation of economic, political, and cultural 

systems across the globe has to become one of the elegant buzzwords in both academic and 

political debate these days. Retrenchment of poverty and rapid economic develop in countries 

like India, China and other countries that were poor few years ago, proposes adequate 

promises about globalization.  Now-a-days, globalization has laid to the end of geography 

and also the death of distance. Drastic improvements in the technologies of transport and 

communication has made attainable of everything at everybody’s doorstep. The internet have 

assisted this method qualifying business to cohere more smoothly and productively and 

sparking what some have called the “Third Wave” of economic prosperity. Even in India, in 

the local super market, several products of foreign origin catch the awareness of its home 

consumers. The information flow so fast that many foreign fashion shows are run these days 

with models wearing the sarees delineated by Indian fashion designers. This show how 

tradition meets with modernity these days.  Globalization has put both east and west into one 

compartment and makes a single village – global village. 

Art and Crafts of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling have very ancient origin and of high 

quality and has a history of rich and diverse cultural tradition and among its variety, the 

legacy of Sub-Himalayan craft culture always occupies a special place owing to its beauty, 

dignity, form, style and inventive. The adaptability of the several materials used in Sub-

Himalayan arts and crafts item, such as wood, metal, cane and bamboo, textiles, clay, 

terracotta and ceramics makes the products truly unparalleled. Punctuating on the greater 

worth of the arts and crafts, T.M. Abraham stated, the world of art and craft is as expensive as 
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the world of science, philosophy or ethics. Like art, crafts throwback the state human society 

through the separate. Craft treasures like art is give us a semblance into the core and kernel of 

the collective mind and societies through the mirror of separate mind that created them.  As 

said above there are manifold varieties of art crafts in Sub-Himalayan region which are made 

with glamorous designs and meticulous craftsmanship. With the passage of time the Sub-

Himalayan society and economy has changed enormously.  It opened up its economy and 

adapted to globalization in the middle nineties.  Major changes initiated as a part of the 

liberalization and globalization strategy. The liberalization of the domestic economy and the 

increasing combination of India with the global economy has assisted set up the Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) growth rates. The growing opportunity for Sub-Himalayan 

handicrafts in global market observed when the Indian handicrafts export crossed Rs.1220 

crores in 1990-91 from merely 10 crores in mid fifties. During the globalization phase, the 

progress in handicrafts sector amounts to increasing demand for genetic and culture particular 

goods as a result of develop in world tourism. Sub-Himalayan handicrafts are said to be just 

another valuable stone of great culture and heritage. Whether it is complicatedly adorned 

metal craft or some superb paintings or presentable wood works, Sub-Himalayan handicrafts 

are going places with their genetic designs and flourishing textures. Although, the 

significance of craft in contemporaneous Indian social and economic life is growing day by 

day. Handicrafts are items made by hand, often with the use, often with the use of simple 

tools and are usually artistic and/or traditional in nature. They include objects of utility and 

objects of decoration. Many Sub-Himalayan handicrafts have aesthetic richness and 

decorative values which have been world popular.  For instance, the artisans who made thank 

as and masks exclusively for religious functions exhibited their skill to make these crafts 

internationally well known. Pre-independence the British authorities internationally raised the 

machine made foreign products in Indian markets. India had to provide the raw materials like 

raw cotton and the British factories had to be providing the fine cloths. So the traditional 
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handicrafts of India which were then world popular were methodically ruined to generate a 

market for the British products. Then after independence the Government of India as a matter 

of policy wanted to restructure the craft tradition of our country and flourished the small scale 

and cottage industries. 

Most of the designs of Sub-Himalayan art and crafts are highly artistic and traditional 

in nature but these days some of the modern designs are also being examined with to suit to 

the tastes and the inclination of the foreign tourists keeping an eye over the market. Artisans 

go for more profit, at times ignoring the quality. In the globalization times, through with 

their, through with their products going global and rising demand for it, there is a rise in the 

handicraft sector economy, still the artisans have become progressively subservient on middle 

men and trader speculators who pay the artisans wages on piece rate bases. The low 

bargaining power of the artists in a liberalized and relatively undiluted competitive market 

has forced the artisans to depend upon the middlemen. The government’s preparatory to 

flourish the regional art and crafts are effectual such a limitation. The ambiguous condition of 

the artisans and the crafts is again spotlighted when globalization has differentiated the crafts 

from the actual artisans. Thus the traditional art and crafts need to be beautiful and cost 

efficient and maintain appropriate quality in order to find a place in the competitive market.  

The magic of globalization is that during the modern times, there is always a cross-cultural 

interactivity of both the ‘local’ and ‘global’ and notwithstanding many contradictions, global 

village is now not just a probability, but a reality.  Whole world is now coordinated. But 

despite the present day globalization is also branded as a drive for profit making and it as 

replacement of the local culture by the global.41 

The new generation and tradition which started to develop in Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region in the previous country spread through the international political, economic 

and cultural systems. By and large modernity is a homespun improvement in present societies 
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in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling. This prosperity takes several forms. First it destined the 

traditional bases of economic, political, cultural and social organization, making several new 

demands on these aristocracy and opening up new probabilities to upcoming generation. 

Secondly, it brings out its familiarity to another aspect of the symbolic degree of human 

activity which may seem to be converse to creativity or creative activities.42  Within the Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling circumference the processes of velitation of forces of modernity were 

already much more intricate and diversified. This circumference can be narrated in general 

terms as the old traditional society of villagers’ communities and village networks, of the 

traditional urban centers interpose into the several local – political, culture, and religious 

centers on the one hand and into what has been generally entitled as the caste society, on the 

other. The convenience and problems exhibited here in all the major institutional spheres: the 

diversified changes in the agrarian structure; the improvement of new urban, political, 

administrative, commercial and industrial centers; the promotion of new modern educational 

frameworks and convenience and the concurrent prosperity of new channels of occupational 

dynamism, and in the development of new cultural orientations.43  In the Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region and in its center alike there improved all the several types of response to 

modernity stated here albeit in varying degrees of intensity and significance. We have for the 

most part only indirect instance about the scope of deterioration of commitment to traditional 

patterns of life.  Whatever instance subsists, however, seems to reveal that notwithstanding it 

must have been completely comprehensive, at the same time the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

periphery has manifested a great counteraction, such deterioration seems have to have been 

rather confined and there ostensibly resided some comparatively separate areas in which 

some such commitments persisted. The example about the counteraction of traditional forces 

and the concomitant improvement of a traditionalistic reaction – although more easily 

attainable – is largely indirect. Most documentation is geared to ideological manifestation 

rather than to organizational or behavioral hereafter.  But the general dominance which must 
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be checked by further research is that, especially in the few decades ago ultimate 

counteraction and concurrent traditionalism was relatively weak. 44 
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Pic- 258, Dragon motif tattoos for fashion 

Source: collected by researcher 
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      Pic-259                                                                                 Pic- 260 

  Floral design tattoos on hand 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic-262, Metal mask resemblance with Buddhism 

Source: collected by researcher, from Asian art palace, Darjeeling 
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Metal mask resemblance with Buddhism,  

Source: collected by researcher, from Art Emporium, Darjeeling 
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Traditional mask resemblance with Buddhism,  

Source: collected by researcher, from Asian Art Palace, Darjeeling 
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Various wooden masks, 

Source: collected by researcher from Kalimpong Art Gallery, Darjeeling 
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Mask resemblance with Chhau dance,  

Source: collected by researcher, from Biswa Bangla, Darjeeling 
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Traditional Folk resemblance wooden mask 

 Source: collected by researcher, from Biswa Bangla, Darjeeling 
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Traditional wooden mask resemblance with Hindu and Buddhism,  

Source: collected by researcher, from Nepal Curio House 
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Pic-288 

Traditional wooden mask resemblance with folk and religion, 

Source: collected by researcher, from  

Kalimpong Art Gallery 
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CONCLUSION 

The view that culturalism and national uniformity are rooted in a broad civilization 

frame work should not make us obstructed of the role of primitive, ethnic, religious and 

regional cultural identities. One of the notable acquirements of Indian civilization or as well 

as Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling culture lies in the fortitude and accommodation of various 

similarities as well as the abetment of a creative synthesis of these identities.  This has been 

one of the major factors in the continued viability and cultural liveliness of Indian 

civilization. 

The issue of cultural unity and integration is nearly entangled with cultural policy.  A 

policy of unification, which discounts cultural multitude and the connected character of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling society and seeks to destine uniformness, homogenization and 

regimentation on the country’s diversified population, will consumately prove to be self-

defeating. What is requisite is a humane vision of questioning which would take due detained 

of India’s pluralistic ethos and at the same time strengthens the long standing bonds and 

inter-linkages among the people, especially at the grass root level.1  Indian society is to be 

seen, to use K.S. Singh’s communities are involved in vibrative interchange sharing space, 

ethos and cultural traits.2 

The appreciation of improvement in the Indian circumstances should be respected in 

tandem with cultural pluralism and national uniformity. It is fruitful to bring out three inter 

connected dimensions of improvement. The first of these is of a general nature. Civilization 

does not arise and progress in isolation. This has become a truism in our times, thanks to the 

method of globalization. In recent years, a serious rethinking of the concept of improvement 

and its linkage with human welfare has taken place.  For too long prosperity has been 

considered as a fetish and modernization as the proposed Messiah of mankind. The pertinent 

question now is: improvement for what and whom?  The first part of the question 
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concentrates on a holistic and mobilized aspect on improvement, and the second emphases a 

people-oriented pathway. Improvement is now seen, not as an essence norm ideal, but as a 

correlative delusion involving essential reference to ecological balance as well as human 

resource improvement. The new vision of prosperity is underline that the method must take 

into active discretion people’s grass roots institutions and organizations and must enlist their 

commencement and involvement Furthermore, improvement cannot be measured in 

quantitative, statistical terms alone. Since the prosperity method must assure the participation 

of people at the grass roots level and take consciousness of their appreciation and felt needs, 

the question of progress has to be closely connected to cultural policy. The cultural policy in 

favour of improvement needs to be pervaded in the frame work of cultural pluralism and 

democratic decentralization. A presumption of the above is that a policy which seeks to 

impose unitary solutions nevertheless of regional dissimilarities and specifics will prove to be 

counter-productive. Thus through the policy for progress needs to be attuned to national 

interests and appetite, it can ill afford to overlook the culture – specific – proportions of 

improvement.  The interface of prosperity and cultural identity in the Indian context has to 

interrelated dimensions: the pan-Indian, civilization, on the one hand, and regional – cultural, 

on the other. At both the macro and micro levels, the prosperity method needs to be informed 

and guided by the pluralistic and composite ethos of Indian society as well as Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling society also.3 

Today in many developing countries superfluous method in science and technology is 

regarded to be the chief reason for general backwardness; on the converse, many in the 

industrially forward societies hold untrammeled technological progress as the roots of all 

social ills.  Is it really possible that all social and political upheavals of the past decades are 

the by-product of thoughtless advance in technology? Does it make sense to think of 

technology as an ‘inhumane force’ that has somehow guided to throw ‘human relation’s’ into 
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disorder and chaos. The friction between technological prosperity and the conservation of 

cultural worth in individual and the impression of the former upon the course of social and 

cultural changes have been a great source of disputation, the discretion of which is probably 

beyond this assignment. The evolutionists initiated technology as the major element of 

culture and put the other elements at second place holding that all the components of culture 

are influenced by technology. In this consider Leslie White has introduced the most 

significant theory on technological determinism.  According to him not only technology 

determines the direction of cultural improvement, but it also determines the need for building 

social foundation.  In fact technological determinism presumes that technological innovation 

is the driving force behind social change imposing its own logic on the social actors and their 

relations. 

In order to bring about evaporated economic and social changes and promotion of the 

living standard as well as filling the gap between them and the progressed countries, the 

developing countries are in need of science and technology and improvement has become a 

significant factor for industrial and economic progress.  But science and technology have not 

been created and progressed in segregation. The introduction of any new technology is a 

cultural delusion, which directly affecting the cultural worth and the behavior of 

communities. By the side technology is not by itself the basis of progress and prosperity 

though today the communities which consumes more and embezzle nature are regarded more 

advanced and more humanistic. But prosperity by itself is a historical change that is the 

communities move and transit from one historical stage to another. In fact preparing the 

community for improvement is historical essentialities, depending on time and place.  The 

pattern of development policy making in each country is individual to that country, but the 

laws of improvement are general and extensive. Therefore the transfer of technology can be 

efficient in the develop and improvement of orient communities only when they are in 
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harmony with the social and cultural orders of such communities.  So, claiming that with 

mere transfer of technology The Third World will effortlessly progress is an optimistic 

notion. Since the transfer of technology is a question of forming a rational balance in the 

middle of world cultural and national or intimate culture. Cultural improvement is the method 

of self-competency which at a macro level, perfect by the community itself and, at a micro 

level, by the persona and groups. On this same basis it is directly the result of intimate 

cultural creativities against comprehensive methods of the transfer of science and 

technology.4 

Arnold Pacey in his book yclept the ‘Culture of Technology’ has deliberated three 

several perspectives for technology: 

(A) The organizational perspective, comprising of the activity of designers, engineers, 

consumers and labour unions. 

(B) The technical perspective which is confined notion of technology, that is to say, 

wisdom, efficiency and Know-how, tolls and machines. 

(C) The cultural perspective means goals, worth and moral rules, faith in develop, passioned 

the inventiveness of designers. 

He supposed that people use technology in its wide scale notion and sometimes with its 

limited meaning. When technology is known in its entire technical perspective, but in its 

broad notion it should be regarded equal to feasibility. In this way it is not irrespective and 

has direct and indirect influence on worth, traditions and the environment.5 

Therefore, since we know that cultural worth are a determining factor in the choice and 

influence of technology and the latter in reality transform cultural values.6 

In the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling traditional societies the situation is considerably more 

complex, because technology will be made an alien entity which appears as an independent 

system in the face of subsisting cultural systems.  As we know, culture apprehends the path in 
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which thing identify and recognize one another within their own social sphere of action and 

the traditional cultures and value system on them comprise the factor for social synthesis, and 

give a special cultural uniformity to the numbers of a community which in itself, is one of the 

needs for intimate improvement. In the obligatory method of social evolution and change 

which derives from the introduction of  worth and models of external behavior stimulated by 

the appearence of foreign technologies the cultural endangering of cultural uniformity which 

is rooted in the tradition of nations and in the issue of conservation of cultural pluralism for 

the exhaustive human community. For instance, the improvement of communication 

technology, the caliber to record and transmit sounds and images over any space, and the 

easy reproduction of these on a large scale, have changed the face of contemporaneous 

culture.  Mr. Amadou – Mathar M. Bow, in his opening address at the conference on cultural 

policies in Latin America and the Caribbean (Bogota 1978) clearly underlined the affair 

between culture and communication. He mentioned, “the mass media ……… are not 

culturally neutral”.  The reflect the thinking, the notions, the worth, in short the spectacle of 

the world of those who use them when they serve as the channel for transmitting to given 

region worth systems or ways of life which are foreign to the people of that region and cannot 

be discontinued in the end from wiping out the distinctive worths of those people, thus 

becoming even if unadvertently, instruments of cultural severalty.  Other feature of 

technology is the structurality of social consumption design and introduction of consumer 

logic into the developing countries.7 

A high degree of ethics and a intense perception of the standing worths has been the 

prime mover of Indian society as well as Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling society.  The abstruct of 

the Vedic system of life lay in exercise and not in theory, in conception and not in faith, in 

transformation and not in occupation. In other words, as an alternative of originating a 

sacerdotal mentality and bequeathing to progeny an embodied church-religion, the Vedic 
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seers promoted broad-based knowledgeable development and set up a tradition of 

philosophical purpose and conscientious endeavor to know oneself.  There was a system not 

of creed-bound religion but on self-culture, leading straight on to the social ideal of mutual 

harmony and cultural synthesis or consistency.8 

Distinction of worldly status and avenues of living may comprise logical ground for 

classifying people, but the so called religious dissimilarity should not be any vindicable basis 

for dividing them. Real religious life can and does resulted in the human heart everywhere 

and at all times similarity in its common spectacle, even though it may vary in the degree of 

its severity or outward manifestation.  It should under conducive occurrences function as 

being the substantial unifying the inherent capacity for coming into being. 

All life is self manifestation, all life, independent as well as national. And if it is true 

that nations are made by artists and thinkers than by traders and politicians, then the self-

manifestation of art is our highest national resourcefulness.  The traditional art is the 

repercussions of a mobilized national culture. As Coomaraswamy put it long back: “I do not 

believe in any regeneration of Indian people which cannot find expression in art; any re-

awakening worth the name must so express itself.” For manifest reasons, the Indian re-

awakening has been clouded and influenced by political disclosure, but her artistic 

resuscitation is also a fact, regrettably little understood in its inner bearing.  It is an adequate 

freedom that does not bring to us the pleasure of source. A number of art – critics – both 

eastern and western – have given us dense exploration of the inner importance of Indian art.  

It will be adequate for my motive together a few of these, and to associate them is some kind 

of dilution.  I hope this will make – for the unenlightened – feasible moniter to the art 

problems and motive of India. Critics like Havell, Binyon, Okakura, Coomaraswamy and Sri 

Aurobindo, to mention only a few come up with specious instruments for the understanding 

of Indian art. There are also the writings of Rabindranath which gave us impassioned 
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aesthetics of all arts as well as conventional art also, while the endeavor of Rabindranath’s 

manifestation – in the Bageshvari lectures – is incomparable. We may say that, in the 

beginning, Indian art, “is an intuitional and theological art and must be seen with the intuitive 

and spiritual eye.”  It has been “very largely a hieratic aesthetic script of India’s theological, 

cogitative and religious experience”, and “to ignore it is to fall into total in comprehension or 

into much misunderstanding”. As Coomaraswamy narrates it: “It is sometimes suggested that 

no qualification or knowledge of or sympathy for Indian Mysticism and ideals of life and 

character is needed for the study of Indian art; that it is sufficient for the student lacking these 

qualifications to know only whether he “likes” or “dislikes” a given example of Brahmanical 

or Buddhist art: that such art has no connection with Indian idealistic thought, and that those 

who trace such a connection are themselves reading the Upanisadas into the paintings and 

sculptures……………. Is not the opposite view truer, that the understanding of Indian art can 

only be attained through a realization of the mental (and social) atmosphere in which it 

grew?”  As Chiang Yee, the author of ‘The Chinese eye’ puts it in an indistinguishable 

adherence: “The course our painting is followed in China, in contrast with yours in Europe, 

can only be ascribed to our traditional philosophy”. 

This want of wisdom and compassion for India’s traditional culture, specially Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling and philosophy is the most manifest and contrary barrier for the 

average European, the direct source of much misunderstanding. Imperial exclusiveness would 

not find anything of value in the culture of an alien and annihilated race. And this feeling was 

numerously aided by “the intolerant refusal to admit the beauty of unaccustomed forms”, not 

to speak of the genuine complexity of appreciating an unacquainted art, with its several 

motives and conventions yet, it should be recollected lest we put in the opponency between 

the hemispheres into an utmost antinomy: ‘there was a time when Europe and Asia could and 

did actually understand each other very well. Asia has kept herself; but successive to the 
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companionable of the European cognition and its primogeniture with surfaces, it has become 

more and more stubborn for European minds to think in terms of unity, and therefore difficult 

to understand the Asiatic point of view.” With the consequence that what is called the 

perception of Asiatic arts is mainly based on categorical misrepresentation. The falsify is not 

a European monopoly; it is to be found “educated” Indians as well. For example we can say, 

in Binoy Kumar Sarkar’s ‘Aesthetic of Young India.  But as Slri Aurobindo points out: “An 

inability to understand the motives and methods of Indian art and a contempt or repulsion 

from it was almost universal till yesterday in the mind of Europe.” 

The theory of ancient Indian art and also the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling traditional art at 

its greatest is of another kind.  Its highest business is to disclose something of the self, the 

Infinite ……… through its living finite symbols, the Divine through his powers ……. Life is 

seen in the self, or in some suggestion of the infinite, or of something beyond, or there is at 

least a touch and influence of these which helps to shape the presentation ………….. A 

seeing in the self accordingly becomes the characteristic method of the Indian artist, and it is 

directly enjoyed on him by the canon.  He has to see first in the spiritual being the truth of the 

thing he must express, and to create its form in his intuitive mind; he is not bound to look out 

first on outward life and Nature for his model, his authority, his rule, his teacher or his 

fountain of suggestions.”  Thus, “One may well say that beyond the ordinary cultivation of 

the aesthetic instinct necessary to all artistic appreciation, there is a spiritual insight or culture 

needed if we are to enter into whole meaning of Indian artistic creation, otherwise we get 

only at the surface external things or at the most things, only just below the surface 

………….  Indian architecture, painting sculpture are not only intimately one in operation 

with the central things in Indian philosophy, religion, yoga, culture but a specially intense 

expression of their significance.”  That is what “a great oriental work of art does not easily 

reveal its secret to one who comes to it solely in a mood of aesthetic curiosity or with a 
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considering objective mind, still less as the cultivated and interested tourist passing among 

strange and foreign things; but it has to be seen in the loneliness, in the solitude of one’s self 

is moments when one is cable of long and deep meditation and as little weighted as possible 

with the convention of material life.” Indian art is stimulated or constrained by such motives.  

Aside from the dissimilation of the several media, its unity of encouragement is one of the 

same. Let us take a brief turn at its architecture, sculpture, folk art and maintained 

throughout. “Indian holy architecture of whatever date, style or immolation goes back to 

something timelessly ancient now outside India almost wholly lost, something which belongs 

to the past, and yet it goes forward too, though this the rationalistic mind will not effortlessly 

admit, or something which belongs to the future. Indian temple, monasteries to whatever 

godhead it may be built, is in its intimate historicity an alter proposed to the heavenly self, a 

house of the inessential spirit, an evocation and appetite to the everlasting.9 

It can be said that under the condition of primitive economy in terms of craft at 

compliance level with declining per capita land due to progress in population day by day and 

lack of industrial improvement, the households, i.e. traditional cottage industry like several 

handicrafts and handloom has been playing vital role and has become an essential part of the 

household economy of the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. Several co-operatives apart 

from government institute of cottage industry have been also playing vital beneficial role in 

the development of handicraft industry vis-à-vis Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region’s 

economy.  Now-a-days we can see little bit growth of the artisan’s societies of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region. 

The Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region’s women and also men have been playing a 

preponderant role in various traditional art and craft like carpet, handloom, various metallic 

objects, ornaments, various woolen objects, and wooden objects and also terracotta objects, 

making of traditional jholor, pillow and cushion covers, bags painting of lucky signs and 
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tattoos, thangka, brocade, tailoring of dress material, embroil work etc.  The Government 

institute of cottage industry for example we can say that Biswa Bangla Shilpi Haat, various 

co-operatives and welfare societies and private business enterprises have been playing the 

important contributing role in increasing as well as conveying handicraft training, providing 

opportunities for employment of unemployment workers, its commercialization, development 

of handicrafts and its local market economy in turn general economy.  Therefore these have 

been not only playing the conclusive role in the development of traditional handicraft 

industry vis-à-vis market economy but also playing the important role in the continuity of 

venerable cultural tradition of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. 

Few decades ago the traditional handicrafts of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling were for 

religious purposes.  But now-a-days the artisanship is being more and more commercialized 

among both men and women of this region.  Now there has been a little bit change in the 

local traditional arts and handicrafts of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling in terms of tradition, 

modernity and its demand in the market.  There was no time limit for the preparation of a 

particular article in the past.  But today the articles are produced after a fair calculation of the 

cost benefit ration and more number of products at a time for selling10 and financial profit.  

Unquestionably, this has taken a market or commercial inclination.  This is an important 

change in the handicraft industry in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region which has opened up 

much direction for the artisans specially the women and thereby contributing towards socio-

economic and also cultural progress in the society.  In these circumstances the Government 

institute of cottage industry, different co-operatives and private concerns are contributing 

significantly in commercialization of traditional handicrafts in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

region.  Therefore, it may also be said that the Government institute of cottage industry, 

various co-operatives, welfare societies, N.G.O., self help groups, business groups, etc. not 

only imparting training but also producing the employment for women.  In other way all 
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women in handicraft industry, op.cit.p.259 these have the positive benefaction in reinforcing 

the position of women, artisans in terms of their empowerment in the present day context and 

as well as society.  The condition of traditional handicrafts which was being bipartite and 

meant for tradition and culture of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region’s society, has now 

become the industry.  This is not only preserving the immediacy of tradition but also 

embraced the modernity and secularity.  Besides its growth now not only is contributing to 

general economy but also playing the vital role in employment generation within the Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region.  The involvement in traditional handicraft production, selling, 

marketing, etc. has no doubt emerged as profession vis-à-vis occupation.  It is the fact that the 

women are dominating in this industry.  In other way it may be said that the handicraft 

industry in present day of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling has opened a vital path particularly to 

the women for strengthening condition in terms of their enfranchisement within the society.  

It is also the fact that the participation of women of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling in general 

particularly in household work and various traditional art and crafts work as main activity as 

exclusively dominant as compared to men.  Thereby they used to make their contribution in 

subsidiary family income.  These substantiate the important multitudinous role played by the 

women of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region for the household apart from other household 

assignment including looking after the children and other members of the family as well as 

other works in addition to their traditional role as mother, wife, sister and daughter.  Taking 

the back ground of the artisans of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region under the study, all are 

having diploma and training courses in handicraft from different co-operatives.  While in the 

past, the training on handicraft making had been usually from generation to generation 

traditionally in the family.  In case of knitting of woolen items, they have undergone the 

training of hand knitting traditionally from mother, or grandmother and for modern machine 

knitting from co-operatives and other institution.  On the whole, education of the artisans 
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especially women are comparatively higher than that of their parents and more pronounced 

among the present generation.  Indeed the majority of them are more illiterate, very low and 

marginally educated families.  Besides, they are mainly from nuclear families, large size 

families and families having more number of female members.  All of them do income from 

traditional handicrafts production either as service or privately by selling, business, trainee, 

etc.  In fact all of the artisans especially women under the study are gainfully involved in 

handicraft productions and or selling.  It is also the fact that the gainful involvement in 

traditional handicrafts production, training and or selling have been mainly among the 

women’s generation under the study and more popular in the present day context or Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling society.  Being women almost of them are involved in household work 

including some in agriculture too apart gainful work in traditional handicraft industry either 

officially and or privately.  Besides being also women they used to perform the traditional 

role as mother, wife, sister and daughter in the family vis-à-vis present day context or 

society.11  It may also be said that the traditional art and craft vis-à-vis cottage industry of 

Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region has opened the new path for earning which in turn reduce 

the unemployment situation and increase the economic development in the Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling society.  It is also notable to be mentioned here that above all the traditional 

handicrafts industry might have a positive impact to bring about the changes in the role and 

status of the artisans of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region.  In other words, it might have 

played an important contributing role towards strengthening the position of artisans specially 

women towards development which in turn ultimately brought about improvement to a extent 

among the women of the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region in the state. 

Under such situation, a number of remedial steps are needed to be taken to develop the 

condition of artisans to an extent in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region.  The development of 

traditional art and craft industry in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region require more training 
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and up-gradation of knowledge of entrepreneurship at par with modern trend keeping the 

traditional aspects in totality.  Creation of interest towards more entrepreneurship, easy 

availability of raw materials, developed infrastructure and marketing network, and flow of 

credit and finance are also very necessary.  Moreover, the necessary steps are required to be 

taken to motivate and encourage the women artisans and also men artisans towards the 

importance and benefits of the traditional art and craft of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region.  

Simple and modest in nature and countenance, the traditional art and craft of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling under study have presented many depiction of the life and activities of the artisans 

of the people of the time and space they belong to.  We realize from them how they lived, 

what they thought.  We cannot know many things we wish for.  Yet whatever the objects of 

traditional art and craft have given us as messengers of our traditional cultural past of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region must be acknowledged.  Incontrovertibly the traditional art and 

craft in question seem to have done their duty in manifesting the scenario of the socio-

cultural life or pattern of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region during the last few decades. 

Cultural Tourism is a part of all-round development of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

region.  But it is not only for the natural beauties of this region but also various local 

traditional festivals also attached with cultural tourism. Because traditional dance, songs, 

playing musical instruments and various religions customs also intrinsically associated with 

cultural tourism.  This kind of cultural activities is not only the medium of the entertainment 

of tourists but also another medium of earning source of local people of Sub-Himalayan 

region. The people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling pointing out their traditional dress, mask, 

musical instrument etc. in front of the global tourist.  This cultural exhibition has been 

increase the tourist’s inquisitiveness day by day about the culture and customs of people of 

Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region.  Even they create a market through the Merchandise all 

the traditional objects.  Needless to say it also creates a financial solvency of this region.  
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Every year many tourists come in this region.  They dress up traditional clothes (like bakku) 

and take snap and through the various social media this activities of the tourists automatically 

reach every part of the world and as a result the traditional cultural activities and objects 

simply globalized.  On the basis of this point the present Government has taken various steps 

for new direction or develops the traditional cultural sentiment of this region. 
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TABLE – 1 

Occupational Structure (in percent) 

 Cultivator Agricultural Household Others Marginal Non Workers Main Workers 

  Labours   Industry   Workers Industry 

1991 2001 1991 2001 1991 2001 1991 2001 1991 2001 1991 2001 1991 2001 

Darjeeling Hill 

Area 

11.14 22.23 2.55 9.93 0.12 3.53 19.41 64.3 0.72 7.23 66.0 64.33 33.29 28.43 

Darjeeling District 8.34 15.5 3.98 10.2 0.21 2.80 21.18 71.5 0.51 5.6 65.78 64.6 33.71 29.80 

Source: District Census Handbook, Census of India: 1991, 2001. 
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TABLE – 2 

Population Composition of Darjeeling District (1901) 

Different Eghnic Community Percentage 

Nepali 61% 

Lepchas 27% 

Bhutias 4% 

Tibetans 1% 

SC & STs 27% 

Other Indian and European Communities 4% 

Total 1000% 

Source : Banerjee et.al., 1980. 
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TABLE – 3 

Sub-Division wise Occupational Structure (in %) 2001 

Sub Divisions Total Workers Types of Total Workers 

 Cultivators Agricultural 

Labourers 

Household Ind. 

workers 

Others Total Population 

Darjeeling Sadar 34.41 17.66 9.01 3.40 69.93 388107 

Kalimpong 38.82 37.30 14.72 4.58 43.40 225220 

Kurseong 33.72 11.74 6.07 2.61 79.58 177264 

Source : Darjeeling District Statistical Handbook 2008. 
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TABLE – 4 

Caste affiliation of the Artisans community 

Major crafts 
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Bishwarkarma - 7 - - 2 1 14 32 34 90 

Bhutia 12 1 4 - 8 3 - - - 28 

Chhetri 1 - 1 - 8 3 - - - 13 

Chinese - - - - - 2 - - - 2 

Damai - 1 - - - - - - - 1 

Dukpa - - - - 3 2 - - - 5 

Gurung 4 - - - 3 2 - - - 9 

Tamang 5 - 2 - - - - - - 7 

Lepcha - - - - 3 - - - - 3 

Mukhia - 3 2 - 8 4 - - - 17 

Pradhan - 2 - - 14 6 3 - - 25 

Rai 4 - - - - - - - - 4 

Sarki - - - 4 2 6 - - - 12 

Sherpa - 5 - - 7 3 - - - 15 

Subba - 2 2 - 8 5 - - - 17 

Thami - - - - - 2 - - - 2 

Thapa - 4 1 - 4 2 - - - 11 

Bengalese - - - 35 10 - 16 18 6 85 

Total 

Number Per 

Crafts 

26 25 12 39 80 41 33 50 40 346 

Source: Field Survey of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling Region. 
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Appendix A 

 

Sariputta 

Source: Collected by Researcher, from Salugara Monastery 
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Appendix B 

 

Wooden Devalaya  

Source: Collected by Researcher, from Salugara Monastery 
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Appendix C 

 

Lord Buddha 

Source: Collected by Researcher, from Salugara Monastery 
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Appendix D 

 

Vajradhara 

Source: Collected by Researcher, from Salugara Monastery 
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Appendix E 

 

Tattoo 

Source: Collected by Researcher 
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Appendix F 

 

Eight decorative holy symbols on wooden door 

Source: Collected by Researcher 
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Appendix G 

 

Sculpture of Lord Shiva 

Source: Collected by Researcher, from Mahakal Temple, Darjeeling 
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Appendix H 

 

Sculpture of Shiva Linga 

Source: Collected by Researcher, from Mahakal Temple, Darjeeling. 
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Appendix I 

 

Sculpture of Nandi 

Source: Collected by Researcher, from Mahakal Temple, Darjeeling 
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Appendix J 

 

Golden Shiva Linga structure 

Source: Collected by Researcher, from Mahakal Temple, Darjeeling 
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Appendix K 

 

Sculpture of Lord Buddha 

Source: Collected by Researcher, from Mahakal Temple, Darjeeling 
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